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INTRODUCTORY LECTURE,

q--c. ~c.

IT is impossible to address such an assembly as

I see before me without great diffidence and great

anxiety; and I may, perhaps, plead more than the

usual excuse for indulging in the egotism which is

natural to an introductory lecture. If the science

of Political Economy. were in the situation in

which, I trust, a very few years, and perhaps the

exertions of some of those whom I am addressing,

will place it; if its objects were clearly understood,

its terms precisely defined, its general principles

universally admitted; if it ranked in public esti

mation, as then it will rank, among the first of

moral sciences in interest and in utility, I should

feel, as I now feel, great diffidence in my own

powel·s, and the necessity of relying very much 011
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your candour and indulgence. But this is not the

situation of the science. It is, at. present, in that

state of imperfect development, which, though

most attractive to thestudent who has made some

proficiency, throws the greatest difficulty in the

way of a beginner, and, consequently, of a teacher,

and offers the fairest scope to the objections of an

idle or an interested adversary.

When I consider how numerous those adversa

ries are, and how widely diffused are the. prejudices

which they excite and propagate, all apprehension

for myself is lost in the fear that the failures of the

professor may be imputed to his subject, and that

the vague abstractions, the details, the truisms,

the obscurities, and the inconsistencies which, with

all my care, will, I have no doubt, be found in my

lectures, may rather deter those among my hearers

to whom the subject is new from proceeding in a

study which, in my hands, may appear uninterest

ing, than lead them to prosecute it in the ,vritings

of the great masters of the science, and by patient

meditation on the results of their own experience.
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To prevent, as far as I am able, such a result,

I shall devote this lecture to an attempt to explain

the objects of Political Economy, and the inquiries

through which they are to· be effected; and it will,

I think, appear that the human faculties cannot be

engaged in a pursuit more useful in its result, or

more interesting in its progress.

If we compare the .present situation of the

people- of England with that of their predecessors

at the time of Cresar's invasion; ifwe contrast the

warm and· dry cottage of the present labourer, its

chimney and glass windows, (luxuries not enjoyed

by Cresar himself,) the linen and woollen clothing

of himself and his family, tlIe steel, and glass and

earthenware with which his table is furnished, the

Asiatic and American ingredients ofhis food, and

above aU., his safety from personal injury, and his

calm security that to-morrow win bring with it the

comforts that have been enjoyed to-day ;-if, I

repeat, we contrast all these sources of enjoyment

with the dark and smoky burrows of the Brigantes,

or the Cantii, their clothing of skins, their food
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confined to milk and flesh, and their constant ex·

posure to famine and to violence, we shall be in

clined to think those who are lowest in modern

society richer than the chiefs of their rude prede

cessors. And if we consider that the same space

o(ground which afforded an uncertain subsistence

to a hundI:edJ or probably fewer, savages, now

supports with ease more than,a thousand labourers,

and, perhaps, a hundred individuals beside, each

consuming more commodities than the labour of a

whole tribe of Ancient Britons could have pro

duced or purchased, we may at first be led to

doubt whether our ancestors enjoyed the saIne

natural advantages as ourselves; whether their sun

was as warm, their soil as fertile, or their bodies

as strong, as our OWll.

But let us substitute distance of space for dis

tance of time; and, instead of comparing the

situations of the same country at different periods,

compare different countries at the same period,

and we shall find a still more striking discrepancy.

The inhabitant of South America enjoys a soil
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and a climate, not superior merely to our own, but

combining all the advantages of every climate

and soil possessed by the remainder of the world.

His vallies have all the exuberance of the tropics,

and his mountain-plains unite the temperature of

Europe to a fertility of which Europe offers no

example. Nature collects for him, within the

space of a morning's walk, the fruits and vegeta

bles w·hich she has elsewhere separated by thou

sands of miles. She has given him inexhaustible

forests, has covered his plains with wild cattle

and hor~es, filled his mountains with mineral

treasures, and intersected all the eastern face of

his country with rivers, to which our Rhine and

Danube are merely brooks. But the possessor of

these riches is poor and miserable. With all

the· materials of clothing offered to him almost

spontaneously, he is ill-clad; with the most pro

ductive of soils, he is ill-fed; though we are told

that the labour of a week will there procure sub

sistence for a year, famines are of frequent occur

rence; the hut of the Indian, and the residence of
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the landed proprietor are alike destitute of furni

ture and convenience; and South America, help

less and indigent with all her natural advantages,

seems to rely for· support and improvement on a

very small portion of the surplus wealth of Eng

land.

It is impossible to consider these phenomena

without .. feeling anxious to account for them; to

discover whether they are occasioned by circum

stances .unsllsceptible of investigation, or regu

lation, or by causes which can be ascertained, and

may be within human control. To us, as Eng

lishmen, it is of still deeper interest to inquire

whether the causes of our superiority are still in

operation, and whether their force is capable of

being increased or diminished; whether Eng

land has run her full career ofwealth and improve

ment,· but stands safe where she is; or, whether

to remain stationary is impossible, and it depends

on her institutions and her habits, on her govern

ment, and on her people, whether she shall recede

or continue to advance.
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The answer to all these questions must be

sought in the science which teaches in what wealth

consists,-by what agents it is produced,-and

according to what laws it is distributed,-and

what are the institutions and customs by whioh

production may be facilitated and distribution

regulated, so as to give the largest possible

amount of wealth to each individual. And this

science is Political Economy.

If my definition be correct, the science of Poli

tical Economy may. be divided into two great

branches,-thetheoretic and the practical. The

first, or theoretic branch, that which explains the

nature, production, and distribution of wealth,

will be found to rest on·a very few general pro

positions, which are the result of observation~ or

consciousness, and which almost every man, as

soon as he hears them, admits, as familiar to his

thoughts, or at least, as included in his previous

knowledge.

Its conclusions are also nearly as general as its

premises ;-those which relate to the nature and
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production of wealth, are universally true: and,

though those which relate to the distribution of

\vealth, are liable to be affected by peculiar insti

tutions of particular countries,-in the cases, for

instance, of slavery, corn-laws, or poor-Iaws,-the

natural state of things can be laid down as the

general rule, and the anomalies produced by par

ticular disturbing causes can be afterwards ac
counted for.

The practical branch of the science, that of

which the office is to ascertain what institutions

are most favourable·to wealth, is a far more ardu

ous study. Many of its premises, indeed, rest on

the· same evidence as those of the first branch;

for they are the conclusions of that branch :-but it

has, many which depend on induction from pheno

mena, numerous, difficult of enumeration, and of

which the real sequence often differs widely from

the app3rent one. The maehinery of civilized

society is worked by so many antagonist springs;

the dislike· of labour, the desire for immediate en

joyment' and t.he love of accumulation are so per-
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petually counteracting one another,and they pro

duce such opposite conduct, not only in different

individuals, but in whol~ masses of people, that

we are liable to' the greatest mistakes when we en

deavourio assign motives to past conduct, or to pre

dict the conduct which a new motive will produce.

,For instance, the questions, whether the poor

laws have had a tendency to diminish or increase

the population of England? Whether the testa

mentary laws of France are favourable or unfavour

able to the wealth of that country 1 Whether the

wealth of England has been increased Or dimi

nished by her colonies? Whether tithes fall prin

cipally on the consumer or on the landlord,? and

many others; of which the facts seem to lie· befoj"C

our eyes, have been· diligently and .acutely inves

tigated, and are still, perhaps, undecided.

And, if we are often unable to·trace all the con

sequences of institutions·with which we have been

long familiar, how much more difficult must. it be

to predict the effects of measures which are still

untried!
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Inattention to the distinction between the practical

and the theoretic branches of Political Economy,

appears to me to have occasioned much of the

difference of opinion which prevails as to the cer

tainty of its conclusions. Those who assert that

it approaches to· the accuracy of logic or mecha

nics, must either· h8.ve confined their attention to

the theoretic branch, or have forgotten that the

practical branch must sometimes draw its pre..

mises from particular facts, respecting particular

climates, soils, and seasons; and must sometimes

take into account the influence of every human

passion and appetite, under every modification of

government and knowledge.

On the other hand, the uncertainty which affects

many of the investigations of Political Economists,

has been rashly attributed to them all. Because

from probable premises they have deduced only

probable conclusions, it has been sometimes sup"

posed that probability, and that of a low degree,

is all they can attain.

I hope in the course of these Lectures to prove
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the truth of my statement, that the theoretic

branch of. the science, that. which treats of the

nature, production and distribution of wealth)-is

capable of all the certainty that can belong to any

science, not founded· exclusively on definitions;

and I hope, also, to show that many conclusions,

.and those of the highest importance, in the practi..

cal· branch, rest so immediately on the conclusions

of the theoretic branch as to possess equal eer..

tainty and universality.

The slight sketch which I have given of.the ob..

jects of the science, affords me a betteropportu..

nity than, perhaps, I shall have hereafter, of con·

sidering some objections that may be madeJ if not

to the study itself, at least to the rank in which

I have placed it.

The first is, that as the pursuit of wealth is one

of the humblest of human occupations) far inferior

to the pursuit of virtue, or of knowledge, or even

of reputation; and as the possession of wealth is

not necessarily joined-perhaps, it will be said, is

not conducive-to happiness, a science ofwhich the
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only subject is wealth, cannot claim to rank as the

first, or nearly the first) of the moral sciences.

My answer is, first, that the pursuit of wealth,

that is, the endeavour to accumulate the means of

future subsistence and enjoyment, is, to the mass

of mankind, the great source of moral improve

ment. When does a labourer become sober and

industrious, attentive to his health and to his cha

racter?-as soon as he begins.to save. No insti

tution could be more beneficial to the morals ofthe

lower orders) that is, to at least nine-tenths of the

whole body of any people, than one which should

increase their power and their wish to accumulate:

none more mischievous than orre which should

diminish the motives and the means to save. If

we have institutions eminently calculated to.pro

duce both the benefit and the mischief: how valu

able must the science be that teaches us to.discri

minate between them, to extend the one, and to

remove, or diminish, or, at least, not to extend, the

other!

Ians\ver, in the second place, that it is, perhaps,
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true, that· the wealth which enables one man to

command the labour of hundreds or of thousands,

such wealth as raised Chatsworth, or Fonthill,

may not be favourable to the happiness of its pos

sessor; and, if this be so, Political Economy

will best teach us to avoid creating or perpetu

ating institutions, which promote such inconvenient

agglomerations. But that diffusion of wealth

which alone entitles a people to be called rich;

that state of society in which the productiveness

of labour, and the mode in which it is applied,

secure to the labouring classes all the necessaries

and some of the conveniences of life, seems to be,

not ... merely conducive, but essential both to their

morals and their happiness. This appears to me

so self-evident, that I am almost ashamed of

taking up your time by proving it. But, if proof

be wanted, we have only to consider what are the

effects on the human character of the opposite

state of society; a state in which the mass of the

people is habitually confined to a bare subsistence,

and, consequently,exposf'd from time to time,
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from the accidents of trade, or of the seasons, to

absolute want. I will not dwell on the misery of

those on whom actual want does fall: it is too

painful to be steadfastly contemplated, and forms

only a small part of the evil. The great evil is

the general feeling of insecurity: the fear which

mus! beset almost every man, whose labour pro

duces him only a subsistenc~, and who has no

tesource against contingencies, that at some

period, how near he cannot tell, the want under

which he has seen others sink may reach himself.

The principal sources of happiness are the social

affections; but (to use the words of a powerful

writer, and a very accurate observer of human

nature) "the man whose thoughts are perpetually

"harassed by the torment of immediate, or the

" dread of future want; loses the power of bene

"volent sympathy with his fellow-creatures;

"loses the virtuous feeling of a desire for their

" pleasures, and an aversion to their pains;

" rather, perhaps, hates their pleasures as ren

" dering the sense of his own misery more pun-
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" gent; desires· their pains, as rendering the sense

" of that misery the less. This is the explanation

" of the cruel and· ferocious character which uni..

"formly accompanies the hardships of savage

"life. Another result of suffering is, that it pro

" duces an extraordinary greediness for immediate

" gratification; a violent propensity to seek com..

" pensation from any sensual indulgence which

" is within the reach. It is a consequence that

"the poorest individuals in civilized society are

"the most .intemperate ; the least capable of

"denying themselves any pleasure, however

" hurtful, which they can command. Hence their

"passion for intoxicating liquors; and hence,

" because he is still more wretched, the still more

" furious passion for them in the savage."·

It is scarcely necessary to add that such a

population must be grossly ignorant. The desire

for knowledge is one of the last results of refine

ment; it requires, in general, to have been im..

• History of British India, b. 6. c. 6.
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planted in the mind during childhood; and it

is absurd to suppose that persons thus situated

would have the power or the will to devote much

to the education of their children. A further con

sequence is the absence of all real religion: for

the religion of the grossly ignorant, if they have

any, scarcely ever amounts to more than a de

basing superstition.

It is" impossible that, under such circumstances)

there should he an effectual administration of jus

tice. The-law has few terrors for" a man who has

nothing to lose. Its efficiency, too, is almost al

together dependent on the support it receives from

the general body of the people. Among a very

poor, and consequently, a very ignorant people,

sympathy is almost always in favour of the offender:

his flight i~ favoured, his lurking-places are eeu

cealed, the witnesses against him are intimidated,

and he escapes even after he has become the sub

ject of prosecution : but more frequently he·

escapes even prosecution. Outrages are com

mitted in the presence of hundreds, and we are
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told that not one of the perpetrators can be Identi

fied; that is, though they are well known, the wit

nesses conceal their knowledge.

When such is the character of the bulk of the

community, there can be no security for the per

sons or property of any of its members. The

three great restraints from crime,-religion, good

feeling, and law, have, as we have seen, little

force; while the great source of crime, the passion

for immediate enjoyment, acquires additional

strength.

I do not expect to be accused of having exag

gerated the wretchedness of a country in which

the bulk of the people are subject to the pressul ~

or the apprehension of want. But I may be told,

perhaps, that I have supposed an extreme case,

a danger to which no civilized society is exposed,

to provide against ,vhich is a waste of labour.

My answer is} first, that the miserable situation

which I have described has, up to the present

time, been that of many of the inhabitants of every

densely peopled· country.
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Mr. Mylne has shown (Life Annuities, vol. ii.

p. 390,) that in England any material reduction in

the price of wheat is almost always accompanied.

by a decrease in the number of burials; and that

any material rise in the price is generally attended

by a corresponding increase in the burials. This

proves that there must be almost always in this

country a considerable number of -persons just

vibrating between the.possession and the want of

mere food; whom an inclination of the price, one

way or the other, saves or destroys. In London

alone, when London was far less populous than it

is now, Dr. Colquhoun estimated that there were

never less than 20,000 persons who rose in the

morning ignorant what means......whether casual em

ployment, pillage, or mendicity-would give them

food for the day, or shelter for the ensuing night.

While I am now speaking, there are thousands

and tens of thousands of families of hand-weavers,

in Lancashire and Yorkshire; who are working

fourteen hours a day for what will scarcely support

animal existence. And those are, perhaps, still
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more numerous who cannot obtain regular employ.

ment even on such terms as these, but are eking

out the deficiency of their wages by the gradual

sale of their little stock of clothes and furniture~

Unless 'we are prepared to maintain that there. can

be no measures by which the number of persons

so situated can be increased or diminished, we are~

at least, bound to inquire into the pretensions of

the science which professes to point out those

.measures.

But it is not true that the extreme case of gene

ral pauperism, 'which I have described, is .one to

which no civilized society can be exposed. A l~rge

porlion of the British Empire has been sinking

into it during the last thirty years, and apparent!y

with increased rapidity.

The House of Commons' Committee, appointed

in the beginning of this year to consider the

expediency of encouraging emigration from' the

United Kingdom, commence their Report by stat

ing, as among the results of the evidence collected

by themJ "That there are extensive dist.ricts in
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" Ireland, and districts in England and Scotland,

,( where the population is at the present moment

" redundant; in other words, where there exists

(( a very considerable proportion of able-bodied

"and active labourers, beyond that number to

" which any existing demand for labour can afford

"employment. That the effect of this redundancy

" is not only to reduce a part of this population

H to a great degree of destitution and misery, but

" also to deteriorate the general condition of the

"labouring classes. That by its producing a

" supply of labour in excess, as compared with

(( the demand) the wages of labour are necessa

(( rily reduced to a minimum, vrhich is utterly

(( insufficient to supply that population with those

" means of support and subsistence which are ne

e, cessary to secure a healthy and satisfactory con

" clition of the community. That in England this

(( redundant population has been) in part, sup

(( ported by a parochial rate, which, according to

(( the reports and evidence of former committees

"specially appointed to consider the subject,
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" threatens, in its extreme tendency, to absorb the

" whole rental of the country. And that in Ire

"land, "vhere no such parochial rate exists by

" law, and where the redundancy is found in a still

" greater degree, a considerable part of the popu

" lation is dependent for the means of support on

" the precarious source of charity, or is compelled

" to resort to habits of plunder and spoliation

a for the actual means of subsistence."

If we turn to the Minutes, we shall find from

Mr. Bodkin's evidence (p. 214) that the hope of

being employed by the Mendicity Society in break

ing stones at six-pence or eight-pence per day, a

work from which English paupers absconded, pro

duced such an emigration from the south of Ire

land to London, that the Society were forced to

make a distinctionbetw~een the applicants, and to

refuse the employment to any who had not resided

in this country for a cert~in time. We shall find

Mr. Becher stating (p. 193) that "almost any

" change of situation would be for the benefit of

" the lower class ill Munster :"-the Bishop of
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Limerick (p. 144), that "the existing state of

" things is truly frightful." Mr. Gabbitt (p. 127)

describes the county of Limerick as " the richest"

(that is, I apprehend, the most fertile) " country

" in the world." Yet he states that the best de

scription of labourers, those best able to .support a

family, as soon as they can amass a sum sufficient

to pay their passage, emigrate to America, " and

" leave all their children and families behind them,

" a load upon the bounty of the public." What

must be the general misery of this country, so

highly favoured by nature,· when the least miserable

part of its labouring population are eager to

escape from their wretchedness, not merely· by an

eternal separation from all those connected with

them by nature and affection, but by leaving them

" a load on the bounty of the public," that is, to

be supported by the charity of those who are too

poor to emigrate? I am not sure whether I should

not infer as intense suffering from Mr. Gabbitt's

facts, as from the Bishop of Limerick's description

of a dispossessed tenantry (p. 144), "without
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H house, without food, without money, starving,

" and almost dying in the ditches."

Happily there is no general misery in England

like this; but even England, rich and prosperous,

and well governed as she is· beyond any other

European community, is not, perhaps, quite be

yond the sphere of a similar calamity~ We have

among our institutions, and our modes of acting,

some which are eminently calculated to do more

than merely retard our advancement.

I confidently hope that we shall not long·have

to contend with them; but my hope is founded

solely on the expectation that the diffusion of sound

principles of Political Economy will aid our en

lightened ministers with the whole strength of

public opinion, and enable them to conquer the

ignorance, prejudice, and individual interest which

have always been opposed to every improvement.

There are, however, many reasoners, or rather

talkers and writers, who admit the importance of

the subject, but distrust the conclusions of the

science; and profess to be guided on all questions
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relating to it, not by the theories of political

economists, but by the opinions of practical men,

or their own common-sense.

By practical men are meant, I suppose, those

who have had experience in the matters which

Political Economy considers. But who has not

had that experience? The revenue of all men

must consist of rent, profit, or wages. They must

all exchange it for commodities or services. They

all know, .or have equally the means of knowing,

for it can be discovered only by reflection, why

they seta high value npon sO}Ile things, a IQw

one upon others, and disregard a third class.

An academical body is not very commercial, but,

probably, there is no one present who does noi

make twenty exchanges every week. If this ex

perience is not enough to enable him to under

stand how the human passions act in buying and

selling, he would be unable to comprehend it,

though his t.ransactions equalled in number and

amount those of Baring or of Rothschild. I t is~

in fact, as impossible to avoid being a practical
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economist, as to avoid being a practical logician.

The man who, beside the daily traffic in which

we are all necessarily engaged, has devoted him

self to any peculiar branch of trade ormanufac

ture, (and such is the general character of those

who are called practical men,) is much more likely

to have his general views contracted than ex

tended by it. He is apt to suppose that '\vhat he

thinks useful and hurtful to himself, IUust be use

ful and hurtful to the community. Thus, the poor

working clothiers of Stroud attributed the public

distress to the introduction of machinery in the

Inallufacture of cloth, and Mr. Webb Hall calcu

lated that a fall in the price of corn of lOs. a

quarter would hea loss to the whole country of

£20,000,000 a year.

To those who· profess to be guided solely by

Common-Sense) I will quote, in the first place,

Dr. Whately's admirable illustration of the na

ture of Common-Sense, and of the absurdity of

trusting to it where a better guide is to be

found:-
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a By Common-Sense,." says Dr. Whately, "is

"meant, I apprehend, (when the term is used

(, with 'any distinct meaning,) an exercise of the

" judgment unaided by any art or system of rules;

" such as we must necessarily employ in nUlnber

" less cases of daily occurrence; in which, having

" no established principles to guide us,-·no line

" of procedure, as it were, distinctly chalked out,

" we must needs act on the best extemporaneous

" conjectures we can form. He who is eminently

"skilful in doing this, is said to possess a

" superior degree of Common-Sense. But that

" Common-Sense is only our second-best guide

"that the rules of art, if judiciously framed, are

" always desirable when they can be had, is an

" assertion, for the truth of which I may appeal

(( to the testimony of mankind in general; which

(( is so much the more valuable, inasmuch as it

H may be accounted the testimony of adversaries.

" For the generality have a strong predilection

'" in favour of Common-Sense, except in thos~

"" points in which they, respectively, possess the
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" knowledge of a system of rules; but in these

" points they deride anyone who trusts to unaided

"Common..Sense. A sailor, e. g., will perhaps
"despise the pretensions of medical men, and

(, prefer ·treating a disease by Common-Sense:

" but he would ridicule the proposal of navigating

" a ship by Common..Sense, without regard to the

('maxiIns. of nautical art A physician, ·again,

H will perhaps contemn Systems of Political Eco..

" nomy, of Logic, or Metaphysics, and insist on

"the superior wisdom of trusting to Common

"Sense in such matters; but be would never

" approve of tnlsting to Common-Sense in the

". treatment of diseases. Neither, again, would

"the architect recommend a reliance on Com..

" mon..Sense alone in building, nor the musician

"in music, to the neglect of those systems of

a rules, which in their respective arts, have been

H deduced from scientific reasoning aided by ex""

" perience. And the Induction might be ex

H tended to every department of practice. Since.,

"therefore) each gives t.he preference to unassisted

a Common-Sense, only in those cases where he
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" himself has nothing else to trust to, and invariably

"·resorts to the rules of art, wherever he possesses

a the knowledge of them, it is plain that mankind

" universally bear their testimony, though unCOD

(( sciously and often unwillingly, to the preferable

"ness of systematic knowledge to conjectural

H judgments."*

Dr. Whately's reasoning is unanswerable; but

we shall be far too favourable to most of those who

profess, and perhaps sincerely, to rely on com

mon-sense in matters of Political Economy, if

we. believe that they actually do so.

Political Economy was an art long before it was

a science; and neither those who first practised

it, nor their advisers, were filled by knowledge,

honesty, or singleness of purpose, to desire right

ends, or to employ proper means.

Those who first practised it in modern Europe,

(and our maxims of Political Economy have no

earlier origin,) those who first endeavoured to em

ploy the powers of government in influencing the

"* Preface to the Elements of Logic.
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production, distribution, and consumption of

wealth, were semi-barbarous sovereigns, cOll8ider

ing their subjects not as a trust, but a property,
and desirous only to turn that prop rty to the .best

and readiest account.

Their advisers were landh lders, merchants,

and manufacturers, each anxiou only for his own

immediate .gafn, and caring little how the rest of

society might be affected by the monopoly he

extorted. From the mode in which these persons

pursued vrhat they thought their individual inter

ests, aided by national jealousy, and by the am

biguities of language, and unchecked by any

sound principles, arose that unhappy compound

of theoretic and practical error, the (( Mercantile

System." I think I may take it for granted,

that all those whom I am addressing are ac

quainted with the outlines of that system: and I

must necessarily consider it somewhat at large

in· my next lectures. I will say no more of it,

therefore, in this place, than that it was founded

in a belie~ that the wealth of a country consists
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solely of gold and silver, and is to be retained

and increased by prohibiting the exportation of

money, and by giving bounties on the exportation,

and imposing restrictions on the importation of

other commodities, in the hope of producing a

trade in which, the imports being always of less

value than the exports, the balance may be paid

in money: a conduct, as wise as that of a trades

man who should part with his goods only for

money; and instead of employing their price in

paying his workmen's wages, or replacing his

stock, should keep it for ever in his till.

As is the case, however, with every long

standing abuse, so many persons are immediately

interested in supporting particular parts of the

system, and the theory on which it is founded, so

long commanded universal assent, that ninety-nine

men out of a hundred imbibe it with their earllest

education. Terms which imply the truth of the

theory, and, consequently, the propriety of the

practice, have even become a part of our lan

guage. A trade in which 1110ney is supposed to
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be received in exchange for goods, is called a

trade with a favourable balance; duties imposed

to give monopolies to particular classes of pro

ducers, are called protecting duties; applications

of the public revenue, to divert capital and labour

from their n~tural employment, are called bounties.

The consequence of all this is, that men who

fancy they are a.pplying common-sense to ques

tions of Political Economy, are often applying to

them only .common prejudice. Instead of op

posing, as they fancy, -experience to theory,

they are opposing the theory of -a barbarous age

to the theory and experience of an enlightened

one.

There never was a man of stronger common

sense, a man more fitted to draw accurate conclu

sions from few or doubtful premises, than Napo

leon. He had an utter horror of Political Econo

my; the principles of which, he said, if an empire

were built of granite, would grind it to powder.

On such subjects he trusted to common-sense.

And his COlumon-sense was an undistinguishing
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acceptance of the whole theory of the mercantile

system.

It appears, from his conversations at St. Helena,

that he fully believed that the continent must be

a loser by its commerce with England, and that it

must be so on account of the excellen~e and cheap..

ness of English commodities. These abominable

qualities must, he thought, enable us, in the jar

gon of the theory, to undersell the continent in its

own lnarket, and ultimately pr-oduce its ruin,

through that unfavourable balance of trade, in

which, what is received is of greater value than

what is given. He thought that he could put an

end to this trade by his continental system; with

out doubt the principal object of that system was

to ruin England; .but he appears to have impli

citly believed, that it was also a blessing to the

continent. The murmurs of his 'subjects and allies

he treated like the complaints of spoiled children,

who do not know what is for their own good, and

who, when experience has made them wiser, will

embrace from choice what they have submitted to
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from necessity. There can be no doubt, I think,

that these opinions, and the obstinacy into ,vhich

they led him, were the ultimate causes of his

downfal.

But.can they be said to have been founded on

common-sense1 If Napoleon had trusted to his

own powerful sense, if he had not been misled by

a theory as wild as it is generally received,. could

he have believed that the Continent was injured by

enjoying an advantageous Inarket, and was injured

precisely in the proportion in which that market

was advantageous1

The length to which this lecture has extended

prevents me from dwelling on the many other pre

judices which profess to derive their sanction from

the much-abused term "common-sense." I will

only suggest, as instances, the common opinion

that the unproductive consumption of opulent indi

viduals ·and of governments, the mere waste of

armies and of courts, is beneficial to the other

members of society, because, to use the vague

and unintelligible language of common conversa-
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tion, "it promotes the circulation of money;"

and the equally common error, that a fall in the

price of subsistence, arising from its abundance,

is injurious to the manufacturing classes, because

it diminishes the market for their commodities.

These opinions, setting aside their error, are so

paradoxical, that I cannot conceive a man with a

mind so constituted· as to admit them unhesita

tingly if they were presented to him when perfectly

unbiassed. But they are favourable to the in

terests, or to the supposed interests, of the most

influential members of every community. They

have been so long repeated, in so many shapes,

and on so many occasions, that they have become

"familiar in our ears. as household words;" and

there is not a more common mistake than to sup

pose, that because a proposition is trite it must' be

true.

In the early part of this lecture I·stated that. the

theoretic branch of Political Economy-that which

explains the nature, production, and distribution

of wealth-would be found to rest on a few general
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propositions, the result of observation, or of ,con

sciousness. The propositions to which I alluded

,are these :-

Firstly. That wealth consists of all those things,

and of those things only, which are transferable;

which are limited in quantity; and which, directly

or indirectly, produce pleasure or prevent pain: or,

to use an equivalent expression, which are suscep

tible of exchange; (including under exchange,

hir~J as well as absolute purchase;) or, to use a

third equivalent expression, which have value.

Secondly. That every person is desirous to

-obtaiJl, with as little sacrifice as possible,' as much

as possible of the articles ofwealth.

Thirdly. That the powers of labour, and of the

other instruments which produce wealth, may be

indefinitely increased by using their products as

the means of further production.

Fourthly. That, agricultural skill remaining the

same, additional labour employed on the land

within a given district, produces a less propor

tionate return. And,
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Fifthly. That the population ofa given district

is limited only by moral or physical evil, or by

deficiency in the means of obtaining those articles

of wealth, Of, in other words, those necessaries,

decencies, and luxuries, which the habits of the

individuals of each class of the inhabitants of that

district lead them to require.

The second of these propositions is a matter of

consciousness; the others are matter of observa...

vation. I shall devote my next lectures, and pro

bably the whole of the present and the next year's

course, to the illustration (for it can scarcely be

said to require proof) of the second proposition,

and to the proof and illustration of the others;

and in my subsequent reasonings, I shall assume

them all as data.

If these premises are true, I shall be right

while I argue from them correctly: that I shall

always succeed in doing so, on so abstract a sub

ject, where the relations are so various, and the

nomenclature is so defective, of course is not to

be hoped; but happily I address an audience too
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acute to suffer my errors to pass undetected~ and

too friendly not to inform me of them.

I shall endeavour, in all my discussions, and

particularly in the introductory ones, to make.use

of as few terms as possible which, from their

vagueness or their technicality, require explana~

tion, without previously defining them. The rea",

sonings in Political Economy are) however, so

mutually dependent, that it is seldom. possible to

define one term without introducing into the de..

finition others equally obscure. The best course

in a written treatise is that adopted by M. Say,

who has affixed to his valuable work on Political

Economy a list of definitions. But it is impos..

sible to imitate his example in viva voce lectures:

for such a list is, in fact, an epitome of the theo..

retical branch of the science, which the attention

of no listener could follow, as the beginning must

be unintelligible without the en<L Dr. Whately's

kindness in permitting me· to append to his logic

a collection of econolnical definitions, has a little

alleviated this difficulty. That work is probably
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in the hands of the greater part of my hearers ;

and, as most people begin reading a book by

the Appendix, I think I may take it for granted

that they have looked through the definitions

in question. I almost regret now, that I did not

suggest in each place the definition which ap

peared tome the most convenient. In its pre

sent state, however, that collection will enable

even those who are unacquainted with the outline

of the science to form a general notion of the

meaning of its princ~pal terms, when I am forced}

as must sometimes be the case, to use them with

out previous explanation~

.Another difficulty, arising from the same source,

is the necessity which will frequently arise of

arguing from premises which have been simply

assumed, as if they have been conceded. Thus,

the whole reasoning of my next lectures will

assume "that every person is desirous to ob

"tain, with as little sacrifice as possible, as

"much as possible of the articles of \\Tealth."

I shall endeavour to avoid doing this tacitly, ex·
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cept where, as is perhaps the case with the pro

position I have just stated, the assumed premise

is self-evident. But expressly or tacitly, I shall

be forced to do it continually.

FINIS.
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LECTURE I.

TRANS~MISSION OF THE PRECIOUS METALS FROM

COUNTRY TO COUNTRY.

I PROPOSE, in the present Lecture, to consider

th.e effect of the actual transmission of the pre

cious metals from one country to another. An

inquiry peculiarly interesting at pres.ent, as it

leads to conclusions decisive of the controversy

now eagerly maintained on Free Trade. The

argument runs gene-rally in the following form.

The advocate of freedom dwells on the bene

fit of making full use of our own peculiar ad

vantages of situation, wealth, and skill, and

availing ourselves to the utmost of those pos

sessed by our neighbours. He asks whether
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we should act wisely, if we \vere to declare

ourselves independent of foreigners for wine,

to devote our mineral treasures, and our in

dustry, to the forcing of grapes for the produc

tion of home-made port and claret, and discon

tinue the manufacture of cottons and woollens

for the markets of Oporto and Bourdeaux?

And he urges that the same absurdity in kind

belongs to every protecting duty and prohibi

tion. He observes, in the words of Adam

Smith,· that it is the maxim of every prudent

Dlaster of a family, never to make at home,

whatit will cost him more to make than to buy.

The tailor does not make his own shoes, but

buys them of the shoemaker. The shoemaker

does not make his own clothes, but buys them

of the tailor. The farmer attempts to make

neither the one nor the other, but employs those

different artificers. All of them find it their

interest to employ their whole industry in a

way in which they have some advantage over

* Book iv. chap. 2.
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their neighbours, and tp purchase, with a part

of its produce, whatever else they have occasion

for. And he infers, that what is prudence, in

the conduct of every private fatuily, can scarcely

be folly in that of a great kingdom.

The advocate of restriction and prohibition

admits, that if the interests of the consumers

were alone to be considered, the law ought not

to force the production at home, of what can

be obtained better, or more cheaply, from

abroad. But he urges, that the opulence of

the whole community is best promoted by en

couraging its domestic industry. And that the

industry of each class of producers is best en

couraged by giving them the cOlnmand of the

hOlue market, undisturbed by foreign competi

tion.

His opponent replies, that it is impossible to

encourage the industry of one class of pro

ducers,by means of commercial restrictions,

without discouraging, to an equal degree, the

exertions of others. That every prohibition of

importation is a prohibition of exportation.
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That every restriction on the importation of

French silks is a restriction on the exportation

of those articles with which those silks would

have been purchased. That if it benefit the

English silk manufacturer, it injures, to at least

an equal alnount in the whole, though the

injury is' less perceptible, because more widely

diffused, the cotton-spinner, the cutler, or the

clothier. That the whole body of producers,

therefore, as an aggregate, suffer in their capa

city of consumers without compensation.

The really candid defender of restriction

(and I am inclined to think that such persons

do exist) admits, perhaps, the force of this

argument, as applied to nations willing to take

in exchange our commodities. To them he is

willing to open our market 011 a footing, as he

calls it, of reciprocity. But he urges, that

tbere are many who refuse our comm~dities;

and, while they persist in this ungrateful refusal,

he retaliates by not accepting theirs.

The advocate of free trade replies, that the

benefit of COlnmerce consists, nqt in what is
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given, but in what is received: that if the

foreigner refuse to accept our commodities, he

must either refuse us his own, or give them to

us for nothing; that, in the first case, the abo

lition of commercial restrictions can produce

no evil, in the second, it must produce a mani

fest good.

He would do neither, replies his adversary,

he would deluge us with his goods, and receive

payment for them in our money.

The dispute which I have supposed, and

which corresponds, step by step, with almost

all those which I have witnessed on this ques

tion, coincides at this point with the subject of

the present Lecture. And, quitting my ima

ginary opponent and respondent, I proceed to

consider the effect of the transmission of the

precious metals from one country to another.

I will suppose that all the protecting duties,

with which we have clogged our commerce

with France, are suddenly removed, and that

the removal is immediately followed by an
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increased importation of French commodities

to the amount of five millions sterling. And I

will suppose the commercial restrictions on

the part of France (and she is at least our equal

in protecting her own industry by interfering

with its natural direction) to reluain unaltered.

I will suppose, too, that the five millions in

question are actually remitted in money.

It must be admitted that the efflux of so

large a sum from England, and its influx into

France, must sink all English prices, and occa

sion a general rise of prices in France. Indeed,

if it did not, the transaction would be one of
pure benefit to England, and of pure loss to

France. As money is not a source of gratifica

tion, but a mere instrument of comnlerce, if our

prices were not affected by parting with a por

tion of our money, we should be insensible of

our loss; or rather we should have sustained

no loss whatever, and have gained the five

millions' worth of French commodities without

any real sacrifice, while France would have
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parted with those commodities, and received no

sensible equivalent.

But those who fear that a nation lllay be

injured by parting with its money, are certainly

right in supposing that the transmission of five

millions in specie fron1 England to France,

would occasion. a general fall of prices in Eng

land, and a general rise in France. The steps,

by which these effects would be produced in

each country, cannot properly be stated in this

part of my Lectures, but I suppose there is no

one present who doubts 'that such would be the

case.

The consequences would be an immediate

and universal increase of imports, and diminu

tion of exports, in France, and an immediate

and universal increase of exports, and diminu

tion of imports, in England. The commerce,

which any country carries on with its neigh

bours, must depend on the prices of their

respective exportable commodities. When

commodities of the same quality, or which may
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be substitutes for one another, can be imported

from different quarters, a slight variation of

price will decide which shall be preferred. If

linen of the same quality can be imported into

South America indifferently from Germany and

from France, and the cost of transport ·from

each country is the same, while the price per

yard is also the same, South America will pro

bably import indifferently from each country;

but, if the influx of money should raise the

price of linen of a given quality from two shil

lings to two shillings and a farthing per yard

in France, while it remained at two shillings in

Germany, South America would instantly de

sert the French market, and confine her linen

trade to Germany.

With every commercial rival, with whom

France was formerly on a par, she would now

be at a disadvantage, and many would now

meet her in markets from which she had for

merly excluded them. The same consequences,

though to a less extent, would follow, even in
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the cases in which France had exclusive powers

of production. Every commodity bas among

its purchasers some whose desire for it, or at

least for that variable quantity of it which they

consunle, induces them to spend on it a given

portion of their income, and no more. On the

slightest rise of price they either discontinue,

or diminish their consumption. A very slight

rise in the price of claret would occasion some

to drink less, and others to drink none. Pre

cisely the same causes which would diminish

the exports of France, would increase her im

ports. However earnestly a nation may endea

vour to secure to its own productive classes the

monopoly in what they respectively produce,

it cannot really protect them against foreign

competition by any measure short of the prohi

bition of all foreign commerce. The consumer

cannot be forced to buy the dearer or inferior

home-made article. If he is prohibited from

importing precisely what he wants, he may still

make his purchase abroad. The increased
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price in France of all home commodities would,

of course, stimulate the consumption of foreign

ones. The bills on France in other countries

would increase, those on other countries in

France would diminish, and the exchange

would be against France throughout the com

mercial world. It is impossible that, under

such circumstances, she could retain for a

month the five nlillions which I have supposed

to have been paid to her. They would flow

from her in every direction.

In fact, until she parted with the money,

France would have derived not benefit, but

rather evil, from her export to England. That

money is a means, not an end; that no gratifi

cation is afforded by an increase in the quantity

necessary to effect a given purpose; that it is

just as pleasant to purchase a given conlmodity

for five shillings as for fifty, are truisms, but

truisms so often impliedly denied, that they

cannot be too often repeated. The rise of

prices in France, while it lasted, must have
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been an evil. It must have deranged, so far as

it \vent, the existing relations of society, have

impoverished creditors, and those whose in

comes were fixed, and, to a certain extent,

unfitted money to perform its function of a

permanent expression or standard of value. If

no other results were to have followed from the

sacrifice of so much French industry, France

had better have given away than have sold her

five millions' worth ofsilks. The sale ofthe silks

would become advantageous to her only, when,

by re-exporting their price, she had obtained

from other countries commodities capable of

affording her more gratification than she could

have derived from the industry of the silk

manufacturers, if she had employed them in

manufacturing silks, or other commodities, for

her own home market.

It is obvious that all this time precisely an

opposite process would be going on in England.

The general fall in English prices would give a

preference to our goods in every market of

which they had rnerely an equal participation
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before: it would admit them to many others

from which they were previously excluded. It

would exclude from the English market many

foreign commodities, which could now be ob

tained .more cheaply at home. While the bills

in England on foreign countries were increas

ing, the foreign bills on England would diminish,

the exchange would be in our favour with the

whole world, and the five millions would come

back as rapidly as they went out. To suppose

that the level of the precious metals in the

commercial world can be permanently disturbed

by taking money from one country to another,

is as absurd as to suppose that the level of

a pond can be altered by taking a bucket-full

from one place, and pouring it in at another.

The water instantly rushes to the place from

which the bucket-full has been drawn, just as

it rushes from the place into which it has been

poured. Every country to which France ex

ported any of the money she received from

England would, to that extent, have more

money than her habitual state of prices could
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allow. It would flow from her either directly

to England, or to those countries which were

in want of money in consequence of having

previously exported it to England.

It appears therefore, that even in the extra

vagant case which I have supposed ofan export

of five millions in money, the loss" if it ca'n be

called one, would be immediately repaired.

The only inconvenience that we should suffer

from the refusal of France to take our cottons

and our hardware in return for her silks, would

be that instead ofthe direct exchange of Eng

lish for French commodities; we should give to

France money; France would export that mo

ney to Germany, Holland and Russia; and

Germany, Holland and Russia would retuln 1:18

that money in 'exchange for our manufactures;

that our trade would in short be circuitotlSI

instead of direct.

For the sake of illustration I haTe supposed

a sudden and great transmission of money:

effects the s~me in kind, though less in degree"

would of course follow a m'Oregradual one. If
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a balance of only 100,000 sovereigns a year

were sent to France, similar consequences,

though less palpable, would follo\v either im

mediately, or as soon as the annual efHux of mo

ney from the one country to the other amounted

to a sufficient sum to affect the prices of either

country, or of both.

It would appear, therefore, that the exchange

between two countries can never long deviate

from its cOlunlercial par.

There are, however, exceptions to this rule;

some real, others merely nominal.

A nominal deviation from the par of exchange

arises from the difficulty of changing mercantile

language. The existing commercial par of ex

change. between London and Paris is about

25 francs 47t centimes (say 25 francs and a half)

for a sovereign. But should any of the data

on which this par is calculated be changed,

should the quantity of bullion contained in the

money of either nation be altered without the

denomination of the pieces being changed,-if

we should, for instance, put only 56! grains of
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pure gold instead of 113 into our gold pieces, .
and still call them sovereigns, or should the

relative values of gold and silver alter, should

silver exchange for t of its weight in gold in

stead of its present value, about l~th, it is

clear that the par between the countries would

be altered. In either case the real par would

probably be only 12! francs for the sovereign,

and thiR is the rate at which bills would be ex

changed when the commerce of the two coun

tries was in equilibrio. But if mercantile lan

guage were to remain unaltered, and 25 francs

and a half for a sovereign were still called the

par of exchange, it is clear that the ordinary

rate of exchange between England and France

would be 50 per cent. against England, and in

favour of France; or, in other words, the real

par of exchange would vary 50 per cent. from

the nominal par. England would suffer no evil,

and France would reap no advantage from this

state of things, which \vould be merely the

continuance of an obsolete nomenclature. The·

only inconvenience would be the chance of
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misleading subsequent writers on exchange,

who might not be aware that during the period

in question commercial language had misre

presented the facts of the case.

Again, the real exchange between two nations

maybe, and indeed must be, permanently unfa

vourable to the one, and consequently favour

able to the other, if there be any cause which

occasiQns the precious metals to flow constantly

from the one to the other. This must be the

case between the mining countries and those

countries with which they maintain a direct

intercourse. As the principal trade of Mexico

is the production and exportation of silver, the

value of silver, estimated ill silver,must always

be lower in Mexico than in the countries to

which it has been exported from Mexico, just

as it must always be lower at Real del Monte

than at the door of the Mexican Mint, and

lower at the Mint than at Vera Cruz. A par

tial result of the same kind must be produced

in those countries through which the precious

metals pass. Russia is one of the principal
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channels through. which the precious metals

pass from America to A.sia. The real exchange

must, therefore, be in general in her favour on

her European frontier, by which she receives

the metals, and against her on her Asiatic

frontier; by which she exports them.

The mining countries are the only exception

to the rule that no country can have an ex

change permanently favourable or unfavourable,

with the whole world. We have seen that a

universal balance in favour of any country must

soon so raise all her prices, as to exclude all

her commodities from every foreign market,

and to offer irresistible temptation to the intro

duction of foreign commodities into her own

market. Instead of her stock of the precious

metals increasing, it must diminish. A uni

versal balance against any country must soon

so exhaust, her stock of the precious metals,

and consequently lower her prices, as to dimi

nish and gradually destroy her motives for

purchasing foreign commodities, while it in

creased the nlotives of all other countries to
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purchase hers. To suppose that it is possible

to go on for ever buying without selling, or

selling without buying, or even buying more

than you sell, or selling more than you buy,

are all equally irrational.

But though no country except a mInIng

country can have its exchange with all other

countries permanently favourable or unfavour

able, the tendency of every efflux of the pre

cious metals to occasion a proportionate influx,

has one exception; namely, the case of a na

tion in which the stock of money has become

larger or smaller than is requisite to enable

her prices to bear their natural proportion

to those of the rest of the commercial world.

The functions of money, as a measure and an

expression of value, are incapable of being ade

quately supplied elsewhere: but the amount of

money necessary to perform them bears a very

small proportion to the transactions of the coun

try. One million of sovereigns would in general

be arnply sufficient to perfornl these services in

England. They are now effected in Scotland
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by a much smaller quantity. If a country have

enough money to supply a measure and an ex

pression of value, a substitute may be found for

its third office, that of acting as a medium of

exchange. 'It is obvious, indeed, that as money

is a substitute for credit, credit must be a sub

stitute for money; and it is well known that

international commerce is carried on by Ineans

of bills of exchange, which are in fact merely

an exchange of equal credits, with very little

transmission of money. In a commercial coun

try the actual intervention of money, except in

very small payments, is avoided with almost

equal success. It is probable that not one

thousandth of the daily exchanges in London,

in which the value of the property on either

side exceeds forty shillings, are performed by

means of money, though in almost everyone of

them the ternlS are settled by a reference to

money, or, to speak more correctly, in every

one of them a sum of money, payable, but

never actually paid, is' one of the subjects of

the exchange.
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The obstacle to extensive transfers of credit

consists in the difficulty of satisfying every suc

cessive vendor as to the circumstances and

character of the person on whom the credit is

tendered. This inconvenience is remedied by

Bankers ;-a class of persons who, having ob

tained general confidence thetnselves, let out

to other persons the benefit of that confidence.

One mode in which they do this is, by lending

to their customers promissory notes, that is,

scraps of paper containing promises on the part

of the banker to pay, on detnand, a given sum

of money.

As long as the promise is believed, or, in

other words, as long as the note is supposed to

be convertible at pleasure into money, it per

forms the functions of money, and, as it is,

unless for a very small value, nlore portable

and less subject to loss or robbery, it is often

preferred to money, and may circulate for many

years, exchanged perhaps, on an average, every

other day, and on every exchange effecting a

new transfer of credit, until, when it has become
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too dirty and too ragged to be safely handled,

payment is at last required from the banker.

The issuing of notes, however, is not the

principal means by which ·bankers facili tate

the transfer of credit. As soon as the use of

promissory notes and bills of exchange, or, as

they are usually termed, of paper credit, has

become familiar, every individual, who deals

much in money, finds it convenient to keep an

account with a banker, and to make his pay

ments by drafts or checks, that is, by written

directions to his banker to make.the payment.

If the receiver of the draft make use of the

same banker, he places it in his hands, and the

draft is satisfied, without any intervention of

money, by a transfer in the banker's books. If

he employ a different banker, the draft is still

probably satisfied without the intervention of

money, by periodical 111eetings of the different

bankers, who, having each many drafts to re

ceive and to pay, set them off against one ano

ther, and pay only the balance. It is calculated

that payments are made at the clearing-house in
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Lombard Street to the amount of £4,500,000

sterling every day; and on some days to the

amount of £13,000,000, and that the balance

actually paid seldom exceeds £200,000. And

even that balance is not paid in money, but in

notes of the Bank of England.

When a nation has reached a high state of

commercial improvement, when it possesses, in

every district, banking establishments, enjoy

ing perfect confidence, and the use of written

orders and promises, or, in common language,

of paper credit, has become familiar, the use of

money as a medium of exchange may be en

tirely dispensed with, except for those small

payments which are not worth the trouble of

issuing a note or a draft. And if it can be dis~

pensed with, we may be sure that it will be so.

The use of money, as I have often said before,

and shall often say again, for it cannot be too

frequently repeated, affords no gratification.

It is a troublesome and costly Illode of supply

ing the deficiencies of barter, and is abandoned

"vhenever those deficiencies can be supplied at
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less inconvenience or expense. "The gold

"and silver money," observes Adam Smith,

"which circulates in any country, ·may be

" compared to a highway, which, while it cir

" culates and carries to market all the grass

" and corn of the country, produces itself not

" a single pile of either. The operations of

" banking, by providing a sort of waggon-way

" through the air, enable the country to con

" vert, as it were, a great part of its highways

"into good pastures and corn-fields, and

" thereby to encrease, very considerably, the

"annual produce of its land and labour."

" But," he adds, that " the commerce and in

" dustry of the country, though they may be

" somewhat augmented, cannot be altogether

"so secure, while they are thus suspended

" upon the Dredalian wings of paper, as wh~n

" they travel about upon the solid ground of

" gold and silver."

The intrinsic causes which give value to a

sovereign are those which occasion gold to

contribute to the gratification of mankind, and
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make it difficult of acquisition. Either of these

may vary, and the value of the sovereign ,viII

experience a corresponding variation. But the

value of a note for one hundred sovereigns is

subject to vary in value, in corregpondence

not only with the money which it promises to

pay, but with the honesty and solvency of the

issuer. It may be worth a hundred sovereigns,

or fifty, or nothing. The only mode of ascer

taining its value in gold is to present it for

payment, and thus relinquish, pro tanto, the

convenience of paper, an expedient which will

not be resorted to while confidence exists

The grounds on which most persons rest their

confidence must be exceedingly vague. They

have seldom the means of accurately ascer

taining the circumstances or the character of

those on whom they bestow it, and their anxiety

to effect sales leads them often to accept, with

little scrutiny, the medium in whic~ payment

is proposed. The confidence thus blindly

given must be subject to be as blindly with

drawn. The Inan who has taken notes as
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readily as money, because he saw them taken

by others, is as ready to follow the example of

others in rejecting them. The rejected notes

crowd to the banker who has issued them. If

they exceed in amount the money which he re~

serves in his coffers for their payment, and the

reserve of even the most cautious banker

seldom amounts to a third of the demands to

which he is liable, he must provide funds by

imll1ediately calling in those debts of which he

can demand imnlediate payment: In tinles of

commercial prosperity, a banker, whose pro

perty is equal to his engagements, and wh~ has

managed his affairs with tolerable prudence,

will find no difficulty, though he may sustain

some loss, in thus meeting a demand, or, to use

the common expression, a run upon him, for

money, however extraordinary and sudden. If

he have parted with no note without having

previously received the full value of what that

note pronlised to pay, and have always ad

vanced what he so received in loans on good

security, capable of being irrllnediately called
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in or sold, (and these are the elementary rules

for a banker's conduct,) he may indeed lose his

profit, but it is scarcely probable that his cre

ditors should suffer. But if the run occur in

a time of commercial distress, and still more if

it be occasioned by commercial distress, not

the utmost caution that is compatible with pro

fitable banking, or the largest amount of surplus

property which is likely to belong to one indi

vidual, or even to a few individuals, will enable

a banker to meet the demands of all those who

are entitled to call on him for inlmediate pay..

m.ent. His debtors find it difficult to make

their regular and accustomed payments, and

impossible to answer an unexpected call. The

securities which he sells are sunk in value, by

the concurrence of an increased number of

sellers, and a diminished number of buyers.

He ceases to pay his notes on demand, and

they .do not merely sink in value, they become

for a time utterly valueless. The inconvenience

and loss sustained by their holders spreads

alarm among all possessed of paper currency.
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The demands on the issuers of notes for pay

ment, and their inability to pay, spread like

wildfire. A great portion, perhaps the greater

portion, ofwhat acted as the circulating medium

of exchange throlfghout the country becomes

valueless; and the effects are precisely the

same as·if an equal proportion of the metallic

currency of the country had been suddenly

annihilated or exported. Prices fall, the im

portation of commodities is checked, and their

exportation is encouraged. The foreign ex

changes become universally favourable, and

the precious metals flow in until the void, occa

sioned by the destruction of the paper currency,

has been filled. If, from fear of the recurrence

of a siInilar calamity, the legislature should

now endeavour to limit the use of paper money,

and should succeed in the attempt, the addi

tional money thus suddenly acquired will be

permanently retained. But if things are left

to take their own course, as soon as the storm

is over the issue of paper will recommence, and
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the precious metals, for which it afforded a

substitute, will be re-exported.

I have selected this from among the many

cases in which the amount of the precious metals

in a nation may require sudden increase or

diminution, not because it is one of the most

frequent ones, but because it is a tolerably

accurate representation of the state of this

country, so far as respects money, during the

last eighteen months.* During the three years

preceding 1825, and indeed in the beginning of

that year, this country enjoyed remarkable

commercial prosperity. Advantage had been

taken of that prosperity, or rather of the general

confidence which it produced, to substitute to

a great degree a paper currency for the gold

which previously circulated. The amount of

country bank notes in circulation in 1822, as

far as can be inferred from the stanlp office

returns,t was about twelve millions, and, in

'* This was spoken in June, 1827.
t Tooke's Currency, p. 39.
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1825, had risen -to between eighteen and nine

teen millions. Gold to the amount of above

£4,400,000 sterling was exported-in one year,

1824,* a part of it even to South America. I

quoted in my third Lecture Mr. Tooke's account

of the commercial insanity which prevailed in

the beginning of 1825. Instances so numerous,

and so extensive, of the misdirection of industry,

have, I suppose, never occurred. Our loans to

foreign states, which, as far as we are concerned,

have declared themselves insolvent, the waste

of our mining speculations in America and in

our own dominions, the dissipation of the funds

of so many joint-stock companies, all the~e are

among the most palpable, but not the most

iI;Ilportant instances. The greatest losses were

probably sustained from our excessive importa

tion of foreign commodities, at prices extrava

gantly raised by the mutual competition of the

importers, and from an undue extension of par

ticular branches of manufacture,-that of silks

for· instance,-from a miscalculation on the part

* Mnshett, Currency, p. 172.
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of the manufacturer either of the quantity for

which the public were ready to pay an equiva...

lent~or of the extent of the whole concurrent

additional supply.

Commercial blunders so gross and soexten

sive necessarily produced 'wide embarrassment

and ruin : evils not confined to those whose

miscalculation had first oceasioned them, or

even to their imlnediate <work-people and de

pendents,but involving many. who, having acted

with apparent prudence, suddenly found their

market <ilestroyed by the ruin of their expected

customers. It was under these circumstances

€)f tcommercial ·distress, that accident or malice

occasioned a sudden run upon a considerable

bank in the west of England. Its failure shook

the credit ofa great London banking.house,

which, after struggling through difficulties for

upwardsQf a week, during which it paid away,

it is said, m0fe than £1,400,000, stopped pay

ment early in December. The notoriety of

tkese difficulties in the first instance,and the

eventual failure, spread terror among the cre-
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ditors of the country banks, above thirty in

number, connected with that house, and many

of them were unable to stand the run which

followed. The failure of a great Yorkshire

bank alarmed the·northern part of the kingdom;

and the consternation became general, not only

among the holders of local notes, but among

depositors, as well in the metropolis as in the

country. Then followed that dreadful week

which bas been called" the panic," in which

the question every morning was not, who has

fallen? but, who stands ?-in which nearly

seventy banks suspended their payments: a

state of things which, if it had continued only

forty-eight hours longer, would, according to

Mr. Huskisson,* have put a stop to all dealings

between man and man, except by barter; in

which, in fact, nothing but the unexpected

arrival of about 200,000 sovereigns from France,

the discovery, in the cellars of the Bank of

England, of 800,000 one pound notes, long

before condemned to be burnt, and the inter-

• Feb. 10th, 1826. ParI. Hist.I99.
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vention of a Sunday, prevented the manifest

failure of an establishment, which we have been

accustomed almost to consider a part of the

constitution.

Most happily, the Bank of England did not

decidedly stop payment, and, most happily;

its notes retained their currency, and, happily

also, the directors had the courage to increase

their issues. That increase, however, did not

nearly equal in amount the country notes which

had ceased to circulate. The effect, therefore,

was the same as if a considerable portion of the

currency of a country, having only a metallic

currency, had been suddenly annihilated.

Prices fell; the exchanges, which had been

against us in our prosperity, became favourable

in our adversity, and gold flowed in in every

direction. Many of the boxes of sovereigns,

which had been exported to Paris in the pre

vious year, returned without ever having been

unpacked. I believe the influx of gold has now

ceased, but it continued during the greater

part of last year.
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As our misfortunes were attributed chiefly to

our paper currency, especially to the portion

of it consisting of sm.all notes, an attempt was

made immediately to limit, and ultimately to

extinguish them. An act was passed prohibit

ing the issue in England of any small notes,

stamped or dated after two periods in the year

1826, and absolutely forbidding their use in

England after the 5th of April, 1829. Scotland

and Ireland were to have been included in these

enactments, but successfully resiste.d them.

If these enactments are persisted in, and if the

omission of Scotland and Ireland do not render

them nugatory, we shall retain the gold which

our distress forced upon uS,and probablyre

quire a further supply. If we revert to our

former system, we shall again part with that

portion of our gold which the returning use of

paper will have rendered unnecessary.

This is not the place to inquire whether our

small notes really produced the evils attributed

to them, or whether the security afforded by an

increased metallic currency is worth the expense
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of keeping it up: they are subjects of great

interest and difficulty, but will find their place

rather at the close, than at the beginning of my

Lectures. It is clear, however, that, as a ques

tion of immediate profit and loss, the necessity

of importing so much gold during the last year

must have considerably aggravated the distress

of the country. It could have been obtained

only by the sacrifice of the results of a portion

of our industry and natural advantages, to

obtain what? merely the privilege of giving a

sovereign, where we had previously given a

note or a check. It is clear, also, that if we

again suffer small notes to form a considerable

portion of our currency, the immediate conse

quence will be, that we shall export some mil

lions of sovereigns, not only without inconve

nience, but precisely because we find the use of

the notes more convenient, and shall receive for

them an equivalent in foreign commodities,

everyone of which will be a source of enjoy

ment. Nothing can be more correct than Adam

Smith's illustration. The use of the precious
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metals, or of any valuable article as money, like

the use of fertile land for a road, may be neces

sary, but is a necessary evil. To part with them

always produces an immediate increase of

enjoyment, to purchase them is always an

immediate sacrifice.

I propose, in the next two Lectures, to con

sider that extraordinary monument of human

absurdity, the Mercantile Theory,-or, in other

words, the opinion that wealth consists of gold

and silver, and may be indefinitely increased

by forcing their importation, and preventing

their exportation: a theory which has occa

sioned, and still occasions, more vice, misery,

and war, than all other errors put together.



LECTURE II.

MERCANTILE THEORY OF WEALTH.

AN eminent writer,* :perhaps the only man

whose acquirements and virtues do honour both

toa Spanish and an English University, while

commenting on that extraordinary passage in

the History 'of Human Knowledge, the inatten

tion ofthe ancients to the philosophy of wealth,

has com:pared their state of -mind to that of

c'hildrenin th.e house of an opulent trader, who,

finding the necessaries and comforts of life sup

plied to them with mechanical regularity, never

inquire into the machinery by ,vhich these

effects are produced, or, if they ever do think

about it, suppose that breakfast, dinner, and

supper, succeed one another by the spontaneous

bounty of nature, like spring, summer, and

autumn.
it The Rev. Blanco White.
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If I might venture to carry a little farther the

parallel which has been begun by so masterly

a hand, I should say, that when first the chil

dren turned their attention to the sources of

their comforts, finding that their father often

talked of the difficulty of getting money, and

seldom of the difficulty of spending it, that he

generally spoke of his fortune as consisting of

the money he was worth, and that the motive

which he generally assigned for refusing them

any luxury was, that he had not money enough

to afford it, they concluded that their enjoy

ments depended rather on the money which

their father received, than on that which he

spent;. that their abundance depended on the

amount of money for the time being, in his

strong box, and would be increased indefinitely,

provided .that amount could be indefinitely

augmented and retained. The obvious mode

of effecting this wise object seemed to be to

cause as much money as possible to come in,

and as little as possible to go out; to encourage

every exchange in which their father received
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money, and to discourage everyone in which

he. parted with ~t: to favour his trade with his

own customers, and to restrain every trade in

which he was a customer himself: to forbid his

parting with a single shilling that he received,

and to put an end to the unfavourable com

merce which he carried on with his green-gro

cer- and his shoeblack, by turning- his manufac

tories into a potatoe garden, making his wea

vers dig, and requesting him to employ, in

blacking his own shoes, some of the time which

he formerly devoted to his shop.

I fear that the absurdity of my supposition

may appear almost farcical. So true it is that

the follies of real life are too gross not merely

for fiction, but almost for hypothesis, and that

whole nations may for centuries act, or endea

vour to act, upon principles which it seems a

mere burlesque to attribute to an individual.

For in what does the mercantile system, with

its prohibition of the exportation of the precious

metals, its commercial treaties with those na

tions \vhich are supposed most likely to supply
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gold and silver,· its prohibition and restriction

of the importation of those commodities which

are supposed to occasion an unfavourable ba

lance of trade, or, in other words, a trade in

which the precious metals are exported, and,

its bounties on the exportation of those com

modities which are supposed to be paid for in

gold and silver, and its attempts to render us

independent, aE it is termed, of foreign nations,

by forcing us to produce at home what could

be obtained better or more abundantly from

abroad; in which of these attempts, and they

constitute its essence, does the mercantile sys

tem differ from the conduct of my supposed

children? If nothing should occur to check

the world in its present state of improvement,

and 1000 years hence, when all traces of the

mercantile system which at present clogs all

our actions, and disturbs all our reasonings,

shall have vanished, when the rulers of every

nation shall permit their subjects to use to the

utmost their own advantages, and profit to the

utmost of the advantages possessed by their
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neighbours; if, in that mill,enium of good sense,

a copy of these lectures shall be· discovered, 1

shall be considered probably a recluse aca

demic, totally unacquainted with the real busi·

ness of the world, and declaiming from my

cloister against ·opinions and conduct too mon

strous to have had any but a visionary existen.ce

in my own imagination.

I need not give myself much trouble about

the opinion of posterity, but my present hearers

have a right to require from me SODle account

of the causes that enabled a set of opinions

which do not .even admit of being plausibly

stated, to prevail so universally, and to remain

for so many centuries unquestioned. I am in

clined to ascribe their immediate origin more

to the use of money as a measure of value than

to its use as a medium of exchange. A man

possessed of an extraordinary nUlnber of valua

ble things is rich; but the clearest mode of

stilting his comparative wealth is to state the

aggregate of the sums of money for which all

his possessions w-ould sell. We say, perhaps,
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that he has 100,000 pounds; meaning that

suc·h is the aggregate amount of the sums of

money for which all his property might be sold.

When applied to an individual this language

leads to no misapprehension. We know that the

person whom we have described as possessing

100,000 pounds does not in fact possess twenty;

that he does not habitually keep with him as

much money as a petty shopkeeper of not one

tenth or one hundredth of his fortune. And

we are quite aware that if we could force him

to increase the money in his custody to ten

times its usual amount, we should impoverish

rather than enrich him. But when men reason

upon national wealth, .they seem to forget that

it is merely the aggregate of the wealth pos

sessed by individuals. Their minds are con

fused byits magnitude and complexity; because

the wealth ofa nation, like the separate masses

of which it is composed, may be computed in

money, they suppose that it consists of money;

-a mistake as gross, and perhaps as natural.

as that of a child who, hearing that a given
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Jnerchant had 100,000 pounds, should suppose

that he had a box containing that sum in gold

and silver.

When this strange misapprehension of the

nature of wealth had prevailed., I have no doubt

that it was indebted for its continuance princi

pally to the impossibility of reducing" its prin

ciples to practice. We have seen that to sell

without buying, or even to continue selling

more than you buy, that is, to effect the object

proposed by the mercantile system, the forcing

a constantly favourable balance of trade, is inl

practicable. But if it had been practicable to

a given extent and for a given time; if by force

of prohibitions, restrictions and bounties, we

had been able for twenty years together to make

our exports exceed in value our inlports, to the

amount, we will say, of five millions sterling,

and to receive and retain the balance, we should

have found ourselves in time possessed of a

hundred millions sterling in gold and silver, in

addition to our money previously in circulation,

which has never probably exceeded forty mil-
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lions. It is difficult to say to what extent such

an addition to our currency, uncalled for by

any previous deficiency, would have raised the

prices of all English commodities, and how low

its abstraction from the currencies of the rest

of the world would have sunk the prices of all

foreign commodities. It is evident, however,

that the rise here and the fall abroa:d, must have

been such as to be inconsistent with the conti

nuance of foreign commerce. When we found

ourselves deprived not only of foreign luxuries

and comforts, of wine, tea and sugar, but of the

materials of our most essential arts, of cotton,

deals and hemp, and repaid only by the pleasure

of using five sovereigns to make a purchase

which tnight have been previously effected by

one, such a reductio ad absurdum would have

been irresistible. We should have instantly seen

the necessity of rather allowing our superfluous

money to be exported, than of remaining like

Midas, abundantly provided with. gold, but in

want of food, raiment and shelter. It is pre

ciselybecause the object of the mercantile sys-
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tern is unattainable, because a balance of trade

universally favour~ble cannot be created under

ordinary circumstances, or~ if created, could

not, under ordinary circumstances, be retained

for a month, that the absurdity of this system

remained so long undetected, and is still gene

rally unacknowledged. It follows a will-o'-the

wisp, which can remain an object of pursuit

only so long as its real nature is unknown.

But, it may be said, granting the delusion

as to the practicability and the utility of the

end proposed by the mercantile system to have

been universal, and universal it certainly was,

and almost continues to be, yet as the means

are so clearly productive of immediate injury,

how came they to be so readily acceded to?

How comes it that any departure from them is

submitted to with such reluctance? How

comes it that people are so anxious, in this in

stance alone, to sacrifice immediate to the

hope of future benefit; to submit eagerly to

general and immediate privation in the hope of

a national benefit hereafter 1
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The answer is, that though restrictions and

prohibitions of importation, and bounties 00.

exportation, always occasion public loss, they
produce, or are supposed to 'produce., individual

gain. And the preponderance in amount of

the loss ove·r the gain is more than compensated

so far as either acts on public opinion, by the

concentration of the gain, and the diffusion ·of

the loss. A 'restriction or prohibition of the

importation of ,any foreign commodity occasions

a loss to those persons who would have pro

duced the English commodity with which the

excluded foreign commodity would have been

purchased; but these 'are unascertained 'per

sons. No man feels that he is one of the .per

sons peculiarly entitled to complain. It occa

sions also a loss to .all those who are foroed to

purchase the dearer or the inferior English

commodity. But though the sum of these in

conveniences is most oppressive, the evil in

each particular instance is generally trifiing.

On the other hand the producer of the English

commodity, for which the foreign one might be
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a substitute, is an ascertained person fully esti

mating, and generally over estimating, the loss

to which the admission of a rival would subject

him, and if possible exaggerating his own ter

rors in his expression of them.

Nothing but inquiry into the details of our

commercial law will convince those among my

hearers to whom the subject is not falniliar,

how trifling may be the individual gain that is

offered and admitted as an effectual counter

poise to a public loss. We submit to a loss,

exceeding probably a million sterling every

year, occasioned by the restriction on the iln

portation of Baltic timber; and voluntarily

inoculate our houses 'with dry rot, lest saw

mills in Canada, and ships in the North Ame

rican timber trade, the aggregate value of which

does not amount to a million sterling, ,should

become less productive to their owners. We

prohibit sugar refined in the colonies, and con

sequently import it in a state more bulky and

more perishable, lest the profits of a few sugar

refiners should be lessened. Other selfishness
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may be as intense, but none is so unblushing,

because none is so tolerated, as that of a mo

nopolist claiming a vested interest in a public

injury.

The subject is still further obscured by that

powerful instrument of confusion, national jea

lousy. Free trade is not only to deprive us of

our money, it is also to carry it to our neigh

bours; it is to do worse than impoverish our

selves, it is to enrich them. The trade with a

country is likely to be advantageous in propor

tion to its extent, productiveness and proximity.

The trade between Middlesex and Kent is

more advantageous to both parties than that

between Middlesex and Caithness. But those

very circumstances are the causes of national

jealousy. The trade between Great Britain

and France would be the most beneficial that

either country could carryon: they are coun

tries of great extent and powers of production;

their respective wants and supplies are happily

adapted to each other, and the short sea, which,

for commercial purposes, .rather unites than
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separates them, redu.ces the expense of carriage

almost to nothing. The wines of th.eGarronne

would naturally be cheaper in London than in

Paris. The mineral treasures of Wales and

Cornwall would find their way as easily to the

Loire as to the Thames. For these very rea

sons each nation has always exercised her per

verse ingenuity to exclude the commodities of

her neighbour. And so well have they suc

ceeded that the imports of Great Britain from

France, instead of forfiling, as they naturally

would do, a third or fourth of all our imports,

do not exceed a fiftieth. The mercantilesys

tern seems to have proclaimed, and national

jealousy to have re..echoed,

Nequicquam Deus abscidit

Prudens oceano dissociabili

Terras, si tamen impire

Non tangenda rates transiliunt vada.

Another most -efficient fallacy consists In a

use of the word "independent." To be inde

pendent of foreign supply, in consequence of

the abundance of our own, is unquestionably a
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benefit. If we could give to our soil and cli

mate the productive powers of the richest plains

in Mexico, and instead ofeight or ten, obtain a

return of ninety or one hundred, for every

grain. of wheat committed to the earth, we

should be independent of foreign grain ; but

the benefit would consist not in the independ

ence, but in the abundance. The independence

of the mercantile system is accompanied not

by abundance, but by privation; it arises not

from the extent, but from the mismanagement

ofour resources; not from our riches, but from

our self-inflicted poverty. It is the indepen

dence of Swift, who deprived himself, during

the last years of his sanity, of the power of

reading-, by an obstinate resolution never to

use glasses. It is the independence of my sup

posed trader in blacking his own shoes. It is

to be independent of the footpath, by walking

in the kennel.

Independence of our neighbours bas, how

ever, sometinles been recommended, not as a

means of wealth, but of security. This view
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of the subject is not within the scope of Poli

tical Economy. If I might venture to travel

somewhat beyond my sphere, I should reply

that it seems forgotten that dependence, as

well as independence, must be mutual; that

we cannot be habitually dependent on another

nation for a large portion of our annual supplies

without that nation's being equally dependent

upon us.. That if such a mutual dependence

should increase the inconveniences of war to

the one, it would equally increase them to the

other. That if the supposed intercourse were

one in which England received raw produce in

return for her manufactures, or even her gold,

(and such are the cases in which this argument

is chiefly used,) such an intercourse would bind

to her the foreign country in question by the

strongest of all possible ties, the immediate in

terest of the owners of the soil, the most pow

erful class in every community, and the only

class possessing power in a poor country. I

should illustrate the argument by our relations

with the Baltic states. I should observe that
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our dependence on them for the principal ma

terials of our navy,-a dependence carrying a

peculiar appearance of insecurity, never seemed

to diminish our strength during war, while the

dependence on England of the Russian land

holders for their rents, made peace with us

absolutely essential to them; and actually en

forced it by means of the unpunished murder

of one sovereign, and unresisted menaces to

another. And I should infer froID all this, that

an attempt at comlnercial independence must

infinitely increase the chances of a war to a

nation, by diminishing the motives in other

nations to remain at peace with her, and, by

impoverishing her, must·make her less able to

support the wars to which it inevitably leads..

To the mercantile system, besides its own pe

culiar follies, we may in general attribute the

greatest of all human follies, the existence of

war between civilized nations.

It will be observed that I have considered

all interference with the natural channels of

commerce, all prohibitions and restrictions on
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importation, and all bounties on exportation,

as founded on the mercantile systenl; or, in

other words, on the belief that wealth consists

of gold and silver, and that the amount of the

gold and silver in a country is to be increased

by securing to her a favourable balance of

trade; that is, a trade. in which her exports

'shall always be of greater value than her im

ports, and the balance be paid to her in money.

I have done so, because, with three exceptions,

which I shall mention hereafter, no plausible

defence of any interference with commerce· can

be made on any other principle. I say no

plausible defence, because I should· not consider

a wish to favour one class of the community at

the expense of another, or at the expense of

the whole community, a plausible defence.

I do not consider the Inonopolies. which Eliza

beth, in the ignorance of her times, thought, or

pretended to think, cheap rewards to her fa

vourites, defensible. Nor do I think a mono

poly in favour of a class more defensible than

one in favour of an individual.
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I know, indeed, that there are Inany honest

maintainers of the opinion that the prosperity

of a country is best promoted by protecting

her industry from foreign competition, and ren

dering her independent of foreign supply, who

do not formally admit the truth of the mercan

tile theory, or, more frequently, are ignorant

that such a theory exists. Such persons, in

general, are mere repeaters by rote of preju

dices caught up in conversation, and if they

ever search for a reason, are satisfied with find

ing one in the sounds " protection" and " inde

pendence;"-sounds, they think, entitling them

to the countenance of what they call cOlnmon

sense. When it is possible, however, to drive

or to seduce them into argument, their first or

second move leads them inevitably, as I re

marked in my last lecture, to the mercantile

theory. They cannot deny that the commodi

ties which they would exclude must be given

to us gratuitously, or in exchange for our own

produce, or for money.. The first supposition,

granting that ,ve could be sufferers by it, is
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too absurd even for the reasoners whom I am

describing. If they adopt the second, they

must admit that the loss to the producers,

whose exports we indirectly prohibit, balances

the gain to those whom we forcibly encourage,

leaving the loss to the public uncompensated:

they are driven, therefore, to nlaintain that the

payment would be made in money; and to

suppose that such a payment could continue,

and would be an evil, is the mercantile theory.

I have observed, however, that there are three

cases in which an interference with the natural

course of trade may be defended, without re

course to the mercantile theory. The first is,

where the defence rests on the grounds of

security. This argument I have already dis

posed of.

The second case is, where a long persistance

in the system of exclusion has occasioned the

formation of expensive domestic establishments,

and the education of nunlerous artificers, to

whom the admission of the foreign con1modity

would be injurious. The answer to this argu-
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ment, on the mere principles of Political Eco

nomy, is obvious. The only purpose of the

supposed establishments and skill is, the pro

ducing the commodity in question. If that

commodity, or a substitute which is preferred

to it, can be obtained without their assistance,

they are as useless as a machine which has

been superseded· by a better invention; as

useless as·a ferry after the erection ofa bridge.

In one of the debates on the silk trade,. in the

beginning of the last session,* the Member for

Coventry "stated that there were in that city

" 9700 looms, 7500 of which were in the hands

" of operative weavers, who applied their lna

"Hual labour, as well as their machinery, to

"the manufacture of ribands. These looms

" were. for the _most part of the worst possible

" construction; and it would scarcely be be

"lieved that the improved loom in France

" would, in a given time, produce five times as

" much riband as the common loom ill England,

" with the same degree of manual labour. He

* 1 ParI. Hist. 18~6, p. 389.
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" could also state that there existed an improved

" manufacture in Germany, by which one man

" could make forty-eight times as much velvet

" as could be made in an equal tinle by an

" English Inachine. What chance was there

" that the English manufacturer could maintain

" such a competition?"

As a mere question of wealth, the answer is,

what object is there in such a competition?

To perpetuate the old system, because, when

ever it is abandoned particular interests must

suffer, is a principle which, if fairly applied,

would lead to the suppression of every improve

ment whatever. No improvenlent can possibly

be made which shall not be imnlediately inju

rious to somebody. Printing ruined the copy

ists; and the Turks, to protect their interests,

prohibited it. Vaccination was deeply injurious

to medical filen. Steam-boats interfere with

our coasters and packets. And if the vacuum

engine should be perfected,it will in their turn

deteriorate the value of the existing steam

boats. But would not any, legislator have been
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hooted from his post who should, on these

grounds, have prohibited or restricted printing,

vaccination, or steam-boats? Will the proprie

tors of coal mines be heard if they pray that Mr.

Perkins be restricted from making any improve

ments in the steam-engine which shall diminish

t~e consumption of coal? And in what does

t4e substitution of a foreign for a domestic

commodity differ froln the substitution of one

donlestic commodity for another? If the

powers of the French and German looms had

been such as they were stated to be "by the Mem

ber for Coventry:, we should certainly, on the

removal of the existing impediments, have pro

cured from France and Germany all our ribands

and velvets. We should have procured them

by extending some branches of our domestic

manufactures, in order to produce commodities

to be sent either to France and Germany in

exchange for the ribands and velvets, or to

some other country to purchase money, with

which the ribands and velvets would have been

purchased. The diminution in the price of
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ribands and velvets would have enabled the

consumers of those cOlnmodities to devote to

other purposes a larger portion of their incomes,

which would have afforded means of further

extending the whole industry of the country.

Without doubt these changes could not have.

taken place without peculiar suffering as well

as peculiar benefit. The English manufacturers

of ribands and velvets must have been injured,

just as the English producers of those articles,

for which the demand was increased, must

have been benefited. So, if Mr. Perkins's

ilnprovements take place, we shall perhaps

cease to raise the same quantity of coal. We

shall also devote more of our labour to the pro

duction of steam-engines, and to those manu

factures in which they can be serviceable. And

to do this, we shall probably be obliged to dis

continue or curtail some other branches of

industry. In this case, as in the last, there

will be partial individual suffering, as well as

partial individual benefit. In both cases, be

sides the partial suffering and the partial benefit,
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is ·the general benefit to the whole community

considered as consumers. A benefit which will

be permanent, while both the gain and the loss

to peculiar classes of producers will pass away.

If we should think it madness to prohibit, or to

tax, the use of an improved steam-engine, be

cause it must be injurious to those employed in

raising coal, what pretence is there for pro

hibiting or taxing foreign ribands or velvets

because their importation would be injurious to

the English silk-weaver? On what pretence

can the man who throws the shuttle claim a

protection which we should deny to him who

works in the mine, or navigates the collier?

I should grieve to be supposed indifferent to

the partial evil which must accompany any

change in the channels of commerce, however

generally beneficial. I am far even frolu think

ing that the peculiar evils sustained by those

who are injured are balanced by the advantages

obtained by those classes of producers who are

peculiarly benefited by the change. I well

know that when loss and gain appear equal,
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the loss is a greater evil than the gain is a good.

I resist the interposition of government against

the most beneficial direction of our industry,

or, in other words, I defend free trade, solely on

public grounds. SoleIy because to prohibit

every change which is accompanied by indivi

dual injury would be to prohibit every improve

Dlent whatever. Because the effect of such a

barbarous policy would be at best to keep us

at the point at which we stood when it was

introduced ;-tosacrifice, in fact, the very end

of government. For what is the end of govern

ment but to promote the happiness of the whole

by forcing the interests of individuals to bend

to those of the community 1-the few to submit

to the many 1

I am aware, however, that in the existing

state of knowledge and feeling in this country,

any attempt to apply at once to foreign com

merce the principles on which we act, and that

as a matter of course, in our internal trade,

would be unsuccessful. We have been accus

tomed in our internal trade to see every im-
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provement accompanied by individual suffering,

but we have also been accustomed to consider

the general benefit as overbalancing the partial

injury, and at once to stifle complaints by

replying, " these are the ordinary chances of

" trade; when your manufacture was intro

" duced you injured somebody else, and if we

" were to prohibit or restrict whatever inter

" feres with existing interests, we must remain

" stationary for ever."

Unfortunately the prejudices· of the mercan

tile theory have prevented the application of

this reasoning to foreign commerce. They

have done more; they have turned against im

provement the very argument which ought to

be decisive in its favour. They have enabled

those who fear that they may suffer individual

injury from foreign competition, instead of

merely deprecating that injury, or praying that

the sacrifice of their interests to those of the

public may be as much softened to them as

possible, to found their opposition on public

grounds; to proclaim that every departure
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from our system of exclusion will make us

dependent on foreigners, and deprive us of our

money, and in short to call in aid of what they

suppose to be their own immediate advantage

aU the absurdities of that monstrous theory.

In a representative government, where each

individual may proclaim in their utmost exag

geration his sufferings and his fears, where the

power arbitrarily to do good is chained by the

same fetters which restrain the power arbitrarily

to do evil, ,vhere, in short, public opinion is

omnipotent, and is, on these subjects, so ill

informed, and therefore so easily misdirected,

there appears, at first sight, no limit to the

extent to whi"ch individual interest, popular

prejudice, and national jealousy, might not

carry the system of exclusion. There appears

at first sight no reason why the dread· of foreign

competition, felt in turn by each class of pro

ducers, should not have led us at last to the

perfect non·intercourse of Japan. In fact, as

far as legislation could effect this object, it

seems nearly to have been attained by the sta-
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tute passed in the third year of the reign of

Edward IV. Mr. Daines Barrington~s abstract

of this statute is in the following words :--

" The fourth chapter is intitled, ~ certain

" merchandizes· not lawful to be brought ready

"wrought into the kingdom.' Itenumerates

"almost every kind of goods which can be

" imported, and may now be looked upon as

" the fundamental law of the customs; founded

" upon the beit principles of commerce."

Such were our principles of commercial

legislation in the fifteenth century: and so little

were they improved in the eighteenth, that a man

of Mr. Barrington's high station, public spirit,

and general knowledge, believed that a prohibi

tion of "almost every kind ofwrought goods that

" can be imported," was" founded upon the

" best principles of commerce." And so slow

has been the subsequent diffusion of k~owledge,

that for repealing that statute in our own tilnes

Mr. Huskisson has been called "a hard-hearted

" theorist, exceeding the devil himself in malig-
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"nity, and in contempt for the happiness of

" mankind."

Happily, however, there is in the political,

as in the human, body, a vis medicatri.r, which

for extraordinary evils produces extraordinary

remedies. The absurdities of the English laws

respecting landed property produced uses and

trusts: the violence of the feudal times gave

rise to knight-errantry: when exclusion became

the fundamental law of the customs, it was

necessarily followed by smuggling. The smug

gler is a radical and j udicious reformer. His

labours are unhappily confined to the least

bulky articles, but as far as this field extends

they are always directed to that part of the pro

hibitive system, which may be broken through

with the greatest advantage, because it is main

tained at the greatest loss. In those countries

which have carried the prohibitive system to

the extent which Mr. Daines Barrington thought

the perfection of commerce, in Spain, for in

stance, at this instant, and in her colonies, be-
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fore that system had deprived her of them,

the smuggler is essential to the well-being of

the whole nation. All external commerce de

pends on him. But in this country, and at

present, I am far from thinking that the direct

effect of his exertions in giving us a free trade

in those commodities which, from their bulk

and value, fall within his province, are any

compensation for the crime, the misery, and

the public expense, of which he is the occasion

and the victim. His merit is that of having

supplied the only argument which could have

enabled the improvement of our commercial

code. If Mr. Huskisson had had no better ar

guments than those which I have addressed to

you, he would have applied in vain to the

House of Commons and the country. They

have been before the public, unanswered and

unsubmitted to, froln the time of Adam Smith

until now. Mr. Huskisson's argument was,

were prohibitions right or wrong, wise or

foolish,-were they attempts to protect and

foster the industry of our own country, or to
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sacrifice the permanent interest of the whole

community to the temporary advantage of a

portion of its members,-they were inopera

tive. They might annihilate the calling of the

lawful trader, but it was only to convert him

into a smuggler; to exchange for legitimate

commerce the crime and lawlessness of contra

band. "What," he asked, "was the conse

"quence of such a system 1 A number of

"families, that would otherwise be valuable

" and industrious members of society, existed

" and trained up their children in a state of

u perpetual warfare with the law, till they

"insensibly acquired the habits and feelings

" of outlaws, standing to the rest of the com

" munity rather in the relation of pirates than

" of fellow-subjects. And was this abominable

"system to be tolerated, not to uphold the

" revenue, but to its injury, merely because in

" a few secondary branches of manufacture, we

" did not possess the same natural advantages,

"or the saIne degree of skill as our neigh

" bours 1"
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Happily these arguments were to a certain

extent successful,and it is to their force, and

to the smuggler who gave them that force, that

we are indebted for the relaxation which we

have 'yet obtained of the fetters which, under

the mask of protection, have so long cramped

the energies of this country.

In my next lecture I shall consider the third

ground on which commercial restrictions may

be defended,without hav·ing recourse to the

mercantile theory; and I shall conclude the

subject by some remarks on the influence which

that theory is still able to exert, and the cala

mities to be apprehended if that influence

should continue.



LECTURE III.

MERCANTILE THEORY OF WEALTH CONCLUDED.

I REMARKED, in my last lecture, that there are

three grounds on which an interference with

the natural channels ofcommerce may, in some

cases, be defended without having recourse to

the mercantile theory. Two of these, security

in case of war, and the immediate injury to the

domestic producer with whom the imported

commodity would interfere, I have considered.

I now proceed to the last, which is taxation :-

The principle of free trade is non-interfer

ence: it is to suffer every man to employ his

industry in the manner which he thinks most

advantageous, without a pretence on the part

of the legislator to controul or direct his oper

ations. But when a tax is laid on any do

mestic product for which a substitute can be

obtained from abroad, if the tax exceed the
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difference between the price at home and

abroad, and the expense of importation, it

may, besides the general evils necessarily inci

dent to a tax, also operate as an interference

with the natural employment of industry. It

may occasion the home producer to abandon

his business and devote himself to th~ produc

tion of some other commodity, by the exporta

tion of which he may be enabled to import,

tax free, the foreign conunodity. A heavy tax

is imposed on the domestic manufacture of

glass :-if no restrictions were imposed on the

importation of foreign glass we should cease to

nlanufacture glass at home, and devote an addi

tional portion of our industry.to the manufac

ture of commodities to be exported in exchange

direct or indirect, for the glass of France and

Germany.

The obvious lllode of preventing this is to

levy an equivalent, or, as it is called, a coun

tervailing duty on the foreign commodity: and

we may easily believe that no government is

likely to be wanting in this precaution. The
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fault is uniformly on the other side. Partly

with a view to reconcile to th-e tax the domes

tic producer ; partly in the hope of additional

revenue; and partly with the patriotic inten

tion of protecting domestic industry, a specific

tax on any home product is always accompa

nied, not by an equivalent, but by a much

beavier tax on the foreign commodity which

might be a substitute for it. And the neces

sary evils of the tax are augmented by making

it a pretext for new restrictions on commerce.

But if the duty be no more than a countervail

ing or equivalent one, it is, subject to the ex

ceptions which Ishal'} mention in a subsequent

part of my lectures, nota departure from the

principles of free trade but an application of

them.

This argument, however, is often made use

of to sanction the grossest violation of those

principles. We have seen that free trade is

fonnded on non-interference; on the unques

tionable axiom, that the wealth of the whole

nation is best promoted by allowing each indi-
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vidual to employ himself in the way which he

thinks most advantageous to himself, without

the influence of motives artificially suppljed by

partial taxation. But taxation can supply

such motives only while it is partial. When a

tax is laid generally on all employments, it

obviously can occasion no transfer of industry

from one employment to another. An exclu

sion of foreign commodities founded on such

a, tax, must, of course, either be general, or a

particular one. We have seen that such a

general exclusion, if it were possible, instead

of diminishing the necessary evil of the tax

would be itself a fresh, and a far severer cala

mity. On the other hand, a particular exclusion

would be an attelnpt to favour some particular

class or classes of producers at the expense of

the community. The first would be simply

mischievous; the second mischievous and un

just.

The same answer IS to be made to the

demand by a particular class to be allowed a
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monopoly in. consideration of the injury which

they suffer from the monopolies granted to

others. It is true they are sufferers, and so is

the whole community, but where would be the

justice of an attempt to exempt them from

their share of the general suffering by inflicting

a new evil on the community ·at large 1

As a fallacy cannot be clearly exposed with

out illustrations" I will venture to select a few

examples from the debate in the House of

Commons, in February, 1826, on the proposed

admission of foreign silks. The Member who

opened it, said "It was utterly impossible to

" compete with French silks. With a load of

" debt, hanging like a mill-stone, around the

" neck of the nation, were they rational men

"who could propose a competition with a

" people whose debt was almost no burthen at

" all?"

The Member for Coventry asked, "Could

" they go back to the rate of wages which pre

" vailed in 1792 1 Could they introduce the
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"same scale of prices1 If they could not,

" how could the manufacturer compete with

" the foreigner 1"

The Member for Lincoln said, "~et gods

"destroy time, taxes, and poor rates, and

" then let any newly enlightened minister open

"his eager arms to admit the unrestrained

" commerce of the world. But until that were

" done, to talk of free trade, what was it, but

" to propose that a man bound in fetters should

" try his strength and agility with one whose

" limbs were wholly free 1"

Even Mr. Baring urged as an objection to

the measure, the advantage possessed by the

foreigner in the cheapness of labour ; and

thought " this another proof, in addition to the

" many which already existed on the same

" subject, which in. his opinion, proved beyond

"the possibility of a doubt, that it would be

"impossible for the English manufacturers

" ever to bring down their goods to such a

"price as would enable them to compete

" with the workmen of other nations." He
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went on to say, " that the Right Honourable

" Gentleman was proceeding on wrong grounds

" with respect to his whole commercial system.

~, He ought to begin wjth the Corn Laws."

To everyone of these arguments the answer

is the same. The Poor Laws and the National

D.e.bt, or rather the taxation which they occa

sion, are tremendous evils. The Corn Laws

,are an evil, not so great perhaps as either of

the former, but more galling from their injus

tice. But do any of these .evils peculiarly

affect the manufacturers of silk? If foreign

silks were freely admitted must they not be

paid for, directly or indirectly, with English

manufactures, and if these burthens disable our

silk manufacturers from competing with fo

reigners, must they not equally disable our

other manufacturers 1 On this supposition,

must not these burthens of themselves form the

most effectual prohibition of foreign silks, by

preventing the exportation of English equiva

lents? Again, because we are prohibited from

obtaining bread on the best terms, are we,
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therefore, to be prohibited from using the most

advantageous means to obtain silk1 Because

public honour, and even common honesty re

quire that every man should contribute a por

tion ofhis income to th'e public creditor, should

he therefore be required to pay a larger sum

than is necessary to his silk merchant~

The fallacy is, however,. most striking when

the pretext for monopoly is the high rate of

English wages. It is, in the first place, open

to the gen.eral answer, that not pressing pecu

liarly upon anyone class, it.gives to no one class

a claim to peculiar privileges : and the force of

this answer is, if possible, increased when high

wages are used as a defence for the monopoly

enjoyed by the producers of corn, a class of

persons who obtain labour on cheaper terms

than the rest of the community. But it is open

to the additional answer, that high wages in

stead of preventing our manufacturers from

cOlupeting with foreign countries, are, in fact,

a necessaryconsequence of the very cause w.hich

enables us to compete with them,-ofthe very
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cause which enables us to obtain in return for

the produce of one Englishman's labour for a

day, or a week, or a month, commodities pro

duced by the labour of perhaps two French

men, four or five Poles, and more than ten

Hindoos; namely, the superior productiveness

of English labour.

I am aware that this proposition may be to

many of my readers paradoxical. A statement

at this place, of the arguments which have

convinced me of its truth, would be an incon

venient digression, besides involving many other

propositions which are far from elementary.

Indeed, I have introduced it here, though un

necessary to my reasoning, only to suggest

to those among my hearers who are anxious to

extend the limits of the science, an important

and very neglected subject of inquiry,-.

namely, the differences in the amount of money

wages in different countries, and the causes of

those differences.

With these remarks I might close all that I

have to say on the mercantile theory of wealth,
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and on the practice which that theory has

occasioned; but I have discussed it at so much

length, and there is such difficulty in following
a long discussion in the form of Lectures, that

I should wish to conclude by a recapitulation of

the heads of the argument. Fortunately, I
can do. this, and that in language far better than

my own, by reading to you the most important

document on the science of trade which has

ever been made public,-the Petition of the

British Merchants presented to Parliament in

May, 1820. That Petition conveys the delibe

rate judgment of the first commercial members

of the greatest commercial country that exists,

or ever has existed. It conveys their judgment

upon facts constantly before their eyes; com

plains of evils by which they must have been

principally affected; and points out remedies of

which the experiment was to be tried on them

selves. Besides its merits as a composition,

besides its fulness, perspicuity, and precision,

besides the conviction which its conclusions

must have carried if their force had depended,
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like that of my own, solely on their pre

mises, it bas all the weight of the most power

ful testimony ;-0£ the testimony of persons who

could not easily be deceived, since they were

stating the results of their own long and daily

experience, and could have had no motive to

deceive others, since they would have them

selves been the earliest and most extensive

sufferers, if their conclusions had been erro

neous.

As the 0 bject of the petitioners was to 0 b

tain the removal of existing evils, not to ac

count for their origin,.. they have not traced the

restrictive system to the mercantile theory of

wealth. In every other respect their reasonings

will be found to differ from those which I have

addressed to you only in the superiority of

their expression.

The Petition states-

"That foreign commerce is eminently con

H ducive to the wealth and prosperity of a

It country by enabling it to import the com

" modities for the production of which the
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"soil, climate, capital and industry of other

" countries are best calculated, and to export

H in payment those articles for which its own

" situation is better adapted.

" That freedom from restraint·is best calcu

" lated to give the utmost extension to foreign

"trade, and the best direction to the capital

" and industry of the country.

" That the maxim of buying in the cheapest

" market and selling in the dearest, which

" regulates every merchant in his individual

"dealings is strictly applicable, as the best

" rule for the trade of the whole nation.

" That a policy founded on these principles

" would render the commerce of the world an

"interchange of mutual advantages, and dif

"fuse an increase of wealth and enj~yments

" among the inhabitants of each state.

" That, unfortunately, a policy the very re

" verse of this has been, and is, more or less,

" adopted and acted upon by the government

" of this and of every other country; each

" trying to exclude the productions of other
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" countries, with the specious and well-meant

" design of encouraging its own productions;

"thus inflicting on the bulk of its subjects,

"who are consumers, the necessity of sub

" mitting to privations in the quantity or qua

"lity of commodities; and thus rendering

"what ought to be the source of mutual

" benefit and of harmony among states, a con

ct stantly recurring occasion of jealousy and

" hostility.

" That the prevailing prejudices in favour of

" the protective or restrictive system may be

" traced to the erroneous supposition that every

" importation of foreign commodities occasions

" a diminution or discouragement of our own

" productions to the same extent; whereas it

" may be clearly shown, that although the par

" ticular description of production which could

" not stand against unrestrained foreign com

"petition, would be discouraged, yet as no

"importation could be continued for any

"length of time without a corresponding ex

"portation, direct or indirect, there would be
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" an encourageolent, for the purpose of· that

"exportation, of some other production to

" which our situation might be better suited;

Ie thus affording at least an equal, and pro

" bably a greater, and certainly a more bene

"ficial, employment to our own capital and

" labour.

" That of the numerous protective and pro

" hibitory duties of our Commercial Code it

" may be proved, that while all operate as a

Ie very heavy tax on the community at large,

" very few are of any ultimate benefit to the

" classes in whose favour they were originally

Ie instituted, and none to the extent of the loss

" occasioned by them to other classes.

" That among the other evils of the restrictive

" or protective· system, not the least is, that

" the artificial protection of one branch of in

"dustry, or source of production, against

"foreign competition, is set up as a ground

" of claim by other branches for similar pro

u tection; so that if the reasoning upon which

H these restrictions or· prohibitory regulations
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" are founded were followed out consistently, it

" WQuld not stop. short of exclud~ng us from all

" foreign commerce whatsoever. And the same

" train of argument which, with corresponding

"prohibitions and protective duties, should

"exclude us from foreign trade, might be

" brought forward to justify the re-enactment

" of restrictions upon the interchange of pro

" ductions (unconnected with public revenue)

" anlong the kingdoms composing the union,

" or among the counties of the same kingdom.

" That an investigation of the effects of the

" restrictive system at this time is peculiarly

" called for, as it may, in the opinion of your

" Petitioners, lead to a strong presumption that

" the distr~ss which now so generally prevails,

" is considerably augmented by that system;

"" and that some relief may h.e obtained by the

" earliest practicable renl0val of such of the

" restraints as may be shewn to be most in

"jurio~us to the capital and industry of the

" community, ·and to be attended with no com

" pen!sating- benefit to t.he public revenue.
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tt That a declaration against the anti-com

"mercial principles of our restrictive system

"is of the more importance at the present

" juncture, inasmuch as in several instances of

" recent occurrence, the nlerchants and manu

" .facturers in foreign states h~ve assailed their

" respective governments with applications for

" further protective or prohibitory duties and

" regulations, urging the example and authority

" of this country, against which they are al

I' most exclusively directed, as a sanction for

" the policy ofsuch measures. And, certainly,

" if the reasoning upon which our restrictions

" have been defended is worth any thing, itwill

" apply in behalf of the regulations of foreign

"states against us. They insist upon our

" superiority in capital and machinery, as we

" do upon their comparative exemption from

" taxation, and with equal foundation.

". That nothing would tend more to counter

" act the commercial hostility of foreign states

" than the adoption of a. more enligbtened and-
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" more conciliatory policy on the part of this

"country.

" That although as a matter of mere diplo

"nlacy, it may sometimes answer to hold out

" the removal of particular prohibitions or high

U duties, as depending upon corresponding

" concessions by other states in our favour, it

" does not follow that we should maintain our

" restrictions in cases where the desired con

" cessions on their part cannot be obtained.

" Our restrictions would not be less prejudicial

"to our own capital and industry because

"other governments persisted in preserving

" impolitic regulations.

"That upon the whole the most liberal

" would prove to be the most politic course

" on such occasions.

" That independent of the direct benefit to

" be derived by this country on every occasion

" of such concession or relaxation, a great

"incidental object would be gained, by the

" recognition of a sound principle or standard,
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" to.which all subsequent arrangements might

" be referred; and by the salutary influence

" which a promulgation of just views by the

" legislature, and by the nation at large, could

"not fail to have on the policy of other states.

" That in thus declaring, as your Petitioners

"do, their conviction of the impolicy and in

" justice of the restrictive system, and in de

" siring every practicable relaxation of it, they

" have in view only sqch parts of it as are not

"connected, or are only subordinately so,

" with the public revenue. As long as the

" necessity for the present amount of revenue

"subsists, your Petitioners cannot expect so

" iJnportant a branch of it as the Customs to

" be given up, nor to be materially diminished,

"unless some substitute, less objectionable,

"be suggested. BUT IT IS AGAINST EVERY

" RESTRICTIVE REGULATION OF TRADE NOT ES

" SENTIAL TO THE REVENUE, AGAINST ALL DU

" TIES l\IERELY PROTECTIVE FROM FOREIGN COM-

"PETITION, AND AGAINST THE EXCESS OF SUCH

" DUTIES AS ARE PARTLY FOR THE PURPOSE OF
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" REVENUE AND PARTLY FOR THAT OF PROTEC

H TION, THAT THE PRAYER OF THE PRESENT

H PETITION IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED TO THE

" WISDOM OF PARLIAMENT.

" Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray,

" that your Honourable House will be pleased

" to take the subject into consideration, and

" to adopt suoh measures as may be calculated

" to give greater freedom to foreign commerce,

" and thereby to increase the resources of the

" state."

I cannot resist the temptation of adding,

though it must be unnecessary, to the testi

mony of the Petitioners, that of one of the

wisest and most patriotic statesmen whose

services this country has ever enjoyed,-of that

excellent and enlightened man whom disease

has now so recently snatched from the national

councils. Before this Petition was presented

to Parliament it was submitted to Lord Liver

pool, by a deputation of the Illost eminent of

the Petitioners. Lord Liverpool read it aloud

to them, probably to mark that no part of its
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contents could have escaped his notice, and

then added-" THAT,. WITH EVERY SENTIMENT

" AND EVERY PRINCIPLE CONTAINED IN THE PE"

" TITION HE FULLY AND UNRESERVEDLY AGREED,

" :AND THAT I~" HE 'VERE THEN TO FOR1\-! A COM

"MERCIAL CODE THOSE WERE THE PRINCIPLES

" ON 'VHICH· HE WOULD ESTABLISH IT."

I have to apologize for having detained you

so long, and that at the very outset of my

Lectures, on a single point. A view of the

mercantile theory of wealth was essential, but

the symmetry of my course would have been

improved if I had disposed of it, as I certainly

might have done, more briefly,-if I had con

tented myself with exposing the absurdity of

that theory, and omitted all consideration of

its practical consequences. My reasons for

going into it at so much length were, first,

that the mercantile theory is a detached sub

ject in Political Economy more capable than

any other of being submitted to those who are

not familiar with the science, or, what is the

same as far as my Lectures are con.cerned,
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with the view which I take of it. And, se

condly, because the question whether the mer

cantile system shall be abandoned or shall be

aggravated and extended; or, in other words,

the question of free trade is, next to the Re

formation, next to the question of free religion,

the most momentous that has ever been sub

mitted to human decision.

If the unhappy prejudices that now exist on

this subject should continue, and if the exten

sion of representative governments should in

crease the power of public opinion over the

policy of nations, I fear that commerce may not

long be enabled to retain even that degree of

freedom that she now enjoys. Much, perhaps

every thing, depends on the example to be set

by this country. I have perfect reliance on the

knowledge and good intentions of our present

ministers; but very little on the kno,vledge

possessed by the country at large. And if

ministers are unsupported by the community

at large, if each class in turn is to be permitted

a complete or a partial monopoly, and bribed
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by this sacrifice of the general and permanent

interest of the public, to its own partial and

immediate advantage, to allow others to cla

mour for the power to exercise a similar op

pression,-if ministers are not aided by the

public voice in their struggles against indivi

dual rapacity,-we ·shall tread backwards and

with greater rapidity the few steps which we

have so laboriously gained. Slowly and re

luctantly, and ~as if parting from our dearest

friend, we have begun to withdraw from the

restrictive system. If once we begin to re

approach it, I am justified by all .experience

in the fear that in our retrograde motion we

shall not stop at the point at which we origi

nally set out. It will have been an unsuccess

ful rebellion against popular prejudice, and like

all unsuccessful rebellions, strengthen and con

solidate the ruling power. We shall again

adopt, and with more skill to enforce it, the

third of Edward IV. as the fundamental 'law

of the customs, and consider, with Mr. Daines

Barrington, a system of general and absolute
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prohibition to be founded on the wisest prin

ciples of com'merce-a system, which, to

borrow the words of Mr. Huskisson, proclaims

that, "All interchange of their respective com

" nlodities between the different nations of the

" world is a source of evil to the one or to

"the other; that each country ought to shut

" itself up within itself, making the most of

" its own resources, refusing all commerce with

" any other country, barbarously content to

"suffer wants which this commerce might

" easily supply, and to waste its own super

" Huous productions at home, because to ex

" change them for the superfluous advantages

" of that other country would be ruinous to
" both.'~

It is not enough to say that such a state of

things (and it is a. state to which between our

own prohibitions' and restrictions and the reta

liatory measures of other countries, we were

rapidly approaching,) would be mischievous to

this country; it would. carry with it total and

irremediable ruin. The inhabitants of coun-
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tries of vast extent, possessing every variety of

soil and climate, like Russia and China, though

their enjoyments might be much increased by

foreign conllnerce, can yet exist without it.

And there ar.e other countries which, from their

poverty or their situation, the small value of

the equivalents \~hich they have to offer, or

their difficulties of access, are unable to enjoy

it. But both natural causes and the course of

events, while they have admirably fitted Great

Britain for extensive commerce, have rendered

her totally dependent on it. Nature has placed

her in the centre of civilization, between the

two worlds, but nearer to the more opulent

hemisphere, has surrounded her with sea ports

and intersected her by navigable rivers. She

has given to her a climate eminently favour

able to continued exertion of body and mind,

and enriched her with minerals- more abundant,

more varied, and better adapted to one another,

and to the wants of mankind, than those of-any

other country of equal extent. But there the

profuseness of her generosity has ceased. OUf
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territory is of limited extent1 and still more

limited fertility. Our climate confines us to a

narrow range of vegetable productions, and

what we have are not distinguished by their

excellence, or their abundance. What would

be the food, and what would be the clothing

of even our poorest population, if they were

formed only of indigenous materials 1 What

houses or what ships could we build from our

internal resources 1

On the other hand the absence of unneces

sary religious restraint, the security of person

and property, the freedom of internal trade,

our immunity from hostile invasion, and the

non-existence of privileged orders, or of artifi

cial obstacles to the ambition of the humblest

individual, all these hegative advantages, which

it might have been supposed that every nation

would secure to itself, but which, in fact, have

never been fully enjoyed by any extensive

country exc'ept Great Britain, and the nation

which Great Britain has founded, all this ab

sence of artificial evil has enabled us during
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the 140 years that have elapsed since the

Revolution perfected and secured it, to more

than double our numbers, and more than quad

ruple our wealth. If we had done only one

of these things, if we had only increased our

wealth, preserving our numbers unaltered, we

should certainly have suffered severely from

the privation of foreign commerce, our circle

of enjoylnents, and our power would have been

much diminished, but we might have existed

as a backward and second-rate nation,on the

products of ol~r own soil, worked up by our

own nlanufacturers. Or if our numbers had

increased without any addition of our wealth,

the mass of our population would have been in

nearly the same situation,jn respect to wealth,

in which the mass of the Irish population is

now. They would have been eaters of pota

toes instead of wheat, clothed in the rough

manufactures of the country, and enabling a

race of overgrown landlords to waste in coarse

profuseness the cheap labour of their retainers.

We should have felt little the want of foreign
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commerce, as little could have been obtained

from it in return for the produce of our ill

directed labour.

But the course which we have run, has

conlbined increased numbers with more varied

wants and greater powers of production; an

increased taste for those comforts and luxuries

which our own soil and climate deny,. and still

more increased means of purchasing them. The

well-directed labour of an Englishman is worth

twice as much as that of any other inhabitant of

Europe, it is worth four or five times as much

as the labour of the less advanced European

districts: it is worth twelve or fifteen times as

much as the labour of the n10st civilized Asiatic

nations. It is true that the long course of

perverse commercial legislation from which we

are but beginning to emancipate ourselves, has

prevented us from turning these advantages to

the best account. Cramped, however, as we

have been, we have so far made use of them,

that a very larg.e portion of our labouring

classes are employed directly, or indirectly,
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in obtaining foreign commodities; that we

scarcely make a meal, or put on a dress, or

enter a house fornled solely of domestic mate

rials. We are dependent on foreign countries,

not merely for what is agreeable, but for what

custom has rendered necessary. Do I regret

this dependence1 Far from it, for it is the

necessary consequence of two great benefits,

the increase of our numbers and the increase of

our wealth. It is the necessary dependence of

the rich on. the poor, of a metropolis on the sur

rounding country. The half-naked subjects of

Caractacus were doubtless independent of fo

reign supplies, and so is the semi-barbarian

who burrows in the ruins of Persepolis, and

cultivates his dates among the remains of pa

laces. Every approach on our part to a similar

independence must be obtained by an approach

to a similar condition. But if we only consent

to use and improve to the utmost our natural

and acquired advantages,· if we only consent to

buy what our neighbours are willing to sell, if

we cease to refuse what they offer us on the
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ground that they offer it too cheaply, if, to use

the words which the Member for Lincoln in

tended for irony, we open our eager arms to

the unrestricted commerce of the world, I see

no definite term to the course of pr-osperity

before us. I see no cause that, for ages to

come, need check the progress of our wealth

and our population. I see no reason why

England, which now supports in virtue and in

happiness more human beings than any other

district of equal extent, should not contain a

much larger population with still greater moral

and physical advantages.

THE END.
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ADVERTISEMENT.

MR. MALTHUS has honoured me with a

correspondence, which he has permitted me

to append to these Lectures.

I feel the disadvantageous contrast to

which I expose my own compositions by

their juxta-position to those of our most

eminent living philosophical writer; but

I also feel that nothing could justify me in

withholding from the pu1?lic the instruc

tion contained in Mr. Malthus's Letters.





LECTURE I.

POPULATION.

IN the present and the following Lecture I

propose to consider the subject of Population.

A subject of which the details are almost end

less, but the general principles few and plain.

It is indebted probably to the latter circum

stance for the degree in which it has attracted

the public attention. The doctrines of rent,

of value, and of money, are each as important

as that of population, but they require the use

of highly abstract terms, and depend on long

chains of reasoning. They have, therefore,

been avoided or neglected by nlany who are

familiar, or suppose themselves to be familiar,
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with the sinlple laws of population. In my

introductory Lecture I sketched what appeared

to me an outline of those la\vs in the following

proposition :-" That the population of a given

district is limited only by nloral or physical

evil, or by deficiency in the means of obtain

ing those articles of wealth ; or, in other words,

those necessaries, decencies, and luxuries, which

the habits of the individuals of each class of the

inhabitants of that district lead them to require."

The only modification which subsequent re

flection induces me to apply to tl1is proposition

is, to substitute for the word" deficiency," the

words, "the apprehension of a deficiency."

My reasons for this substitution are: first,

that the actual deficiency of necessaries is a

branch of physical evil; and, secondly, that it

is not the existence of a deficiency, but the

ear of its existence which is the principal

check to population, so far as necessaries are

concerned, and the sole check as respects de

encies and luxuries.

But before I take this proposition in detail,
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I feel that I ought to explain, as precisely as

I can, what I mean by the words, necessaries,

decencies, and luxuries; terms which have

been used ever since the moral sciences first

attracted attention in this country, but have

never, within n1Y knowledge, been defined.

It is scarcely necessary to remind you, that

they are relative terms, and that some person

must always be assigned, with reference to

whom a given cOlnlnodity or service is a luxury,

a decency, or a necessary.

By necessaries then, I express those things,

the use of which is requisite to keep a given

individual in the health and strength essential

to his going through his habitual occupations.

By decencies, those things which a given in

dividual must use in order to preserve his ex..

isting rank in society.

Every thing else of which a given individual

makes use; or, in other words, all that portion

of his consumption which is not essential to

his he.alth and strength, or to the preservation

of his· existing rank in society, I term IUI.'l'ury.
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It is obvious, that \vhen consulued by the

inhabitants of different countries, or even by

different individuals in the saIne country, the

same things n1ay be either luxuries, decencies,

or necessaries.

Shoes are necessaries to all the inhabitants

of England. OUf habits are such, that there

is not an individual whose health ,vonid not

suffer from the want of them. To the lo",rest

class of the inhabitants of Scotland they are

luxuries. Custom enables them to go bare

foot \vithout inconvenience and without degra

dation. When a Scotchman rises from the

lowest to the middling classes of society they

become to hinI decencies. He wears them not

to preserve his feet, but his station in life. To

the highest classes, who have been accustonled

to them from infancy, they are as much neces

saries as they are to all classes in England.

To the higher classes in Asia wine is a luxury,

and tobacco a decency. In Europe it is the

reverse. The Asiatic drinks, and the Eu

ropean snlokcs, not in obed ience but in oppo-
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sition both to the rules of health, and to the

forms of society. But wine in Europe and

the pipe in Asia are among the refreshments

to which a guest is entitled, and which it

would be as indecent to refuse in the one

country as to offer in the other.

It has been said that the coalheavers and

lightermen, and some others among the hard

working London labourers could not support

their toils without the stinlulus of porter. If

this be true, porter. is to them a necessary.

To all others it is a luxury. A carriage is a

decency to a ,voman of fashion, a necessary to

a physician, and a luxury to a tradesman.

The question whether a given comnlodity is

to be considered as a decency or a luxury, is

obviously one to which no answer can be given,

unless the place, the tinle, and the rank of the

individual using it be specified. The dress

which in England was only decent one hundred

years ago, would be alnl0st extravagant now;

while the house and furniture, which no,v

would afford only decent accommodation to a
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gentleman, would then have been luxurious for

a peer.

The causes which entitle a commodity to be

called a necessary, are more permanent and

more general. They depend ·partly on the

habits in which the individual in question has

been brought up, partly on the nature of his

occupation, on the lightness or the severity of

the labours and hardships that he has to undergo,

and partly on the climate in which he lives.

Of these causes I have illustrated the two

first by the familiar examples of shoes and

porter. But the principal cause is climate.

The fuel, shelter, and raiment which are

essential to a Laplander's existence, would be

worse than useless under the tropics. And

as habits and occupations are very slowly

changed, and climate suffers scarcely any al

teration, the commodities which are necessary

to the different classes of the inhabitants of a

given district, may, and generally do, remain

for centuries unchanged, while their decencies

and luxuries are continually varying.
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To ·recuf, however, to my original proposi

tion. I have stated,· that the population of a

given district is limited only by moral or phy

sical evil, or by the apprehension of a de

ficiency of necessaries, decencies, Of luxu

rIes.

It is now generally admitted, indeed it is

strange that it should ever have required to be

pointed out, that every species of plant, or

animal, which is capable of increase, either

by generation, or by seed, must be capable of

a .constantly increasing increase; every addi

tion to its numbers being capable of affording

a source of still further additions, Of, in other

words, that wherever there is a capacity of

increase, it nlust be a capacity of increase, not

by mere addition, but by multiplication, or to

use the shorter form in which the proposition

is usually stated, not in an arithmetical, but

in a geometrical ratio. The rate at which any

species of plant, or animal, is capable of in

creasing, IUllst depend on the average power

of reproduction, and the average length of
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existence of the individuals of which it is con....

stituted. Wheat, we know, is an annual, and

its average power of reproduction perhaps

about six for one. On that supposition the

produce of a single acre might cover the globe

in fourteen years.

The rate at which the hun1an race is capable

of increasing, has been determined by obser

vation. It has been ascertained, that for con

siderable periods, and in extensive districts

under temperate climates, it has doubled every

twenty-five years.

The power of reproduction in the human

race, 111ust, under similar climates, be always

and every where the same. I say, under simi

lar climates, because the acceleration of pu

berty which has been sometimes observed in

tropical countries, unless checked, as I believe

to be the case, by an earlier cessation of child

bearing, would occasion increased fecundity.

And the United States of America, the dis

tricts in which the rate of increase which I

have mentioned has been most clearly ascer-
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tained, are not rernarkable for the longevity

of their inhabitants. We may infer, therefore,

that such, at least, is the average power of

reproduction, and average duration of life in

the individuals constituting the human species,

that their number may double every twenty

five years. At this rate the inhabitants of

every country would, in the Gourse of every

five centuries, increase t.o above a million

times their previous number. At this rate, the

population of England, would, in five hundred

years, exceed twelve nlillions of millions. A

population which would approach the propor

tion of a family to every square inch of.

ground.

Such being the human powers of increase,

the question is, by what checks is their ex

pansion controlled 1 How comes it, that the

population of the world, instead of being now

a million times as great ~s it. was ~y~ ... ~u~~!~d
years ago, appare~tiYh~s ~t;I;;~bl~d;;ithin

~"'_"~'_""""'-,'W,;".,,!,,..,,,.,,, .. ,..,:r'·,,,''-''-.'''''''''' ""-'"''.'''-'''''''.''''~''''''''_"'''

that-t·., ..~ ... .. ...~lnyhas_no~~J!ry.pled~
'Mr.M~ithu~="=h$~;·~~~ii";~ the checks to .po-
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pulation into the preventive and the positive.

/~he fITS't'arethosewhich limit"fecuMiidTiy, the

)::::n::~~::::~:~~:~::::::~~Y~~e~::
, ",~"-,w"M"~'co~di~creases that of deaths. And as fecull-__,~~U_q_W"'_--.

I di"tF;nd Ioii'g't¥vtiy are th'~o only elements of

the calculation, it is clear that Mr. Malthus"s

division is exhaustive.

The positive check to population is physical

~il. The preventive checks are prolniscuous

entercourse, and abstinence from marriage.

first is moral evit; the second is, with

very few excepti0:r:!~~" ..w so fe'Y_!~~t they do not
affectthe're;~it:founded()Jlai'apprehended
,deficrency-~-;;;;;;';'jM;'=~.4~~~~cies, or luxu-

ries, in other words, on prudence. All the

preventive and positive checks, may, therefore,

be distributed under prudence, moral evil,

'and physical evil. In the present lecture, I

shall consider the positive, in the subsequent

lecture the preventive, checks.

We have seen that the positive checks to

population include all the causes which tend,
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in any way prematurely, to shorten the dura

tion of human existence; such as unwhole

some occupations, severe labour, or exposure

to the seasons, bad or insufficient food or

clothing, bad nursing of .children, excesses of

all kinds, the corruption of the air from natu

ral causes, or from large towns, wars, infanti

cide, plague, and famine. Of these, some

arise fro.m the laws of nature, and others from

the crimes and follies of man; all are felt in

the form of physical evil, but the latter are the

result of moral evil.

The final and irresistible mode in which

physical evil operates, is the want of the ne

cessaries of existence; death produced by

hardship or starvation. This is almost the

only check to the increase of the irrational

animals, and as man descends towards their
~

condition, he falls luore and more under its

influence. In the lowest savage state it is ,the

principal and obvious check; in a high state of

civilization it is almost imperceptible. But it is

unperceived only in consequence of its substi.

tutes.
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We have seen that, as a general rule, addi

tional labour employed in the cultivation of the

land within a given district, produces a less

proportionate return. And we have seen that

such is the power of reproduction and duration

of life in Inankind, that the population of a given

district is capable of doubling itself at least

every twenty-five years. It is clear, therefore,

that the rate at which the production of food is

capable of being increased, and that at which

population, if unchecked, would increase, are

totally different. Every addition made to the

quantity of food produced,.lnakes, in general, a

further addition n10re difficult. Every addition

to the existing population, diffuses wider the

means of still further addition. If neither evil,

nor the fear of evil, checked the population of

England, it would alnount in a century to

above two hundred millions. Supposing it pos

sible that we might be able to raise, or to

import the subsistence of two hundred mil

lions of people, is it possible that a hundred

and twenty-five years hence we should be able to
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support four hundred millions? or in a hundred

and fifty years, eight hundred Dlillions? It is

clear, however, th~t long before the first cen

tury had elapsed-long before the period at

which, if unchecked, we should have attained

two hundred millions, no excellence ill our in

stitutions) or salubrity of climate, orunremit

ting industry, could have saved us from being

arrested in our progress by a constantly in

creasing want of subsistence. If all other

moral and physical checks could be got rid of,

if \ve had neither wars, nor libertinism, if our

habitations and employments and habits were

all wholesome, and no fears of indigence, or

loss of station prevented or retarded our mar

riages, famine would soon exercise her prero

gative of controlling, in the last resort,· the

multiplication of mankind.

But though it be certain that the absence of

all other checks \vould only give rOOlll for the

irresistible influence of famine, it is equally

certain that such a state of things never has

existed, and never will exist.
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In the first place, the absence of all the other

........--e.JI~l and physical evils which retard popula

tion, implies a degree of civilization not only

high, but higher than man~ve'as:yet-~-/
"·,,......"J~eI;a society cannot be supposed lb'

wani"s.~g~clty sufficient to foresee_ffleevirsr'()f~---._""",
too rapidly increasing populatio~.~"~Ildprudence

~.~nt to avert J!~eJE~!~._.,,~~pecially as that
prudence might be exercised even by those who

had no thought of public advantage, no idea

of abstract reasoning, no care but for their pri

vate welfare. In such a state, the preventive

check would be in full operation, and its force

is quite sufficient to render unnecessary even

the approach of any positive check.

And secondly, it is impossible that a positive

check so goading and so remorseless as famine

should prev~il without bringing.iE:~m~~,~,..!,!,~!~a}~
(

,~ers. Pe~__~j~-trer uniform---c-om:.

panion, all.d>;~;derand war ar~~~r followers.

--whole bodies of men "yiIl not tamely lie down

to die, and witness, while they are perishing,

t~eir wives and children and parents starving
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around them. Where there is a diversity of

fortunes, famine generally produces that worst

fornl of civil war, the insurrection of the poor

against the rich. Among uncivilized nations it

produces those tremendous hostile migrations

in which a whole people throws itself across a

neighbouring frontier, and either perishes in

the attempt to obtain a larger or a more fertile

territory, or destroys the former possessors, or

drives them out to be themselves aggressors in

turn.

In fact, almost all the positive checks by

their mutual reaction have a tendency to create

and aggravate one another: and the destruction

of those who perish immediately .by one, may

generally be found to have been remotelyoc

casioned by one or more of the others. Among

nations imperfectly civilized, the widest and

most wasting of the positive ·checks is.preda

tory war. A district exposed to it must suffer

in their full force all the others. Mere fear of

invasion must keep them pent up in crowded

and.consequently unwholesome towns; it must
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confine their cultivation to the fields in the

iUlmediate neighbourhood of those towns; and

if it do not destroy, luust so luuch ilnpede their

comUlerce, as to render it useless as a source of

subsistence. And when the invasion does

come, it is often followed by the cOlnplete ex

tirpation of the invaded C0111nlunity. This is

the check which has kept the whole of Africa,

the western parts of Asia, and the southern dis ..

tricts of Aluerica in their comparatively unpeo

pled state.

In his passage from Abyssinia to Sennaar,

Bruce crossed the territory of Atbara, subject

to the incursions of the Daveina Arabs. The

whole country seems to have been a scene of

desolation. He passed a night at Garigara, a

village of which the crops had been destroyed a

year before. The inhabitants had all perished

with hunger, and their renlains were unburied

and scattered over the ground where the village

had stood. The travellers encamped anl0ng'

the bones: no space could be found free from

them. His next stage was Teawa. "Its con-
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sequence," he observes, "was to remain only

" till the Daveina Arabs should resolve to at

" tack it; when its corn-fields being burnt and

" destroyed in a night by a multitude of horse

H men, the bones of its inhabitants, scattered

" upon the earth, would be all its remains, like

" those of the Iniserable village of Garigara."

Among the positive checks to the population

of uncivilized, or partially civilized nations, the

next in ilnportance to war is.famine.

I have already observed, that there is so

much reaction among the positive checks, that

one of them. alone is seldom experienced. But

when a people depends principally on that sub

sistence which is most abundant, (and such is

the case among the nations in question,) the

nlere variations of the seasons must, from time

to time, produce destructive want. Where

society is better constituted, the evil of these

variations is mitigated, partly from the super~

fluity of the more opulent classes, partly by

importation, and principally by·a recurrence to

a less expensive diet; but in a barbarous;i and
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consequently a poor and uncommercial country,

they are the most frightful forms of national

calamity. The histories which we possess of

such countries, always particularize periods of

dearth as amongst the most memorable events

recorded. They seem in a constant oscilla

tion, between the want endured by a popula

tion that has increased to the utmost limits of

subsistence, and the plenty enjoyed by the

survivors, after that population has been

thinned by war; pestilence, or famine.

The remainder of the positive. checks, such

as infanticide, and unwholesomeness of cli

mate, habits, or situation, appear rather to act

as substitutes for the preventive checks, than

to produce any actual diminution, or prevent

any actual increase.

Infanticide has been supposed to be rather

favourable to population, by opposing to the

prudential check to marriage a mode of dis

posing of its off~pring, which may appear easy

in contemplation, but from which the feelings

of the parents eventually, recoil. The un-
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wholesomeness of some districts is unquestion

ably such, as to keep them totally. unpeopled,

or inhabited by strangers, whose numbers

must be constantly recruited. Such, for in

stance, appears to be the case in the most

unhealthy parts of Italy; and such is the case

with large manufacturing towns, even in the

most favoura~le climates, unless great skill and

great care are directed towards their clean

liness and ventilation. And in a newly colo..

nized country, like the back settlements in

America, where the abundance of land, and

the constantly increasing means of subsistence,

would render any preventive check unneces

sary; any cause diminishing longevity must

retard increase. But, with these exceptions,

unhealthiness rather causes the successive

generations of o1ankind to pass more rapidly

away, than diminishes their actual number. In

some of the healthiest districts of Switzerland,

the average annual nlortality does not exceed

one in fifty; in many of the marshy villages of

Holland it exceeds one in twenty-three. But
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it would be rash to expect the population of

the former to be more dense, or to increase more

rapidly, than that of the latter. The case is,

in fact, the reverse. In the Swiss villages of

which I have been speaking, the births are as

rare as the deaths: the population is thin and

stationary. Among the Dutch the births some

what exceed the deaths: the population is

dense, and is increasing. It is obvious indeed,

that the proportion of annual births to the whole

number of people being given, the rate of in

crease must depend on the proportion borne by

the annual deaths. And the proportion of

deaths to the whole number of people being

given, it must depend on the proportion borne

by the births ; or, to use a shorter form of

expression, given the longevity, it must de

pend on the fecundity; and given the fecun

dity, it must depend on the longevity. If

both are given, the rate of increase. may be

calculated; but from only one the conclu

sion must be the disj unctive. If the annual

births bear a large proportion to the existing
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number of people, we may conclude either that

the population is rapidly increasing, or that

the positive checks are in powerful operation.

On the other hand, from a small proportion of

annual deaths may be inferred either a rapid

increase of nunlbers, or a strong prevalence of

the preventive checks. The average duration

of life in England is greater than in the United

States of America; but so much greater is the

force of the preventive checks, that the rate of

increase in America is double that in England.

Again, the average duration of life in the Swiss

villages that I have before referred to, is the

same as it is in England; but the preventive

check in England, strong as it appears when

compared with its force in America, is so much

weaker than it is in some districts in Switzer

land that with the same annual mortality the

population is in the one country stationary, in

the other rapidly progressive.

But although the average longevity in a

country affords no decisive evidence as to the

increasing or stationary number of its inhabi-
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tants, it is anl0ng the least deceitful tests of their

prosperity: far less so than that on which states

men fornlerly relied, the number of births.

There is not an evil, moral or physical, which

has not a tendency, directly or in.directly, to

shorten life, but there are many which have a

direct tendency to increase fecundity. The

extraordinary duration of life in England, ex

ceeding, as it does, the average of any other

equally extensive district, is a convincing proof

of the general excellence of our climate, our

institutions, and our habits.

In my next Lecture I shall consider the pre

ventive checks to population.
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I OBS~ RVED in Iny last Lecture that the

expan~s,~:~.power of population is such that it

necessa~'lly~"·alln;fie\Litahly_",~i!J..Q~~~!.~trail1ed by
P;Jlf:.":r:"!t:r:'SiJ«e'I!I';f1Ii!M~ w-;;,::;

~ ol1}e","",,-ehe<ck~;-'-positive or preventive. I then

considere t e pOSI IV , 1md"~f6lJnd them

to consist of the different modifications of phy

sical evil. In the present lecture, I propose to

consider the preventive checks. 'Ve have seen

that they are promiscuous intercourse and ab

stinence from marriage.

The first does not appear to me to be of

sufficient importance to require much consider-
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ation. It is said to produce some effect in

che,cking the increase of the higher classes in

Otaheite, and in some of the other South Sea

Islands; and it appears to produce the same

~ffect to a considerable extent among the West

Indian Negroes. But the nobility of the South

Seas scarcely deserve to be separately con

sidered. And where the other forms of moral

and physical evil are accumulated as they are

among the West Indian slaves, it is probable

that the removal of this obstacle alone would

do little to facilitate their increase.

But with these exceptions, there are scarcely

any females whose fecundity is prevented or

diminished by promiscuous intercourse, except

those unhappy individuals whose only trade is

prostitution. And they form ~o small a pro

portion of the population of the whole world,

that the check to population occasioned by

their unfruitfulness may safely be disregarded.

The only remaining check is abstinence

from marriage. You are of course aware that

by the word " marriage," I mean to express not
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the peculiar .and permanent connexion \rvhich

alone, in a Christian country, is entitled to

that name: but any agreement between a man

and woman to cohabit exclusively for a period,

and under circUlnstances likely to occasion

the birth of progeny. I observed, in my last

Lecture, that abstinence from marriage is al

most uniformly founded on the apprehension

of a deficiency of necessaries, decencies, or

luxuries, or, in other words, on prudence.

Some cases certainly occur in which men re

main unmarried, although their fortunes are so

ample that the expenses of a family would be

unperceived. But the number of persons

so situated is so small, that they create an

exception which would scarcely deserve at

tention, even if this conduct \vere as COUlman

among them, as it is in fact rare.

We shall scarcely, therefore, be led into error

if, in considering the preventive checks, we

confine our attention to prudence, and assume

that, as nothing but physical evil diminishes

the longevity of mankind, nothing but an ap-
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prehended deficiency of )uxuries, decencies,

or necessaries, prevents their fecundity.

The check froln an apprehended deficiency

of luxuries is but slight. The motives, per

haps I might .say the instincts, that proillpt

the human race to marriage, are too powerful

to be much restrained by the fear of losing

conveniences, unconnected with health or sta

tion in society.

The fear of losing decencies, or perhaps

l110re frequently the hope to acquire, by a

longer accumulation during celibacy the means

of purchasing the decencies of a higher social

rank, is a check of far lTIOre importance. Want

of actual necessaries is seldom apprehended

by any except the poorest classes in any

country. And in England, though it some

times is felt, it probably is anticipated by none.

When an Englishlnan stands hesitating be..

tween love and prudence, a family really starv

ing is not among his terrors. Against actual

want he knows that he has the fence of the

poor laws. But, however humble his desires"
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he cannot contelnplate, without anxiety, a pro

bability that the incoule which supported his

social rank while single, may be insufficient to

maintain it when he is married; that be may

be unable to give to his children the advan

tages of education which he enjoyed himself;

in short, that he may lose his caste. Men of
more enterprise are induced to postpone mar

riage, not merely by the fear of sinking, but

also by the hope, that in an unencumbered

state they Iuay rise. As they mount, the ho

rizon of their anlbition keeps receding, until

sometimes the time has passed away for realiz

ing those plans of domestic happiness· which

probably every luan has formed in his youth.

There are few triter subjects of declamation

than the contrast between ancient simplicity

and tllodern luxury. Few virtues, however

useful, have ~~eceived more applause than the

contented and dignified poverty, the indiffer

ence to display, and the abstinence fron1 unne

cessary expense which all refined nations at-
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tribute to their ancestors. Few vices, how

ever mischievous, have been more censured

than the ostentatious expenditure which every

succeeding generation seems to consider its

own peculiar characteristic.

It certainly appears, at first sight, that habits

of unnecessary expense, as they have a ten

dency to diminish the wealth of an individual,

must have the same effect on the wealth of a

nation And, separately considered, it appears

clear that each act of unproductive consump

tion, whatever gratification it may afford to

the consumer, must be pro tanto detrilnental

to the rest of the conl111unity. It is so much

taken from the common stock and destroyed.

And, as the national capital is forined f1'o1'n

the aggregate savings of individuals, it is cer

tain, that if each individual were to expend to

the utnlost extent of his nleans, the whole ca

pital of the country would be gradually wasted

away, and general nlisery would be the re

sult. But it appears to me equally certain,
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that if each individual were to confine his ex

penditure to mere necessaries, the result would

be mis.ery quite as general and as intense.

We have seen that the powers of population,

if not restrained by' prudence, must inevit

ably produce almost every form of moral and

physical eviL In the case which I am sup

posing, the wants of society would be con

fined to the food, raiment, and shelter, essen

tial to the support of existence. And they

would all consist of the cheapest materials.

It may be wurth while to trace some of the

consequences which would follow, if such a

change of the objects of human desire could

take place in England.

At present the cultivation of the land does

not employ more than a third of our popula

tion, and a great part of the labourers so em

ployed are producers of luxuries. Indeed, as

potatoes afford a food, five or six times as

abundant as corn, and more than twenty

times as abundant as meat, and as far as can

be judged from the appearance and powers of
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the lower Irish, quite as wholesome, meat and

corn may be considered as decencies or luxuries

to the extent in which they are n10re expensive

than potatoes. Nor is our ·present mode of

cultivation directed to the obtaining the largest

possible return. 'fhe object is always to ob

tain the largest possible return that is con

sistent with profitable farnling, but in the

pursuit of this object, quantity of produce

is often sacrificed to econolny of labour or

time.

If there were no desire for luxuries, both

the existing partition of the land and the

existing division of labour would be varied.

No family would wish to occupy Dlore land

than the small spot necessary to afford them

potatoes and milk; and supposing them to

give to it the utlnost nicety of garden culti

vation, its managenlent \vould still .leave thenl

time to produce the coarse manufactures ne

cessary for their own use. The whole of our

population would be agricultural. At present

the four millions so employed, although their
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labour is far fronl being directed to the pro

duction of the greatest possible alllount, prq

vides subsistence for the whole twelve mil

lions. If all were so employed, and if quan,:"

tity of subsistence were their sole object, it

is probable, that in ordinary seasons the soil

of England could feed at least one hundred

millions of people. And in the absence of

any checks more powerful than those experi

enced in the United States of America, our

population might, in seventy-five years, amount

to one hundred millions. .Indeed, it is pro

bable, that under the circumstances which I

am supposing', the increase in England would

be, for a considerable time, rather more rapid

than that which has taken place in America.

Preventive checks would not exist;. marriage

could not be hindered or even delayed by

prudence, since there could be no reason to

anticipate want; the habit of early marriages

would put an end to pro.fligacy; and as our

habits would be eminently healthy, the posi-

tive checks which even now affect us less than
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they do the inhabitants of America, or indeed

of any other extensive district, would be re

duced to their millimunl.

So far the picture is rather pleasing; it ex

hibits a nation, not rich certainly, nor refined,

but supporting a very nunlerous population in

health and strength, and in the full enjoyillellt

of the many sources of happiness connected

with early marriage.

Supposing our population to have increased,

as would be the case by the beginning of the

next century, to one hundred millions, about

an acre and a half ,vould be allotted to each

family; and, as I before observed, I think

that allotnlent might be sufficient. But it can

scarcely be supposed, that three roods v/ould

be enough, which would be their allotnlent in

twenty-five years more, or granting that to be

enough, it cannot be supposed that at the end

of a further term of doubling a family of four

persons could live on the produce of a rood and

a half.

Sooner or later, therefore, the increase must
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be checked, and we have seen that prudence

is the only check that does not involve vice

or misery. But such is the force of the pas

sions which prompt to marriage, and such is

each man's reliance on his own good conduct,

and good fortune, that the evils, whatever they

luay be, the apprehension of which forms the

prudential check, are frequently incurred.

Where the evil is the loss of luxuries, or even

of decencies, it is trifling in the first instance,

and bearable in the second. But in the case

which I am supposing, the only prudential

check would be an apprehended deficiency of

necessaries; and that deficiency, in the many

instances in \vhich it would be incurred, would

be the positive check in its most frightful

fornl. It would be incurred not only in con

sequence of that lniscalculation of chances to

which all men are subject, and certainly those

not the least so, who are anxious to marry,

but through accidents against which no human

prudence can guard. A single bad harvest

may be provided against, but a succession of
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unfavourable seasons, and such successions do

occur, must reduce such a people to absolute

famine. When such seasons affect a nation

indulging in considerable superfluous expen

diture, they are relieved by a temporary sacri

fice of that superfluity. The grain consumed

in ordinary years by our breweries and dis-

· tilleries is a store always at hand to supply a

scarcity, and the same Inay be said of the

large quantity of food used for the support of

domestic animals, but applicable to hU Ulan

subsistence. To these resources may be added

the importation from abroad of necessaries

instead of luxuries, and the materials of

luxury; of corn, for instance, instead of wine.

It appears, therefore, that habits of consi

derable superfluous expenditure afford the

only permanent protection against a population

pressing so closely on the means of subsist

ence, as to be continually incurring the nlisery

of the positive checks. And as these habits

can exist only in an opulent society, it appears

to me equally clear, that as a nation advances
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in opulence, the positive checks are likely to

be superseded by the preventive. If this be

true, the evil of a redundant population, or to

speak more intelligibly, of a population too

numerous to be adequately and regularly sup

plied with necessaries, is likely to diminish in

the progress of improvement. As wealth in

creases, what were the luxuries of one gene

ration become the decencies of their suc

cessors. Not only a taste for additional com

fort and convenience, but a feeling of degra

dation in their absence becomes more and

more widely diffused. The increase, in Inany

respects, of the productive powers of labour,

must enable increased comforts to be enjoyed

by increased numbers, and as it is the more

beneficial, so it appears to me to be the more

natural course of events, that increased com

fort should not only accompany, but rather

precede, increase of numbers.

But I must admit that this is not the re

ceived opinion. The popular doctrine cer

tainly is, that population has a tendency to
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increase beyond the nleans of subsistence, Of,

in other words, that, whatever be the existing

nleans of subsistence, population has a ten

dency fully to come up with them, and even

to struggle to pass beyond them, and is kept

back principally by the vice and misery which

that struggle occasions. I admit that popu

lation has the power (considered abstractedly)

so to increase, and I admit, that, under the

influence of unwise institutions, that power

may be exercised, and the amount of sub·..

sistence bear a smaller proportion than before

to the number of people; and that vice and

misery, more or less intense and diffused,

according to the circumstances of each case,

must be the result. What I deny is, that,

under wise institutions" there is any tendency

to this state of things. I believe the tendency

to be just the reverse.

As the subject is one of great interest and

importance, I will lay before you, to be com

pared with my own views, those of Mr. Mal

thus, Mr. M'Culloch, and Mr. Mill.
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" There are few states," observes Mr. Mal

thus, "in which there lS not a constant

" effort in the population to increase beyond

" the means of subsistence. This constant ef

" fort as constantly tends to subject the lower

" classes of society to distress, and to prevent

"any great pernlanent melioration of their'

"condition. These effects, in the present

" state of society, seem to be produced in the

"following manner. We will suppose the

"means of subsistence in any country to be

" just equal to the easy support of its inha

"bitants. The constant effort towards popu

" lation, which is found to act even in the most

"vicious societies, increases the number of

" people before the means of subsistence are

"increased. The food, therefore, which be

" fore supported eleven millions, must now be

"divided among eleven millions and a half.

"The poor, consequently, must live much

" worse, and many of them be reduced to se

" vere distress. The number of labourers also

" .being above the proportion of work in the
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"market, the price of labour must tend to-fall,

" while the price of provisions would, at the

"same time, tend to rise. The labourer,

" therefore, must do more work, to earn the

" same as he did before. During this season

" of distress the discouragements to marriage,

" and the difficulty of rearing a family, are so

" great, that the progress of population is re

"tarded. In the mean time, the cheapness of

" labourJ the plenty of labourers, and the ne

'r cessity of an increased industry amongst

u them, encourage cultivators to emplO-Y more

" labour upon their land, to turn up fresh soil,

" and to-manure and improve more completely

" what is already in tillage, till, ultimately, the

"means of subsistence Inay becolne, in the

" same proportion to the population, as at the

" period fron1 which we set out. The situation

" of the labourer being then again tolerably

" comfortable, the restraints to population are

" in some degree loosen~d; and, after a short

" period, the same retrograde and progressive

"movements, with respect to happiness, are

" repeated."-Population, Book i. C-hap. 2.
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And he afterwards repeats the same doctrine

more explicitly in the following words:-

" According to the principle of population,

" the human race has a tendency to increase

" faster than food. It has, therefore, a con

" stant tendency to people a country fully up

" to the linlits of subsistence; meaning, by

" these limits, the lowest quantity of food which

"will maintain a stationary population."

Book iii. Chap. 1, Note.

Among the valuable notes which Mr. M'Cul

loch has appended to his edition of the Wealth

of Nations, one of the most interesting treats of

population: and one of the objects of that note

,is,to show" that the population of the United

States of America cannot continue to increase

for any very considerable period, at the rate- at

which it has increased during the last hundred

years.

,.1 am perfectly convinced of the truth of this

position, and I shall read. to you the following

extract, not with any intention to oppose Mr.

M'Culloch's anticipations as to America, but
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because I am anxious to express my dissent to

what I conceive to be his general doctrine on

the subject of population; and am also anxious,

by using his own words, to avoid the chance of

misrepresenting them.

" It may be said, perhaps, that allowance

" nlust be made for the effects of the improve

t;( ments which may be supposed to take place

"in agricultural science in the progress of

"society, or for the possible introduction, at

" some future period, of new and more prolific

" species of crops. But it is easy to see, that

"the influence of such improvements and

" changes must, s.upposing them to be realized

" in the fullest manner, be of very temporary

" duration; and that it cannot affect the truth

"of the principle, that the power of increase in

" the human species must always, in the long run,

" prove an overmatch for the increase in the means

" of subsistence. Suppose, by some extraor

"dinary improvement, the quantity of food,

" and other articles, required for the subsist

"ence and accomnlodation of man, annually
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u produced in Great Britain, were suddenly

" doubled, the condition of all classes being, in

" consequence, signally improved, there would

" be less occasion fOf' the exercise of moral le..

" straint; the period of marriage would there

H fore be accelerated, and such a powerful

" stimulus would be given to the principle of

"increase, that in a very short period the

,-, population would be again on a level with

" the means of subsistence; and there would

" also, owing to the change which must have

" been made in the habits of the people, with

"respect to marriage, during the period that

" the population was rising to the level of the

"increased supply of food, lile an extreme

"risk, lest it should become too abundant,

" and produce an increased rate of mortality.

"Although, therefore, it is not possible to

" assign any certain limits to the progress of

H improvement, it is, notwithstanding, evident,

" that it cannot continue for any considerable

"period to advance in the same proportion

"that population would advance, supposing
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"food were abundantly supplied. The cir

" cumstance of inferior lands, which require

"a greater outlay of capital and labour to

l~ make them yield the same supply as those

" that are superior, being invariably taken into

" cultivation in the progress of society, demon

" strates, what is otherwise indeed sufficiently

" obvious to everyone, that, in despite of im

"provements, the difficulty of adding to the

H supplies of food is progressively augmented

" as population becomes denser.

"Mr. lVlalthus has endeavoured to show,

" that while population has a power to increase

" indefinitely in a geoID'etrical proportion, or in

. "the proportion of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64,

"128, 256, &c., doubling itself every five

"and-twenty years, the supplies of food and

" other necessary accommodations could not be

" made to increase faster during the same pe

n riods, than in an arithmetical proportion, or

" in the ratio of the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4,5, 6, 7,

" 8, &c. But it is iOlpossible to lay down any

" fixed or certain principle with respect to the
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" ratio of the increase of food. I should, how

" ever, be inclined to think, that the ratio stated

" by Mr. Malthus would be found to be too

" high for countries whose best lands have

"already been brought under tillage. But

" whether Mr. Malthus has over or under

" stated the increase of food, is of no conse

" quence to the theory ofpopulation. It is, at

" all events, unquestionably true on the one

" hand, that an increased difficulty of obtain

" ing increased supplies of food, though occa

" sionally obviated for a \vhile by new disco

" veries and inventions, is uniformly experienced

" according as society advances, and population

"becomes denser; while, on the other hand,

" it is equally true, that the power to produce

" fresh human beings, a power capable of dou

"bling' the population every five and twenty

" years sustains no diminution. And hence it

" results, as was stated at the commencement

" of this note, that the natural tendency of po

"'pulation is to outrun production; and that

" if this tendency be not counteracted by the
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"prevalence of moral restraint, it must be

" counteracted by want, misery, and increased

" mortality."-Vol. iv. p. 133.

Mr. Mill's views are to be found in his dis

cussion of wages. Principles, ~c. Ch. ii. sec. 2.

" If it were," he observes, "the natural

;u tendency of capital" (under which term Mr.

Mill designates the instruments of labour, the

materials on which they are to be employed,

when produced by labour, and the subsistence

of the labourer) " to increase faster than popu

" lation, there would be no difficulty in pre

H serving a prosperous condition of the people.

" If, on the other hand, it were the natural

"tendency of population to increase faster

"than capital, the. difficulty would be very

"great. There would be a perpetual tendency

"in wages to fall. The progressive fall of

" wages would produce a greater and a greater

"degree of poverty among the people, at

"tended with its inevitable consequences,

" misery and vice. As poverty and its conse

"quent misery increased, mortality would
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" also increase. Of a numerous family born, a

" certain number only, from want of the means

" of well-being, would be reared. By what

H ever proportion the population tended to in

" crease faster than capital, such a proportion

" of those who were born would die: the ratio

"of increase in capital and population would

" then remain the same, and the fall of wages

"would proceed no further. That population

"has a tendency to increase faster than, in

" most places, capital has actually increased,

"is proved incontestably, by the condition of

" the population in nl0st parts of the globe. In

It almost all countries, the condition of the

" great body of the people i~ poor and misera

"hIe. This would have been impossible, if

" capital had increased faster than population.

"In that case wages lnust have risen, and

H higher wages would have placed the labourer

" above the miseries of want.

" This general misery of mankind is a fact

" which can be accounted for, upon one of two

" suppositions: either that there is a natural
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" tendency in population to increase faster than

" capital, or that capital has, by some means,

"been prevented from increasing so fast as it

" has a tendency to increase. This, therefore,

" is an enquiry of the highest importance."

As the result of that enquiry Mr. Mill de

cides the second alternative in thenegati'Ve,

and consequently conceives himself to have

established the former, namely, that there is a

natural tendency in population to increase faster

than capital.

I have nothing to do at present with those

portions of capital which consist of the mate..

rials and implements of labour. That they

have increased far. more than in proportion to

the increase of population, is almost too obvious

for remark. My present subject is the relative

increase of subsistence. A subject on which

Mr. M'Culloch, and Mr. Mill, and I think also

Mr. Malthus, coincide.

If the present state of the world, compared

with its state at OUf earliest records, be one of

relative prosperity, Mr. Mill's reasoning is unan-
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swerable. If its means of subsistence continue

to bear the same proportion to the number of

its inhabitants, it is clear that the increase of

subsistence and of numbers has been equal.

If its means of subsistence have increased much

more than the number of its inhabitants, it is

clear not only that Mr. Mill's proposition is

false, but that the contrary proposition is true;

and that the means of subsistence have a natu

ral tendency to increase ·faster than popula

tion.

Now, what is the picture presented by the

earliest records of those nations which are

now civilized? or,which is the same, what

is now the state of savage nations? A state of

habitual poverty and occasional famine. A

scanty population, but still scantier means of

subsistence. Adnlitting, and it lnnst be ad

mitted, that in almost all countries the condi

tion of the great body of the people is poor

and miserable; yet as poverty and misery were

their original inheritance, what inference can

we draw from the continuance of their misery
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as to the tendency of their numbers to increase

more rapidly than their \vealth?

But if a single country can be found in

which there is now less poverty than is uni

versal in a savage state, it must be true, that

under the circumstances in which that country

has been placed, the means of subsistence

have a greater tendency to increase than the

population.

Now this IS the case In every civilized

country. Even Ireland, the country most

likely to afford an instance of what Mr. Mill

supposes to be the natural course of things,

poor and populous as she is, suffers less from

want with her eight millions of people, than

when her only inhabitants were a few septsof

hunters and fishers. In our early history,.

famines, and pestilences the consequences of

famine, constantly recur. At present, though

our numbers are trebled or quadrupled, they

are unheard of.

The United States of America afford the

best ascertained instance of great and conti-
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nued increase of numbers. They have af

forded a field in which the powers of popula

tion have been allowed to exhaust their energy;

but though exerted to their utmost they have

not equalled the progress of subsistence.

Whole colonies of the first settlers perished

from absolute want; their successors strug

gled long against hardship and privation; but

every increase of their numbers seems to have

been accompanied or preceded by increased

means of support.

If it be conceded, that there exists in the

human race a natural tendency to rise from

barbarisnl to civilization, and that the means

of subsistence are proportionally more ahun-
.dant in a ~ili;ed th'~~ i~~';"";;;;ge"state·;'·a-ftd.,~,

..........,_t,__~-' . ~. ~

n~ither,w'":or~he§..e-prQpQsj tious call,~~"Q.~,,",,.9:,~.~!~~~

it must follow that there is a~r.alJ,.end~
_~~U?il-',,,~~-,,,,~~~."~_C"""4"'-"_"'i<><f'''''._~·~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''·'''':O'_d_-

.itr';s~iibsistence to increase in a greater ratio

~-7 /"'-than popul~__._.--<--~"'~~~~'-'~"~=''''~'
~0~""""""'"~""'~~B~t~'"'--';ithough Mr. Malthus has perhaps

fallen into the exaggeration which is natural
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,to a discoverer, his error, if it be one, does

not affect the practical conclusions which

place hin}, as a benefactor to mankind, on a

level with Adam Smith. Whether, in the ab-

_·~i'~~di~turbing causes, it be the tendency

of subsistence or of population to advance

with greater rapidity, is a question of slight

importance, if it be acknowledged that human

happiness or misery depend principally on

their relative advance, and that there are

causes, and causes within human control, by

which that advance can be regulated.

These are propositions which Mr. Malthus

has established by facts and reasonings, which,

opposed as they were to long-rooted prejudice,

and assailed by every species of sophistry and

clamour, are now so generally admitted, that

they have become rather matter of allusion

than of formal statement. To explain what

are the causes of the relative increase of sub

sistence and population is the principal object

of the practical branch of political economy,
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and the practical. and theoretic branches are so

interwoven, that my view of those causes is

necessarily dispersed throughout my Lectures.

I ,viII only say at present that knowledge,

security of property, freedom of internal and

external exchange, and equal admissibility to
-.---..

rank and powe~'~;etlieprjliclpalcauseswhich

_at"tb"tr-same-'time ~;;-t~="th'~'''i~~~ease''()f'suh-
._----'--_.----,--,"q-",/

sistenc'e;"'''''anaoy'Wekvating the character of the

;~>~ pe0l'le,lead tlieirf1oKeeii'at a slower rate the

iricreiis'e~irnumbers. And that;;trictions

on "'''~artificial barriers

excluding the great majority of the commu

nity from the chance of social eminence, and,

above all, ignorance and insecurity of, person

or property, are the general causes which

}both diminish the productiveness of labour,
I
. nd tend to produce that brutish state of im-

I rovidence in which the power of increase,

nchecked by prudence, is always struggling

t pass the limits of subsistence, and'is kept
,.~~ w~""""".~,,,,.,,,,,.• ,.,,,,,.,,,~ .. ,.,,,,,,"''''''''''_. """~'<"'''''''''''''"W'A<.,,,, ..~,,.,,,,,,<o_,,~,,.",~,,,,,~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~,,,,_,,,,~

q wn only by vice and . e e ex-
\ '.,."" """,,,,,,,~n••""M"'~"".'''''"·~''''-''''··--

eSSlOD"'" general causes, to exclude those
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causes which, being peculiar to certain nations,

require separate consideration. Such are the

superstitious desire of offspring in China, the

political motives to create freeholders in Ire

land, and certain parts of the poor laws in

England. But omitting these details, it may

be generally stated, that all that degrades the

character, or diminishes the productive power

of'a""peop1e, tends to diminish tbeFroportion
"~~"-'-" . .. -----

of subsistence to population, and-vtce~",,,tzef§a.------...;;...--- ''''''''''''

,'-A-no, consequently, that a popU1afiO~

, ing more rapidly than the means of subsist

eDee-··-is,",~-gen.eTJ1Ul:-~,~~~king, a symptom of

misgovernment indicatini-~~r:sea~yils,_.......-_.--- -----")

.",,,of·"w'lIicn it is only one of the results.
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Lincoln's Inn,
March 15, 1829.

My DEAR SIR,

You perceive that I have used

your kind permission to lay before you my

Lectures on Population.

One of the principal objects of the Statute

requiring from the Professor of Political Eco

nomyan annual publication, must have been

that the public might know the sort of doc

trines inculcated at Oxford. I have thought

it my duty, therefore, to pUblish them without

alteration. Under other circumstances, I

should have made some change in the lan

guage in which I have attempted to represent
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your opInIon. They .were written, and inde,ed

delivered, before I had had the advantage of

conversing with you on the subject of Popula

tion; and I was misled by your use of the

word "tendency." I supposed you to believe,

that the desire of marriage, which tends to ill-r·...---·~"''''·,

crease .Population. is a stronger prlxu:iple, 0'
ini~her words, a principle more efficacious in'

.~ results than~~de~~Qfb~ing~J1rcon-

iE-Oll.t.. whjch tends to incre~s~~~~u1>~isteI.!~_i,

~g.l,,".,"~Conseql1entl¥, that in an old._country,
I

~~e so f~lly supplied wit~ necessaries
as to make it possible '~~fur--p~p';i;ti~;t;-1n::)

crease in a greater ratio than food, such an

increase would, in the absence of disturbing
~ ...... "'"""k~=='=--_"",,,",.,.,~=,,~,~.,~",,_~.•"

causes, be a more probable event than tlie()p~'

~:::~te::t~n n:::;:~~~~i;~:;~~:'J~
"''',.,., .....".,..,.,....,~~~*w " ". -'...,.,..~""

'popu' a Ion.. I be lev ,,~asJed into this
~ .. ,

error'~"principall.y....'<Qy"~"JbJt",,~qp.duct of all those

writers .• "."!~.~!,""~<,~.~~,~,~"",,!h.~, .. w.~RP,~,~E~!!£~w_.,,~ your
work, have written OJ} PopulailQU. The~; mul..

~_,o1Il!lWiJiOMi. "1."·.',,....~_- ~"

titude;-who have followed, and the few who
......H..'••·_fl,;'l• .......-..·.. . ""~ ~. __....-_.MVfMtV'''''''\l,I"",_",,,,,,~,_'''''''R#'''~
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h~~endeavoured to opposex~~,~~~~~ll as

sUII1~~_~~!!_~~.~~~~·And· yet, ",hen
I recur to your writings, I see wh~,;wi~'~9'~sist_

ent it is with your uniform .state~;~t~" that the
I ..... ' . . ,'--" -. ~ JSi!!_" - ,- ,- -- -- . "~~;.;.c..~"""""~"",,,,,,,,~-,,.....,.

pressure of population upon subsistence is al-

most~lways~he_most severe in the rudest

_state~f soci~~~here the ·popui;·ti~~·is·the

~dense2 and. the.means of. pro'CUtii;!g=SU~b

s~ supposing they were employed,.

~_~~~~~n!~~~=to'lhat I
f9Pulation.

As the subject is of the utmost importance,

I will venture to state, for your correction, my

present impression as to your doctrine. I

conceive you to hold" that an increase of popu

.tion in a greaterratio''l1i''an,w~th;t=;;r-~J3e,

s a prohable event only under peculiar circum-

stances. Such as those of America, where""the
~~.~ "",",",-,-,'

'nowledgeC'-~f~~ old peopl.e has.L12I~.!!, ...consi-//

d'able time,be~~p!iedto a continent pre

~yalmost unoccupied; or those of France,

when the confiscation of the greater part of

the land operated like an agr,arian law, and
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the conscription falling on bachelors only, made

early marriage a precaution instead of an im

providence. But that in an old country, under

wise institutions, in the absence, in short, of

disturbing causes, though population .. is likely---..~.~''''-.
to increase,. subs~~tel:.?e is like!x... ~!~.~", ..~_~,~~"~~se·

c
still faster. In short, that the condition of a
---~ .. ,..... ,,. .•.,.,,.,,,,,..,,.-

-people so cjrcumstanced is more lik~..!~,,,,,,~e

tmproved' tIl_an lQ be deteriorated. If I am,.
--.;_._-".."''''.....~~-". - ,,/

_~~i::~1:::1:~::~:~R;~~
, say~ that hi'lliew"1rl;Ys'enc~"of' aisl,irbI~g causes,

, population has a tendency to increas;-fasler

"-tnan food, becauset~e c<?l1lEarative in~~ease of}
~' -~~._'"'".=,''''''''' ,,' /

the former is a mere compliance with our na-

tural wishes, the comparative increase of the

latter is all effort and self-denial. I should

still say, that, in the absence of disturbing

\ c~ii~'W~~~cy to i~~,~~e-rnster

th~ population, because, in fact, itha~

r'~niw,and because I consider the desire
~w~"=< ',-' ,- '- .. -._~.__ .---_. -,.. ", , f,''''-'c'-,., ' ,

of bettering our condition as natural a wish as

the.·desi'reoTmarri .~,,,,,.,,,..,.,,,. '
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f'· After all, if I rightly understand you, the

difference between us is almost entirely verbal.

As to the facts of the case we are agreed.

And we agree too in believ~_tJlatJln"in-
--..,~.c"_~,,,,~l__~ - ~~.I'iWIKW'

~~~ of population iB a greateJ:-PtQl?gE~~on

than that of food so far frQI!! being, as hefo.fe'

the apfleara~;;'~-~~urWork it was supposeg
""'" _... . ~,-;;:.",,;o,;.;.'

to be, a remote evil, to oC'cur <!.!!ly WbeR tltc-

,.$..Q.rld shall be aga~~, is a danger constantly.

besetting hunlan society in every stage of

social existence, and much the tnost so in the

,r-rudest stages, and warded off only by con-
r ; ,'""--_.;;........~_

~ex~rtion and constan.t",~-self-denial;~

,!~,~~,"~~he rate at ~_capital~~

Jncrease-rnster'" than populat~.,~~,'...,in ()ther

words, the rate at which social improve~
can .proce@.{:l,""..··"·~'PrmCipa1fy"depend~po~; the

~Ullt of thaf'~xertiooa~,~..~.~~

Believe me, my dear Sir,

Yours very sincerely,

NASSAU' WILLIAM SENIOR.

REV. T. R. MALTlIUS.
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My DEAR SIR,

APPENDIX.

East India College,
March 23, 1829.

I AM .much obliged to you for

gIvIng me the opportunity of seeIng your

Lectures on Population, which I have read

with great interest.

The difference between us, as you justly ob

serve, is chiefly verbal; though there is still

some difference remaining as to facts.

To begin with the verbal difference. I

was certainly not aware, that in saying

tha~ popul~~ion .... hf1~a tendency to increase
f~;t~;'''''''th~~'''''''f~~d~~'~"I''''"''~h'~~ld-w"'becoii'sidere(l·'·······as

-aenymg that it migh-;;;:cti;~ly'at _times---inc,f.@ase--ilovver.--:Jf I had looked forward
----~!~.=,'~_.

tOSuch an interpretation, I should certainly

~have used the expressioMn'; bec~\lse, as
,•..._.:',."<.,~'~.

you remark, there are numer~u~_="J:~,~~,~~g-es
~..~, ..,~,---,------
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in my work, in which I state, that the pres-

~::t ::~:~~: i:~::tf:~:e~~~~
Jle a"ion is the least dense. Th~

(~;:::~~:::~;V:la;~o;:~)
I~~~~ . '~'b:l1~H.~

"'latTOi''';'as always .' rea,.dy, .. an~~ in£.Ened",~ in-

crease faster than food, if the checks which
'--- . '. '. • .....,~,

repressed It were~e.d; and tha.t though

tfrese checks might be such, as to prevent po

pulation from advancing upon subsistence,or

even to keep it at a greater distance behind;

yet, that whether population were actually in

creasing faster than food, or food faster than

population, it was true that, except in new

colonies, favourably circuIfislaiiced:-pOpulation~-""

was always' preSSlIiga:garn"st"~"f~~d~'audw

~y-s~-reacry to start off~..~~.~_ias,~~I~JJ~1.e.~"than '" '.
that at which the food was actually~~~ _i

"'Tliis~onstant pressur~~ulation against

f9od, ~hich I have al~~wco,!!,~i~~~~~~s:J:he
~ence'oftlie"'pri~iPk which I endeavoured

to explain in mywork,a;p;~ed t~ m~~)Je
,·",····""··w,""~'''~~'''''''M~~___ ~~_~
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(2

j
'd.i§.ti~ ..~~LP~-Ex ..!~~~..~i,....~~.~J.Y._~~~~w
~.i~~i!!mrgyem{lntsiil

,/ i~\~lture,.9r, t~JThcts of §,Ql!l~~~!I~<~,!,~Y~

plag.!!"e, loosened the restraints which kept

~d;wn th~Ropulation, it~.s~'~
ata greater rate tha~~~l~lld.-that,.£urther, )

~twilllstanding the operation of the desire 0(/'/

t,~tteringour con~ition, there were the strongest

reasons to believe that the pressure in question

t:::~;~it::::~~~~7old

The cause of' this pressure, I thought, might

be described by saying, that the hunl~__}

~~~~~•• i

tion, which it was the great object of my work

to prove, not only is the term tendency applied

""'n its most natural and ordinary sense; but it

conveys a more instructive and useful mean

ing than the one which you would substitute

for it, namely, that food has a tendency to in

erea-se faster than population;a:-"position
''''''''''''__~~_---'"'~.''''~~'''_._._''w ,,'

~which, without further explanation, seems til'"
,:'::::_-----------,---
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C
··. '0.n.vey an incorrect impression of the laws
which regulate the increase of the human

race.

Your reasons for adopting this position are,

rrst, becauseY?~<,£~E~a fact, that

~ulation.has_~~~nc~and,
~c::~use you consider the de~...Qf

,.~;~n:e:~:eC:;d:a::i:;e~e;:u:.a~e~:~I
rests upon the assumption of a fact, which by no

iheans aamitsofDein~~~~~~~~generallyas.

y~u have stated it, as will'b~'~h~~~; )
and it IS ObVIOUS, that a partIal relieLfIDm:Ja;,

",pI,esg,u.~ im 1 that a tendency to

press is overcome. I~ regard to.,:y'9U ond

reason, It appeal s to lile trraf'th'~-"desire of bet

tering our condition, as far as If afiecTS"~tne
..._---:----~.-

lirect increase orfood, is perfectly feeble, com-

pared with the tendency of population to in

crease.· ,. The most intense, aeshe of' -netlering

"our condition, can do nothing towards making

food permanently increase, at the rate at which

population is always ready to increase; and, in
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fact, this desire, in reference to. the increase of

food, operates in a very trifling degree upon

the great mass of the labouring classes. They

are not the persons who accuillulate farming

capital, and employ it in agricultural improve

ments, and the increase of subsistence. In

this respect they are almost entirely passive.

In another respect, indeed, they are most

powerful. Though they cannot nluch acce

lerate the increase of food, they are the only

body of peop~~.IlQ_can-es-setltianyrela·rd·the
•__._.... ~l<

increase of population. But ~~".~~~.~~can_not be

etfecte<I"~'without restraint and self-denial, to

l:~~~o~~:~;i~:~:~~~~~~:U;e~u::Sj::! ...
niliht be expected, namely, that although this

G.straint ~nd self-denial~~yprev;nt mor~
sery and vice at one period than at another;

though they are often more efficient in civilized

and populous countries, than in ignorant and

thinly peopled countries; and though we may

hope that they will become still more efficient as

knowledge advanc~s, yet as far as we can judge
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from history, there never has been a period of

any considerable length, when prenlature mor

tality and vice, specifically arising from the pres

sure of population against food, has not prevailed

to a considerable extent; nor, admitting the

possibility, or even the probability of these evils

being diminished, is there any rational prospect

~a near approach to their entire remQval.r lil all countries, and at aU times, the food

wages of labour must be determined by the

de~dsupply ofl~our C()~~~~,~~~ .•~~~

demand.. antl"'"supp'ly'''offo'ml;''·''''"·"ffi~ ..nO-Jlld_cJ.lu.ntrjj::)
~haveyetheard of, hav'ethc~w~g~§"Qflabour~

so determjned, been for any length of time such
'~~~~~~_;;"<=_~~;'~~_·_~~:.f\#~_1l'_,_C"''''oi''i'''''''''''''-''"''.•

as ...~~.~.!D~intain with ease the. largest families.

Consequently, in all old states there will always

be a constant pressure specifically arising from

the tendency of food to increase not being so

great as the tendency of population to increase...

And this brings me to our difference in re

gard to facts. Taking your own application of

the term tendency, which I cannot think the

Rlost natural one, I am compelled to say that
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both in your present impression of my doctrine,

l
as given in your letter, and when you state as

! a fact, that food has generally increased faster

than population,_l....am-JJ.nJ!.pIEL!2,,"g? along with
.".---- .... =.=...••.•.. ".

you. If food had increased faster than popula-.

tion~r,··W6iilCfthe eartU~v~ been oversprea<i'
~ ----_._-~ .•~.._- .

with people since the flood 1 Would thegl'eat)
'_"_""d"'''''''''''''~'''''''~ ~~

migrations and movements of nations of which

we ,read have ever tak.en place 1~~Q]~'I;r-ili~
,.", __._ ...".=.'i","'=-;'''-''-'=·=·~~

shepherds of Asia have been engaged in such a
-~----:--:----;--;:-----:-:--::-:--:"._-_.. "

constant struggle for room and food ? Would

the northern nations have ever overrun the Ro

man empire of the west ? Would the civilized

Greeks have been obliged to send out numerous

colonies 1 Would these colonies have increased

with great rapidity for a certain period, and

then have become comparatively stationary 1

Would history, in short, have been at all what

it is,?

America is by no means the only instance of

the knowledge of a.n old state being applied

to the comparatively unoccupied land of a new

one. And in all instances of this kind, where
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the food has once been abundant, an actual in

crease of population faster than food is not only

probable, but absolutely certain. In fact, such

countries never could be well peopled;, if this

did not take place.

In old states, the relative increase of popula

tion and food has always been found to be prac

tically very variable. It is no doubt true that,

in every stage of society, there have been some

nations, where, from ignorance and want of

foresight, the labouring classes have lived very

miserably, and both the food ~nd population

have been nearly stationary long before the re

sources of the soil had approached towards ex

haustion.. Of these nations~ it might safely

have been predicted, th,at in the progress of

civilization and improvement, a period WQuid

occur when food would increase faster than po

pulation. On the. other hand, if, from favour

able circumstances at any time, the people of a

country were very abundantly supplied, it might

as safely be predicted that, in their progress

towards a full population, a period would occur
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when population would increase faster than

food. It is absolutely necessary, therefore, to

know the actual condition in which a people is

living, in regard to subsistence, before we can

say whether food or population is likely to in

crease the fastest. And this condition is cer

tainly not determined exclusively by the state

of civilization and population; but is very· dif

ferent in the same nation at different times;

and sometimes food is comparatively more

abundant at an early period, and sometimes at

a later period. Taking only the last five or

six hundred years in Europe, it may be re

marked, that the States of this more improved

part of the world have been exposed to great

losses of people by plague, pestilence, famine,

and war; and invariably after these losses,

population has increased faster than food. In

this country, for sixty years during the latter

half of the fifteenth century, and the early part

of the sixteenth, the labourer appears to have

earned nearly two pecks of wheat a-day. At

the end of the sixteenth century, he did not
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earn ·so much as three-fourths of a peck. Dur

ing the sixteenth century, therefore, popula

tion must practically have increased much

faster than food. From 1720 to 1750 the la

bourer earned about a full peck of wheat a

day. Since that period, I believe, he has

never for five years together earned so much

as a peck, hardly, indeed, so much as five

sixths of a peck. Notwithstanding the po-

verty and misery of Ireland at an early period,

I am strongly disposed to believe, that about

the tilne when Arthur Young made his tour in

that country (1776 and 1778) food was de

cidedly more abundant than it has' been of

late years. With regard to what may be called

the present state of the nations of the Conti

nent, many of them seem to have increased

their food very rapidly since the revolutionary

war; and this increase has been followed by

so very rapid an increase of population, that

it seenlsquite impossible it should continue.

There is some reason, indeed, to think from

the accounts of Mr. Jacob, that population is
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now increasing- faster than food. It appears,

then, that it cannot safely be assumed as a

fact, that food has generally .increased faster

than population.

If the population of Great Britain were to

go on increasing for two hundred years at the

rate at which it increased during the twenty

years between the census of 1800 and that

of 1820, it would be sixteen times as great as

at present. It is not easy to believe that this

is possible. A retardation in the rate of in

crease seems to be absolutely inevitable. And

the question is, whether we are entitled from

past experience to expect that this will take

place without some diminution of corn wages,

and some increased difficulty of maintaining a

family. At all events, it is quite certain, that

110 desire~ however great, of increasing our

subsistence can keep us out of the reach of

the most miserable poverty, if we do not, at

the same time, exercise the more efficient

power we possess of restraining the progress of

population by prudential habits.
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The rate at which social improvelnent pro·

ceeds, does not depend exclusively upon the

rate ·at which subsistence can be made to

increase faster than population. I look for

ward to the possibility, and even the probabi

lity of the labouring classes of society being

altogether in a better siituation than they are

now, when the means of a further increase of

food shall be nearly exhausted, and both sub

sistence and population shall have come nearly

to a stand. But, it is obvious, that if this im

provement should be accomplished, it cannot

be by exertions to increase food, but by the

moral restraint which will diminish the misery

and vice constantly occasioned by the ten

dency of population to press against subsist

ence. Consequently, in discussing our future

prospects of social improvement, it cannot but

lead to error, to lay down positions calculated

to direct the attention towards means which

must of necessity be inefficient, while the na

ttlre of the difficulty to be contended with,

and the only efficient means of contending
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with it successfully, and of iUlproving the con

dition of society, are kept in the back ground.

Your position, that food has a tendency to in

crease faster than population, appears to me,

to be open to this objection, and therefore I

cannot approve of it...

I know you will excuse the frankness with

which I have stated my opinions. We do not,

of course, differ in the ends which we are

desirous of promoting; the diminution of mi

sery and vice, and the increase of happiness

and virtue., We only differ in the mode of

treating the subject. The main part of the

question with me, relates to the cause of the

continued poverty and misery of the labouring

classes of society in all old states. 1'his surely

cannot be attributed to the tendency of food

to increase faster than population. It may be

to the tendency of population to increase faster

than food.

Believe Ine, my dear Sir,

Vcry truly yours,

T. R. NIAL1'HUS
N. \V. SENIOH, ESQ.
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Lincoln's Inn,
l\Iarch 26, 182~'.

73

My DEAR SIR,

PRA Y accept my sincerest thanks

for the reply with which you have honoured

my letter, and for the instruction which it has

afforded me.

I find, however, that the differences between

us, though still I hope not great, are rather

greater than I ha<!_jmagiaed.,," "I will venture
-"'

agmn-ttrtfifi1i(f;on your attention, in the hope

of making them still smaller.

First, as to the facts.

I must have expressed myself ill" if I have

led you to suppose that, I assert any thing

like an""' " iversal increase of the proportion of

subsiste~e to population. When-r*'say'~'Tlrat'" ""
---"- . ...-----""" .....,..'".. <.. ,

Subsistence""li{t§-geJieiYJlYlncre,-ase~greater
~ .--'"--''~'''''''

ratio than population, I mean, that if we look

back through the history of the whole world,
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and compare the state of each country at dis

tinct periods of two hundred or three hundred

~:~:~: ;;;::d~:gWP~:i~f:;dt::h~:;r:a~;1
three~ayeiSr;;Ir"'8greater. .ratiCLthan

lrM'-'-"~'~"~'-'-""---~~'~-'-._.-- J
poputaflon, will be found to be more.E=u~~~us

.thB!t-1bOse in wbiea' fl9pulation bas· incr.eased
••..J

during the preceding period .in a greater ratio

than food. I admit that thi; i~~~~~"'~'-~~ not

beeD-~ ; It has been subject to t~~ osciI...

-'" ...._~.,lQDS-.w· ,,~..~a~,·u. 0 well described.

The cessation -of a civil war, the a"C<iuisition of

a new and abundant material of food, mecba~

nical inventions, enabling the importation of

a considerable supply of food at a less ex

pense of labour than must have been employed

to' produce it at home, improved modes of cul-

. tivationand transport, and the change from

a. restricted to a free.Jnt.e.rnaL.c,orn trade-each
~":~"';'WJ"'#;;:~.,;u.;>~<l1,H"'~~ "''''-'.C.,,-, __.,,., .. ,.>

()fthese ca~~~",!_~otU~igJi
! an .immearate incre . J.n,·..·this'ceii"n-44·· try every one of them has been expefi:nced.

,As each has begun to act, it has, no doubt,
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been followed by an increase of population;
~'-- .' '. ---..an Increase which, in many cases, cannOtittw.e.

! ~-"sho;;-iti;;i~til some time~~" ... the~

Lcause increasing the supply of food .had

been"Iil'-"full oeration. ;';.~ Under such clrcum-
/:'-

::<::.",,,/' stances ·a retrograde ·movement must have

taken place. Still I apprehend that, in the

absence of disturbing causes, the: retrogre~ioD
r . .. _~

would not he to the peiat Itt whiclI food and
population relatively stood, befo~!he first im-

- ~ -~

]?!~!~!!!~nL!,o()k .place. 1 conceive the-· prd-
gress of human society to resemble the chil-

dren's puzzle of a snail, which we are told

every d~~itWmaiipthewall 1O~;::Jl~~'

,..-Jell ba(}lE~1f we hadalwa~c

~fo~rWLsti1L~~.jll· d
$, s~nga scanty subsistence the

chase. And yet in England we have many

i{listurbing causes. 'Ve have the poor laws

to increase our numbers, the corn laws to pro

hibit, under ordinary circumstances, the im-

portation of subsistence, and a commercial

code by which the perverse ingenuity of cen-
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turies has laboured to fetter and misdirect our

industry.

Secondly. As to the accuracy of our re

spective forms of expression.

I fully a~...lL that ill aU 9ld eou~wS,."mper..
.,'~-

haps In all countrie~""".~l!.~t~~r, population is
alwayspres·sl~g~"··;~~inst food~~-;~he

__-------.......,""".,."_......e'.~':~.;#:." ...._~"".....,,~~

, E!es~ape !!S1: ulilyprevents the inc!~~~~..~hich

would take place, if it could be removed, but-' ----_.
"··occasions premature mortalit~:._._ B_~~,~s society

advances in what appears to me to be our

.17 ::~:t=r 1::' i:h::e;r::=:~;::::~'>
/'? '~liOugh not universally,. dimj!!i§.lles.•,,·' The pro-

",.""

r portiQIl gftQ.QS8 ~Tho now die in En~laadfrom

want,) .~~d.RI,Qhabl~Lle.ss than it w-as-two-·hundred

'ye~;~'''~go; it certainly is less than it was six

hundred years ago. I still think myself,

therefore, justified in saying, that there is a

tendency in the pressure to diminish. I adnlit

thathuEJ...»Jl nat'lr@tenas to DU~~l~iagc directly,

~ t,he ,incr~s,.~_of s~bsistenc~ only iD"rd,.,,1,--'

j r.ectly, and throug] ·1Ti'e1iitel'Ventlon of for
......---. ,'. ' , -'~'""W"~"""M""'"''';'''''''''''

4,," //y/
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tho~~ht. ... ~.tJ:l1ay be said that, strictly speak...
ing·~··· ·;~~·"'·"·has no natural tendency to produce

food, or to better his condition, but to c.onsurne

food, and to have his' condition bettered, and,

through the intervention of reason, to the ac-

complishlnent oft~~~~...E~.~~!!!.~~~ .... But reason,
in some degree or 'oth~r, is as~';t~;;f'"'to~·1»ap.__ . _~_w ---~--_·--------
as passion. -on:-this-ground I spe~~ of man as

r:;::);------------------·---,,"-'
,a rational ,a u"~~rs1tmi11T:nrnmdl1ffi~-t<+w.aM1!r·

"-.

1""' -the eIlds, which he pursues through the iI)tm::---d

'"

velltion ~'f ""'"'foreiho'ught:"~-'~ well as towards

t~ose which he pursues at the dictatesolpl1s.;-··~

.s~:
'~~:~d~~e their 8Q6siste~~I/-/
(for that is wha when I s eak 0 e ~~

·'\tendency of subsistence to increase,) stronger

~~esirewhICh leads them to increase
~G'~umbe~ ----

he third, and by far the most important

E::~~f?~~
I fully agree with you, that a statement
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which .. should imply that the increase of food

can, in the absence of constant vigilance, re

'ccSiraint,. and self.deniaI,~~"Qr,... ~.!~n keep
- c'" -~- ..... /'

"pace-with that ofpopiiIatlOii~-WOlIld-teadto the
,'s-t-rii-is-ch-i-e-vo"""u-s--er-ro-r-.l-am-'g-raf~l to you

. for ~ving drawn my attentiO"iijo .!§ possibility

/~~~ch a cODsequence being inferred from my

~ons, and I certainly~;lit~ke care to

. prevent it for the future. I do -not think that

any thing which I have said would lead an at

tentive reader to such a conclusion; but after

t
Il the number of attentive readers is so small,

that no writer is justified in neglecting the idle

and the careless.
!
\ But while I admit that false and dangerous

iinferences may be drawn from the naked and

unexplained proposition that food has a ten

dency to increase<>-rastertha~i;c)pufiitiOn;~J=-must

L,....~~__t::-.ddd~llfinferenc.es asfalse and as dange;~_~~may
be-ttraWDt ana In fuet fiate beefr4fawn,'from

",---Ul~~K)&If.QQl(l.....l.j~-POl.J1WLa1lOll...lWLa-:ren·a.eBCY

.~~ tojDcrease faste.r than food. Nothing can be
-.:-.~~_ accurate than your statemetlt, (' that
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population is always ready and inclined to in

cr~"ase"Ja:stef"-ili-a~-'''i~~d~:'''~ifth~"'~"~h~/t re-

press zt are re"(l0ved." But many, pe~~~ the

'~ty-of'yourreaders, ado~~ theprQP-9siti,?~

1:
/lthout the qualification. They seem to 0

,

ieve~"thee~ep~;'-of J1OPi1ll!,!i(),n.~s
a source of evil incapable not only of being :)

~/'1lStMI7Wft: " _-_"'- -,;,; .~

'subdiiea, but even of being nlitigated. They
~ ,," "~,"~~."".",."".,,, ... ,,,,,,,,'"''''

consIder man not as he is, but as he would be

if he had neither forethought nor ambition;

neither the ,vish to rise, nor the fear to sink, in

society. They deny the possibility of perma

nent improvement, and regard every partial

amelioration asa mere Sisyphrean labour.

" Were the whole mass of human suste

"nance," observes a distinguished writer, "pro

t( duced by the soil now und,er cultivation to he

" increased tW,ofold by the efforts of human in-
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Ugenuity and industry, we may assert, as an

,t undoubted truth, that the only effect, after

U the lapse of a few years, \vould be found to

" have been the multiplication in a like pro

" portion of the number of its occupants, with,

"probably at the same time, a far increased

~, proportion of misery and crime."

No one can doubt the anxiety of the eminent

person whom I have quoted, to promote the

welfare of mankind; but the tendency of this

passage is to damp every attempt to make la

bour more productive.

Unhappily there ,are many whom indolence

or selfishness, or a turn to despondency, make

ready recipients of such a doctrine. It fur

nishes an easy escape from the trouble or ex

pense implied by every project of improvement.

I' What use would it be," they ask, "to promote

'4 an extensive emigration 1 the whole vacuum

c~'would be immediately filled up by the neces

"'sary increase of population. Why should we

u alter the corn laws 1 If food were for a time
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" more abundant, there would be a proportionate

" increase of population, and we should be just

" as ill off as before."
There are many also, particularly among

those who reason rather with their hearts than

their heads, who are !lnahle~~",.a~nt-1Q.tb£se
... ",.".,..,..~,,."'.,."" ..,..,,.~ ',' --.......

doctrine's,and et . ~them_to...,l>~".among·~·"

--~l&-lfHli:afl~:.H:4~~~:--4p;xgJ.1h"· trlCicaL.eco.xlQ.my., Such

perso~~.,J!l1Plyto the whole science..-the,-argu"

mentum ab absurdo; and instead of enquiring

e accuracy of the reasoning, refuse to

/ eXimine the premises from-"'wlilch''''suchjili~?
i' ... ,... _.... "......,..._,.,,--..--' ...... 0. ",' . .,_.,_, .. ~"".,<l'I.,..l'_,...-""\",~

ljectionable··~~:I;~~inf~~red~~-

Undoubtedly these opinions are not fair in

ferences from your work; they are, indeed,

directly opposed to the spirit of the greater

part of it; but I think they must be considered

as having been occasioned by a misconception

of your reasonings. They are prevalent now:

before the appearance of your writings, they

were never hinted at. I trust, however, that,

unsupported as they are by your authority, they

will gradually wear away; and I anticipate
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from their disappearance not merely the extin

guishment of an error, but the removal of an

obstacle to the diffusion of political knowledge.

Believe me,

My dear Sir,

Yours, very sincerely,

N. W. SENIOI{.
REV. T. R. l\'IALTHus.

East India College.,

March 31} 1829.

My DEAR SIR,

We do not essentially differ as

to facts, when they are explained as you have

;l~:;t~ ::::di:h~o~.....r..... t~a::;~;~~ o~:a...:.. ::
I=;:::~~:a:~~<:==~~:)

--=""""'-----~-,~"'~'''''" ..~. /
~oy !Jle: pressure' or: population agairist

food. We are further agreed that, in the pro-----..
gress of society, as educabon and kno'wledge
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are extended, the probability is, that these evils

will practically be mitigated, and the condition

o the labouring classes be improved.

But is the passage which you have quoted

in your last letter, when taken with the context,

essentially inconsistent with these our opinions?

It must be allowed, that it is not expressed with

sufficient caution. In pronouncing as an un

doubted truth, that the only effect of doubling

the quantity of food in a country, would, after

the lapse of a few years, be found to have been

the Dlultiplication in a like proportion of the

number of its occupants, with probably a far

increased proportion of· misery and crime, the

author has evidently gone too far; but in what

appears to me to be the intended conclusion of

the passage, I am disposed to agree with him.

The two main propositions which I have en

q.eavoured to prove from history and experience,

are, "That population invariably increases

" when the means ofsubsistence increase, unless

H prevented by powerful and obvious checks;"

and, "l'hat these checks, and the checks
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" which keep the population down to the level

" of the means of subsistence, are, moral re

" straint, vice, and Inisery."

Now I cannot but allow that it is a fair in

ference from these propositions, that, if in any

country means of doubling the quantity of food

were suddenly discovered, population would in

crease with extraordinary rapidity, so as to

overtake, or nearly to overtake, the food; and

that the permanent condition of the labouring

classes would not depend upon such discovery,

but exclusively on the question of the final in

crease of moral restraint, or the moral condition

of the population; which. I think is nearly the

substance of the passage which you have quoted,

when taken with the context.

In the same manner I nlust allow that it fol

lows from my principles, that if by a free trade,

corn were obtained much cheaper, and alabour

ing family could really command a much larger

quantity of it, population would unquestionably

increase with greater rapidity than before, so as

to reduce. the increased corn wages; and that
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the final conditi~n of the labouring classes would

not depend on this change which had taken

place in the law, but upon the greater or less

prevalence of the moral checks to population

after the peculiar stilDulus to its increase had

subsided; and repeated experience has shown

that the facility of obtaining food at one period

is not necessarily connected with the formation

ofmore general habits ofprudence subsequently.

It does not by any means follow from these

principles, that we should not use our utmost

endeavours to make two ears of wheat grow

where one grew before, or to improve our com-

I mercial code by freeing it from restraints. An

\
' j.ncreas~lati~~!La.:.Y.:~EL~.~:~_~"~

1 ad:~~~~~.~ ifJ!; be not .a.ccomflall:ied by all inv-::-:::'

,."".\.--7 cre~ proportion of vice and misery. ". And

k""'lli~~ddu.rin
g

which the ~ressure.." Of ,po.,p.u,.

\ latlOn i~~~~~~:"~~~()~
/"1 ," long~sa p.eriDd-Q.{ eompa:IatIle ea.se,

(' y";-

and.,,,,ou~_~.~,~me~~s.,.t~.,~~th~~~~19utof
.","",,,,~(fr considerati<?!}·~~~-·';ji"'·:·Is""'rtir'the'~''to be ob-

/ ',' ••••,__""n".~

se~ed, that the experience of such a period

may sonletimes operate in giving to the labour-
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ing classes a taste for such a mode of living as

will tend to increase their prudential habits.

But it is obvious, that .without this latter effect,

the pressure of poverty cannot be permanently

lessened. And when the principal question is

distinctly respecting the perUlanellt condition of

the great mass of the labouring classes, as in

the latter part of my Essay, the interests of

that body, which ought to be considered as the

main interests of society, iluperiously require

that we should not call off their attention to

the chances of a great increase of food, but

endeavour by every proper means to direct

their view to the important and unq uestionable

truth, that they can do much more for them-

selves than others can do for them, and that

,the only source of an essential and permanent

improvement of their condition, is the ilnptove

ment and right direction of their moral and re·

ligious habits.

I am, nlY dear Sir,

Very truly yours,

T. ROBT. MALTHUS.
N. \V. SJ>:NIOR, Esq.
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My DEAR SIR,

Lincoln's Inn,
Aptil 9, ] 829.

OUR controversy has ended, as

I believe fe\v controversies ever terulinated

before, ill mutual agreement. ,I think, how...
-,""."....,... =,

ever, that it lllay be well to close it bya few

r lmarks Ol~ circunlstances by which it

as occasioned.

It 18 obvious that the principal c~~~"
o/~

which the situation of a people can ,be inl-

;~::;t~~_p::=E:::t=s~o~Z~~-)
b' er p;;portion than before to~tii- /~
be~seei'ITS---·-- "eneeeqnally obTyiotls', ~.:,::"~:~,..-",~."

~: -t,~'~
I ence preventa corresponding multiplwa:'-" V

tion of consumers.

ut teo o'clfiiie ~Nas, that an increase of

nUlnbers is· necessarily acconlpanied,-llO.t"J!!~E~l,

by a~sitive, but by a relative increase of pro

ductive power '. De~ity of pop~ra'tloii"'wa
" "" ''',.. '''',.,.,."~"'''~.,--''~.. . ---- \

supposecltobe the cause an'Cfllle test of pros-

~ . . ~-'"•......
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~,' perity; its increase to be the chief object of

~:;~-;;;';;;S;:~.1OJie.~!l~.,:.
/,/,.e6n tantly besetting us. And statesmen and

legislators we~re-urgea to stiffiUIate"'=popu'lali'on

\Vith'~'"'a:1r""mu~cl1-'ea'rnesine'ss':-an-cT"ao'out'as~·nllTCn-'· ..·
-"----goOd sense, as they arenowlii:g:e"a""fO"'stilllulate

"',.,''''''".".__._----''-consumption. --,,_~w~'w__._'"_._,__... ' ."

~..........,"""""""'~.

"'-1' our work effected a conlplete revulsion in

pu.~ic opinion. You proved that additional

numbers, instead of wealth,--;·~y..'brII1g poverty

( ;, ·"'fhat-i~countriestheeViI to oerea~ed

/L-(' ."lSlrot the dimiIIUliofi, but the undueiiicreas
.... ''' ..•".__......,....."._.~._- -".•."--_.~~--'-----

Z
cry..-\ of inhabita~s. That pO~~lation'binsteaadod(beb/

109 a torplu !gent,'requiring to e goa e y
~ . ,.....~~._.:-_~._'m .._."·'''.~".,

!\'" artificial stimulants, is a p.ower almost al~ays
stronge·r,-··tllili:re6ttld-be·-desrred·;~~ID1tt-proeH:l.clng,

~~restrained by constant prudence and

telf-,d.. enial, the'wor;tfu;;-;-;;f~-and,\
vice._--------~-_...."·_"·,.·''''·

i These views are as just as they are import

ant. But they have been c~ricatured by most

o~~rnllmbers
may bringp()Yerty;'ith({s-'~Sllppos.e.dJhat

".. they necessarily wZU ao-srr;-~"-Bee·ause. increased
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means of subsIsTence may be f~,.and"ueJ!:.

~:::;~~;;~~;~~~~'s~;It~~i!i-_._~
G~sedthat SUChWi~~~~~~~)

,,,---,,....,,,""These were the doctrines which I found
"",,,#""'-~-~~~'--'---'_---

,J ~:j:~e;;:::~:i;~~:_:'~i~{~ec_
~vely considered thes~bjec~~~-~=l),~~,r\
( beetr11lateriaUy influenced by the sta.te?fpllblic J

opInIon at the periods when we b~~<~'~o write. .'

You foand'the principle of population disre

garded, or rather unkown; and just~y think

in; t~~~;:-valent errors .. most mi;~
ye>,u_b~~~;;G;~;-~I~sive)

, ;;:::;
i~o=:e::~~:::ot::e:~::t;;c::;: i~::~~~ I
tive; and it is possible, that in replying to

,ose. who' appeateQ"'''''·lo''''''<"iii'e"''''~to''>·''eX'aggerai-@,,,t'pe

robable--effectSOfl[s powers, and to negled
the benefits to be derive iner·ea·setl,pro... ·"

.-'-", ,.'.'"-l.,~~;"-'~\..,~"".'~"""l~I~-'...~.......>I'~J'__ ~. ___
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/~"!!£!!~<?!!,~~"">o!",,.E1~Y._§Q!!!~Ji!.l1es "hav~e rvalued

!J
the former and overrat.ed. the ]~-)

. £t, in fact, no plan for social improvement

. can be complete, unless it embrace the means
: ,.-..---:-:---~--

both of increasing proaucfiolI;-'ariQ-of""pTev,e~~,,~-
~

r"~ !fo-iiJ::~-a-_-r.-~<?-"~,~-(-)r-'ti~o-n-ate

LV,_~~~ The former is to be effe...::..ed ch~fly .

by th · · ~.-Iatterde~)

) ~_~~~~_"_~tirely on the lower. As a .::~

!-/'/'improvement, the latter is, on the "Thole, the

~~re efficient.~ listed lijlon~__~r neg

"'""""""~lec'te·d'''-b·y~~;erymaivlauat:-lJut,ill th~pre:

opinion, and of our COITI

mercial and fiscal policy, perhaps more good

is to be done by insisting on the forn1er. The

economist who neglects either, considers only

a portion of his subject.

Believe me, iny dear Sir,

Yours very truly,

N. W. SENIOlt.

REV. T. R. MALTHUS.
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LECTURE I.

ON THE COST OF OBTAINING MONEY.

THE average annual wages of labour in Hindostall

are from one pound to two pounds troy of silver

a year. In England they are from nine pounds

to fifteen pounds troy. In Upper Canada and
the United States of America, they are from
t"velve pounds troy to twenty pounds. Within
the same time the American labourer obtains

twelve tilnes, and the English· labourer nine

times as much silver as the Hindoo.

rrhe difference in the cost of obtaining silver,

Of, in other words, in the wages of labour in silver,

in different countries at the same period has

attracted attention, though not perhaps so much

as it deserves, and various theories have been

proposed to account for it.
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It has been attributed to the different degrees

of labour requisite to obtain the necessaries of the

labourer. In Hindostan it has been said, he

requires little clothing or fuel, and subsists on

rice, of which he obtains a sufficient quantity with

little exertion. But how then do we account for

his wages in North America being twenty-five

per cent. higher than they are in England, while

the labour requisite to obtain necessaries is not

much more than half as great in the former

country as in the latter? How do we account for

the low amount of wages in silver in China, where

the labour necessary to obtain necessaries is pro

verbially great 1
It has been attributed to the different densities

of population. In Hindostan and in Ireland, it
has been said, labourers multiply so rapidly, that

the market is overstocked with labour, and the
price falls from the increased supply. But if this

were an universal rule, as the population of Eng

land has doubled in the last seventy or eighty

years, wages ought to have fallen, whereas they

have doubled or trebled in that interval. They

have kept on increasing in North America during
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a still greater increase of population. They are,

perhaps, twice as high in Holland as in Sweden,

though the population of Holland is ten times as

dense as that of Sweden.

It has been attributed to the different pressure

of taxation: but taxation is nowhere so light as in

America, where wages are the highest. It is,

probably, heavier in Hindostan than in England,

yet wages are nine or ten times as high in Eng..

land as in Hindostan. So that it might seem

that wages are hig·hest where taxation is lowest:
but, on the other hand, taxation is lighter in

France than in England, yet wages are lower,

and lighter in Ireland than in France, yet wages are

lower still. It appears, therefore, that there is no

necessary connexion beh\'een taxation and wages.

It has been attributed to the different rates of

profit. The average rate of profit in England is

supposed to be about one-tenth, or about eleven

per cent. per annum. In Hindostan and America

it is higher. We will suppose it to be one..sixth,

or twenty per cent. per annum, which is probably

far too high an estimate. This difference would

account for the labourer, whose wages have been
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advanced for a year, receiving nine-tenths of the

value of what he produces in England, and only

five-sixths in America and Hindostan, or rather is

only a different expression of the same fact, but

it does not afford even a plausible solution of the

present question.

If the differe~ce in wages were solely occasioned

by a difference in the rate of profit, vrhatever is

lost by the labourer would be gained by the capi

talist, and the aggregate value in silvel' of a com

modity produced by an equal expenditure of

wages and profits, or, in my nOlllenclature, by an

equal sum of labour and abstinence,. would be

every where the same; and in that case, how

could both wages and profits be higher inNorth

America than in England?

Taking North America as the standard) and

that the value in silver of the produce of a year's

labour of one man, his wages having been ad

vanced for a year, is two hundred and eighty

ounces of silver, the value in silver in Hindosfan

and in England, of the produce of a year's labour

of one man, his "vages having been advanced for

a year, would also be two hundred and eighty
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ounces, and as the labourer receives only twenty

four ounces of silver in Hindostan, and only one

hundred and eighty ounces in England, the Hindoo

capitalist must receive, on the sum advanced by

him in payment of wages, a profit of more than

two hundred and fifty-six ounc~s, or above oue

thousand per cent. per annum; and the English

capitalist more than one hundred ounces, being

more than sixty per cent. per annum, which we

know to have no resemblance to the fact. If my

statements and suppositions as to the average

wages of labour) and the average profits of capi

tal in England, Hindostan, and America be cor

rect, a commodity unaffected by any monopoly

produced by the labour of one man for a year" his

wages having been advanced for a year, must sell

in Hindostan for from one pound two ounces, to two

pounds four ounces of silver; that is, for from twelve

to twenty··four ounces as the wages of the labour,

and from t"vo to four ounces as the profit of the

capital employed. In England such a commodity

must sell for from about nine pounds nine ounces,

to about sixteen pounds three ounces. In America

for frOln fourteen pO~l1ds to twenty-three pounds
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four ounces. In other "vords, the same sum of

labour and abstinence, or, in other words, the

same sacrifice of ease and of imnlediate enjoy
ment, obtains in America twenty-three pounds four

ounces; in England sixteen pounds three ounces;

and in Hindostan two pounds four ounces. And

this difference is the phenomenon to which I am

calling your attention *.
It has been attributed to the different prices, in

silver, of necessaries. Provisions, it is said, are
dearer, that is, exchange for more silver in

England than in France; therefore, the labourer
must receive more silver to enable him to pur

chase them. But provisions are cheaper in Ame

rica than ih England, and yet the labourer re

ceivesmuch less silver in England than in Ame

fIca. The productiveness of the worst soil cul

tivated, the period for which capital is advanced,

and the rate of profit being gi.veu, it is clear that

the average price in silver of corn, must depend

on the average wages in silver of labour, not the

wages of labour on the price of corn. On my
hypothesis, that the services of an English la.

* See note at the end.
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bourer for a year, his wages having been advanced

for a year, are worth about nine pounds nine ounces

of silver, the corn produced by him in a year on the

WOfst land, his wages having been advanced for a

year, must be worth nine pounds nine ounces of

silver, and cannot be permanently worth either

Inore or less. If his wages fall one-half, the rate

of profit remaining the same, the corn must be

worth four pounds ten ounces and a half. If they
double, it must be w?rth nineteen pounds six

ounces. But in all cases, the productiveness of
the worst land cultivated, the period for which

wages are advanced, and the rate of profit re

maining the same, the average amount in silver of

wages must regulate the average value in silver

pf corn, and not the value in silver of corn the

amount of wages. To suppose the contrary, is in
fact the vulgar error of putting the cart before

the horse, or mistaking the effect for the cause.

To use Adam Smith's illustration, (( It is not

" because one man keeps a coach while his neigh...

" bour walks a-foot, that the one is rich and the

" other is poor; but because the one is rich he
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" keeps a coach, and because the other is poor lle

" walks a-foot."
If the population of England should maintain

its present rate of advance; if our numbers should

continue to increase at the rate of more than five

hundred persons every twenty-four hours) and the

absolute prohibition of foreign corn, for which a

violent faction is now clamouring, should be con

ceded, there can be no question that even though
wages should not rise, the price of corn would ad

vance. The constantly increasing additional quan

tity which must be raised to supply an annual addi

tion of fifty thousand families, would be raised at a

constantly increasing proportionate expense. Ac

cording to the theory which I aln considering, the

wages of the labourer "vould rise in proportion.

For \vhat purpose would they rise? To enable him

to consume the same quantity as before, though

the whole quantity raised would bear a less pro

portion than before to the whole number of pro

ducers? On such a supposition wages might be ten

guineas a dayJ and corn ten guineas a peck. Accord-

ing to the present administration of our poor-Ia\\;s,
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which allots to each individual a definite quantity of
corn, to be given by the landlord as relief when not
paid by the employer as wages, the whole amount

received by the labourer in the two forms of relief
and wages might rise, ·not indeed ad infinitum, but

until it had absorbed the whole amount of rent and

tithes,-had converted the landlords and clergy

into trustees for the poor. And this is the state

of things which, under the united influence of corn

laws, even such as they are now, poor laws, and an

increasing" population, seems gradually approach

ing. But in the absence of poor laws, what rea

son would there be for expecting a rise in wages?

Because the labourer would want more? But

would the labourer's wants give to the capitalist

the power or the will to pay him more? Does

the Manchester manufacturer pay his fine spin

ners 308. a week, and his coarse spinners 158. be

cause the fine spinner eats twice as much as the

coarSe spinner? He pays the fine spinner 308. be

cause the produce of his labour is worth 30s., and

a further sum equal to the average profit obtained

by a manufacturing capitalist, and because, if he

were to offer less, other capitalists would engage
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his' labourers, and his machinery would stand

idle. While the labourer's services are worth 30s.

he will receive 30s., whatever be the price of

corn. To suppose the contrary is to consider the
labourer not as a free agent, but as a slave or

domestic anilnaI, fed not according to his value

but his necessities.

All experience shews that in the case which I

have been supposing, the labourer's resource

would be, not to raise his wages, but to reduce his

expenditure. He must first give up his weekly

pittanoe of animal food. He must drink his tea

without sugar, and surrender his pipe, and per

haps his beer. He must sink from wheat to rye,

or barley, or oatmeal, and from oatmeal to pota

toes. He must look on the wheat which he would

raise, as he now does on the sheep and cattle that

he tends, as a luxury beyond his enjoyment. The

price of corn is nearly as high in I reIand as in

England; but have the wages ofthe Irish labourer

'risen to enable him to consume it? Did the expor

tation of corn and cattle from Ireland cease even

during the rages of famine, and of pestilence occa

sioned by famine ?
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The only mode by which I call account for the
phenolnena which I have been describing is,

by supposing that the countries which have the

precious metals to dispose of, either as producersJ

or as having a temporary superfluity at their own
current rate of prices, are willing to give more

than one~fourth more for the exportable COlnmo"!

dities produced by the labour of one North Ame~

rican in a year, assisted by an advance Qfgapital

equal in value to his wages for a given period,

than for the commodities .. produced by the labour

of one Englishman,and more than ten times as

much as for the commodities produced by the

labour of one Hindoo, similarly circumsta~eed.

Or in· other words, that the diligence and skill

with which English labour is applied enables the

English labourer to produce in a year exportable

commodities equal in value to those produced in a

year by eight Hindoos; and that the diligence and

skill with which North American labour is applied,

inferior as they are perhaps to our own, yet by

the assistance of the fertile soil ,vhich he culti

vates, enable the North American labourer to

produce exportable commodities· more than one·
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fourth more valuable than those produced by the

Englishman in a given period, and more than

ten times more valuable than those produced by

the Hindoo. Or to use a still more concise ex..

pression, that labour in England is eight times as

productive of exportable commodities as in Hin.
clostan, and labour in North Alnerica is one-fourth

more productive of exportable commodities than

in England.

It is probable that the connexion between the

value, in the precious metals, of labour, or, in

other words, money wages, and the cost of iIU"

porting the precious metals, may not appear so

clear to many of my hearers as it does to myself.

But I would ask those to whom it is not evident,

Whether England and France and the other

countries which use plate and money, without pos
sessing mines, IUust not annually import a certain

quantity of the precious metals to supply the

annual wear of plate and money? Whether they

must not obtain this supply directly or indirectly

from the countries possessing mines? Whether

the average profits of the capitalists who employ

labourers to produce the comrnodities in return for
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\vhich this supply is obtained, must not be the

same as the average profits of other capitalists in

the same countrJ 1 Whether the gold and silver

which these capitalists import are not sent by them

to the mint to 'be coined for their own benefit, or

exchanged for gold and silver previously coined 1

Whether the money thus obtained, after deduct

ing ,vhat may be payable as rent, is not divided

into two portions, one ofwhich is retained by the

capitalists as profit, and the other given to their

labourers, as wages? Whether their labourers

are likely to receive either more or less than any

other labourers in the same country, undergoing

equal toils? Whether therefore the wages ob

tained by the labourers, in return for whose labour

the precious metals are imported, do not regulate

the wages of all other labourers in the same

country? And whether the price, or, in other

words,the value in gold and silver of all those

commodities which are 110t the subjects of a mo

nopoly, does not depend, in a country not possess

ing mines, on the gold and silver which can be

obtained by ~xp0l'ting the result of a given quan

tity of labour the current rate of profit, .and, in
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each individual case, the amount of the wages

which have been paid, and the time for which

they have been advanced1

In fact the portableness of the precious metals

and the universality of the demand for theln ren

der the whole commercial world one country, in

which bullion is the money and the inhabitants of

each nation form a distinct class of labourers. We

know that in the small market of every district the

remuneration paid to the producer is in proportion

to the value produced. And consequently that if
one man can by superior diligence) or superior

skiUJor by the assistance of a larger capital, or

by deferring for a longer time his remuneration,

or by any advantage natural or acquired, occasion

a more valuable product, he will receive a higher

reward. It is thus that a lawyer is better

paid than a watchmaker, a watchmaker than a

weaver, a first-rate than an ordinary workman.

And for. the saIne reason in the general market of

the world an Englishman is better paid than a

Frenchman, a Frenchman than a Pole, and a Pole

'than a Hindoo.

I t has been shewn in the former Lectures, that
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In the mining countries all prices ultimately

depend on the cost· of producing the precious

metals; that though the remuneration paid to the

miner is not identical with that received by oiher

producers, yet that it affords the scale by which

the remuneration of all other producers is calcu

lated. When once experience has ascertained the

cOlnparative advantages and disadvantages of dif
ferent occupations, they will continue to bear, as to
wages, the same proportion to one another. A
fall in the cost of producing silver must raise the

wages of the minev. If those of the agriculturist

were not to rise in proportion, the miner's wages

would be more than in proportion to his sacrifices,

and they would be reduced by the consequent

competition. And on the other hand, mining

would be abandoned, if, when the cost of pro

ducing silver was increased the wages in other

employments could be stationary. The mine

worked by England is the general market of the

world: the miners are those who produce those

commodities by the exportation of which the pre

cious metals are obtained, and the amount of the

precious metals) which by a given exertion of
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labour, and advance of capital, they can obtain,

must afford the scale by which the remuneration

of all other producers is calculated.

If this reasoning be correct, and I have in vain

sought for a flaw in it, many important conse

quences must be admitted.

In the first place it follows that the amount of

the income in money of each individual depends

on the prosperity of our foreign commerce. If the

worst land that can be profitably cultivated in

England will produce per acre, at an average,

two quarters of corn a-year, after deducting what

must be reserved for seed, the proprietor of an

estate of one hundred acres, producing at an

average, after the deduction of seed, four quarters

of corn per acre, is entitled to two hundred quarters

as his rent. The value in money of those two

hundred quarters must be the same as that of the

two hundred quarters which the farmer retains

and divides between himself and his labourers.

The value of those two hundred quarters must be

equal to the wages of the labourers after deducting

the farmer's profit for having paid those wages in

advance. And those ,vages, though not precisely
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the same as the wages of the labourers who pro
duce commodities for exportation, must bear a
certain proportion to those wages. If the toils

undergone by the manufacturer are supposed to

be more severe by one-third than those of the

agriculturist, the agricultural labourer will at an

average receive just two-thirds of the wages of

the Inanufacturer. If the foreign demand for

English manufactures be such as to occasion the

manufacturer to receive 15s. or about three ounces

of silver a week, the agriculturist will receive lOs.

or about two ounces of silver a week. We will

suppose that the farmer in question employs ten

labourers, whose wages are advanced for a year

before the produce is sold, and that the average

rate of profit is one-tenth, or about ,e,lQ.¥-en per

cent. per annum. When wages are lOs. a week,

or 261. a year per labourer, the wages of ten

labourers amount to 260/. a year; making, with

the addition of one-tenth for profits 286/., which

must be the average price of the two hundred

qu~rters annually retained by the farmer to pay

his profit and his labourers' wages. And as the
landlord's two hundred quarters sell for the same
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price) his rent must also be 286/. a year. But if
any improvement in the skill by ,,,hich English

labour is assisted should so· raise the value in the

foreign market of English manufactures as to raise

the wages of manufacturers from 158. to-30s.

a week, the same effect would be produced as if, in

a mining country, the cost of producing silver

were diminished by one-half. Though the labour

of the agricultural labourer would not become

more productive than before, yet his wages would

also be doubled) or the former proportion founded

on the experience of the comparative disadvan

tages of each occupation would not be preserved.

The wages of the labourers employed in raising

the two hundred quarters of corn retained by the

farmer and his labourers would rise from 260l. to

520l. a year: the profit on the advance of those

wages for a year must rise from 26l. to 52l., the

price of the two hundred quarters would be 572l.

instead of 286l.; and the price of the landlord's

two hundred quarters would of course also rise

from 2861. to 572l.

In th e purchase of English labour and of those

English commodities in which no· improvement
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had taken place, the English landlord V\7ol~d find

his income unaltered, however raised in nominal

amount. But his power of purchasing those

English commodities, the production of which had

been facilitated, would be increased in proportion

to that improvement. In the purchase of foreign

labour and foreign commodities, his income would

be doubled. He would be able to purchase

statues, pictures, and wines, which the proprietor

of an equal extent of equally fertile land in the

countries producing those commodities could 1.0t
aspire to. He would be able to travel as a Milar

Anglais, and drive the French and Italian aris

tocracy from the first floor to the garret, or the

entresol. Little imagining that the greater part

of .the value of what he called his patrimony was,

in fact, the creation of the chimneys and jennies of
his neighbour, the manufacturer.

Such, in fact., were the events which actually

occurred in this country during the latter part of
the eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth

century. The inventions of Arkwright and Watt,

by making English labour ten times, or more than

ten times as efficient in the production of export..
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able commodities, doubled, or more than doubled

its value in the foreign market, and reduced to

one-half, or less than one-half, the cost in England

of obtaining the precious met.als. It is true that

clinging to the restrictions and prohibitions of our

commercial code, we have, as yet, refused the

greater part of the advantages which Providence

seemed to press on our acceptance; but cramped

as they are, and always have been, by our per

verse legislation, the skill of our manufacturers

has, during the last sixty years, more than

doubled the rent of land and the income of every

class of producers.

It would be a painful task to trace the steps by

which the increasing embarrasslllents ofcommerce,

occasioned partly by our o\vn adherence to the

barbarous policy called protection, and partly by

the retaliatory follies of other countries, by dimi

nishing the market for English labour, are now

gradually lowering its price, increasing the cost of

obtaining the precious metals, and reducing the

income of every producer, while the public bur

thens, nominally the same, are, for that very

reason, really in a state of constant increase.
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It is a lamentable proof of the public ignorance

on these subjects, that the general fall of prices,

or in other words, the increasing difficulty of ob

taining the precious metals) of which everyone is

sensible, should, by almost everyone, be attributed

to some cause of almost ridiculous· inadequacy. It
has been attributed to our return to a metallic

currency, as if the subtraction of twenty millions

of sovereigns, or less than four hundred thousand

pounds troy of gold, from the ten millions of

pounds troy of gold bullion, coin, and plate sup"

posed to be in use throughout the world, that is

to say, the removal of one-twenty-fifth part, could

sensibly affect the value of gold. It has been

attributed even to the substitution of gold and

silver for the three or four millions of one pound

notes lately called in, as if the value of the two

thousand millions sterling of gold and silver bul

lion, coin, and plate, supposed to be in use

throughout the world, could be materially affected

by the subtraction of less than one-five-hundredth

part of it. It has been attributed to over produc

tion . We have been told. that our agriculturists

and manufacturers all produce too much; as if it
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were possible that every body could have too

much of everything; as if there were a single

family that would not like to spend 10001. a year.

It has been attributed, which is nearly the same

explanation, to the increased use of machinery, as

if it were possible that general embarrassment

could be the result of the improved efficiency of

labour; as if all men would be iInpoverished if
their force and their skill were doubled. It has

been attributed even to free trade, as if anything

approaching to free trade had ever been conceded;

as if free trade were not specifically the cure of the

evil of which it is represented as the cause; as if
the allowing every man to exert his industry in

the mode which he finds, from experience, to be

most productive would diminish its value; as if
we could increase the incomes of the inhabitants

of Manchester, by forcing them to turn their

bleaching grounds into corn fields, or those of the

neighbouring farmers, by forcing them to \veave

their own shirts.

We are often told of the artificial state of the

country. The vagueness of that expression affords

a never-failing refug~e to those who are pressed by
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reasonings which they want sense to comprehe nd
or candour to admit. In one sense· indeed \ve are

in an artificial state. We have succeeded in rais

ing to an extraordinary heigh! the value of our

industry. \i\Te obtain the precious metals at much

less than their average cost throughout the world,

or even in the most civilized parts of it. This is

not only the consequence of a great advantage, of

the superior productiveness of our· industry, but

the cause of many other advantages. It enables
us to obtain the products of other countries so far

as our legislature allo\vs us to receIve theIn, so

far as they are not prohibited on account of their

cheapness, not merely at the expense of less labour

than it would cost to produce them, but often at

the expense of less labour than they cost in the

producing countries. While one Englishman can

produce calico worth one hundred and fifty ounces

of silver in the same time within which five Poles

can produce corn worth only one hundred and

forty ounces, it must be advantageous to Poland

to give for the calico produced by one Englishman

the corn produced by five Poles.

It is probable that if public attention had been
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earlier drawn to these circumstances, if we had

sooner and more anxiously inquired into the
causes which have enabled us to obtain the pre

cious metals so much more easily than our neigh
bours, our national conduct might have been

materially altered. We should have found that

these causes are not resolvable into any peculiar

local advantages, but principally into our compa..

ratively greater and more skilful use of machinery

and our better division of labour: and we should

have felt that the progressive improvement of our

rivals must quickly destroy our superiority if \ve

remain stationary, and diminish it if our advance

be less rapid, and that our progress can be main..

tained or accelerated only by allowing our in

dustry to flow with perfect liberty into the chan

nels in which it is found to be most productive.

Unhappily these inquiries were not made. We

appear to have considered the comparative cheap

ness of the precious metals a permanent g-ift of

nature, as little susceptible of dirninution or in

crease as the warmth of our climate. With more

than the rashness of a merchant who in his pros

perity should allow his expenses to equal his
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profits, we have subjected ourselves to the obli

gation of perpetual IDoney payments, which vve

can support only while we continue not merely to

outstrip, but to distance the rest of Europe. By
encumbering commerce with every sort of vexa

tious restraint, we have done our best to force our

own industry into the channels which are least

beneficial, and to force the industry of other na

tions into those in which their concurrence is most

dangerous. By act of Parliament we have con

verted our customers into our rivals, and then

complain of their competition.

Many economists have maintained that no coun

try can be injured by the improvelDent of her

neighbours. If the continent, they say, should be

able to manufacture cottOIlS with half the labour

\vhich they now cost in England, the consequence

would be, that we should be able to import our

supply of cottons from Germany or France at a

less expense than it costs us to Inanufacture them,

and might employ a portion of our industry now

devoted to the manufacture of cottons, in procur

ing an additional supply of some other cornlnodi

ties. These opinions have such an appearance of
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liberality, that I am sorry to dissent from them.

But it must be remembered that England and the

continent are competitors in the general market

of the world. Such an alteration would diminish

the cost of obtaining the precious metals on the

continent, and increase it in England. The value

of continental labour would rise, and the value of

English labour would sink. They would ask more

money for all those commodities, in the produc..

tion of which no improvement had taken place, and

we should have less to offer for thein. We might

find it easier to obtain cottons, but we should find

it more difficult to import everything else '*.
The last remark which occurs to me as con

nected with the present subject, is one which I

somewhat anticipated in my first course t, namely,

the absurdity of the opinion that the generally high

rate of wages in England unfits us for competition

\vith foreign producers. It is obvious that our

po\ver of competing with foreigners depends on

the efficiency of our labour, and it has appeared

* This reasoning bears materially on the question as to the ex
portation of machinery•

.,. See Lectures on the Mercantile Theory of Wealth, p. 76.
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that a high rate of wages is a necessary conse

quence of that efficiency. It is true, indeed, that

if we choose to misemploy a portion of our

labourers we must pay them, not according to

the value of what they do produce,. but according

to the value of what they might produce if their

labour were properly directed. If I call in a sur

geon to cut my hair, I must pay him as a sur

geon. So if I employ, in throwing silk, a man

who could earn three ounces of silver a week by

spinning cotton, I must pay hiln three ounces of

silver a week though he cannot throw more silk

than could be thrown in the same time by an

Italian whose wages are only an ounce and a half.
And it is true, also, that I can be supported in
such a waste by nothing but an artificial mono

poly, or, in other words, that I shall be under-sold

by the Italian in every market from which I can

not exclude him by violence. But do these cir

cumstances justify me in resorting to that violence?

Do they justify me in imploring the legislature to

direct that violence against my fellow..subjects?

If that violence is relaxed, but not discontinued,

have I, or has the consumer, the more right to
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complain? If my estate were water-meadow, l
should lose if I were to endeavour to convert it

into corn-fields. But surely that is no subject of

complaint; surely it is no reason for prohibiting

my neighbours from purchasing corn in any ad

joining parish. To complain of our high wages is

to complain that our labour is productive-to

complain that our workpeople are diligent and

skilful. To act on such complaints is as "vise as

to enact that all men should labour with only one

hand,or stand idle four days in every week.

NattIre seems to have intended that mutual

dependence should unite all the inhabitants ofthe

earth into one great commercial family. For this

purpose she has infinitely diversified her own

products in every climate, and in ahnost every

extensive district. For this purpose, also, she

seems to ha'7e varied so extensively the wants

and t.he productive powers of the different races

of men. The great superiority of modern over

ancient wealth depends in a great measure on the

greater use we make of these varieties. We an

nually import into this country about thirty million

pounds of tea. The whole annual labour required
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to purchase and import this quantity does not ex

ceed, probably does not equal, that of fifty thou

sand Englishmen. With our horticultural skill,

and our coal mines, and at the expense of about

three guineas a pound; that is to say, by em

ploying more than one million two hundred thou

sand· m.en instead of less than fifty thousand, we

might produce our own tea, and enjoy the pride of

being independent of China. But one million two

hundred thousand is about the number of all the

men engaged in agricultural labour throughout

England. A single trade, and that not an exten

sive one, supplies as much tea, and that probably

of a better quality, as \voldd be obtained if it were

possible to devote every farm and every garden

to its domestic production.

The greater part of the advantage of rather im

porting than growing and manufacturing tea

arises, without doubt, from the difference between

the climates of China and England. But a great

part also arises from the different values of labour

in the two countries. Not only the cultivation of

the tea-plant, but the preparation of its leaves,

requires great labour. The wages of labour are
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so low in China, that· these tedious processes add

little to the cost of the tea. In England the ex

pense would be intolerable. When a nation in

which the powers of production, and consequently

the ""ages of labour, are high, employs its own

members in performing duties which could be as

effectually performed by the less valuable labour of

less civilized nations, it is guilty of the same folly

as a farmer who should plough with a race-horse.

I t has been a general remark of political econo

mists, that the home trade of every country is more

extensive and more important than its foreign trade.

As applied to nations of considerable extent,

and at the present time, this is probably true.

But as a general proposition, as indicating the

state of things, such as it may be expected· to be

in the absence of peculiar disturbing causes, I am

satisfied that it is false. III China, a country com

prising- probably one-fifth of Inankind, and sepa

rated from the rest of the civilized world by vast

deserts, or ten thousand miles of sea, the internal

trade is necessarily the principal one. I t must

also be the principal trade in those countries,

which, though of moderate extent, and favourably
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situated for foreign commerce, perversely refuse

her advantages; or, like Spain, submit to them

only when inflicted by the smuggler. The home

trade is also, ai ihis insiant, ihe principal trade of

Great Britain; but whether necessarily, or na

turally SO, may be doubted.

As the British islands make but a small portion

of the globe, and that portion is remarkably uni

form in sCll, climate, and produce, it might have
been supposed that the market of the whole

world \\'ould have been more extensive and more

varied, than that of England, Ireland, and Scot...

land. The communication between the eastern

and southern coasts of Great Britain, and the

western coast of Europe, and that between the

western coasts of England, Ireland, and Scotland,

and the eastern coast of North America, is more

easy than that between most ofour counties which
are not absolutely contiguous. The freight of a
cask of wine from Oporto to London is rather

less than the cost of its carriage from London to

Oxford. It might have been supposed that the

whole of our trade with those regions, so vast, so

accessible, and so varied, producing so much that
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we ,vant, and wanting so much that we produce,

would be at least equal to the whole trade of our

different provinces with one another. That it is not

so, is to be attributed to war and mischievous le

gislation; or, in other words, to crime and to folly.

From the conquest to the present time, have our

legislators laboured to repel the advantages which

our situation and our habits have almost forced

upon us. In .the earlier periods of our history,

\vhen our want was of manufactures, parliament

accumulated restriction on restriction, and penalty

on penalty, until they had at length prohibited

the importation of almost every "'Tought article

then in ordinary use. And that exportation, or

at least one sort of exportation, might not be de

stroyed by the absence of importation, they taxed

the whole community to raise annually sums

which, even no\v, would be called large, to pay a

bounty to exporters of corn; 01'1 in other words,

to pay, on the behalf of the foreign purchaser, a

part of the price which he was prohibited from

paying in the mode most advantageous to us and

to himself. A conduct, of which the curious

absurdity could be paralleled only by that of a
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nation which should, at the same time, prohibit

the importation of subsistence, and endeavour

to raise funds to aid the emigration of its inha

bitants.

After centuries of leg~islation and poverty, the

reformation, the revolution, and the inventions of a

few gifted individuals, raised us almost suddenly

to be the greatest manufacturers in the world;

and, with our increasing population and pros..

perity, the price of corn rose until our former

situation ,vas reversed: we became exporters

of manufactures, and importers of ra\v produce.

With perverse ingenuity, measures were adopted

to meet this alteration in our circumstances.

Because it became profitable to import corn,

its importation was prohibited; because we

were supposed not to be in want of manufactures,

their importation was allowed. It is of great

importance, as a part of the history of human folly,

to. mark that these are the grounds on which the

public is generally called upon to approve of the

commercial legislation of the last fifteen years.

The ground on which the present limited admis

sion of French silks (to take a single instance) is
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generally defended, is, that our silk manufacturers

can undersell or at least compete with the foreign

producers. Those who oppose Mr. Huskisson's

measures always expatiate on the quantity that
we import, and the low price at which it may be

obtained: those who defend thern maintain that

the quantity imported is trifling, and cannot be

obtained at a less price than it could be produced

at home. In other words, the measure is defended
as useless, and opposed as beneficial. With simi

lar perversity, those who defend the corn laws try

to shew that wheat may be obtained from abroad

at 30s. a quarter, while those who oppose those

laws endeavour to prove that it could not be im

ported at less than 52s.

It is not enough to say that our barbarous
policy deprives us of many of the advantages

offered to us by nature; .in many cases it turns
her bounties into positive evils. There are

scarcely any articles of raw, or slightly manu
factured produce, of which the price in Eng

land does not exceed the average price throughout

Europe, except those articles which our soil and

our climate do not enable us to produce at home.
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If coffee or sugar were of English growth, we

should soon have coffee laws and sugar laws, and

must submit to hear them defended on the ground
that the low taxation and superior feriiliiy of other

countries make it necessary to protect the domestic

producer against foreign competition. This seems
to be the circumstance which makes the public sub

mit so quietly to the apparently strange law which
prohibits the growth of tobacco in the British
islands. It seems felt that our only chance of

obtaining~ that commodity on fair terms is abso

lutely to prohibit the owners of our own soil from

having anything to do with it. That, under these
circumstances, our home trade far exceeds our

foreign trade is true; but it is true only in con
sequence of laws introduced and perpetuated by

the prejudices of some, the avo~;'ed and arrogant

selfishness of others, and the ignorant supineness
of almost all. Is habitus anim.orum fuit, ut pessi
mum facinus auderent pauci, plures vellent, omnes

paterentur.



LECTURE II.

ON SOME EFFECTS OF PAPER MONEY.

IN the last lecture, I considered the effects pro..

dllced on the value of money ill any country by

the skill and diligence with which the labour of

that country is applied. These effects are gra

dual and permanent. In this and the following

lecture, I shall consider some of the effects pro..

duced on the value of money in any country by

the use or disuse of the substitutes for money.

These effects are sudden but transitory.
If a country should suddenly adopt, to a con

siderable extent, any substitute for money; i~ for

instance, England, having previously prohibited

the issue of notes for small sums payable to

bearer, should suddenly legalise them, and notes

equal in value to one-third of the former metallic
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currency, which we will suppose to have been of
the value of forty-five millions sterling, should be
issued, either the issuers must, at the same time

that they issue their notes) export the money re

ceived in exchange for them, or both the notes

and money must circulate together. If the first

mode were adopted, it is obvious that the real

exchange must be against England, in almost

every quarter, until the export of money had

ceased. We should for a time be in the situa

tion ora mining country, and as neither the pro

ductiveness of our labour nor the amount of our

currency would be altered, the consequences would
be that some foreign commodities would be more
abundant during the continuance of the increased

importation,-that our capital would be increased
by that portion of· them \vhich would be repro

ductively employed)-and that we should be able
to turn to other purposes some of the labour and
capital formerly employed in supplying the wear
of fifteen millions of specie-a saving perhaps of
150,0001. a year. These consequences would be

beneficial.

But unfortunately the business would be very
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differently conducted. The issuers of notes are

seldom persons eng"aged in foreign commerce,

and they seldom issue them in immediate ex

change for money. Notes are generally ad

vanced as loans, repayable, at the earliest, in two

or three months, and often in not less than two or

three years. In the case which I have put, the

coin and the notes would at first probably cir

culate together. All prices would rise, and they
would rise not merely to the extent of the excess

of Inoney, but to the spirit of speculation which

such an excess would create. While the rise of
prices was going on, all purchases made for the

purposes of resale would be advantageous. Great

profits would be obtained, and still greater ones

expected, and every man possessed of money or

credit would be eager only to become a pur

chaser, feeling no doubt of his gains as a seller.
Such circumstances would obviously check our

exports and increase our .imports. I t would be

come profitable in England to import many things

which, when foreign and English prices bore their

former relation, would not bear the expenses of

transport; it would no longer suit foreigners to
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im.port from England many things which were
importable at our former prices.

The necessary consequences would be a gene

rally unfavourable exchange, and an export of
money. As long as the issue of notes continued

to exceed the export of money, prices would con
tinue to rise, and the apparent prosperity would

go on increasing. And, if we could suppose both

the issuers and the takers of notes utterly ignorant
01' regardless of the consequences of what was
going on, the issue might continue until the last
piece of metallic money had been exported. The.
crash would then be instantaneous: as prices

would then be at their height, so would be the

profits on the exportation o.f money. Those

holders of notes who were sending money abroad,
would call on the issuers of notes for payment in
money; and there being no money in the country,

every issuer of notes must stop payment. No
more notes could be issued, and the existing ones

would lose their value. The country would be
without money, and without the principal substi

tute for money, credit. There would, at first, b~

no such thing as price, but exchanges· would b~
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performed by barter; and we may be sure that

the discomfort and insecurity of a state of barter

would create an intense desire for money. The

holders of exportable goods would be eager to

send them ofl'. The holders of bills on foreign

countries would require their remittances to be

made in money. Importation \vould of course

be suspended, and the exchange would be in our

favour with all the \vorld. Money would come

in frotn all quarters, though, for several reasons,

less rapidly than it went out.

In the first place, the competition of our ex

porting merchants would sink the prices of our

commodities abroad; and secondly, the waste and

nlisapplication of capital, during the previous pe

riod of prosperity and speculation, the difficulty of

obtaining supplies of foreig'u materials from abroad

during our subsequent adversity, ·and the interrup

tion of that division of labour which is founded on

a general system of credit, would probably much

diminish the productiveness of our labour.

The last circumstance, by diminishing the value

of English labour in the general market of the

\vorldJ would keep down, while it lasted, all our
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lnoney prices; and it may be supposed) there

fore, that the same amount of money as circulated

before the issue of the notes took place \vould

liot now be necessary. But) during the absence

of credit, money would be the only substitute for

barter. The- exchanges in \vhich it would be

necessary would be far more numerous, and its

circulation far less rapid. If forty-five millions

sterling were necessary before, it is probable,

that, after such a panic as must have been

created by the events which I have supposed,

ninety millions would not be enough even to keep

up prices at three-fourths of their former amount.

It is impossible, however, that such a state of

things should occur,-that a whole country should

at once find'itself drained of all its money, unless

the imprudence of individuals \vere heightened by

the still greater imprudence of government. In

the first place, no banker issues notes without

making some reserve of metallic money to meet

theine Even if the shock were unforeseen, and the

discredit of all the notes simultaneous, there would

be some money in the country to meet it. And

in the second place, the shock could not be unfore..
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seen, nor the discredit universal or simultaneous.

The credit, the prudence, and the wealth of the
issuers of notes must·be of every different degree.

In such a country as England, there are some

bankers whom no individual would trust with

five hundred pounds, and who might be reduced

to insolvency by an unexpected demand for one

thousand pounds, and others, who at a day's notice

could draw hundreds of thousands from their own

resources, and obtain millions from their con

neXlons. There are some who move in the

track which experience has· shewn to be safe,

with the impassive regularity of mechanism; and

others, who, when extraordinary gain is suggested

to them, seem not only willing to encounter

chances, but to be deprived of the power of cal

culating them.

It is impossible that the rise of prices and ex

tension of speculation, which I have supposed,

could continue long, before accident or impru

dence should expose som.e establishments to a

demand for money, which they would be unable
to answer; a general feeling of distrust would

follow, and would cause a simultaneous demand
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of money for notes, Of, to use a word which the

unhappy experience of the year 1825 has ren..

dered familiar, a" run," upon all tho~e esta

blishments whose character for. riches did not

place their solvency above suspicion; at first,
indeed, an indiscriminate run upon all. The first

effect of this would be to bring out the reserves
of money: the second would be the failure of

'many establishments, and the discredit of their
notes; .but many would probably stand it, and

suffer scarcely a momentary interruption of their
credit and circulation. Prices certainly would

fall, the exchange would turn in our favour,

money would come in, thousands would be ruined
irretrievably, and years might be necessary to
restore the country to its former state of settled

prosperity; but all these effects would be produced

in a lower degree than in the extreme instance

with which I set out.

It "vin be observed, that I have allowed nothing

for the general fall in the value of the precious

metals throughout the world, which might be ex

pected to arise from the additional supply afforded

by the disuse of metallic money in a single coun-
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try. SOlne effect of this kind \vould be produced)

but it ,,'ould be so slight, that it may safely be

disregarded.

The whole amount of the precious metals

throug-hout the \Jrorld) in bullion, coin, and plate,

has been supposed to be of the value of about

. two thousand lnillions sterling. The whole me

tallic currency of Great Britain and Ireland is

not supposed to exceed thirty millions; it is

subject to much variation, but I believe it to

be usually less. Even if we \vere to export our
last sovereign, and our last shilling, how trifling

""ould be the effect in the general market of

the world, of an addition of thirty millions to

t,vo thousand!

The pO"'er of individuals, therefore, to affect

the currency of a country is limited-that of a

government is not so.

Suppose that, at the commencement of the

panic imagined in my last instance, governrnent

had taken one banking company under its

protection -" had forbidden it to pay its notes

in coin or in any other equivalent-had per

Initted it to issue, and continue to issue, fresh
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notes to any amount-had directed that its notes

should be received in all payments to govern

ment, and in private transactions, as of equal

value with the money which they professed to

promise to pay, and had prohibited the exchange

of coined gold and silver, for more than an equal

nominal amount in notes,-

It would be in the power of the banking com

pany in question, by lending to the different banks

of the country a sufficient number of its own

notes, notes which would cost merely the expense

of making and stamping paper, to relieve the dif

ficulties of those which were tottering-to fill the

void of those which had fallen, and to enable all

those which had still a reserve of metallic money

to make use of it, keeping the notes of the fa ..

voured bank in its room. And it \vould also be

in its po\ver, by still further increasing its issues,

either by way of loan, or by dividing them as
profits between its own partners, to keep up the

high prices, and the unfavourable exchange, un til

the last piece of coined gold or silver had quitted

the kingdom.

It would be in its power, by still further increas..
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ing its issue, to raise prices as estimated in its

paper to any scale it thought fit. It would also

be in its power, by diminishing its issues, to sink

them to any point not lower than the metallic

prices of foreign countries. It could not sink

bread to a farthing a quartern loaf, but it would

be able to raise it to a hundred pounds.

The real par of exchange between England and

foreign countries would be at an end. English

paper money, having neither intrinsic utility nor

ascertainable limitation of supply, would be inca

pable of export. It still, however, must be used

as a medium of exchange, and as ·an expression

of value even in international transactions. The

French exporter of wine to England must, in the

first instance, sell his wine for a certain quantity

of English notes of a given denomination. These

notes, as he could not export. them, he must again

exchange for some other commodity in Eng
land ; and his profit, or loss, would depend on the
comparative values in· France of that commodity,
and of his wine, after deducting the expenses of

carriage. We have already seen that no com

modities are so permanent in their value, so uni-
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form in their quality, or so easy of transport, as

gold and silver. The quantity of gold or silver

which they could purchase would unquestionably
be the standard by which he would estimate the
value of the English notes which he received for
his wine. This gold and silver would of course

be in an uncoined state, or, in commercial lan

guage, bullion. If five French Napoleons and
four English sovereigns, while English sovereigns

existed, had each contained the same quantity,

sayan ounce, of gold bullion, the real par of ex
change between England and France would of

course have been five Napoleons for four sove
reigns. If four English notes, professing to pro
mise to pay four sovereigns, would purchase in
England only half an ounce of gold bullion, the
nominal exchange would be fifty per cent. against
England, or, in other words, a bill in France on
England for eight hundred sovereigns, which, if

payable in coin, would have sold in France for
one thousand Napoleons, would sell for only five
hundred. And a bill in England all France,

which would have sold for four hundred coined

sovereigns, would sell for eight hundred pounds
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payable in notes. And supposing tile transac..

tions between England and France equal in

amount, they would be adjusted by the exchange

of bills at this rate of exchange.

If, however, the exports from England to

France should exceed the value of the imports

if, for instance, the French had to pay us five thou..

sand Napoleons, and we had to pay them notes

to the nominal value of four thousand sovereigns,

bills for two thousand five hundred Napoleons

would be capable of discharging the whole Eng

lish debt. In that case, the remaining t\VO thou

sand five hundred must be sent from France in

gold; and as all the English creditors would be

anxious to avoid the expense of transporting the

gold, they "'ould be willing to purchase French

bills on England, which would entitle them to

obtain payment from their· own countrymen, at

the rate of sOlnething more than eight sovereigns

for five Napoleons. Instead of being fifty percent.

against England, the nominal exchange might

therefore, for a time, be only forty-eight or forty

nine per cent. against England.

And, by reversing the facts, we may suppose
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it fifty..one.or fifty..t\vO ; fifty being always the cen"
tral point to which it would tend, while the quan..
tity of bullion contained in a Napoleon, and that
purchasable with an English note, for a sovereign,

continued to bear the &1.me· proportion to one

another.

It may, however, be supposed that we should

have no bullion. While the exportation of our

coin was going on, we certainly should have none,
as it could not be our interest at the same time to
import bullion and export coin. But before, our

export of coin began, we must have been in

the habit of importing from the mining countries

a certain quantity of bullion, to supply the wear
of coin and plate. After our export of coin had
ceased, we could have no difficulty in renewing

tIlat intercourse. The bullion trade, as it is essen

tially a trade of barter, would probably be the least
disturbed of all our foreign commercial relations.

There would still be the same demand for English

commodities in the mining countries, and the same

supply of gold and silver offered in exchange for
them. To a very slight degree indeed, we should

probably obtain bullion on better terms than be..
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fore. ~'irst, because we should want rather less of

it, our annual wear of coin being at an end, and

our import of bullion confined to the supply of

plate and the small stock necessary to meet sud

den alterations in our real exchange with other

countries; and secondly, because our export of

coin would have had, as I observed before, a very

slig'ht tendency to increase the supply of bullion in

the rest of the world. The real price, the sum of

the produce of English industry, which we should

pay for a given quantity of bullion, would be

governed ·by the same causes as before. It would

still depend on the cost of producing, in the mining

countries, the whole quantity of bullion which they

exported, the amount of that quantity, and the

portion of it which they would be willing to give

in exchange for the results of a given sum of

English industry. And as none of these circum

stances would be altered, or, if altered, altered

slightly in our favour, there is no reason why our

supply of bullion should be more difficult, or its

value less steady than before.

I t would appear, however, more unsteady, be..

cause real variations in the value of the precious
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metals, which are not easily ascertained when tltey

are employed in the form of money, would now

be detected. As the mint in this country returns

an equal weight of coin for gold, when we say that

the mint price of gold is 8l. 17s. 10!d. an ounce,

we merely express that 2 lbs. of gold of a

giyen fineness are coined into eighty-nine pieces

called guineas, and that 40 lbs. of gold are
coined into 1869 pieces called sovereigns. And
it is obvious that, while gold money is our medium

of exchange, and the melting and exportation of

money is permitted, the market price of gold bul

lion can never be above the mint price; for no

man would give more than eighty-nine guineas,

that is, 2lbs. of coined gold, for 2 lbs. of gold

bullion, that isJ 2 lbs. of uncoined gold. And if

there were a mint in every town, which, on de.. '

mand, exchanged coined gold for bullion, the mar

ket price of gold bullion could never be below

the mint price; as no man would sell 2lbs. ofbul

lion for less than eighty-nine guineas, when he
could obtain eighty-nine guineas for it, without

delay or trouble, at the Mint. As, however, we

have but one mint, and that mint does not give
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coin for bullion till after a short delay, the market

price is sometimes below the mint price. When

the delay was six weeks, the difference was some

times 4!-d. an ounce, or, in other ,vords., 208

ounces of bullion might be purchased with a very

small fraction more than 207 ounces of coin. And

it is obvious, also, that no increase or diminution

in the expense of procuring bullion would, in the

slightest degree, affect its money price, as any

cause which should raise or depress the value of

2 lbs. of gold, would equally raise or depress the

value of the eighty..nine guineas into which it may

be coined, and which form its money price.

But when our medium of exchange became

paper, the market price of bullion, though·it could

not sink belo\v the mint price, might rise to any

extent above it. I started with the supposition

that our currency, when notes were first intro

duced, amounted to forty-five millions sterling.

And I will also suppose that at that time 2 lbs. of

gold were coined into eighty-nine guineas, or, in

other words, that the mint price of goid was 3l.

17s. IO!d. per ounce. If we suppose the forty

five millions sterling of metallic money displaced
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by an issue of notes of the nominal value of ninety

millions sterling, though the same amount of
Englisb industry ,vould still obtain from Brazil

an ounce of g'old" yet, as the nominal sum which
must be paid as wages and profits to the persons

who produce the English commodities in exchange

for which it is obtained would be doubled., when

expressed in notes, the price of the gold, in notes,

would be doubled also, or the persons employed

in producing commodities for the purpose of im
porting gold would not be on a par with the l'est
of the community. Gold bullion, therefore, would
rise to 7l. 158. 9d. an ounce; and as long as the
cost of obtaining gold and the amount of our paper

currency each remained unaltered, the price of

gold would be steady at 7l. 158. 9d. If, however,

the cost of obtaining gold should increase, which,

of course, might arise from any cause ,,yhich should

diminish either the power of the South Americans

to produce it, or their demand for English com
modities, the market price of gold might rise,
though the amount of our paper currency should

remain unaltered. We have seen that, with a
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gold currency, this effect could not be produced.
Our inconvertible paper currency \vould, therefore,

afford a new test of alterations in the value of gold.

With a metallic currency, if the cost of ob

taining gold should increase five per cent., it pro
bably would be long before the fact would be ac
knowledged. The faU of price in each particular

instance would be attributable to some fact con.,

nected with the commodity itself. Corn would
fall from three guineas to three pounds a quarter;

it ",·ould be said that the harvest was better than

had been supposed. Labour would fall; that would

be attributed by most reasoners to the fall in the

price of corn; and the fall in· the price of almost

all other articles would be attributed (and rightly
enough) to the fall in the price of labour. At the

same time, there is no doubt that some of the com
modities) the supply of which depends on the sea

sons, would rise, as no season is equally favourable
to all. This would help to keep the real fact out

of sight; and it could be proved only by a very

wide induction, and after a considerable period.

With an inconvertible and stationary paper CUf-
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rency, if other prices remained unaltered, and bul

lion rose, the fact would at once be attributed to

its true cause.
But if an increased cost of obtaining bullion,

and an increased issue of notes should be con

temporaneous, there would probably be consider

able difficulty in apportioning the consequent rise

in the price of bullion between the two causes;

and the difficulty of estimating the part to be
attributed to the increased expense of obtaining

bullion, would be still greater if instead, or con

temporaneously with the issue of notes., there

should be an increased rapidity in their circula

tion, or an increased use of credit, or of balancing

accounts, or of any other substitute for money.

When the use of these substitutes increases in a

country employing a metallic currency, they cause

a rise of prices, an export of money, and then a

return of prices to their former level. In a country

possessing solely an inconvertible paper currency,

they must operate solely by producing a rise of

pnces.

In my hypothesis, I have supposed a substi

tution of ninety millions of paper for forty-five
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millions of money. In such a case, the facts

would be so glaring, that no one could doubt that

the profuse issue of paper had occasioned almost

all the alterations observable in prices. But if
the issue had been gradual, and there had never

been more than sixty millions in notes at one time

in circulation, if the circulation of the inconver

tible paper had lasted ten or tW'elve years; and

if, during that time, variations, might have been

supposed to have occurred from time to time in the

expense of obtaining gold, in the rapidity of our

circulation, and in the use of substitutes for

money, much dispute would probably arise as to

the causes of the variations of the market price of

gold from its mint price, and as to the respective

force of those causes. SOlne would say that it
was not the paper which had fallen, but the gold

"vhich had risen, or, in other words, that the

Inarket price of gold was above its mint price,

not because Inore notes had been issued than the

amount of the metallic money previously in circu

lation, but because the expense of obtaining gold

had subsequently increased. Others would con

sider the rise of prices as principally occasioned
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by· those improvements in banking· and commerce,

which diminish the use and quicken the circulation

of money. And others probably would deny.the

existence of either of the above causes, and attri

bute the whole difference to the amount of the

issues of paper.

And history bears me out in saying that there

might exist a body who would deny the existence

of any difference at all, and who ,vould, after

debate, solemnly resolve ,( that the notes of the

" Company have hitherto been, and are at this

" time, held, in public estimation, to be equivalent

" to the legal coin of the realm;" or, in other

words, that when eighty-nine guineas would pur

chase twenty-four ounces of gold bullion, and

ninety-four pounds in notes would not purchase

twenty ounces, the notes were more valuable than

the guineas; or, to put it in a different shape, that

when one hundred sovereigns would purchase one

hundred and thirty pounds in notes, yet that one

hundred and one pounds in notes were of more

value than one hundred sovereigns.

You must all have long been aware that in

my supposition of a country using a currency con·
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sisting of inconvertible paper) I have been describ

ing England during the continuance of the Bank

Restriction Act.

Before the memorable year 1797, the Bank of
England was, what it now is ag1 ain, a corporation

of great wealth, issuing notes payable in gold,

and protected by no privilege from the necessity

of making that payment on demand. In the be

ginning of that year, circumstances) which I will

not now attempt to explain, occasioned a run

upon the Bank, to which the Directors believed

their reserve of gold to be inadequate; and in an
evil hour for the country, though a fortunate one

for the Bank, they begged the assistance of their

principal debtor, the Government. Silver and

gold Mr. Pitt had not, but he gave them an

order, restricting the Bank from paying its notes

in gold; a restriction which, after some interlo

cutory prolongations, was extended to six months

after a general peace, and which, in fact, continued

in force nearly a quarter of a century. This re
striction removed the danger of bankruptcy; but,

though it appeared to enable the Bank to issue as

many of their notes as they pleased without tIle
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possibility of being called on for immediate pay

ment, yet as no one was obliged to take them, the

commercial existence of the corporation was in

danger of being destroyed. The value of bank

notes was, however, for SOlne time kept upon a

,par with the gold which they represented, partly

from habit" partly from their being both received:

and tendered in payment by Government, and
principally from their not being issued in a greater

amount than was necessary to replace the coin

which had been withdrawn.

Towards the year 1809, however,'circumstances

occurred which, if our currency had been metallic,
would have occasioned a less amount of it to be

necessary. The interrp.ption of our commerce by
the general extension of the war, and by Napa..

leon's decrees, subsequently aided by our own

orders in council, threw great difficulties in the

way of obtaining the precious metals from other

quarters. At the same time extraordinary impor
tations of corn, subsidies to foreign powers, and a

large government consumption abroad, part of

which was paid for in bills on England, drawn by

our own commissariat, and for all of which gold
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was the readiest remittance, kept up a constantly

increasing demand for bullion. An unfavourable

exchange, an export of coin, and the increased

value and efficiency of the portion retained, would

have been the consequences if our currency had

been metallic. Being inconvertible paper, the

consequences must have been a rise of the luarket

price of bullion over the mint price, and a de

pression of the exchange at least in that propor

tion, even if the amount of our paper had con

tinued unaltered. On the contrary, it was in

creased; and the price of bullion, both causes

acting upon it in the same direction, continued to

rise. The exchange fell not only to the amount

of the difference between paper and gold, but still

lower, both because the foreign holder of a bill

on England could never be sure that bullion

would not rise still higher before he received

notes for his bill, and because the bills drawn

on England by government agents abroad were
thrown on the market without the caution or the

skill of men acting on their own account. I have

often wondered that, under such circumstances,

three years were suffered to elapse before any
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English creditor endeavoured to enforce payment

either in gold, or in notes estimated at the gold

they would purchase.

At length, however, in June, 1811,Lord King,

probably with a view to demonstrate by an experi
1nentum crucis the real value of Bank of England

notes, gave notice to his tenants that he would no

longer receive notes at par, but that his rents

must thenceforth be paid in guineas, or in an equal

weight of Portuguese gold coin, or in Bank of

England notes of a sufficient nominal value, to

purchase such· an equal weight.

Lord King's attempt at practical reasoning met

with a practical answer. The 51 Geo. III. cap.

127, was passed, which made the buying or sell

ing coin at a rate above its nominal value, or the

giving or receiving Bank of England notes at a

rate below their nominal value, a crime punish

able by fine and imprisonment; and prohibited a

distress for rent after a tender in Bank ofEngland

notes of the amount due. Arrest for debt after

such a tender had before been prohibited.

The act seems liable to be easily evaded, and

probably ,,"ould have been so, if there had been
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any sudden and enormous depreciation of bank

notes.; if there had been a sudden issue, for in

stance, sufficient to sink their value one-half. It
was, however, submitted to, with the exception of

a petty smuggling traffic, by which the remaining

guineas, except a few which were hoarded, were

gradually exported. I recollect, however, so late

as 1814 being offered 10,000 guineas for 14,0001.
in notes.

The Directors of the Bank abused their power

much less than could have been expected. It is

true they did not diminish their issues, when the

rise in the market price of gold shewed that an

increased use of the substitutes for money, or an

increased difficulty in obtaining gold, had made

them still more excessive. I t is true, also, that

they did, after a time, increase their issues from

less than twenty·three millions and a hal~ the

amount in the beginning of 1811, to 28,979,8761.,
the amount towards the end of 1814; but such

conduct, injurious as it was, is a model of sobriety

and moderation when compared with that of any

other individual or community invested with 'simi
lar powers.
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At length a period arrived when peace had di

minished our foreign expenditure, and put an end

to our subsidies': trade had returned to regular

channels, and more regular, but, perhaps, lower

profits. All prices llad fallen from the conver

sion of unproductive into productive consumers;

and, in some main articles, from favourable sea

sons, great commercial losses in the preceding

years had dilninished speculation and credit, and

bank notes were rising to a par, indeed had

almost reached a par, with gold. The restriction

act was gradually repealed, the. market price sunk

fourpence halfpenny per ounce below the mint

price, and the subsequent disorders of our cur

rency cannot be charged 011 the direct interference

of the legislature.

The 51 Geo. III. was passed to prevent bank

notes from being at. an open discount. " The

" Bank," said Lord Stanhope who introduced it,

" is one of the bottom planks of the ship of Eng

" land, and woe to us if we permit it to be bored

"through." There can, I think, be little doubt

now, that an open discount in bank notes, a re

C ognised difference between paper and metallic
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pricesJ would have been the best palliative of the

restriction act. It is not impossible that it might

have induced the Bank to reduce their issues, until

their paper had been at a par with gold. They

must have been anxious to save their notes from

avowed depreciation, and little as they admitted

that the amount of their notes had any thing to do

with their value, still they probably would have

tried the experiment of diminishing that amount,

ifit were only to shew their opponents the useless

ness of such a measure; and when they found

the plan succeed, perhaps even bank directors,

such as bank directors then were, might have been
convinced. If, however, their conduct had re

mained unaltered, the public would have had the

power, and probably the will, to secure to them
selves the use of a less variable currency. Two

prices would have been established, one in gold,

the other in notes, diverging or approaching as

the price of guineas in notes rose or fell. Or

more probably, all prices would have been esti

mated in guineas, and paid in notes according to

the discount of the day. The consequences of an

increased difficulty in obtaining gold, or of an
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increased use of credit) or of t.he substitutes for

gold, would have been, that less gold would have

been sufficient. The power of arresting for any

debipayable in gold would indeed have been

suspended, or at least diminished, as the debtor

would have been able to protect himself by ten

dering the amount in bank notes; but it may be

questioned whether that would have been any

public injury: in all other respects we might

have returned to the state of things before the

restriction-and we should have escaped the tem

porary evils produced by the restriction from

1811 to 1819, and the permanent ones which

have survived it. We should have escaped that

part of the variation of prices during those eight

years which is attributable to the varying issues

of bank notes; and permanent contracts would not
have been entered into, when 18691. in notes ,,,ere

worth only thirty pounds of gold) to be performed

when they were worth forty pounds.

I have" said that the bank directors exercised

their power with extraordinary moderation: I can

not support this remark by comparing their con

duct with that of any other individuals in a pre-
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cisely similar situation, because I am not aware that

the power of issuing notes having a forced circula

tion, 'Yith a suspended liability ofpayment, and that

payment guaranteed only by the issuers, has in any

other instance been confided by the government of

a country to any of its subjects. But that power has

often been assumed by the government itself, and

it is with the conduct of governments, therefore,

that we must compare that of the bank. The lowest

depreciation of bank notes, or, in other \vords,

the greatest difference between the market and

the mint price of gold, was thirty per cent. ; and a

part of this difference is probably to be attributed,

not to the original excess, but to the absence of

subsequent contraction, an imprudence on the part

of the bank, but a much less glaring one than
over issue.

In the next Lecture we shall see what govern

ments have done.



LECTURE III *.

ON SOME EFFECTS OF GOVERNMENT
PAPER MONEY.

IN the last Lecture I considered the effect on the

value of metallic Inoney which can be produced

by paper money, issued by individuals. In the

present Lecture I shall consider the effects of paper

money issued by governments.

My first instance shall be taken from the cele

brated Mississippi schenle of Law.

In the beginning of the year 1716, the specie

circulating in France was supposed to alnount to

about £40,000,000 sterling, or 800 millions of

;\( The following account of Law's transactions is taken from Sir
James Steuart, book iv. part 2; Macpherson's Commerce, vol. iii.
p'. 107; and Storch, vol. iv. note xvi.

The account of the financial transactions during the French
revolution is taken from Storch, vol. iv. note xvi., and from vol. v.
of the History of the French Revolution, by M. A. Thiers.

The statements respecting the Russian, Danish, and Austrian
paper monies, are also taken from Storch, vol. iv. note xvi.
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livres-the mark of silver) \vllich is \vorth about

40 English shillings, being coined into 40 livres.

But for some previous years the quantity of silver

denominated a livre had been constantly varying;

in 1715) the mark had been coined into 28livres ;

in 1709 it had been coined into 40; in 1689

it had been coined into 28; and between 1689

and 1709 had been subject to constant alter

ation. Under these circurnstanees Law established

a bank at Paris, called the General Bank) issuing

notes payable on demand in livres of the same

weight and fineness as those which were current

at its institution; promising, in fact, to pay, 110t a

nominal, but an ascertained quantity of silver *'.
The security afforded by this promise enabled the

bank in the course of three years to issue notes to

the amount of 59 millions of livres'; and if we

suppose that about 19 millions of livres were con

sequently withdra\vn from circulation) the notes

of the bank may be supposed to have raised the

whole currency of the kingdom to £41,000)000

sterling, or 840 millions of livres.
* The notes ran thus: "The Compa.ny promises to pay the

bearer at sight-- livres in coin of the same weight and fine
ness with the coin of this day."
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On the first of January, 1719, the Government,

that is, the Regent in the name of the King, took

possession of the bank. The first alteration was

in the form of the notes; the words, " of the same

weight and fineness" were omitted, and the note

no longer promised to pay any thing more definite

than so many livres; being, in fact, a promise to
pay whatever the debtor thought fit, as the debtor

had the power, in fact \vas in the habit, of increas

ing and diminishing the quantity of silver deno

minated a livre according to his notions of expe

diency. The next change was in the amount of

its issues.

The bank issued notes to the nominal amount

On April 2'2, 1719

June 10, 1719 

July 25, 1719

September 12, 1719

October 24, 1719

December 29, 1719

January -, 1720

February -, 1720

of millions of livres.

51
50

240

120

- 120
129

21
279

Total issued in eleven months 1010 millions

of livres of the nominal value of rather more

than £50 millions sterling; of \vhich at least
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600 millions must have been in circulation at one

time. What part of the previously existing specie

remained in circulation, is doubtful. It is clear,

however, that it could not have been all with

drawn, as no run was ever made upon the bank

for coin. Its notes, though they lost the pre..

mium "·hich they had borne while the establish

ment continued in Law's hands) still exchanged

for coin at par.-I must now turn a. little back

wards in the story, and state, that "'hile the bank

was in the hands of Law and his partners, they

received from the government the exclusive privi

lege of trading to the West Indies and the French

possessions on the cont.inent of I\.merica, (whence

the natne of the Mississippi scheme has ever

since adhered to the whole of the transactions

originating ,,,,ith Law,) to all countries to the east

of the Cape of Good Hope, and had been incor..

porated under the name of "The Company of

the Indias." The mint, which in ~France is a source

of profit) was after\vards made over to them, and

they obtained a lease from the crown, first of the

duties on tobacco, and after\vards of all those

duties which \vere usually leased under the old
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regime, and they were at last entrusted with the

receipt of all the revenues of the state. In return

for these privileges, besides the annual rents

for the duties leased to them, they engaged to
lend the government 1,600 millions (£80 mil

lions sterling) at three percent. To enable

them to do this, the bank was restored to them,

on the 22d of February, 1720: their proceed

ings, however, were to be under the control of

government, and the King guaranteed the pay

ment of their notes. Five days after followed the

celebrated arret of the 27th February, 1720,

which prohibited any person or corporation from

possessing any bullion, or more than five hundred

livres (twenty-five pounds) in specie. The most

extensive powers of search ",~ere given to the

police, and informers were rewarded with all the

excess found.

At the same time the notes of the cOlnpany were

not only made a legal tender, but the only legal

tender, and the payment of any sum beyond ninety
nine livres, (four pounds nineteen shillings) in

specie was made punishable by a fine of three

thousand livres. The object of these Ia"vs ,vas,
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of course, first to force all holders of specie to

carry it to the bank to be exchanged for notes;

secondly, to prevent their demanding payment

from the bank in specie, except for small sums;

and thirdly, to give a forced value to the notes, as

the only rTloney that could be safely tendered, or

safely kept. On the 5th of March, 1720,-a con

siderable sum of specie having probably been re

ceived by the bank in the mean time,-an arret

was made, directing the mark of silver to be worth

eighty Iivres. This, of course, enabled the bank

to pay whatever specie might be demanded by the

holders of their notes, at half the former expense.

This arret continued in force only a week, for it

was followed by that of the 11th March, 1720,

which declared that on the 1st of April the luark

of silver was to be worth only seventy livres, and

on t.he 1st of May, sixty-five; and all use of gold

and silver as a Inedium of exchange was pro

hibited. As the bank received coin in the mean

time at eighty livres the mark, this occasioned a

considerable influx of coin to their coffers, in anti.

cipation of its impending reduction in value. In

three weeks they are said to have received 44
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minions of livres) wOI~th nominally about one mil~

lion one hundred thousand pounds sterling.

The government and the bank seem no\v to

have supposed that the ordinary standards of
value, g'old and silver, being got rid of, bank
paper would be unsusceptible of depreciation or

excess; and between the beginning of March and

the 2nd of May, they issued notes of the nominal

value of 1)626,672,910 livres: being" more than

double the whole average aUlount of the money of
the country. In the beginning of May, there were

in circulation) notes of the nominal va] ue of

2,23lJ,083,590 livres; being a nominal value

nearly three times as great as the 800)000,000

of coin for which they \vere substituted. Gold

and silver coin would, of course, have disappeared,

even if they had not been legally banished. Still,

for the purpose of small payments, there was a
circulation of small silver coins, and of copper, and
in these small coins the bank paid those notes of
ten livres which were presented to it. It may

appeal" singular, that this coinage of small silver

relnained in the country. As the nominal value

of every comnlodity had been at least trebled in
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France, we Inight have expected that the silver

would have been collected and exported, and that

the failure of the bank would have been occasioned

by their subsequent inability to pay silver for their

small-notes--and such, I think, would have been

the case, if the whole transaction had taken up a

longer time. But in less than three weeks after

the last issue of notes, the bank was murdered by

the governnlent. If the governrnent had not in

terposed, it might have lived in apparent credit

for three months longer.

The history of the Mississippi scheme is a proof

how ignorant the whole of a cultivated nation may

be of the necessary results of their actions.

I t appears to us obvious, that when the cur·

rency of the country was suddenly tripled, all

prices must have experienced at least an equal

rise. The French government was so little pre

pared for this result, that when it took place, they

resorted to the most violent means to correct it.

On the 21st of May, an arret was issued, declaring

that the bank notes in circulation should in future

pass at only half their nominal value. Now this

was not, in· fact, a. greater diminution of the value
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of the notes than the arret of the 5th of March pre

ceding, which had directed the mark of silver to

be worth 80 livres, instead of 40. On the 4th

of March, the holder of 40livres in notes could

demand of the. bank a mark of silver. On the

5th of March he could demand only ! a mark.

So on the 20th of May, the holder of 65 livres in

notes was entitled to a mark of silver. On the

21 st, he was entitled to only! a mark. The first

operation diminished the value of the notes di

rectly only as compared with silver. The second

diminished their value directly, not only in silver,

but in every thing else. The first was inj uriotls to

creditors; the second to debtors. In the first case,

the holder of the notes, so far as he was a debtor,

could throw his loss, or much nlore than his loss)

upon his creditors ; in the second case, so far as he

was a creditor, he could reimburse himsel~ or much

more than reimburse hilnself, from his debtors.

But in both cases, as between him and the bank,

he was equally defrauded; and as the arret of the

5th of March had not interfered with the circu

lation of the notes, the government probably ex

pected that of the 21st of May to create as little
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alarm. But they \vere lnistaken. Though the

French public \vere too ignorant to perceive the

consequences of raising the nominal value of

silver, they understood those of sinking the no

minal value of notes. Up to the 21st of May,

holders of commodities possessing int.rinsic value

seem to have given them in exchange for the

notes, in blind confidence that others would do

the same. Others did not, in fact, do the same,

for as prices kept rising, the man \vho in Decem

ber had sold a given quantity of corn for one

thousand francs in notes, would not have been
able in February to purchase an equal quantity of

corn, or of any other commodity, with the same

notes. Strange, ho\vever, as it may appear, the

deterioration of the notes in value does not appear

to have affected their circulation. All that people

looked to was nOlninal value, and while the notes

were called livres, nobody inquired what a livre

meant. But the instant the denomination was

altered; the instant government declared that a

note for ten livres should be worth only five, the

baselessness of the paper fabric \vas detected.

The terror was as universal and as blind as the
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confidence had been. To use Sir James Steuart's

words, on the 22d day of May, a man with
one hundred millions of bank notes might have

starved in the streets. The Regent and his mi

nisters} as much alarmed as the people at the

tremendous machinery they had set in motion,

tried the most arbitrary and the most inconsistent

expedients to control it. They revoked the

arret of the 21st of May, and at the same time
raised the denomination of the coin, by declaring

that the mark of silver should be worth 82! livres.

To stop the run on the bank, they ordered its

payments to be suspended. And when 9000

livres in paper would purchase only 82t in silver,

an arret was issued, prohibiting any person from

refusing to take the notes at par, under a penalty

of double the value ·of the notes refused. Under

a similar forfeiture all persons were commanded

to bring back whatever funds they had ex

ported, and forbidden to tnake any investments

in foreign securities. All persons \vere forbidden

to meet together, and soldiers were employed to
prevent and disperse all assemblies of merchants

and brokers. And when it was found that conti-
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dence could not be restored by forbidding people

to coml.nunicate their fears, and that the credit of

the notes was irretrievable, the transaction was

wound up by the arret of the 10th of October,

1720, which, after providing, not for the payment,

but for the investment, at a very low interest, of

the outstanding notes, declared that after the

1st of Decernber following, they should have no

value.

rrhe next great financial bubble of France was

the issue of Assignats. A few years before 1789,

the specie current in France had been estimated

at 2200 millions of livres, or about 88 millions

sterling. The revolutionary government pos

sessed great wealth in confiscated property, but

wanted money. rro supply this want, and to

create a market for the confiscations, they issued

notes in the following form:

" National property Assignat of 100 francs."

These notes were a legal tender, and in that re

spect resembled every other paper currency having

a forced circulation; but they differed from all

others in not even professing to represent any spe

cified thing. The words" National property"
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signified that their value might be obtained by pur·

chasing with then} the confiscated property at the

auctions of such property, which were constantly

occurring. But t.here was no reason why that value

should have been called 100 francs. It depended

on the cornparative quantity of the property so pur

chasable, and the number of assignats issued. They

were first issued in May, 1790, and the amount

was fixed by law at 400 millions French, or

sixteen millions st.erling. In September, 1790,

1200· millions French had been issued; in 1793,

3626 millions; in 1794, 881 7 millions and a

half; in 1795, 19)699 millions and a half; and

on the 7th of September, 1796, the issue had

amounted to 45,579 luillions, or about £1,823,160

sterling*.

We have seen the consequences of the issue by

Law of paper of the nominal value of 2200 mil

lions of livres,-we may conceive the conse

quences of issuing 46,000 millions.

The value of assignats fell from day to day.

The prices of commodities rose in proportion,

*Storch, votive p. 162.
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not merely to the existing depreciation, but to the

well-founded apprehension of a still further de

preciation.

When the supply of a durable commodity is

suddenly increased, the value falls, but not neces

sarily in proportion to the additional supply.

Unless the causes of the additional supply are

ascertained to be permanent, most· of the dealers

prefer holding their existing stock, in the hope

that the market may alter, to parting with it at a

certain loss. But when a commodity is perishable,

no loss can be 80 complete, or so certain, as to

retain it. A small increase of supply may create

such a competition among the sellers, as to reduce

the price to nothing. A. fish market might be so

over supplied as to reduce the sellers to give

away a portion of their stock, or even to pay

people to remove it from their stalls. Assignats

were a most perishable commodity. Every body

taxed his ingenuity to find employment for a

currency, of-which the value evaporated from hour

to hour. It was passed on as it was received,

as if it burned every onets hands who touched it.

Those who had never engaged in business, became
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speculators. Others purchased estates, built

houses, or boug-ht pictures and furniture. What

was yesterday an extravagan'ce became a bargain

to-day. No one scrupled any expense, even for

nlere transitory pleasure, if it afforded a means

of hlvesting or spending, or in any way getting

rid of what he possessed in assignats /If •

Those who depended on fixed money payrrlents

were reduced to beggary, and beggary, 3;t periods

ofgeneral distress, is starvation. Every morning

there were found in the waters, and on the shores

of the Seine, the bodies of wretches who had pre

ferred death by suicide to death by hunger t.
The state of the labouring classes was scarcely

more tolerable. An increase in tbe rate of wages

is never contemporary, even under the most favour

able circumstances, with a forced depreciation of

money. The labourers, generally speaking, have

but weak means of combining to demand higher

wages, or of· persisting in 'their combinatioll, if
the advance be refused ; while capitalists are

almost always combined to resist the advance, and

lie Say, Traite d'Economie Politique, vol. i. 202.
l' Storch, vol. iv. 163.
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have funds to stand out in their resistance. And

in the general disorganization of both the internal

and the external commerce of France, which

marked the periods which I am describing, the

funds for the maintenance of labour, and the

average rate of wages must have fallen off, even

if the currency had relnained metallic, and at its

fonner standard. The sovereign people felt and

acted with the usual folly and violence of a despot.

The depreciation of the assign its was attributed

to the conspiracies of the Aristocrats, and to the

intrigues of Mr. Pitt. The rise of prices was ex

plained by the favourite theory of a lnonopoly;

and it was thought that all this could be re
medied by terror, by substituting fine, imprison

Illent, confiscation, and deat.h, for the ordinary

moti yes to comlnercial transactions. "If provi

" sians and commodities are wanting," said the

Procureur-General Chaunette, "on whom \vill the

"people, the legislator people, lay the blame?

,( On the authorities 1-110. On the convention?

" -no. It shall lie on the merchants and the

"dealers. Rousseau was one of the mass of the

,( people, and he well said, (when the mass of
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c( , the people have nothing else to eat, they must

c, 'feed on the rich *.' " To prevent the con

stant!y increasing difference between the value of

. paper and metallic money, the purchasing assig

nats with money at less than their nominal value,

or the sale of money for more than its nominal

value in assignats, or the making any difference in

price according as that price was to be paid in

. money, or in assignats, was made a crime punish

able by six years' imprisonment in irons t.
To prevent the hoarding of the precious metals,

all concealed gold and silver, in whatever form,

became forfeited, half to the state, and the other

half to the informer. These measures had the

success that might have been expected. The law

against taking assignats at less than par, was

passed in April 1793. In the following Jnne,

1 00 francs in silver were worth 300 in paper.

In August they were\\'orth 600 t. The failure

of the law seems to have been attributed to its

mildness. The punishment was raised to twenty

years' in1prisonment in irons §: and in 1796,

* Thiers, vol. v. 319. l' lb. vol. v. 117.
§ lb. vol. v. 162.

:t lb. vol. v. 117.
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an assigonat of 100 francs, professing to be worth

4l. sterling, was currently exchanged for 5 sous

6 deniers, or rather less than three pence in

money:llf.

These efforts to prevent the depreciation of

assignats in money, were accompanied by efforts,

as violent as senseless, and still more mischievous

to prevent their depreciation in comlnodities.

The first of these attempts was the celebrated

maXImum. By that law, \vhich was passed in

May 1793 ~t, when the issue of assignats was not

one-tenth of the amount to which it afterwards

rose, corn was directed to be sold exclusively,

in open market, at a price to be fixed by each

commune; Of, as we should say, by the vestry of

each parish, according to the average price of

the four months of January, February, March,

and April, preceding the enactment.

As that price was even then grossly inadequate,

and became more so every day, the markets were

of course unsupplied. This was attributed to what

the ~""rench call accaparement, and we, when with

equal wisdom we made it a crin1e, called engross-

* Storch, vol. iv. 162. 'I' Thiers, vol. v. 118.
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iog. The decree *' which made accaparement a

crime, defined an accapareUl' to be "one who

withdraws from circulation commodities of the first

necessity, and does not publicly sell them;" and

it defined com·modities of the first necessity to be,

bread, \vine, butcher's meat) corn, flour, legumi

nous vegetables, fruit, charcoal, wood, butter,

tallow, hemp, flax, salt, leather, liquors, salted

provisions, cloth, wool, and all clothing except

silk. Every dealer was bound to make periodical

declarations of his stock, which the communes

were to verify by search; and each commune was

to appoint persons \vho were to fix such prices to

each article, as would leave a moderate profit to

the dealer, but not exceed the means of the people.

"If, however," added the decree, "the cost of
"production be such as to leave no profit to the

" dealer, the commodity must still be sold aJ such

U a price as .the purchaser can afford." And

any violation of the decree, any refusal to sell,

any concealment of stock, or even the being ac..

cessory to any such violation, was punished by

death.

If; . Thiers, vol. v. 163.
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Of course the majority of the shops were shut,

and in those which continued open only the worst

articles were exposed to public sale, and all that

was tolerable ,vas reserved to be sold in secret

bargains to those who still retained the means, and
were willing to incur the risk of becoming pur

chasers at the metallic value.

The convention appear to have thought that

the ineffieiency of the law arose from the Inaxi

mum having been imposed on the finished com

lnodities in the dealer's hands, leaving the charges

of production and transport unregulated. COlll

missioners were directed to be appointed in every

parish to state the prime cost of all the enulnerated

commodities at the place of production, accord..

ing to the prices of 1790, that is, according to

metallic prices, which were not one-tenth of those

which existed at the time of the decree. To this

one..third was to be added (that is, not one thir

tieth part of what ought to have been added) to

compensate for the subsequent rise. A sum was

then to be fixed for the expense of carriage to the

market; five per cent. on these sums was to be

added for the profit of the wholesale merchant,
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and ten per cent. for that of the retailers; and

the aggregate of these sums was to be the price

of the cOIDlnodity *. To diminish in some mea

sure the competition of purchasers, the consumer

was forbidden to purchase from anyone but the

retailer, and the retailer from anyone but the

wholesale dealer: even t.he quantity which each

might purchase was defined. The grocer was for

bidden to take more than twenty-five pounds of

sugar at once from the sugar merchant, and the

seller of lemonade more than ten: and the au

thorities gave to each intended purchaser a certi

ficate specifying the amount that he might pur

chase.

As the French subsist chiefly on bread, the

bakers' shops were the principal subjects of legis

lation. They were not to be entered without a cer

tificate., which at the same time was a test of the

good political principles of the bearer, and speci

fied the quantity that he might purchase. A long

rope was extended from the counter into the

street which the file of candidates for purchase

* Thiers, vol. v. 321.
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were to lay hold- of., in order to ensure their en·

tering the shop in fair succession *" But it was
found that persons spent whole nights in the

street, in vain attempts to make their entrance.

Sometimes the rope was cut through wantonness

or· malice, and the feeble were suffocated or tram..

pled to death in the consequent struggles; and

the, disorder became the Jnore frightful when, as

a remedy, it was decreed that the last comers

should be served first. To prevent the closing

the shops, every person who, having been a year

in trade, discontinued or diminished his business,

was declared a suspected persont; and this when

suspicion was imprisonment, and imprisonment

thegnillotine. At length, even the revolutionary
gov;ernlnent seem to have felt the impossibility of

using fear instead of hope as the motive of produc

tion and exchange. The assignats, having sunk

below one three-hundredth part of their nominal

value, ,,-ere called in t, the government offering

to take them at one per cent. in payment of

a forced loan which, in violation of all resem·

*Thiers, vol. v. J20. t lb. vol. v. 320.

:t Storch, vol. iv. 164.
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blance to honesty, was imposed in money, and

to give, mandats, a new species of paper money,
in exchange for them at the rate of three per

cent. The ultimate result was, that of the

whole 45,579,000,000, 12,744,000,000 \\7ere, in

some way or other discharged: the remaining

32,835,000,000 of the nominal value of about

£ 1,313,000,000 sterling, about twice the amount

of our national debt, remained \vaste paper in the

holder's hands.

The mandats were of the nominal value of

2,400,000,000 French, or about £96,000,000

sterling: they were directions to the authorities

to put the bearers into possession, without auc

tion, of a definite portion of the confiscated estates.

Such, however, were the comparative values in

money ofthe property and the mandats, that they
came out at a discount, and gradually sunk to less

than a seventieth of their nOlninal value. They

were issued on the 9th of June, 1796, and were

extinguished, partly in the purchase of confiscated

property, and partly in the payment of taxes,

before the end of the following Septem!ber *.
>1Jf Storch, vol. iv. 164, from whom the rest of the lecture is taken.
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The length of the details into which I have been

led as to the paper currency of France,. forces me

to pass quickly over the history of the other paper

currencies of the continent. Catherine II. gave

Russia a paper currency, and, by the moderation

of her issues, for some time kept it at par; but in

1814, t.he period at which Storch closes his narra

tive, four roubles in paper were worth only one in

silver·.

rfhe Bank of Copenhagen was founded in 1736.

Nine years afterwards the government freed it

from the obligation of paying its notes in full. In

1773, the king, thinking probably the privilege

of issuing an inconvertible paper money too

valuable for a private corporation, took the bank

into his own hands. In October 1813, a dollar

in silver was worth 1600 dollars in paper t.
The Austrian paper money owes its origin to

Maria 1."heresa. In 1810 a florin in silver was

worth thirteen florins in paper. In 1811 the go

vernment called in the existing paper money, and

directed it to be exchanged, at one-fifth of its no-

minal value, for anew paper money ; and in

'" Storch, vol. iv. 233. '\' lb. vol. iv. 195.
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1812, eight florins in paper were worth only one
in silver.

These examples are enough to show that the

depreciation of our paper Inoney, great and disas

trous as it was, was far less than has usually at

tended an inconvertible paper currency; and if on

any future war a new bank restriction is proposed,

I hope it will be recollected that the evils which

that unhappy measure actually produced, great as

they were and continue to be, bear no proportion'

to those which the example of other nations shews

us to have been exposed to.
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NOTE to page 6.

FE'V doctrines appear to me more evidently erroneous

than that any considerable variation in the amount of
wages can be compensated by a rise or fall of profits.
The usual supposition is, as 1 observed in the text, that
the capitalist, at an average, advances the wages of his
labourers for one year, and receives, after deducting rent,
one-tenth of the value of what they produce. I am in
clined to think, that the average rate of profit is rather
greater, and the average period of advance rather less.
After making many inquiries on these subjects in l\tlan
chester, I found the general opinion to be, that the
Inanufacturing capitalist turns his capital, at an average,
twice in the year, and receives on each operation a

profit of 5 per cent.; and that the shopkeeper, at an
average, turn s his capital four times in a year, and re
ceives on each operation a profit of about 3! per cent.
On these data, the labourer's share would, of course, be
much greater than according to the ordinary estimate.
'Ve will suppose, however, that estimate to be correct,
and that, after rent has been deducted, the labourer re

ceives, at an average, nine-tenths of the value of what he
produces. Under these circumstances, a rise in the
amount of wages, amounting to one-tenth, or from lOs.
to lIs. a weel{, if that rise is to be deducted from the

capitalist's share, would utterly destroy all profit what-
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ever. A rise of one-fifth, or from lOs. to 12s. a week,

would occasion to the capitalist a loss equal to the whole
amount of his former profit. A fall in wages of one
tenth would double profits; a fall of one-fifth would treble
them. Now we know that general variations in the
amount of wages to the amount of one-tenth or one-fifth,
or to a greater extent, are not of unfrequent occurrence.

Yet who ever heard of their producing such an effect on
profits?

And yet this doctrine has received the sanction both
of theoretic and practical men. Mr. Francis Place is
asked by the COlnmittee on Artizans and Machinery

(First Report, p. 46)*, "Do not the masters in conse
" quence of a rise of wages raise their prices? "

" No," he answers, "I believe there is no principle
" of political economy better established than this of
" wages; increase of wages must conle from profits."

Did Mr. Place ever apply this doctrine when his men
asked for higher wages on a general mourning ?Even
the Committee appear to have taken this view of the

question. The subject is so important, that I will ven
ture to extract the following passage from the Report
made in the following Session :-

"Those eminent persons, who, during the last fifty

" years, have reduced the rules that govern the opera
" tions of trade and industry to a science, undertake to
" show, by arguments and facts, that the effect of low
" wages is not a low price of the commodity to which
" they are applied, but the raising of the average rate of

* Session of 1824.
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" profits in the conntry in which they exist. The ex
" planation of this proposition occupies a large portion
" of the justly-celebrated work of the late Mr4 Ricardo,
u on the Principles ofPolitical Economy; and is also ably
" set forth in the following evidence of Mr. M'Culloch,

" to which your committee particularly desire to draw
" the attention of the house:

" 'Have you turned your attention to the effect of
" , fluctuations in the rate of wages on the price of com
" , modities ?-I have.

" 'Do you consider that when wages rise, the price
" 'of commodities will proportionally increase ?-I do
" 'pot thi nk that a real rise of wages has any effect
" 'whatever, or but a very imperceptible one, on the
" , price of commodities.

" , Then, supposing wages to be really lower in France
" , than in this country, do you think that that circum
" , stance would give the French any advantage over us
" , in the foreign market ?-No, I do not; I do not think

" , it would give them any advantage whatever. I think
" , it would occasion a different distribution of the pro
,. , rluce of industry in France from what would obtain
" , in England, hut that would be all. In France, the
" , labourers would get a less proportion of the produce

" 'of industry, and the capitalists a larger proportion.
" , Could not the French manufacturer, if he gets his

" c labour for less than the English manufacturer, afford
" , to sell his goods for less ?-As the value of goods is
" , made up wholly of labour and profit, the whole and

" 'only eHect of a French manufacturer getting his
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" 'labour for less than an English manufacturer, is to

" 'enable him to make more profit than the English

" '~nanufacturer can make, but not to lower the price

" , of his goods. The low rate of wages in France goes

" ~ to establish a high rate of profits in all branches of
" , industry in France.

" 'What conclusion do you come to in making a

" , comparison between wages in England and wages in

" , France ?-I come to this conclusion, that if it be true,
" , that wages are really higher in England than in France,

" , the only effect of that would be to lower the profits

" , of capital in England below their level in France, but

" , that will have no effect whatever on the price of the

" 'commodities produced in either country.
" , 'Vhen y·ou ~ay that wages do not affect prices, what

" , is it that does affect prices ?-An increase or diminu

" 'tion of t he quantity of labour necessary to the pl'oduc
" , tion of thecolnmodity.

" 'Supposing that there was a free export of ma

" 'chinery; so that France could get that machinery, do

" 'you think that under those circumstances we should

" 'retain those advantages which we possess at the

" 'present mom~nt ?-Yes, we should; for the export
" 'of the machinery wonld not lower our wages, or

" 'increase the wages in France, so that we should pre
" 'serve that advantage to the full extent that we have it

" , at this moment.

" , 'Vill you explain to the committee why you are of

" 'opinion that the French manufacturer would not

" , unuersell the English, seeing that his profits are larger
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" 'than the English manufacturer?-Because if he
" 'were to offer to undersell the English, he can only do
" , it by consenting to accept a less rate of profit on his

" , capital, than the other French capitalists are making

" 'on theirs, and I cannot suppose a man of common
" 'sense would act upon such a principle.

" 'Are the committee to understand, that although a
" , French manufacturer pays half the wages to his men
" , in France, which our manufacturers do in England,

" 'yet that his wa.ges being on a par, or a level, in
" 'general,with the other wages in France, will render
" , his profits on a par with them, and consequently he
" 'would not undersell the English merchant by lower
" , iug his profits below the average rate of profits in
" , France ?-Preeisely so. I believe, in point of fact,
" , there is no such difference; but he could not under

" 'sell the English manufacturer unless he took lower
" , profits than all other producers in France were Inaking.
" , I might illustrate this by what takes place every day
" , in England, where you never find the proprietor of
" , rich land, in order to get rid of his produce, offering
" , it in Mark-lane at a lower rate than that which is got
" (, by a farmer or proprietor of the very worst land in
" , the kingdom.

" "Vould it not produce a larger sale if the French
" , manufacturer were to sell at a less price ?-Supposin~

" , that to be so, the greater the sale the greater would

" 'be the loss of profit.' " *
,. Report from Select Committee on Export of Tools and Machi

nery. Session of 1825, pp. 13, 14.
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I have extracted this passage rather as indicative·of

the views of the Committee, than of those of ]\tIre

M'Culloch. Mr. lVI'Culloch, as will appear on turning
to his evidence, meant by wages really high and really
lo'w, not a larger or a smaller amount, but a larger or
a smaller proportion. But the Committee appear to

have understood him to mean a larger or a smaller
amount.

Mr. Bradbury had previously stated the common day
wages in France to be about half the wages paid in
England.

He was asked-" In what way do you consider that

" lower wages in France give the French manufacturers
" an advantage over English manufacturers?

"I conceive that, if they pay 3d. a pound for spin..

" ning to the operative spinner, and we pay 6d., that
"would give them an advantage of 3d. a pound in the
" cost.

" You mean to say, that the French would be able to
"sell the article they make, in consequence of pay..
" ing lower wages, cheaper than the English could

" sell it P,
" They could afford it 3d. a pound cheaper.
" You mean to say, that, according to the rate of

U wages paid, the price of the article for which they are
" paid is high or low?

" It may be afforded higher or lower, I should ima
H gine, as the cost be more or less.

" Therefore, the whole reason and ground on which
" you think that low wages give them an advantage, is,
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" that low wages contribute to enable them to sell the

" article cheaper than if they paid higher wages?
" Yes"; labour constituting a material feature in the cost.
e. You conceive that increased cost would be a loss to

" the party, if the price was not increased in proportion?
" I should imagine so.

" Might not the profits of the proprietor be lessened?
" They might be lessened, which is in effect a loss.
" Might not that enable him to bear the loss which

" the diffe'rence of wages produces $ ?
" If -he chose to make that sacrifice.
" Might not the profits be lessened until there were no

" profits at all? t
,, Very easily I should think."-(Fifth Report of the

select Committee on Artizans and Machinery, p. 547,
549, 550.)

It was with reference to this evidence that Mr.

",. In other words, "Might not the loss enable him to bear the
" loss?"

T This question appears to have come from a different interro
gator. In justice to the clear and intelligent evidence of Mr. Brad
bury, I should observe that he was far from falling into the common
error, that a generally high rate of wages can be unfavourable to
a country. He set out by supposing that with the assistance of
English machinery and English superintendents, the labour of the
French spinners might be as productive as that of the English
spinners. Under such circumstances, if their wages could remain
at one half of English wages, he believed that the French manu
facturer could undersell the English manufacturer. Of the accu
racy of this opinion I entertain no doubt, though, from the tenor
of the questions, it appears not to have met with the approbation
of the Committee.
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M'Culloch was examined. His examination commences
thus:

" Have you read the evidence which has been given
" before this Committee?

" I have read portions of it only.
" Have you read the evidence given by Mr. Bradbury?

" A part of it.
" That part in which he conceives that foreigners have

" an advantage over the English manufacturers in conse
" quence of wages being lower in France?

" Yes, I have read that."
And then follows the question:
" Have you turned your attention to the effect of fluc

"tuations in the rate of wages on the price· of com
" modities ? "

Now if the committee understood Mr. M'Culloch to
mean, by high or low wages, not a great or small amount,
but a great or small proportion, his· evidence and that of

Mr. Bradbury had nothing in co~mon.

The whole of the confusion has arisen from a verbal
ambiguity. Mr. Ricardo has demonstrated that, in the
absence of natural or artificial monopoly, all that is pro
duced is divided between the capitalist and the labourer,
and that, caderis paribus, the rate of profit depends on
the proportion of the produce which the capitalist receives
in return for having advanced, for a given time, the
labourers' wages. This doctrine, though, like almost all

other truths in political science, when once stated, almost
self-evident, is one of the most important discoveries of
modern times. It has given to the subject of profits the
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clearness which the discoveries of Mr. Malthus and Sir
Edward West gave· to that of rent. Most unfortunately,
however, Mr. Ricardo applied the terms high wages, and
a rise of wages, and low wages and a fall of wages, to an
increase or diminution of the labourer's proportion, whether
the amount of what he received were or were not dimi
nished or increased.

" It is according to the division of the whole produce
" of the Oland of any particular farm between the three
" classes.of landlord, capitalist, and labourer, that we are
" to judge of the rise or fall of rent, profit, and wages,
" and not according to the value at which that produce
" may be estimated in a medium which is confessedly
" variable.

"It is not by the absolute quantity of produce ob
"tained by either class that we can correctly judge of
" the rate of profit, rent, and wages, but by the quantity
" of labour required to obtain that produce. By improve
" ments in machinery and agriculture the whole produce
" may be doubled; but if wages, rent, and profit be also
" doubled, the three will bear the same proportions to
" one another as before, and neither could be said to
" have relatively varied. But if wages partook not of the
"whole of this increase; if they, instead of being dou
ce bled, were only increased by one-half; if rent, instead
" of being doubled, were only increased three-fourths,
" and the remaining increase went to profit, it would, I
" apprehend, be correct for me to say, that rent and wages
"had fallen while profits had risen; for if we had an

" invariable standard by which to measure the value oof
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" this prdduce, we should find that a less value had fallen
" to the class of labourers and landlords, 'and a greater to
" the class of capitalists, than had been given before.
" We might find, for example, that though the absolute
n quantity of commodities had been doubled, they were
" the produce of precisely the former quantity of labour.
" Of every hundred hats, coats, and quarters of corn pro
" duced, if

"The labourers had before 25
" The landlords 25
" And the capitalists 50

]00

"and if, after these commodities were double the
" quantity, of everyone hundred

" The labourers had only 22
" The landlords 22
U And the capitalists 56

100
"in that case I should say, that wages and rent had
" fallen and profits risen; though, in consequen~e of the
" abundance of commodities, the quantity paid to the
" labourer and landlord would have increased in the pro
" portion of 25 to 44. Wages are to be estimated by
" their real value, viz., by the quantity of labour and
" capital employed in producing them, and not by their
" nominal value either in coats, hats, money, or corn.

" Under the circumstances I have just supposed, com
" modities would have fallen to half their former value,
" and if money had not varied, to half their former price.

" If, then, in this medium, which had not varied in value,

" the wages of the labourer should be found· to have
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" fallen, it will not be less a real fall, because they might

" furnish him with a greater quantitr of cheap commo
" dities than his former wages *."

According to this nomenclature, if one labourer were
to receive 30l. a year, and the produce of his labour to
sell at the end of the year for 40l., and another were to
receive 60l. a year, and the produce of his labour to sell
for 100l., the first labourer would be said to receive higher
wages than the second; and if the wages of the second
were to be altered from 60l. to 4.oZ. a year, and the commo
dity to sell for 50l., the alteration must be termed a rise of
wages. According to this nomenclature, the wages of the
best workmen are always the lowest, for it is known to be

more profitable to employ them. This strange use of
words must have been perplexing, even if Mr. Ricardo's
language had been consistent. But it is almost impos
sible to affix to terms of familiar use a perfectly new
meaning, and not from time to time to slide into the old
one. When Mr. Ricardo says, that "nothing can affect
" profits but a rise of wages," p. 118; that "whatever
" raises the wages of labour lowers the profits of stock,"
p. 231; that "high wages invariably affect the em
" ployers of labour by depriving them of a portion of
" their real profits," p.129; that" as the wages oflabour
" fall the profits of stock rise, and they are together always
" of the same value," p. 499, he means by high wages a
large proportion. But when he speaks of the "encou
"ragement which high wages give to the increase of

" population," pp. 88, 361; when he admits, that "on

* " Principles of Political Econ." p. 48-51.
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"an inc-rease of population wages fall," p. 494; he
means by high or low wages a large or small amount.

Mr. M'Culloch has stated, with great clearness, the
difference between proportional wages and real wages,
or wages estimated in money or in quantities of produce.
And he adds, with equal accuracy, " If the productive
" ness of industry were to diminish, proportional wages
" might rise, notwithstanding that real wagest or the
" absolute amount of the produce of industry falling to
" the share of the labourer, might be diminished; and if,
" on the other hand, the productiveness of industry were
" to increase, proportional wages might be diminished,
" while real wages might, at the same time, be increased."
Principles, &c. p. 365. And he generally uses the words
"high and low wages" to express, not a large or small
proportion, but a large or small amount. It is in this
sense that he contrasts (p. 353) the low wages of flindos
tan with the high wages of America. But is this use of
language consistent with his statement (p.322) that the
high wages we pay to our workmen cause low profits?
Or, is it consistent with the inferences drawn by the Com
mittee from his evidence?

Printed by WILLIAM CLOWES, Stamford Street.
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ADVERTISEMENT.

THE following letters to the President of the Board of

Trade, were written, as will appear from internal evi..

del1ce, without any view to the press. A wish for

their publication has, however, been expressed, with

which I have reluctantly complied. My principal

inducement has been Mr. Horner's permission to append

to them l)is valuable cOlnmentary. As to those points

in which we agree, I think that I can scarcely be

wrong. As to those on which Mr. Horner's impres

sions differ from the representations that were made to

me" I feel, of course, great diffidence. But it appears

tome that the cause of truth will be best served by

leaving the statements in my letters unaltered, so that

the reader, with each side of the questibn before him,

will be able to draw his own conclusions.

Now, it will be observed, that the statements ,vhich

are confirnled. by Mr. Horner, are of great practical

importance. Mr. Horner agrees with me in thinking

that a red-uction of the hours of work in cotton factories,
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to ten hours a day, ,vould be attended by the Inost

fatal consequences, and that the evil ,vould fall first

on the working classes. He agrees with me, that the

labour of children and young persons in factories, is

eOlnparat.ively light. He agrees 'with me,-and this is,

perhaps, the rnost niaterial point in the ,vhole dis

cussion,-that 4' on the subject of education, little has

as yet been effected-that in nine cases out of ten, the

instruction given is very little, and the incolupetence'

of the teachers eminently conspicuous." He agrees

with me as to the inconvenience of the present relation

of the superintendent to the inspector. Indeed, he

states, from his own experience, that. until the inspec

tor has a very different control over his assistants

than he possesses at present, the puhI ic service must

be expected to suffer. He agrees with me as to

the hostility of the working classes to the present mea

sure, and as to their hope, by making it intolerable, to

pave the \vay to a ten-hours' bill; and on the necessity

of destroying this hope, and the mischief which it

produces, by a strong' expression on the part of

the legislature, of a determination not to interfere

further with the labour of those who are past child

hood. He agrees with me, that the machinery of the

Factory Act creates both trouble and expense to the

manufacturer. He compares it, indeed, to the code of

excise regulations to which distillers, soap-boilers, and

paper manufacturers are subjected-regulations which

we know to be so mischievous as to render the manufac

t~lrers on \vhom they are inflicted, unable to encounter

the cOlllpetition of the foreign market. These are
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important admissions, and prove not only the absurdity
of imposing any additional restrictions on the cotton
trade, but the necessity, if we wish to render the Fac-

tory Act useful, or even tolerable, of atnending some of

its existing enactments.

The principal subjects on which my informants and

Mr. Horner differ, appear to be these :-Mr. Horner

believes the average annual rate of profit in the cotton

trade, to exceed 10 per cent. He estimates it, indeed,

on the facts stated to me, at 15 per cent., on the sup

position that when my informants stated it at 10 per

cent., they meant 10 per cent., with an additional 5 per

cent. as interest. On the last point Mr. Horner is

mistaken. Being aware that commercial men are in
the habit of distinguishing between interest and profit,

I always, in putting my questions, adverted to that dis

tinction, and stated, that under the term profit I in

cluded interest. Many of the manufacturers on whose

evidence I founded my staten1ent, and many of those

who have subsequently read the letters, remarked to

me, that they themselves estimated their annual profits

at 5 per cent., or even lower, as they thought that 5
per cent. for interest ought to be deducted from them;

but only one has rated theln higher. That one, a

remarkahly successful spinner and.weaver, told me, that

on examining his books for the whole period since he

began the trade, he found that his profits (interest

included,) had amounted annually to 11 per cent. But

with this exception, 10 per cent. was the highest esti

mate given to me. The subject is certainly one of
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great obscurity. Scarcely any lllanufacturer knows

what are his neighbour's profits, or can tell accurately

what are his own. His o\\"n past profit he may indeed

calculate, though even that calculation must adnlit

nlany doubtful elernents; such as the degree in which

his buildings and lnachinery have been deteriorated by

wear and tear, or by the invention of more advantageous

processes. But the rate of his existing profits can

never be more than a matter of rough guess. On the

whole, therefore, in the absence of direct proof, I think

myself justified in holding that 10 per cent., the rate

fixed by the almost unanimous opinion of those whom

I consulted, is at least as near an approximation to

accuracy as can be expected.

Mr. Horner objects to my statement, "that the relay

system appears on the whole, as far as the Manchester

district is concerned, to have failed," and suggests that

I should have spoken more correotly if I had said,

that" the relay system., as far as that district is con

cerned, has not been much acted on." I fear that there

is not much difference between these two statements;

and I say so with great regret, as I fully concur ,vith

Mr. Horner in believing the relay system to be the best

Il10de of reconciling the education of the children with

the productive use of the fixed capital employed. This

is one of nlY reasons for being anxious that the com

plaints of the manufacturers against the machinery of

the Act, as distinguished fronl its substance, should be

carefully considered, and, so far as they are well

founded and remediable, be renloyed. They all stated
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the machinery of the Act to be the great obstacle to the

relay system; they maintained, that with two sets of

children, coming and going at different periods, it was

absolutely impossible to comply with the clauses of the

Act, which respect the entries on the time books, the
certificates of school attendance, and the exclusion

fronl the mill of unemployed children. And they also

stated to me that prosecution for mere formal offences

of this kind, was always hanging over their heads, and

from time to time actually occurring. Mr. Horner de

nies that any such prosecutions have taken place~. On

this matter of fact, my informants and Mr. Horner are
therefore directly at issue. And I have not a shadow

of doubt, that each party believes his own statement to

be the correct one.

Perhaps the discrepancy may be accounted for,

partly by·the circumstance that Mr. Horner can speak

only as to the year that has elapsed since he was trans

ferred to the Manchester district, while my informants

refer to the whole of the three years that have passed

since the Act came into force; partly by the probability

that informations have been threatened which have not

been actually brought; and partly by the probability

that Mr. Horner does not know, or does not carry in

his recollection, all that his sub-inspectors have done.

The evidence of Mr. Edmund Ashworth, and of Mr.

Thomson, (pp. 40 and 41,) is important, as showing

the general opinion on this subject.*

'l\t As this sheet was passing though the press, I received the

following letter from Mr. Edmund Ashworth :-

" Egerton.



l'he last point of difference, or rather of apparent

difference, between Mr. Horner and my informants, to

" Egerton, near Bolton, 6 mo. 5, 1837.

" RESPECTED FRIEND, N. W. SENIOR,

" On my return home I find that our establishment was last week
visited by J. Heathcote, one of Leonard Horner's superintendents
of factories, and we have now received notice of summons before
the magistrates, to answer his charges.

"A.s these cases may serve to illustrate the subject we were
speaking upon when I was in London, I take the liberty of stating
them as briefly as possible.

" It is a well-known regulation, that no child under 13 years of
age is allowed to work in a mill except it have a doctor's certificate
of age, and also a schoolmaster's. certificate of baving attended school
two hours each day. The doctor is appointed by the inspector. In
this case he resides at Bolton, two and a half miles distant from us ;
consequently, as it would be very inconvenient to send every child
that distance to obtain a certificate previous to entering the mill, we
entered into an arrangement with him to call at intervals of a few
weeks, to certify all new comers; he assured us no advantage should
be taken, during these intervals, of children found in the mill on
trial: of these we had four cases; one had only worked two and
a half days.

" It had been the practice of our book-keepers not to enter a child
upon any of our various school and registry books, until it had
obtained a doctor's certificate, viewing that as a preliminary to all
other proceedings; consequently we are charged with ten offences
for these four children, namely: for each child not having a doctor's,
and each a schoolmaster's certificate; then for our registry under
13 years being erroneous, or false; also for those names not being
entered in our registry of all under 18 years of age.

" Although the circunlstance of our being placed i~ this unpleasant
situation has arisen from an arrangement made with us by a servant
of the inspector's, for his own convenience, still we are liable, and,

I believe, shall be convicted.
" There are one or two other cases charged against us; as, for

instance, the certificate of a child being lost, though passed by the
doctor, &c., the particulars of all which, I trust, will be shown on
the trial ;,a newspaper report of which I will send when it occurs.

" The
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which I need advert, respects the practicability of
relieving the mill-owner from the prohibition of em

ploying any child that does not produce proof of

having attended school during the preceding week. I

say apparent difference, because the plan which Mr.

Horner appears to consider the alternative, namely,

that the children should be excluded from factories

until 11 years old, and then, if able to read and write,

be admissible to work for 12 hours a day, is not the

only alternative; and, in fact, is not the alternative

proposed by the manufacturers. My disapprobation

of such a plan as this is as strong as Mr. Horner·s.

No facts have been proved to me, and I do not believe

that any exist, which show that it is proper to keep a

child of 11 years old, for 12 hours a day, in attendance

on the employment, however light, of a factory. The

manufacturers all admitted to me that such a practice

is inconsistent with real education. They do not wish

to extend the present allowance of eight hours' em

ployment. What they propose is, that education,

during the time spent out of the factory, should be

enforced, not by requiring a certificate of mere attend

ance at a place called, hovvever undeserving the name,

a school, but by proof of real proficiency. They believe

" The above will sufficiently confirm my previously expressed
opinion, that we are every day liable to convictions from the errors
or informalities of our clerks or schoolmasters, although we are at
an expense of near 200l. a year to supply the needful means of
observing this absurd and oppressive law.

H I remain, very respectfully, thy friend,

" EDMll ND ASHWORTH.;;
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that such a change will remove one of the principal

obstacles to the relay system, will improve the schools,

will stimulate the exertions of the children, and, what

is perhaps the most important, ,vill remove the indif

ference of the parents.

Kensington, June 8, 1837.



J~ETTERS

FROM MR. SENIOR TO MR. THOMSON

York Hotel, Manchester, Tuesday, March 28, 1887.

My· DEAR SIR,

WE have now been for SOUle time in the centre of the
cotton district. Our principal objects of inquiry have
been the effects of the Factory Regulation Act, as respects
the cotton manufacture, and the consequences which may
be expected from further legislative interference. And as

Lord Ashley's motion is at hand, and will probably be
disposed of before our return, I !hink you may not be
unwilling to hear the results to which we have as yet
come; although, in stating them, I have no doubt that I
shall say much with which you are familiar.

I have always been struck by the difference between
the hours of work usual over the whole world in cotton
factories and in other employments; and did not, until
now, perceive the reasons. It seems to arise from two
causes: first, the great proportion of fixed to circulating
capital, which makes long hours of work desirable; and,
secondly, the extraordinary lightness of the labour, if
labour it can be called. which renders them practicable.
I will take them separately :-

I. I find the usual computation to be that the fixed
capital is in the proportion of four to one to the
circulating; so that if a manufacturer has 50,000l. to
employ, he will expend 40,OOOl. in erecting his rnill, and
filling it with machinery, and devote only 10,0001. to the
purchase of raw material (cotton, flour, and coals) and
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the payment of wages. I find also that the whole capital
is supposed in general to be turned over (or, in other
,yords, that goods are produced and sold representing the
value of the whole capital, together with the Inanufac
turer's pl'ofit) in about a year; in favourable times in
rather less,- in others, such as the present, in rather more.
I find also that the net profit annually derived may be
estimated at ten per cent., some computations placing it
as low as seven and a half, others as high as eleven;
ten I believe to be about the average. But in order to
realize this net profit, a gross profit of rather more
than fifteen per cent. is necessary; for although the
circulating capital, being continually restored to its ori
ginal form of money, may be considered as indestructible,
the fixed capital is subject to incessant deterioration, not
only from "vear and tear, but also from constant tnecha
nical improvements, which in eight or nine years render
obsolete, machinery which when first used was the best
of its kind.

Under the present law, no mill in which persons under
eighteen years ofage are employed (and, therefore, scarcely
any mill at all) can be worked more than eleven and a
half hours a-day, that is, t"velve hours for five days in the
week and nine on Saturday.

Now, the following analysis will show that in a mill so
worked, the whole net profit is derivedfromtkelasthour. I
will suppose a manufacturer to invest 100,0001. :-80,0001.
in his nlill and machinery, and 20,000l. in raw material
and wages. The annual return of that mill, supposing
the capital to be turned once a-year, and gross profits to
be fifteen per cent., ought to be goods worth 115,000l.,pro
duced by the constant conversion and reconversion of the
20,000l. circulating capital, from money into goods and
from goods into nloney, in periods of rather more than two
Inonths. Of this 115,0001. each of the twenty-three half
hours of ,york produces 5-115ths, or one twenty-third. Of
these 23-23ds, (constituting the \vhole 115,000l.) twenty,
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that is to say, 100,0001. out of the 115,0001., Silllply re-
. place the capital-one twenty-third (or 5,000l. out of the

1 J5,0001.), makes up for the deterioration of the mill
and machinery. The renlaining 2-23ds., that is, the last
two of the twenty-three half hours of every day, produce
the net profit of ten per cent. If, therefore, (prices re
maining the same,) the factory could be kept at work thir
teen hours instead of eleven and a half, by an addition of
about 2,600l. to the circulating capital, the net profit
would be more than doubled. On the other hand, if the
hours of working were reduced by one hour per day
(prices remaining the same), net profit would be de
stroyed-if they were reduced by an hour and a half,
even gross profit would be· destroyed. The circulating
capital would be replaced, but there would be no fund to
compensate the progressive deterioration of the fixed
capital.

And it is to be remarked, that there are many causes
now at work tending to increase the proportion of fixed
to circulating capital. The principal, perhaps, is the
tendency of mechanical in1provement to throw on ma
chinery more and more of the work of production. The
self-acting mule is a very expensive machine; but it
dispenses with the services of the most highly paid
operatives-the spinners. It has acquired, indeed, the
SOb1·iquet of "the Cast Iron Spinner." Though of re
cent introduction, we found it employed in a large pro
portion of the principal factories. At Orrell's splendid
factory, we found a new blower enabling three persons
to do the work of four. At Birley's, we found prepara
tion making for a newly invented process, by which the
wool was to be conveyed direct from the willow to· the
blowing machine, without requiring, as it now does, a
whole set of work-people for that purpose. At Bolling'
ton, we found a new machine, which transfers the sliver
direct fron1 the cards to the drawing-frame, and thus dis
penses with another class of attendants. At another
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place, we found a weaving process, on a vast scale, dif
fering from all others that we observed during our tour.
And at Stayley Bridge we found a factory nearly finished,
covering two acres and a half of ground, with buildings
only one story high, (that is, ground floor and first floor,)
-so that on each floor the whole operations will be car
ried on in one vast apartment or gallery, forming the four
sides of a quadrangle, each side 450 feet long; thus
saving all the labour employed in mounting or descending.
Each of these five last improvenlents is recent,~so recent,
indeed,as not to~have been as yet copied by other esta
blishments. One of them, the new weaving process, is
still kept so secret, that we were allowed to visit it only
as a special favour, and on the prolnise of not revealing
its nature. And the effect of everyone of thenl is to
increase fixed, and diminish circulating capital.

Another circumstance, producing the same effect, is the
improvement of the means of transport, and the consequent
diminution ofthe stock ofraw material inthemanufacturer's
hands waiting for use. Formerly, when coals and cottOJl
came by water, the uncertainty and irregularity of sup
ply forced him to keep on hand t\VO or three months'
consumption. Now, a railway brings it to him week by
week, or rather day by day, from the port or the mine.

Under such circumstances, I fully anticipate that, in a
very few years, the fixed capital, instead of its present
proportion, will be as 6 or 7 or even 10 to 1 to the
circulating; and, consequently, that the motives to long
hours of work will become greater, as the only means by
which a large proportion of .fixed capital can be made
profitable. "When a labourer," said Mr. Ashworth to
me, "lays down his spade, he renders useless, for that
period, a capital worth eighteen pence. When one of
our people leaves the mill, he renders useless a capital
that has cost 1001."

2d. The exceeding easiness of cotton-factory labour.
renders long hours of work practicable. With the ex-
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ception of the mule. spinners, a very small portion of the
operatives, probably not exceeding 12 or 15,000 in the
whole kingdom, and constantly diminishing in number,
the work is merely that of watching the machinery, and
piecing the threads that break. I have seen the girls
who thus attend standing with their arms folded during
the whole time· that I stayed in the room-others sewing
a handkerchief or sitting down. The work, in fact, is
scarcely equal to that of a shopman behind a counter in
a frequented shop-mere confinement, attention, and at
tendance.

Under these circumstances, cotton factories have
always been·· worked for ·very long hours. From thir
teen to fifteen, or even sixteen hours, appear to be the
usual hours· per day abroad. OUf own, at their com
mencement, were kept going the whole twenty-four hours.
The difficulty of cleaning and repairing the machinery,
and the divided responsibility-arising from the necessity
of employing a double staff of overlookers, book-keepers,
&c. have nearly put an end to this practice; but until
Hobhouse's Act reduced them to sixty-nine, our factories
generally worked from seventy to eighty hours per week.
Any 'plan, therefore, which should reduce the present
comparatively short hours, must either destroy profit, or
reduce wages to the Irish standard, or raise the price of
the commodity, by an amount which it is not easy for
me to estimate.

The estimate in the paper, signed by the principal
fine spinners, is, that it would raise prices by 16 per cent.
That,the increase of price would be such as to occasion,
even in the home market, a great diminution of con
sumption, I have· no doubt; and froln all that I read and
hear, on the subject of foreign competition, I believe that
it would, in a great measure, exclude us from the foreign
market, which now takes off three-fourths of our annual
production.

It must never be forgotten, that in manufactures, with
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every increase of the quantity produced, the relative
expense of productionis diminished-and, which is the
same thing, that with every dilnil1ution of production,
the relative expense of production is increased. If only
ten watches were produced in a year, it is probable, that
a watch would cost 1DOl. If there were an annual
demand for 10,000,000 of watches, they would not, in all
probability, cost a guinea a-piece. And this general
law applies more and rnore forcibly, in proportion as the
manufacture in question employs more expensive Ina
chinery and a greater division 9f labour: to the cotton
manufacture, therefore, beyond all others. Up to the
present time, production and cheapness have increased
together. The yarn that cost forty shillings a pound
when we consumed only 10,000,000 of pounds of cotton,
now, when we consume 280,000,000, costs two shillings.
Increase of price, and diminution of consumption, will
therefore act and re-act on one another., Every increase
of price will further diminish consumption; and every
further diminution of consurnptionwill occasion an in
creased relative cost. of production, and consequently a
further increase of price. First will go the foreign
market-already in a precarious state, and, once lost,
irrecoverable; since, according to the law to which I
have referred, the more our rivals produce,-the wider the
markets ,vhieh are opened to their competition, in conse
quence of the rise of English prices,-the cheaper they
will be able to produce. This again, by diminishing the
quantity produced at horne, will increase its relative cost
of production; and that again will increase prices, and
diminish consumption ;-until I think I see, as in a map,
the succession of causes which may render the cotton
Ina.nufactures of England mere matter of history.

.I have no doubt, therefore, that a ten hours' bill would
be utterly ruinous. And I do not believe that any
restriction whatever, of the present hours of work, could
be safely made.
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To-morrow, or·the next day, I \v.iHendeavour to give
you the resu~t of our inquiries as to the working of the
present Act. I

Ever yours,

N. lV. SENIOR.
Tlie Right Non. Cltarles P8ulett Thomson,

ttc. ~c. 4"c.

York Hotel, Manchester, April 2, 1837..

My DEAR SIR,

I NOW proceed to give you the result of our inquiries
as to the operation of the Factory Aet.

In considering that Act, care must be taken to distin
guish between its substance' and its mackiner:lJ.

1st. The 8ubstance iS J that, in factories, children under
nine years of age shall not be employed at all, and those
under thirteen not for more than eight hours a-day; and
t.hat they shall pass two hours a-day in school. The
hours of working, except on Saturday, being twelve, it
was supposed that by me'aus of relays, the services of
children might be obtained for the whole twelve hours.

2d. The machillery consists of enactments, that no
child under thirteen shall be allowed to remain in a
factory without a certificate of age from a surgeon, nOl·
for more tnan eight hours a-day, nor without a certificate
of its having attended sc'hool for twelve hours in the
preceding week; and also in the appointment of inspec
tors, empowered to. issue regulations and visit factories,
and superintendents or sub-inspectors acting under their
direction, and empowered to enter all school-rooms and
counting-houses, but not those parts of a factory in which
manufacturing processes are carried on.

The relay system appears on the whole, as far as til is
district is concerned, to have failed. Of the factories
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that we visited, only four employ it. Three of these are
situated in country villages, and the number of children
in the 'vhole four is small, being only 243 put of 4,800
operatives, or about I-20th. The objections urged were,
in some places, the difficulty of obtaining children, and
in all, the constant trouble and difficulty of making correct
entries in the time-books, the exposure to disgrace and
loss from the penalties inflicted for unavoidable errors,
and the disturbance arising froIH a change of hands in
the middle of work.

On the otlJer hand, the fear that all the children under
thirteen would be ever~lJwhere dismissed has proved vain.
Of the factories that we have inspected, four only have
adopted that course, the saIne number as that of those
who employ relays.

The usual plan is to employ one set of children for the
first eight hours of the day, and to get on as well as may
be during the remaining four without them.

rrhe consequences' are-
1st. Loss to the parents who have children under

thirteen, by the non-employment of those under nine, and
by the reduced wages of those between ten and thirteen.

2d. Loss to the ope.ratives who are, the direct employ
ers of the children as their assistants, first, by their having
to employ more assistants above thirteen and at higher
wages, and secondly, by their being able to get through less
work after they lose the assistance of the younger children.

3d. Loss to the mil1~owner, whose produce during
the last four hours of each day is diminished in quantity,
and deteriorated in quality, and who has sometimes to
repay to his operatives a part of their loss.

The gainers are the children above thirteen, whose
wages have risen, and the children under thirteen, so far
as they are better educated and have less fatigue than
before.

As to the value of this gain, however, as far asedu..
cation is concerned, I am sceptical. If good schools and
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tl g'ood system of instruction were established, no doubt
much could be learned in the two hours a-day of com
pulsory schooling.

But those portions of the bill which provided for the
establishluent of schools having been thrown ont· by
the Lords, the school appears to be generally rather a
place for· detaining and annoying the ch ildren than of
real instruction. Instead of the vast and airy apartments
ofa well-regulated factory, they are kept in ,a small, low,
close rOOln; and instead of the light work, or rather
attendance, of a factory, which really is not more
exercise than a child voluntarily takes, they have to sit on
a form, supposed to be studying a spelling-book. We
found a universal statement that the children could not
be got into the school except by force; that they tried
every means to remain in the factory, or, if excluded, to
rrunble over the fields or the streets.

It may easily be supposed that the operatives are
outrageous against this state of things. Their original
object was to raise the price of their ow:n labour. For
this purpose the spinners, \vho form, asI stated in my first
letter, a very small (about I-20th) but a powerful body
among them, finding that they could not obtain a .limita.
tion of the hours of work to ten by combination, tried
to effect it through the legislature. They knew that
Parliament would not legislate for adults. They got
up therefore a frightful, and (as far as we have heard
and seen) an utterly unfounded picture of the ill treat
ment of thechildl'en, in the hope that the legislature
would restrain all persons under 18 years old to ten
h.ours, which they knew would, in fact, restrict the labour
of adults to the same period. The Act having not only
defeated this attempt, but absolutely turned it against
them,-having, in fact, increased their labour and dimi
uished their pay,-they are far more vehement for a ten
hours' bill than before, and are endeavouring by every
means to imp.ede the working of the existing Act, and to
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render its enactment!J vexatious or nugatory. We hear
eveJ'ywhere of their conspiring to entrap the masters into
penalties, by keeping the children too long in the mill,
by keeping them from school, and by all the petty annoy
ances by which trouble can be created.

V\Tith respect to the l1zasters, we have found them, with
only two exceptions, favourable to the substance of the
Act. They maintain, indeed, that the long hours of
attendance did not injure the health of the children,
provided the work-rooms were sufficiently ventilated:
a thing which may be accomplished by the mere addition
of a fan, worked by the engine with little trouble or ex
pense,and, as we felt at Ashton's and Ashworth's, with per
fect success. They maint.ain also that the factory children
were not worse educated, indeed were better educated,
than the children employed in other trades: andthey com
plain that they alone are selected to be charged with the
education of their dependants. But they admit that em
ployment, however light, for twelve hours a-day, nlust
prevent education. They are, as far as we have seen,
\vithout any exception, most earnest that their work-people
should be educated ; and they are ready, for that purpose,
to submit to their being restricted, while under thirteen,
to eight hours a-day of employment ; but they do com
plain most bitterly of the machinery of the Act.

1st. They complain of the clauses by which a :naster
nlay be called before the magistrates, exposed, and fined,
" for overworking a child," because a child has remained
a minute too long within the walls of the mill from heed
lessness, or from dislike of being turned out in the snow,
or perhaps as part of a conspiracy to make the act in
tolerable.

2d. They object to being liable to be accused, con
victed, and fined, "for making false entries in the time
book," because one of 80 children has one day come at
half-past eight and gone at half-past four, instead of com
ing' at eight and going at four, the hours fixed for it; and
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entered in the time-book, on the suppositi'onthat ~hey 11ad
been adhered to. It is to avoid this danger that the relay
system has generally been unattelnpted or disused.

3d. They object to being convicted and fined" for
neglecting the education of the children," because they
have been unable to force a child to school, or have al
lowed one to work without a regular certificate of school
attendance. They say that the children will work, and
will not go to llclzool; and that the mill-owner, whose
time is filled with other things, cannot employ it in pre
venting eighty urchins from truancy.

Under such circumstances, we found, in some of the
best regulated establishments, the forms of the Act in this
last respect systematically disregarded; the master, re
lying on his general high character, and not fearing to be
suspected of having intentionally violated its substance.
Others, ho\vever, were in con~tant anxiety lest it should
be infringed; and others we found in a state of absolute
exasperation at the convictions which had been obtained
against them while they were most diligently endeavour
ing to carry it into effect.

The same may be said as to the clauses which
render the remaining of a ch ild in a factory, without proof
of its employment, conclusive evidence of its being over
worked. In some mills, indeed in most, this is adhered
to. The children are turned into the fields, or the streets,
whatever be the weather, the instant the hour begins to
strike. In others again it is systematically violated.
Care is taken that they shall not work, but they are al
lowed to ren1ain. But this again can be done with
tolerable safetyt only by a master \\.ho feels that he can
not be suspected of real miscond uct, though he nlay be
convicted and fined for noncompliance with forllls.

4th. They complain of the power of the -inspectors to
issue regulations, V\Thich, after having been twice pub
lished in a county paper, become laws. They say, that
regulations; lllinute and troublesolue, are suddenly issued
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and suddenly altered or withdrawn; that the:r are not
easily- comprehended, and, by-the titnethey have been
understood, are revoked.

5th. They com plain of the constant recurrence of Par
liamentary interference. They are tired of having to
COnle to town, canvass and expostulate every y.ear,in
order to keep off a- ten bours" bill; or some other equally
wild proposal. They say, that if they can once be surethat
they shall haye nothing worse tban the present Act, they
shall endeavour to work it, and believe that it may be
made to work well; but that any further restrictions will
be ruinous, and that even the fear of them is most mis
chievous.

It will appear from this statement, that the Govern
ment is not likely to be much troubled by demands from
t.he manufacturers- for improvements in th.e Factory Act~

Tbe manufacturer is tired of regulations-what he asks is
tranquillity-implora pace. But, if alter-ationsare to be
made, the· following are those which have been suggested
to us:-

1st. Tbat Government shall provide schools, and,. at
least, tolerable teachers. At present there ,seem to be
none that deserve the name, exeepta few whom some
opulent and enligh.tened min-owners, such as the Gregs,
Ashton, and Ashworth, have established themselves.

2d. That the duty offorcing the children to be educated,
shall be transferred from· the mill-owner to the parent;
or (which they, with one exception, prefer} that educa
-tion shall be enforced only by making a certain amount of
it a preliminary to employment-byenactin~,for instance,
that after a given time no child shalll)'eadtnitted:to- afac
tory till it can read, or be allowed- to work full time until
it can read and write fluently.

3d. That the mill-owner shall be punishable only for
substantial, not for mere formal, violations of the law.
That he shall no longer be liable to be fined and dis
graced as a violator of the law, for an incorrect entry in
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a time..book, inadvertently made by hisbook·keeper, or
because a child has stayed in the mill five minutes too
long, in order to tie a shoe, or warm itself by the stove.

4th. That some control shall be exercised over the
promulgation ofl"ules by the inspectors; sonle appeal
from their regulations, and so·me better mode of publish..
ing them.

These seem to be all their w.ishes; and I must say,
that they appear to me to be re'asonable. The first .ap
pears to be the most important; and I only repeat my
own words on the Poor Law Report when I say, that the
nlostpressing duty now incumbent on the Government is,
to provide for the religious and moral education. of the
people. In fact, the Factory Act, by driving many chil
dren into other employments, makes the expediency of
adopting a general system of education for all children
even more urgent than . it was before. " What are you
doing here 1" said Mr. Ashton to a little. fellow, whom
he found in one of his coal-mines. "Working in mine,
till I am old enough to go into factory."

The general impression on us all as to the effects of
factory labour has been unexpectedly favourable. The
factory work-people inthe country districts are the plump
est, best clothed, and healthiest looking persons .of the
labouring class that I have ever seen. The girls, espe
cially, are far more, good-looking. (and good looks are fair
evidence of health· and spirits) than the daughters ofagr.i
cultural laboure.rs. The wages earned per family are
more than double those of the south. We examined at
Egerton three of the Bledlow pauper migrants. Being
fresh- to the trade, they cannot be v.ery expert; yet one·
family earned 11. ]9s. od. ; another, 2/. 13s. 61/. ; and the
other, It. 168. per week. At Hyde we, saw another_
They had six children, under 13; and yet the earnings' of
the father and two elder children were30s. a week. All
these families liye in ,holl$es, to which a Gloucestershire
cottage would be a mere out-bouse. And not only ara
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factory wages high, but, what is Inore important, the
employment is constant. Nothing, in fact, except the
strikes of the work-people themselves, seems to interrupt it"
Even now, '\vhen thehand-loonl weavers and lacernakers
are discharged by thousands, the factory operatives are
in full employ. This is one of the consequences of
the great proportion of fixed capital, and the enor....
mous loss which follows its standing idle for a single
day. Nothing can exceed the absurdity of the lament
ation over the children as h crowded in factories:'
Crowding in a factory is physically impossible. The
lnachinery occupies the bulk of the space; the persons
who have to attend to it are almost too distant to con....
verse. Birley's weaving room, covering an acre of
ground, had not space among the looms for more than
170 persons. Bailey's factory, covering two acres and
a half, one story high, and therefore, taking together
the ground-floor and first..floor, containing five acres of
apartment, was to be worked by about 800 operativeR,
,vhich gives more than J5 yards square to each. I only
wish that my work.,;room in Soutbalnpton Buildings had
as much space, in proportion to the people in it.

rrhe d iflerence in appearance when you conle to th.e
Manchester operatives is striking; they are sallow and
thinner. But when I went through their habitations in
Irish Town, and Ancoats, and' Ifittle Ireland, my only
wonder was that tolerable health could be maintained by
the inlnates of such houses. These towns, for such they
are in extent and population, have been erected by small
speculators with an utter disregard to every thing except
immediate profit. A carpenter and a briQklayer club to
buy a patch of ground, and cover it with what they caB
houses. In one place we saw a whole street following
the course of a ditch, in order to have deeper cellars
(cellars for people, not for lunJber) without the expense
of excavation. Not a house in this street escaped cholera.
And generally speaking throughout these suburbs the
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streets are unpaved, with a dunghill or a pond in the
111iddle; the houses built back to back, without ventilation
or drainage; and whole families occupy each a corner of
a cellar or of a garret. A -good Building Act,· strictly
enforced, might give health not only to the factories but
to the whole population. We tried, indeed, an experi.
ment as to the comparative appearance of diH'erent classes

of the Manchester population. We went last Sunday to
the great Sunday-school in Bennett-street, where we
found about 300 girls in one large room. We desired
first all the carders to stand up alone, then all the piecers,
then all the· reelers, and so on through the various de
partments. Then we desired all those not employed
in factories to stand up; then all those eluployed in
factories; and on each of these trials not one of us could
perceive the least difference between the apparent health
of the different classes of factory children, or between the
children employed. in factories and those not so employed.

We inquired very sedulously as to the mode in which
Mr. HQrner has carried out the Act; and the testimony
was generally, I may almost say unaniul0usly, favourable.
The mill-owners are angry. indeed, at his last report, and
nlost vehemently opposed to his dernand for further
powers, and for authority to his superintendents to enter
the mills;- but, notwithstanding this, they agree that he
has performed his very difficult duties mildly and judi-
ciously. Ever yours,

N. W. SENIOR.

P.S.-On looking back at this letter I see that I have
omitted one point which was earnestly pressed on us,
namely, that the superintendents should be appointed by
the inspector, and removable by him; and the inspector
made responsible for their conduct. Under the present
system they may, and I believe often do, pull different
ways.

The Right Hort. Charles Poulett Thomson,
~c. ~c. cfc.
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My DEAR SIR,
I MUST own that I aln somewhat alarmed at the

rumours that the Government propose to render the
Factory Act more stringent, in compliance with Mx.
Horner's requisitions.

Those requisitions are two:-
1st. That magistrates who are mill-owners, or have

some property in mills, or who are by trade or near
relationship connected with factories, should not sit on
the bench on prosecutions connected with offences under
the Act.

2d. That the sub-inspectors or superintendents should
have free access, without asking permission, to every part
of a factory.

1st. The first of these proposed enactments would
exclude from the bench on factory questions, all manu
facturers or comlnercial. men; for who is there among
them, in the manufacturing districts, who is not by trad~

or near relationship connected with factories? It would
therefore leave the enforcement of the Act to the clergy
and country gentlemen,-classes generally opposed to the
mill-owners in habits and politics. and without practical
knowledge of the system in the working of which they
would have to interfere. This might not, perhaps, be of
great importance if the offences on which they would have
to adjudicate were substantial offences. If wilful over
working a child, wilful false entries, or wilful obstructions
of education were the punishable acts, the adjlldication
might, perhaps, be safely left with the country gentle.men;
but as the Act is worded, the offences may be mere
formal ones. They may be the permitting a child to
remain too long in a mill, or an inadvertent error in one
among 1000 entries; or non-compliance with the educa
tion clauses, with which Mr. I-lorner himself declares
that "in many cases strict con1pliance is nearly inlprac-
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ticable." If for such offences as these the judge is to be
a person without sympathy for the accused, or knowledge
of the difficulty, I fear that provisions now severely vex
atious may become almost intolerable.

2d. The free admission of the sub-inspectors would,
however, be still more opposed. The" personel" of a
large factory ig a machine as complieated rig its u· ma.te
riel," and is, I think, on the whole, the great triumph of
Sir R. Arkwright's genius. In such an establishment from
700· to 1400 persons, of all ages and both sexes, almost
all working by· the piece, and earning wages of every
amount· between two shillings and forty shillings a-week,
are engaged in producing one ultinlate effect, which is
dependent on their combined exertions. Any stoppage,
even any irregularity in one department, deranges the
whole. A strict and almost superstitious discipline is
necessary to keep this vast instrument going for a single
day. Now how, ask the mill-owners, could this discipline
be kept up, if the sub-inspectors were at liberty to walk
over our establishments at all hours; listen to the conl
plaints and jealousies of all our servants, and at their in
stigation· summon us a.s criminals before the nlagistrates ?
Could the discipline, they ask, of a regiment or of a ship
be carried on, if we had sub-inspectors of regiments, with
power to ask all the privates for grievances, and summon
their officers for penalties?

I firmly believe that if this enactment is carried, the
following will be the consequences :-

1st. That a considerable number of the educated and
intelligent mill-owners, that is, of those who have the
sensibilities of gentlemen, will cease to follow their occu
pation within the British Islands.

We have already found one who is preparing, if such
a clause is passed, to form an establishment in the Tyrol;
and others have told us that they shall resist it by main
fOl~ce. This was probably an idle menace ; but it 'shows
the degree of irritation that·the mere proposal has excited.
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2d. That from a large proportion of the Mills, the
children under thirteen will be excluded, and forced,
therefore, into other employments, unprotected by any
regulations whatever.

I mentioned in my foriner letter, that this has already
been done to some extent. And it is remarkable, that of
the four establishments seen by us, which have adopted
this lnanner of escaping from the Act, three,-that is
to say, Lambert Hoole and Jackson's, Cheetham

1

s
new mill, and Orrell's,-are of first-rate magnitude.
A very slight additional pressure, occurring too at a
time of diminished manufacturing activity, would render
it prevalent.-Mr. Horner disbelieves the probability
of such an event, because "it cuts off the future sup
"ply of useful hands; as children, to be profitable to
"their employer, must begin to learn their trade at a
"lunch earlier age than thirteen." I agree as to this
fact,-but not as to the inference. A manufacturer who
excludes children under thirteen, may still carryon his
business with work-people ,vho acquired their skill under
the old regulations, or with a supply from other mills.
Some years hence, the evil may be great, and may be
irremediable ;-but, by that time, the manufacturer in
question may have quitted business.

3d. I fear a very dangerous state of feeling among
the work-people. I need not tell you, that we are
approaching a season of great difficulty. Excessive
shipments have injured the Asiatic market,-internal
supply, the continental,-and financial embarrassment,
the American. Already the lllanufacturers complain of
c1ill1inished or suspended dem'ands, are holding stocks,
and talking of working short time. If the dense and
ignorant population of the manufacturing districts, trained
in combinations, and accustomed to high wages, is partly
thrown out of "vork, and the remainder reduced in in~

COlnc, scenes of violence may follow, which may frighteu
away capital, already having a tendency to emigrate.
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On the whole, the result of my tour has been a mixture
of pain and pleasure. I have seen a vast, well paid,
thriving, and apparently happy population. But I see,
impending over that population, calamities which may
be, and I hope will be averted-but which will inevi
tably fall on them, if the suggestions of those who call
themselves their friends are· even partially followed.

To enforce ventilation and drainage, and give means
and motives to education, seems to me all that can be
done by positive enactment.

Ever yours,

N. W.·SENIOR.

The Right Hon. Charles Poulett Thomson,
~c. ~c. ~c.



Leeds, May 23, 1837.

FROM MR. HORNER TO MR~ SENIOR.

My DEAR SIR,
I A 1\1 very much oblig'ed to you for allowing me to see your

letters to Mr. Thomson, on the Factory Act; and as you bid
me criticise them freely and fully, I will avail myself of tbe
privilege, because I think you have come to some wrong con
elusions; and if I succeed in convincing you that they are .so,
an important step will be gained in the right consideration of
the Factory q llestion.

I concur in all you say, as to the importance of interCering as
little as possible with the productive powers of the fixed capital;
you have placed that in a very clear point of view. Every
minute of the twenty-fouf hours that it stands idle. beyond the
tinle req uired to repair and keep the machinery in efficient
working state, is obviously so much dead loss, and by so much
i'nereases the cost of production; nothing, therefore, can justify
legislative interference, except an overruling necessity con..
nected with the welfare of the living heings who work the
machinery. That necessity, so far as regards children, was,
tQ my mind, clearly established by the Factory Inquiry; for it
was proved beyond dispute, that a lar~e number of children,
not free agents, but compelled to work a~ their parents, who
had the disposal of their labour, chose to agree to, were em
ployed for a greater number of hours ill the day, than was COil..

Ristent either with their having a fair chance of growing up in
full health and strength,-the working man's capital,-or with
an opportunity of receiving a suitable education. The latter dis
advantage is so clear, that no one who has fairly considered
the subject now hesitates to admit it. Independently of all
higher considerations, antI to put the necessity of properly edu
cating the children of the working classes on its lowest footing,
it is loudly called for, as a matter of police, to prevent a multi
tude of immoral and vicious beings, the offspring of ignorance,
from growing up around us, to be a pest and nuisance to
society; it is necessary t in order to render the great body of
t~e working classes governable by reason; and it is prudent
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to educate them, for the purpose of developing and cultivating
their natural faculties, and of thereby adding to the productive
powers of the country.

But no education tbat will have much influence on the moral
character can be got without a long continued attendance at
school, and at that time of the day when the mind of the child
is fresh, and not fatigued by previous confinement and labour;
for otherwige good ha.bits will not be fixed: tberefore the hours
of work of children in factories ought.,not to exceed eight daily;
and I do not think that the moral training of the child can be
rightly accomplished, unless it continues to attend a well-taught
school until it has attained its thirteenth year. Length of at
tendance at school is the more necessary for the children of the
lower orders, because they are cut off from those opportunities
of moral and intellectual cultivation, which the children of the
more wealthy classes enjoy, from the conversation of educated
persons around them. But this principle is applicable not to
factories only t but to all trades in which infant labour is resorted
to; and it ought to be applied in every case where the children's
labour can be regulated by a law which, with reasonable paius,
can be carried into effect.

I agree with you in thinking that a limitation of the hours of
labour of persons above the age of childhood, to any thing
less than twelve hours a day, is uncalled for, they being free
agents; and that a reduction of the hours of work in Cotton
Factories to ten hours a day, would be attended with the most
fatal consequences; and which would first be felt by the work
iug classes.

I admit that the labour of children and young persons in
Cotton Factories- is comparatively light, in so far as Dluscular
exertions are concerned; but there cannot be a question that,
on the average, children who work eight hours only, and get
fresh air and exercise for two hours daily, and in day-light,
must grow up more healthy and strong than those confined
to the factory for twelve hours; and who, for a great part of
the year, go to and leave the mill in the dark.

I am not clear as to the accuracy of your statement on 'the
rate of profit in the cotton trade. It is very possible that. at
the particular time of your inquiry, ten per cent. may have
been the average net profit, on spinning, coarse and fine, and
power-loom weaving; but the vast fortunes which have been
made in the course of a few years, and ill so great anumber of
instances, in all parts of the country where the cotton manufacture
is carried on to any extent, by men who began without a
shilling, and entirely on borrowed capital, for which they had
to pay a heavy interest, prove to my mind that the average rate
of net profit, in any period qf jive years since the cotton trade
rose into consequence, must have greatly exceeded ten per
cent. in well-managed factories. The statements of people
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engaged in trude, as to their profits, especially where a com
plicated process of manufacture makes it dimcu It for us to
verify them, must be received with great caution: their object
always is to show for how little they work. They take a large
margin, in their estiinates of the cost of production, for tear and
wear, of machinery, &c. bad debts, and sundry possible contin
gencies; and they prudently take care to keep themselves quite
safe in their calculations. Besides, in the cotton manufacture,
five per cent. for interes.t on outlay is, I believe, invariably
added as a part of the cost of production, before they speak of
profit; and therefore that source of income is over and above
the ten per cent. you state, unless I am greatly mistaken.

Factory Act.

I regret that your opportunities of inquiry as to the working
of the Act were not more extensive; because, if they had
been so, I am firmly persuaded that you would have come to
conclusions in several respects different from those you have
formed. I know some of tbe persons from whom you derived
your information, and I trace their opinions in your letters,
because they have been again and again expressed to myself.
It was very natural that you should be disposed to listen with
attention to their statements, for they are able, good, and
benevolent men; and they have done much to improve the
moral condition and add to the comforts of their work-people.
But you were not sufficiently well prepared to cross-examine
them, and to test the soundness of their reasoning, by an
acquaintance with the iuternal economy of nliHs, and by
an appeal to facts at variance with their opinions, of which
I could produce many. Some of them, at least, I know
to be men of a warm temperament and of a proud spirit,
who wish to have their own way of doing good, and who
kick against any attempt to force theln to do good in any other
way. Some were sore from having been fined: they were pro
ceeded against, not for acts of inadvertence, but for doing that
which their neighbours did not do, and which they might easily
have avoided, if tbey had taken a little pains, and had been
actuated by a disposition somewhat more submissive to a law,
which they knew tbe inspector had received strict orders to
enforce; full warning having been given to thern by public
advertisement, and by direct communication from myself. I
allude to some for whom you know me to entertain great
respect, and of whose benevolent exertions for their people
I have spoken to you and others with the highe~t praise. 'fhe
statements of these gentlemen are to be received, therefore,
with an allowance: the most honest men sometimes view things
through a medium which distorts the truth.

Another circumstance does not appear to have been suffi·
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ciently considered by you. The law was not passed for such
mills as those of Messrs. Greg and Co., at Bollington, Messrs.
Ashworths, at Turton, and lVlr.Thomas Ashton, at Hyde: had
all factories been conducted as theirs are, and as many others
I could name are, there would probably have been no legislative
interference at any time. But there are very many mill-owners
whose standard of morality is low, whose feelings are very
obtuse, whose governing principle ig to make mon~y, 9.nd who
care not a straw fer the children, so as they turn them well to
money account. These men cannot be controlled by any other
force than the strong arm of the law; and the Gregs, and
Ashworths, and Ashtons, and others like them, must consider
that the Act, and the rules and regulations issued under its
authority, have been framed to check the evil practices of those
who have brought discredit upon the trade; and they must sub
mit to. some inconveniences in order that their less scrupulous
neighbours may be controlled. If these gentlemen were dis
tillers, or soap-boilers, or paper-makers, they would not, I am
very sure, knowingly rob the revenue of a shilling; but would
they, on account of their high character, be listened to for a
moment, if they were to complain of the trouble of keeping
books, and observing regulations ordered by the commissioners
of excise, or were to demonstrate against being subjected to the
indignity of a public officer entering their premises without their
leave? And if such restra\nts are indispensable for the sake of
the revenue, ought they not to be subnlitted to with cheerfulness
when the sole object of the interference is toimprove the condi
tion of thousands of children, and therefore ultimately, that of
the whole factory population of the United Kingdom? If the
restrictions do cause a reduction in some degree of present
profit, by raising the wages of children, is there not the most
well-grounded reason to expect that that outlay will, in the end,
return with interest, by their having a more moral and intelligent
set of work-people, who will be more regular in their attendance,
will take better care of the machinery, and be less apt to be
misled ioto strikes; and that thus there will be less interruption
to the productive powers of the fixed capital, the great point
to be aimed at, as you so clearly demonstrate?

You st~te, that " the relay system appears on the whole,
as far as this district is concerned, to have failed." If you
had said that it has not been much acted upon, as far as
that district is concerned, the state.inent would not have been
liable to be misunderstood, as it is in the way you put it;
for, in so far as the practicability of the system. is. con
cerned, the experiment has not only not failed, but has.. in
my opinion, succeeded beyond what its most sanguine advo
cates could' have anticipated, considering the many obstacles
it has had to contend with. It was to be expected ·that, for a
time at least, a system which at first occasions some trouble,
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would not be adopted unless from necessity; and up to the
present day, in such populous places as Manchester, Stockport,
Ashton, and Staly Bridge, there has been comparatively little
scarcity of children certified to be 13 years of age. From the
great imperfection of the Act, in all that relates to the euact..
ments for the determination of the flges of the children, it is
impossible for the inspector to check the most palpable frauds,
and to prevent the admission of children. to work full time, long
before they are 13 years of age. I have tried various checks,.
but with very partial success; and I am persuaded that fully
one-half of the children now working under surgeons" certificates
of thirteen, are in fact not more than twelve, many not more
than eleven years of age. Until this defect in the fundamental
part of the Act be remedied, tbe object of the law will, to a great
extent, be defeated. Had it not been for this facility of finding
children nominally of thirteen years of age in the above named
places, I have little doubt that the relay system would have been
much more extensively in operation. In every instance which
has come to my knowledge, where it has been fairly tried, it
has succeeded. But I have entered so fully into this subject in
my Reports, that I cannot do better than refer you to them;
and I rest the proof of what I assert, upon what I have there
stated, and on the special return I made to the H@use of Com
mons on the 6th of the present month. I shall quote a few
passages from those Reports.

H The factory where the relay system is in operation on the
largest scale in my district, is at the cotton works of Messrs..
Finlay and Co., at Deanston, near Doune, in Perthshire. This
factory is on a great scale, the water power being equal to
300 horses, and 800 persons being employed, of whom 442 are
under eighteen years of age. Mr. Smith, the able and enlight
ened resident partner of the establishment, is a zealous advocate
for the limitation of the hours of the children, and for the en
forcement of their attendance on school; and immediately upon
the Act coming into operation, he adopted the relay system.
He has now 106 children under eleven years of age working
upon that plan, and attending school for at least two hours a day
for six days out of the seven in each week. I visited the works
on the 18th of June, and conversed with Mr. Smith, and with
two of his overseers, in ol'der to ascertain how the plan was
working after a four months' trial. The account I recei ved
was, that at first there was some awkwardness,. but that the
difficulties were overcome, and the plan was going on smoothly,
without inconvenience of any sort to the business of the fac
tory."-Report of21st July, 1824, p. 11•.

I saw Mr. Smith in London a month ago, when he informed
me that the relay system has been going on at their factory un·
interruptedly since he began it, more than three years ago, and
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that he is more and more convinced of its practicability and
advantages.

"The prejudices that exist against the system of so work
ing with relays of children are, however, beginning to give
way: and the assurances which I have been able to give of the
success of that plan, in every instance where it has been fairly
tried, have overcome the reluctance to adopt it in many cases.
'There are now sixty...five mills in my district, where it is in
operation; some upon an extensiveJ but in general upon a small
.scale = the total number of children so working by relays being
776, by my last returns. More would have adopted the system,
but for a strong expectation that the law is to be altered, and
that it would therefore be better to wait for some time before
they make the change in their works, and incur any expense
about schools."--"-R'eport 24.th of February, 1836, p. 13.

f' These arguments in favour of the relay system are not
theoretical speculations, but the results of experiments fairly
made. In my reports from my former districts I stated sever~

instances where this plan of employing children had been exten..
sively acted upon with complete success; and I am happy to
say that I hav-e already found several mills in my Ilew district
where it is adopted. I have seen it in operation in 30 factories,
under various modifications, some employing double sets, but
more generally three children are engaged to work eight hours
for two who used to work 12. I found the plan more general
in the West Riding of Yorkshire than in the other parts of my
district which I visited; and }Ir. Baker mentions 14 mills where
he found it in operation in August. Mr. Marshall, of Leeds,
has long acted upon it in his extensive works, indeed for nearly
two years before the passing of the present Act; and his sons,
who take an active part in the direction of the mills, informed
me that they find no difficulty in it. I found it in full operation
with 300 children in the admirable establishment of Messrs.
Wood and Walker, at Bradford; and Mr. Walker, in a conver..
sation I had with him on this point, bore equally decided testi
mony to its practicability, and he also can speak from the
experience of several years. Messrs. Hives, Atkinson, and Co.,
~f Leeds, who have more recently adopted it in their large
factory, and under an excellent arrangement, told me that they
;even preferred it to employing the children full time, finding
them more cheerful and alert, and that consequently they got
their work better done. Were it necessary, I could mention
'other instances of the plan working successfully; and the testi
mony of those who have fairly tried it is so strong in its favour
as to warrant the expectation that many, ere long, will become
'Converts to it, even among those who most decidedly pronounced
it, before trial, to be impracticable."-Report of12th October,
1836, p.9.
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" In my last report I mentioned a great number of instances
where this 'System had been adopted; and within the last three
months a great increase has taken place, especially in the West
Riding of Yorkshire. Mr. Baker has just sent me a report,
from which it appears that, in the town and neighbourhood of
Halifax alone, there are forty factories wqere there are 635
children working by relays, and regularly attending school.
I have seen it in operation in . large mills and in small mills,
in towns and in country situations, and all I have seen has con~

firmed the opinions I have expressed in former reports, formed
upon experience in my last district, that this mode of working
children is not only perfectly practicable, but attended with very
little difficulty after it has been but a short time in operation.
Masters, managers, and operatives, have, in numerous instances
in the last three months, expressed the same thing to me."
Report of 18th January, 1837, p. 45.

.In my report of the 12th of October, I mention, that Messrs.
Hives, Atkinsons, ,and Co., of Leeds, are acting upon this plan;
and when I visited their factory ten days ago, they expressed
their unqualified approbation of it; the best proof of which is,
that, while on my inspection of their mill on the 9th of Decem
'ber last, I found 65 children so employed; on my visit to it on
the 15th instant, I found 123.

The following are extracts from my journal of inspection
at Manchester :-28th of October, 1836.-" Visited the mill
of l\lr. Bazley, New Bridge Mill, in Water Street. Here
I found the relay system in full operation. I did not see
Mr. B., hut John Powdrell, the manager. They have at present
t.wenty-eight children on half time, and would have double the
number, but the children leave them for mills where P. said
they still get full-time employment. They work by a double
set. P. said that he is very friendly to the short-time, mainly
for the sake of the education; and when I said to him that I
saw no irnpt:acticability in the working by relays, he replied, that
there is none-' Where there is a will, there is a way.' "

5th of N ovember.-" I visited the mill of J. Pooley and
Sons, at Hulme. It was in excellent order in all respects;
Ibave seen none better, and few so good, if any, in Man
chester. They employ about fifty children by relays of three
for two, and send them to the National School, which is
near. at hand, and to the Sunday Schools of different sects.
Mr. Pooley, jun., said, that the men who employ the children did
not like the plan at first, but now that they have got used to it, and
that they know that their masters desire it, itg'oes on very well."

On the 6th of the present month, I made a return to the
House of Commons of the number of mills in my district that
are acting upou the relay system; and if you refer to it you will
find that 524 out of 1289 factories are working upon that plan.
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I have cotton mills, woollen mills, and flax mills, working
on this plan, in large towns, small tOWIlS, and country situa
tions; and I think you will admit that I anI justified in
maintaining that its practicability has been abundantly esta
blished.

With regard to the losses stated by you to be consequent
upon the restriction of the labour of children to eight hours a day,
I have to observe, that, where the relay system is adopted, the
mill-owner pays, at least, the same gross amount of wages, and
generally more; so that the working classes receive as much or
more than they did before the interference of the law. A man
with three sons, who formerly sent two of eleven and twelve
years of age to the factory, and received six shillings a week for
their labour, now sends the little fellow of nine years old, who
was not employed at all,because twelve hours aday were too much
for him, and he still receives his six shillings; with the advan
tage that the two elder boys have now time for their education,
which they had not before, and have a ganle at football in the
green fields besides. It seems to me perfectly reasonable that
a man who receives two shillings a week by the labour of his
child-and few receive less for the eight hours' work-should be
obliged to spend one-twelfth part of it, two-pence a week, for
the education of that child.

On the subject of education, I agree with you that little has
yet beeu effected.· Except in those cases where good schools
are attached to the mills, or in their immediate vicinity,-and
these are comparatively rare,-little more can be said to have
been hitherto accomplished, than the establishment of the
principle, that attendance at a factory for a part of the day and
at a school for another part, are two things perfectly compatible;
but that is no inconsiderable step in our progress to a better
state of things. In nine cases out of ten, the instruction given
is very little, and the incompetence ofthe teachers is eminently
conspicuous. If we stop where we are, we shall be far short
of what ought to be done for the benefit of the factory chil
dren, because the necessity of interference for the sake of their
bodily health was trifling in com parison of that called for by
their destitution as regards moral training. The country in
sists, and most happy I aUl that it does insist, that the factory
children shall be educated; but the order cannot be complied
with, unless schools and teachers be provided, where the chil..
dren may be· able to purchase that cOlnmodity with which they
are required to supply themselves. I hail the Faotory Act as
the first legislative step in this country towards that to which,
under some modification or other, we must sooner or later
come-a compulsory education for 'all classes. Among the
more wealthy classes, shaDle of exposure would compel a man
to educate his children if he were unwilling to do his duty to
them; but there are many ignorant uneducated parents among
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the working classes who cannot perceive the advantages of
sending their children to school, and nothing short of compul
sion wiIJ induce them to spend a portion of their earnings for
that purpose.

As to what you say of the difficulty of getting the children
to go to school, the representations made to you have been
greatly exaggerated. They are true, I have no doubt, in many
cases, where no pains have been bestowed to impress upon the
children and their parents; that attendance at school must be as
regular as attendance at the mill ;-but I have made particular
inquiry upon this point, and the certificates show, in a great
many cases, as regular an attendance as you would find inmost
schools. Since I have had some parents punishad, under the
29th section, for neglecting to send their children to school, the
attendance has been better. I have recommended the masters
to fine the children for playing truant; to make the master or
an overlooker the treasurer, in order to avoid all suspicion of
the fines going into his own pocket, and to distribute the sum
collected periodically, in the form of rewards in the school. By
contrivances of various kinds, the difficulty will soon be got
the better of; ifwe had good schools, where the children were
evidently deriving useful instruction, a larg~ proportion of
parents would set a just value upon the ~pportunity, and look
after the attendance of their children.

What you say of many of the operatives being hostile
to the Act, accords with my experience, as I have stated in my
Report of the 18th of January, 1837, page 46. But this applies
chiefly to the Ten-hour Bill men, and those under their influ
ence. When all hope of the limitation of the labour of adults
is set at rest by some strong expression in Parliament, the op
position will greatly diminish. Operatives in numerous in
stances have expressed to me their approval of the Act, a.nd
particularly of that part of it by which their children " get a
bit of schooling."

The masters maintained to you, that factory children are
better educated than the children employed in other trades;
so have mill-owners maintained to me, but they failed in giving
any evidence of the assertion. For proofs of the deplorable igno
rance of factory children in the cotton trade, I beg to refer you
to my Report of the 12th of October, 1836, (p. 10,) and to that
of the 18th of January, 1837 (p. 47,) where you will find that
out of 2000, of 13 and 14 years of age, who were individually
examined, 1067 could not read. ,I say cotton, because your
inquiries were restricted to that branch; but it is no better
in the woollen and flax mills; a.nd, by an extraordinary incon
sistency, children in silk mills are not required to attend school
by the_ present Act; au absurdity which I hope to see corrected
in the proposed amending act.

The masters complain bitterly, you say, of the machinery of
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tbe Act. They know perfectly well that without' other machi
nery than what is contained in the Act itself, the law could
not be enforced; and so, doubtless, parliament was aware,
and they gave the inspectors the power of making such regula
tions as, in the working ot' the Act, might be proved to be
necessary; a power which has been represented as novel, and as
being unknown to the constitution; whereas there are precedents
without number. The principle upon which the inspectors have
all along acted has been, to endeavour to discover in what way
the law could be carried into effect with the least possible
inconvenience to the mill-owner or his work-people. To those
mill-owners who have complained of the machinery, I have
said again and again-" You see what the law requires as well
as I do; and if you will point out a mode by which it can be
carried into ex.ecution, with less trouble to you than attends
compliance with our regulations, we shall give it our best
attention, and will gladly adopt it if we can." Nothing
practicable has been suggested. Objections have heen made in
abundance by some mill-owners; hut they have proposed no
substitute ;-the demand is, " Do away with your troublesome
machinery;" which is another way of saying, " Do not put the
Jaw in force."

The inspectors could not stir a step without some regulations;
and we framed, at first, such as appeared to us to be necessary.
~t\fter these had been put to the test of practical application,
some were found unnecessary, others unreasonably troublesome;
and we found too that some additional regulations were called
for, in order· to check frequent and gross evasions of the law.
We, therefore, set earnestly to work last October, and issued a
new code, which had previously received the sanction of the
Secretary ofState, by which the labour of the mill-owner is greatly
diminished from what it was under the former regulations. This
proceeding has heen represented to you as if we had been
capriciously and arbitrarily using vexatious rules, "not easily
comprehended, and, by the time they have heen understood,
revoked." No rule or regulation has been issued without
a copy having been sent, free of expense and postage, to every
mill-occupier; and there was also an advertisement in the
county newspaper twice, in addition to that delivery of notice.
No rule or regulation has been attempted to be enforced by
legal steps, until a considerable time had elapsed after the
delivery of such notice, and after such advertisement.

With regard to the complaints stated at pages 20 and 2] , under
t.he heads 1, 2, and 3, I may challenge the complainants to bring
forward a single instance of a mill-owner having been proceeded
against for any such frivolous cause. They have heen prose
cuted for allowing a child to remain in the factory longer than
the law allows; not because· they were .humanely protecting
the child from the inclemency of the weather, but because they
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were elnploying it to clean the machinery, while the adult was
at his dinner, or after the mill stopped at night; a practice
which would be very common, if it had not been enacted that
the child must not remain in the mill longer than the hours
specified; because, cleaning nlachinery not being one of tbe
enumerated processes in the 1st section, they could not other
wise be prevented from working the children any number of
hours at other things than the processes so enumerated. No
mill-owner has been prosecuted for making a false entry,
h because one of 80 children has one day come at half
past 8," &c.; but because he was working the 80 children
12 hours a day, and falsely stating in his Time Regisier that
they worked only eight hours. No mill-owner has been prose
cuted "because he has been unable to force a child to school,"
but because he has for weeks and months paid no attention to
the enactment requiring school attendance.

I shall next notice the suggestions stated at p. 12:-
I. I have already said that, to be consistent, Parliament

must do something to provide schools and teachers where none
already exist.

~. I do not see how the mill-owner can be relieved from the
obligation now imposed upon him, viz. that he must not employ
any child that does not produce proof of having attended
school during the preceding week. The impossibility oj'gettinrl
work, unless the school be regularly attended, is the grand
compelling power both over the parent and the child. It has
been suggested by some, that children should be excluded from
factories until they are 11 years of age; when, if they could
read and write, they should be admissible to work 12 hours
a day. There are strong objections to this. I t is a great inj us
tice to the parents; because children, by the time they are
eight or nine years of age, can, with perfect safety to their
health, be employed in a factory for eight hours in the day, and
thus earn a large proportion of the sum necessary for their
maintenanc~ and education: by coming into the mill they
acquire habits of regularity and industry,-no unimportant part
of t.heir education; and they are in a warm, dry place, generally
far more healthy than the dwellings of their parents. Besides, if
they were to be examined as to their education before getting
work, it could ouly be as to the mechanical power of reading
and writing,-the mere initiatory step in that process which
alone is entitled to be called education. There is, moreo\rer,
the great objection that they would not be long enough at
school for the forrnaiion of habits.

3. If the mill-owner were not punishable for mere formal
violations of the law, he would very soon contrive to escape
from all punishment for substantial violations. Any public
officer who should prosecute for such informalities as are here
stated must be a fool, and would be unfit for his situation;
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but if the mill.;owner will not observe the forms by .which the
inspector can alone judge whether the law has been substantiall!J
obeyed, he surely deserves punishment. But the punishmen~
ought to be very different for neglecting to obey a regulation
and for overworking a child. As bringing a mill-owner int.
court is a very serious, and to many the most serious punish
ment, it is worthy of consideration whether it would be safe, or
sound in principle, to authorize the inspector summarily, and
without bringing the party into court, to impose a fine not ex
ceeding a small sum, for all such minor offences, giving tIe
party the option to pay the fine, or to be proceeded against. by
information in the usual way.

4. To a control by government over the promulgation of
rules and regulations by the inspectors, I see no objection, but,
on the contrary, should rejoice to see it established. The in
spectors, however, ought to have a full opportunity of stating to
the controlling party why, they consider the rules they have pro
posed necessary. As to an appeal, that is more questionable,and,
with the supposed control, hardly necessary. What better mode
of publication could be devised than that now practised, I am at
a loss to conjecture. We could not employ any more expensive
messenger than the postman; and the transmission of a copy,
free of charge, to every mill-occupier, and two advertisements
in the county paper, appear to me to be very full notice of what
mill-owners are required to attend to.

You make me assume a tone of decision, which I am not con
scious of ~aving employed, when in your third letter you speak
of my making "requisitions." On the subject of magistrates,
who are themselves mill-owners, or nearly connected with them,
sitting on factory cases, all I have said is contained in the fol
lowing paragraph in my Report of the 12th of October, 1836 :
" It is, in my opinion, a matter very much to be regretted, that
magistrates, who are themselves mill-owners, or who have
property in mills, or who are by trade or near relationship
connected with factories, should sit on the bench in cases of pro
secution for offences against this Act. They must often, uncon
sciously to themselves, have a bias in favour of such offenders;
and, at all events, this serious· evil will arise,-that, however
uprightly they may act, their motives for leniency will always be
liable to misconstruction, and a doubt will be thrown on the
purity of the administration of the law." I have also joined with
my colleagues in recommending that the disqualifying clause
in Sir John Hobhouse's Act, 1 and 2 W m. IV. c. 39, sect. 10,
should be introduced into the proposed amending Act.

When I tell you that I have had miU.occupiers trying cases
against other mill-occupiers living in the same town, upon se
veral occasions ;-a mill-owner, sitting as a single magistrate
upon an information against his own sons the tenants of his
mill; a nlill.occupier deciding upon an information laid against
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kis own brother; and all these giving, in every instance, the
hwest penalty which they had power to award in the case of a
Clonviction, in some cases for a second and even a third offence,
1 think I was bound to bring the subject before the Secretary of
St.ate. Whether it be practicable to have the law administered
if} such cases by magistrates who are not interested parties,
Parliament is best able to decide.

If you will examine the return of convictions laid before the
House of Commons in the present session, and printed~ No. 97,
you will find that the prosecutions have not been for mere formal
offences, but for grave violations of the great enactments in the
statute, or wilful neglect of regulations without the obser
vance of which the law would speedily become a dead letter; as
its predecessors became, for want of a proper machinery to
enforce obedience to them.

1 have recommended that, in place of the superintendent
getting admission to the interior of the factory by sufferance,
he should be able to go there as a matter of right; because, at
present, it is in the power of a mill-owner, by excluding him,
to set the law at defiance so long as he is out of the immediate
reach of the inspector. I remain of the opinion, that such a
right is wanting for the due enforcement of the law. If a
power were given to the inspector to issue a warrant to the
sUlJerintendent to enter the interior of a mill upon his declara
tion in writing that he has good reason to believe that the law is
violated there, the evil perhaps might be remedied to a great
extent, without conferring the right upon the superintendent to
go at pleasure into the factory. Two of the mill-owners whom
you saw, and whom I met with in London at the beginning of
this month, and who spoke to me on this point, stated to me
that their objection to the admission of the superintendent
would be very much diminished if he were more under the
control of the inspector than he is at present, by holding his
appointment from him; and if thus the inspector were made
responsible for the good conduct of his deputy. Upon this last
subject you agree, I know, with these gentlemen; and you
have adverted to it shortly in the postscript to your second
letter. There are few things less to be envied than the posses
sion of patronage when it is to be exercised in the selection of
a proper man for such an office; but I am satisfied (and I speak
from ex.perience) that, until the inspector has a very different
control over his assistants than he possesses at present, the pub
lic service will be exposed to suffer from collisions between them.

lam, my dear Sir,

Yours, very faithfully,

LEONARD HORNER.
N. W. SENIOR, Esq.
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MINUTES Of a Conversation .on Friday, the 22th of May,
1837, between Mr. Thompson, Mr. Edmund Ashworth, and
Mr. Senior.*

THE following paper was read by Mr. Thomgon~-
A belief that whatever regulations are permanently esta

blished by the legislature for cotton-mills, will sooner or later be
imposed on calico printers, has made me watch with interest the
operation of the present enactments. The calico printers are,
in fact, much more obnoxious to reproach than the spinners, for
they now employ children at a mDch earlier age, work them
harder, and work them longer. An ordinary day's work in a
print ground is 10 hours of actual labour; but at the busy
season, in spring and autumn, or during the shipping months,
the hours of actuullabour are extended to 12 or 14, and some
times (with a relay) through the night. If the law interfered
to prevent this, it would not be a question of profit to the
manufacturer, but of employment for the people. Time is an
element in the calculations of a manufacture, dependent on
season, taste, and fashion. That which o~e month fetches a
high profit, in the next is sold for none at all, and, in the fol
lowing, toa heavy loss. A calico printer cannot work to a
stock as a spinner or weaver, whose production being the same
from year to year, is saleable some time or other. The conse
quence is, that the printer is often idle for weeks, and often
again has double the work he can perform in the ordinary hours
of labour. It is the same in all countries,-France, Switzerland,
Germany, and the north of Europe. It is irremediable: and
the law tha t imposed restrictions on the hours of labour in calico
printing would destroy the trade, and involve masters and
labourers in common ruin.

The factory system of educ'ation is wholly inapplicable to
calico printing. The child is actually a part of a machine, like
a lynch pin; and just as when the pin is out, the wheel comes
off, so a tier-boy absent stops his master. I once proposed
to try the experiment. In order to educate 300 children, I
intended to form them iuto classes of 30 each, and place each
class for one hour under a sC'hoolmaster; and thus, in 10 hours
per day, to give to the whole number one hour's education per
day. The schoolmaster's salary. would have been 128. per week;
the wages, at2s. 6d. each per week; of 30 supernumeraries,
to replace the class, would have been 41. 78.; but I abandoned
it, on finding that the only result would be the giving an inade
quate, and, in fact, almost useless education, at the expense of

.. Mr. Thomson'!? print-works, at Primrose, near Clithero, are among the most
extensive in the kingdom.
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about 2501. a year. To have doubled the time would have
doubled the expense.

A more grave objection than the expense was, that the children
would have been sent into school dirty from their employment,
their minds unprepared, or ill-prepared, for a sudden transition
from mere animal labour to mental, and for a short period only,
and then back to work again. The relay system would require
a doubling of the hands, which, in very few situations, are to
be had.

Having abandoned this preject, I adopted with success a
system, which throws on the parents the onus of attending to
the education of their children, and secures it by making it their
interest. Apprenticeships in the various branches of calico
printing, viz. pattern drawing, engraving, block cutting, block
printing, are eagerly sought after by parents for their children,
as leading to high wages. I have made the ability to read and
write at 14 years of age an indispensable qualification. The
effect of this is strikingly shown in the demand for teaching
which it has produced. 'rhe Sunday schools of the Established
Church not teaching writing, as being a secular employment,
were deserted for those of the Methodists and Catholics. The
children have been allured back to the Establishment by
gratuitous night schools twice a week, when writing and arith
metic are taught. Such apprentices as are already indentured,
though not qualified, have received notice, that if they are not
able to pass an exalnination at the expiration of their ap
prenticeships, they will not be employed as journeymen. Lastly,
notice has been given, that after the 1st of July, 1838, no child,
whatever its age, will be received into the manufactory who
cannot read; and it forms a part of my plan, considerably to
extend the qualification for apprenticeships as soon as certain
arrangements regarding the schools of the neighbourhood, now
in contemplation, are carried into effect.

Mr. Ashworth.-We have found so much advantage from our
people being able to read and write, that, although opposed in
feeling to the compulsory education forced upon us by. the
present Factory Law, we are anxious to see a law of the nation,
a general law, enforcing education on all trades, by making it
unlawful for any child, unable to read and write, to be found
working out of its parent's house.

Q. Have you any, and what objection to a law forbidding
a parent to obtain profit from the labour of his child, until
that child had made a certain proficiency in reading and
writing?

A. Except within its own parent's house, under his own roof.
I suggest this limitation, on the ground that it would be too
much an infringement upon domestic society, to interfere with
the parent's arrangements in his own house. I never expect a
law to be well observed, unless obedience is made the interest
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of those affected by it. The regulation which I propose by
holding out education as the condition for a parent's receiving a
lucrative return for his children's labour out of the house, would
effectually induce him to see to their attaining it. But at the
sametime, there must be the facility of obtaining that education.
There must be both the motive and the means-the means·
must be provided by Government. At present such means do
not exist.

Q. Do you see no objection to the Legislature imposing a
condition on parents whose children work from home, and
none on those whose children work at home?

A. I do not see any: There are few famil~es in which the
children can permanently obtain their livelihood in their parents'
house; sooner or later they all qui tit.

Q. Supposing there were an indisposition to promote this
education, on the part of the parents, or a total indifference to
it, would not the proposed law occasion a preference of domes
tic employment. to that which would lead the children abroad;
of hand-loom weaving, for instance, to factory work?

A ... I think not; parents may be, and unhappily often are,
indifferent to the education of their children, but not to their
getting good wages, or to their advancement in the world; and
those objects are best obtained by sending them from home.
A child can be earlier and more effectually profitable to his
parent, by attending a factory than a hand-loom. Children can
not become weavers till the age of ten, eleven, or twelve; they
are admitted to the factories at nine, and generally they are
able to get more in a factory at\ eleven, than they would in
their father's house at eleven. Again, hand-loom weaving is a
declining trade; mill occupations are an increasing and im
proving trade.

Q. (To Mr. Thol1Mon.)-What amount of education would
you consider sufficient for the children in your 'employ ?

A. Constant attendance at the Sunday school, morning and
afternoon, and attendance at the night school twice a week for
two hours each night.

Q. That would be,-how many hours on Sunday?
A. On Sunday that would be six hours.
Q. Six hours in school?
A. Three hours in the morning, and three hours in the

afternoon.
Q. With the attendance at church, that would make from

eight to nine hours a-day, on Sunday?
A.. Generally, young children who attend Sunday schools, do

not attend the church service-at least, not regularly, but in
sections, as there may be accommodation.

Q. The whole time given to education would be ten hours
per week?

A. It would.
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Q. But in your paper, you described one hour a day on
the week days, which, with the 6 hours on Sunday, makes
12 hours a-week, as inadequate?

A. Two hours of continued attention are much more than
twice as efficient as a single hour. The first quarter of an hour
and the last are generally wasted: I think the two hours would
be usefully employed.

In fact, however, I was assuming the adoption of the proposal~

that no child unable to read, or perhaps to write, should be
admitted into a factory. The ten hours a week, therefore, which
I have just mentioned, would be employed only in keeping up
and extending an education of which the foundation had been
previously laid.

Mr. Ashworth.-If a national course of education were
enforced, and children received in Infant Schools up to seven
years of age, and in the National School from seven to ten
years of age, they would then, nine-tenths of them,· have suffi
cient education for the general profession of artisans.

Mr. ThorJlson.-On such a plan I am now proceeding at
Clithero. Two schools, an infant, and a British or National
~chool, are now in a course of erection; the operation of which
will render unnecessary the present restrictions.

Q. What restrictions?
A. I speak of my own regulations with regard to the non-

admission of apprentices who cannot read and write.
Q. You think, that if your regulations were af>plied to the

cotton manufacture, the education clauses of the Factory Act
would be unnecessary?

.AI.. I do.
Q. What effect did your plan produce on the desire and

means of procuring education in your neighbourhood ?
A. It produced a great desire on the part of the parents to

have their children taught reading and writing, when they found
that without these qualifications they were refused apprentice..
ships, and admission into situations that were eagerly sought
after. The new demand in the town for education was so con...
siderable, that new schools, both day and night. schools, were
formed by private schoolmasters. There are now three schools
more than there were before this regulation; and, as I men
tioned before, those who have the management of the Church
of England Sunday school, have found it necessary to open
schools for reading, writing, and arithmetic, two nights in the
week, to prevent the children from being drawn off to the
schools of the Methodists and Catholics, where writing is taught
on the Sunday.

Q. Had you any difficulty in obtaining schoolmasters?
A. No difficulty in obtaining schoolmasters to teach reading;

nor indeed to teach writing; but great difficulty in obtaining
masters with higher qualifications. In the lower classes} when
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Q man can do nothing else for his livelihood~ he becomes a
schoolmaster; men whose failure in life is often to be -attributed
to their own improvident and vicious habits.

Mr. Ashwortn·.-In reference to the practicability ofapplying
national education, I would say that I have been lately engaged
in taking, or rather in having taken for me, the statistics of
education of the borough of Bolton, containing about 54,000
inhabitants. There were 61 schools; and of the 61 school
masters there were only 13 who had been educated for the
profession; 25 had taken it up from poverty, and the remainder
for a livelihood. With such masters little can be done; but
'with able teachers great progress might he made, at little ex
pense. We have lately established' a school in Bolton, under
the title of "The Bolton British School," on the "London
British and Foreign School" system, where we educate 500
children, at the cost of twopence each per week. They consi·
der three years a sufficient length of time to teach them reading,
writing, and arithmetic, and some acquaintance with mechanical
drawing. Such an education can be given between the ages of
seven and ten.

Q. (To Mr. Thomson.)-Do you think that those whom you
have admitted to apprenticeships, as capable of reading and
writing, can read so as to amuse themselves?

A. They cannot all read fluently; some do: but if we had
exacted too much at first, we should have had no hands. We
found that the parents cared little or nothing about their chil
dren's education, for its own sake; mere exhortations would
have driven them away; it was only by making it decidedly
their interest, that I could do any thing. It was this that led
me to adopt the plan detailed in my paper. I found from
experience, that the parents themselves would never do any
thing for the education of their children; that even where
schools exist, as they do in our neighbourhood, they never
enforced the attendance of the children, and never took any
pains to procure education for them; so that it was necessary
not only to explain to them that it was their duty, but to make
it their immediate and direct interest.

Q. In many cases, are not the parents jealous of their chil
dren being better educated than themselves? Do they not dis
like it ?

A. I have never seen that feeling.
Mr. Ashwortk.-And I have never seen it.
Q. 'fhen it is indifference on their parts, not dislike?
A. Indifference, rather than dislike.
Mr. Thomson.-The lower classes are not sensible of the

advantages of education.
Mr. Ashworth.-I have generally found them so ignorant,

as not to know the disadvantages they laboured under. It is
to be observed, that when a case does occur that an individual
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can both read and write, and becomes more successful in his
business, the rest of the community seldom refer his success to
his ed ucation, but to some other cause, such as superior con
duct; and very often attribute the whole of it to what they call
a gift of intellect. The great objection which I have to the
mode in whioh education is now provided in the manufacturing
districts, is that it is given 011 Sundays. Too many of the young
people are brought up with the feeling, that they have per.
formed their duties by simply attending a school, and not a
place of worship, on the Sabbath day; and at a great number
of those schools, but little of real religious instruction is given.
N one but the Church teaches religion; the Church does teach
the fundamental principles of religion ; but you cannot find any
others that do so. I feel it to be lamentable, that the Sabbath
should be the only day in the week devoted to receiving in
struction-that we rob the Sabbath of its peculiar service, in
order that we may devote the whole of the working days to
work. At the same time, the instruction to which the appro
priateduties of the Sabbath are sacrificed, is not such as best
fits the child for its employment during the week. The result
is, that·· the children receive neither good social, nor good
relig-ious instruction.

What I wish would be, that sufficient secular instruction
should be given in the working days, and that such instruction
should be given to them on the Sabbath as might he peculiar
to their religious profession.

I have seen the evil, in many cases, of persons growing up to
manhood, and feeling satisfied in their· moral duty by simply
attending at a Sunday school, and not attaching themselves to
any religious body or profession.. I speak of this now, not from
any isolated case, but generally as an evil growing up to be
combated in a succeeding generation.

Q. I think the chapel connected with your school is Inde
pendent?

A. We have three. I speak now looking at Bolton, where
there are 9000 children educated out of a population of 54,000;
and, as Mr. Thomson. has previously said, the schools where
writing is taught are much followed: on the other hand, some of
the promoters of such schools, joining with me in opinion that
the Sabbath day is too much devoted to secular education, have
shown a wisb to abolish writing in their schools, and those
schools have consequently sunk in the estimation of the scholars.

Q. Would you yourself consider writing as too secular?
Mr. Ashworth.-I should decidedly say, too secular for Sun

day. At the same time, my religious profession have no Sunday
schools.* They hold that the Sabbath should be wholly devoted
to its peculiar service.

• Mr. Ashworth is a memb~r of the Society of Friends.
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M7.. Thomson.-If the schools of the Established Church
would dispense with a peculiar test as to their weekly schools,
that is, would admit the children of other denominations, without
compelling them to learn the Catechism,-and their own Sunday
schools, and the Sunday schools of each sect of Christians were
made schools for religious instruction,-it would be a great im
provement.

Q. But according to your Boheme of an evening school for
only two hours on two days in the week, would it be possible
to give a sufficient quantity of mere intellectual instruction,
if the Sunday were wholly devoted to religious and moral
instruction?

Mr.- Thomson.-This is leaving out my proposal of the chil
dren going till seven years of age to an infant school, and for
three years afterwards to a national or British school.

Mr. Ashworth.-l may further say, I have tried most per
severingly evening schools, and so long as I attended them
personally, success resulted; but when it was left to the incH.
nation of the parents and the children, without my almost com
pulsory superintendence, it fell away.

Q. I was told at Manchester, that the children .in the
cotton factories were, on the whole, better educated than the
children of the sarne class in other employments: do you think
that it is so ?

Mr. Asl"worth.~Asrespects the children of English parents,
the .children in cotton factories are not better educated than
those in other factory employments in Lancashire; because
the education which they receive is not peculiar to the cotton
manufacture. But as far as my own experience goes, I should
say, that the factory children are better educated than chil
dren il'l other parts of the country; certainly. better than the
children of the agricultural labourers. The manufacturing
parents are, as I have already stated, indifferent to the educa
tion of their children. The agricultural parents are often posi..
tively hostile. In a part of the south, which I have frequently
visited, parents haveoften asked, "Will my boys be any better
ploughmen or spade-labourers for learning to read and write 1"
A school which was established there by a near connexion of
my own, on his own estate, and at his own expense, was very
unwillingly attended, and only in· obedience to his express
desire; and so unpopular was education in the neighbourhood,
that a clergyman used his influence to prevent the· attendance
of the children at the school, although no sectarian religious
instruction was given to the children; and there was no Sunday
school. The clergyman and his wife actually went from door
to door, .to forbid their going. There is a feeling in that dis
trict, that education would spoil the labouring classes.. 'Ve
cannot combat this prejudice throughout the whole country,
without the aid of the Legislature.
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Q. There is another subject upon which I wish for Mr. Ash
worth's and Mr. Thomson's opinions. I have stated in my
letters to Mr. Poulett Thomson, that it was represented to Ui

that a great number of prosecutions had been brought under
the Factory Act, for mere formal offences. I have stated that
the manufacturers complained to us that a master may be called
before a magistrate, exposed, and fined, for overworking a
child, because a child has remained a minute too long within
the walls of the mill, from heedlessness, or from dislike of
being turned ou t in the snow, or, perhaps', as part of a conspi
racy to make the Act intolerable. I have also said, that they
object to being liable to be accused, cOIlvicted, and fined, for
making false entries in the time-book, because oile of 80 chil
dren has one day come at half-past eight, and gone at half-past
four, instead of coming at eight and going at four, the hours
fixed for it, and entered in the time-book on the supposition
that they had been adhered to; and that it is to avoid this dan
ger that the relay system had been generally. unattempted or
disused. I have also said, that the manufacturers have objected
to being convicted and fined for neglecting the education of the
children, because they had been unable to force a child to
school, or have allowed one to work without a regular certificate
of school attendance; that they say the children will work, and
will not go to school; and that the mill-owner, whose time is
filled with other things, cannot employ it in preventing 80 ur
chins from truancy. In a letter which I had the day before
yesterday from Mr. Horner, he states his disbelief that any
mill-occupier has ever been fined for such offences as the two
first, and his conviction that no punishment had been inflicted
except for wilful violations of the substance of the law. What
is your opinion on these statements '{

Mr. Ashworth.-I do not personally know of any cases of such
convictions; but we conceive ourselves liable to them, inasmuch
as we are obliged to keep an account at the mill of the time of
the children coming and going,-neglect ofwhich subjects us to
a penalty. Again, we send the children to a school at about ten
minutes' distance; the schoolmaster gives a certificate of the
attendance of those children at the school: if we have not that
certificate we are liable to a penalty; and again, we are liable
to a penalty if a child has been only an hour, or an hour and
a half, at school, instead of two hours.

Q. But do you employ the children without a certificate?
A. We do employtltem, without a certificate, when they are

not possessed of one, otlterwise the machinery 'fllUSt re1Jlain idle.
It is utterly impossible for any manufacturer to employ a mo
derate number of hands without being liable to a penalty every
day.

Q. What proportion do you suppose of your hands, speaking
generally, have certificates?
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A. 10 per cent. require certificates.
Q. Are you able to comply with the requisitions of the Act,

as to the entries in the time-book?
A. Of the time of their coming in the morning, and our

driving them away, we are; but as respects the intermediate
time of their going out of the mill to the school, and their return
from the school to the mill, we are not able to control their
attendance.

Q. Therefore, in point of fQct~ you nre linbl(! to prosecution.
from some source or another, for almost all the children you
employ.

A. Yes; as to the fifty that go in and out of our mill, we are
liable every day to penalties, which might be enforced against
us, on proofs derived from our own records. This plan gives
the superintendents great power of annoyance, if we were to
thwart them; and although I do not know of any particular
cases of conviction, for mere formal offences, still the general
opinion is, that it is within the power of any superintendent to
obtain a conviction from any manufacturer. It is the general
feeling, that w€ are entirely in the hands of the superintendent,
by his having so very many points upon which he can enforce a
penalty under regulations made by his superior, which it is
almost imposssible literally to observe; and although I do not
know personally of any such convictions, it is the general
opinion that such convictions have taken place.

Mr. Thomson.-I know that the masters complain, that con
victions have taken place upon the most frivolous accusations.

Q. Do you think that the substitution of a test for education,
instead of the education clauses, would effect the object, with
out the inconvenience?

A. Mr. Ashworth.-I think that it would be, inasmuch as it
would then become the interest of the parents to see to the
education of their children; at present they feel averse to the
snlall degree of compulsion which is now exercised over them.
The answers of many of OUf men, when reproved for the irregu
lar attendance of their children at sehoul, have been to that
effect.

Q. Would it be an improvementif the master were altogether
exonerated, and the parent only fined.

Mr. Ashwortl~.-In such cases the school, and the school
master, would have to be provided by some other authority; at
present, the responsibility as to providing a school rests in effect
with the master. rr'he present law enforces the attendance of
the scholars, but not their proficiency; and I know many cases
where the attendance is merely nominal, and little or no educa
tion is attempted to be enforced.

Q. Your school appeared to me, when I visited it, to be con
ducted by an excellent master, and to be efficient; do you
find that the goodness of the education thus supplied, incre'ases,
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or rather creates a wish in the children to attend it, and in
the parents to send them ?

A. The system we have adopted, which is that of the British
and Foreign School Society, renders the studies of the children
much less irksome; and when the attendance is entire, not
mixed with mill labour, the children attend very cheerfully, but
those who belong to the mills, go for short periods, are com
pelled to wash, and clean themselves previous to entering the
school, and then immediately enter their classes, and attend to
rather a laborious mental duty for two hours, therefore feel
averse to it; we have more truants from those who come from the
mill, than from all our other scholars put together, although
the number from the mill is only one-fourth of the whole.

THE END.

R. CLAY, PRINTER, BREAD4STREET-HILL.
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ADVERTISEMENT.

SOME of lny friends have recommended the publi

cation of the following Lectures; I feel, however,

that, after the long period that has passed since they

were delivered, they cannot be fit for general circulation

until they have been carefully revised-a work for

which I have not time at present. As a middle course,

I have allowed a few copies to be printed for private

distribution. They immediately precede the H Lectures

on the Cost of Obtaining Money," which are pub

lished.

MASTER'S OFFICES,

Feb. 3, 1840.





LECTURE I.

ON THE QUANTITY AND VALUE OF MONEY.

THE general doctrine is, that the value of

money depends partly on its quantity, and partly

on the rapidity of its circulation.

" It is not difficult to perceive," says Mr. Mill,

" that it is the total amount of the money in any

" country which determines what portion of that

" quantity shall exchange for a certain portion of

" the goods or commodities of that country.

" If we suppose that all the goods of the coun

" try are on one side, aU the money on the other,

" and that they are exchanged at once against one

"another, it is obvious that one-tenth, or one-

" hundredth, or any other part of t.he goods, will

" exchange against one tenth, or any other part
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" of the whole of the money; and that this tenth,

" &c. will be a great quantity or small, exactly in

U proportion as the whole quantity of the money

" in the country is great or small. If this were

H .the state of the facts, therefore, it is evident

U that the value of money would depend wholly

" upon the quantity of it.

" It will appear that the case is precisely the

"same in the actual state qf the facts. The

" whole of the goods of a country are not ex

H changed at once against the whole of the

U money; the goods are exchanged in portions,

" often in very small pOI"tions, and at different

"times during the course of the whole year.

" The same piece of money which is paid in one

"e~change to-day, may be paid in another

" exchange to-morrow. Some of the piece8 will

H be employed in a great many exchanges, some

" in a very few, and some, which happen to be

" hoarded, in rione at all. There will in all these

" varieties be a certain average number of ex

"changes, the same which if all the pieces had

H performed an equal number would have been

"performed by each: that average we nlay
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" suppose to be any number we please; say, for

" example, ten. If each of the pieces of money

" in the country perform ten purchases, that is

" exactly the same thing as if all the pieces were

'" multiplied by ten, and performed only one pur

"chase each. As each piece of the money is

" equal in value to that which it exchanges for,

" if each performs ten different exchanges to effect

" one exchange of all the goods, the value of all

" the goods in the country is equal to ten times

" the value of all the money.

" This, it is evident, is a proposition universally

"true. Whenever the value of money has either

"risen or fallen (the quantity of goods against

"which it is exchanged, and the rapidity of

"circulation, remaining the same,) the change

" must be owing to a corresponding diminution

" or increase of the quantity, and can be owing

"to nothing else. If the quantity of goods

H diminish while the quantity of money remains

" the same, it is the same thing as if the quantity

" of money had been increased; and if the quan

" tity of goods be increased while the quantity of

" money remains unaltered, it is the same thing
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"as if the quantity of money had been dilni

" nished.

" Similar changes are produced by any altera..

" tion in the rapidity of circulation. By rapidity

" of circulation is meant, of course, the number of

" times the money must change hands to effect

" one sale of all the commodities." *
Mr. Mill does not say in so many words that

the value of money is decided by causes differing

from· those which decide the value of other· COlll

modities; but such is, in fact, the result of the

statement which I have just read, if it be com

pared with his section on Exchangeable Value.

In that section. he states, that " the relative values

" of commodities, in other words, the quantity

" of one which exchanges for a given quantity of

" another, depends entirely upon cost of produc

"tion." He does not mention rapidity of cir

culation ; or, in other words, a frequent change of

masters; or alteration of actual quantity, except

for short periods, as among the actual elenlents

of value. And if they are not the principles

which regulate the value of other things, w·hat

'* Mill's" Elements of Political Economy," 3d edit. sec. 7.
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reason IS there for supposing that they regulate

the value of money ?

Unless it be maint.ained that the attributes of
gold and silver are changed the instant the metals

are divided into portions of a given weight and

fineness, and authenticated by a stamp, it must

be admitted that their value is governed by the'

saRle rules as those which govern the value of all

other commodities, produced under similar cir

cumstances. Now the circumstances under which

all metals are produced are those of competition,

but competition in which· the conlpetitors have

unequal advantages. They are obtained fronl

alluvial deposits, and mines, all of unequal pro

ductiveness. The value of every portion that is

produced must, therefore, be sufficient to pay the

wages and profits of those who use the least fertile

lnine, or sift the most poorly impregnated sand, that

cab be worked without loss. If the value were to

rise higher, mines and streams still less productive

would be resorted to. If it were to fall lower,

the worst now in use would be abandoned.

When these principles are applied to native C0111

nlodities we at once recognise their justice. If
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I were to ask why one bushel of wheat will in

general exchange for two bushels of barley, any

one who had thought on the subject would at once

reply, "Because, speaking generally, it costs about

as much (or, in IllY nomenclature, requires the same

sum of labour and abstinence) to produce two

bushels of barley as one of wheat." But we are not

accustomed to consider money as a thing annually

produced, and depending for its value on the cost

of its production. We talk of it as if nature, or

some other equally unknown cause, had diffused

a certain amount of it through the country; and,

consistently with such an opinion, ascribe its value

solely to its quantity. It appears to me that the

only mode of acquiring clear ideas on the subject

is to inquire how the value of the precious metals

would be fixed under the simplest state of cir

cumstances: and we shall afterwards find that the

sanle causes do, in fact, fix their value under the

complicated relations of European society.

It will be necessary, however, to preface this

inquiry by some remarks on the causes which

determine the. quantity of money which a com

munity shall possess.
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It is obvious, in the first place, that the whole

quantity of money in a community lnust consist of

the aggregate of all the different sums possessed by
the different individuals of whom it is constituted.

And what this quantity shall be must depend

partly on the number of those indi-viduals; partly

on the value in money of the aggregate of their

respective incolnes; and partly on the average

proportion of the value of his income which each

individual habitually keeps by him in money.

The two first of these causes do not require

much explanation. It is clear, creteris paribus,

that two millions of people must possess more

money than one million. It is also clear that,

creteris paribus, a nation, the value of whose ave

rage aggregate income amounts to 100,000,0001.

sterling a year, must possess more money than one

whose annual income is only 50,OOO,OOOl~

But the causes which determine what propor

tion of the value of his income each individual

shall habitually retain in money require to be

considered at some length.

Briefly, it may be said to depend, first, on the

proportion to his income of his purchases and
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sales for money; and secondly, on the rapidity

\vith which they succeed one another: but such

a statement is too concise to be intelligible with

ou t further explanation.

Exchange, as it is the principal cause, is also

one of the principal effects of improvement. As

men proceed from a primitive to a r~fined state

of society, as they advance from hunters to shep

herds, from shepherds to agriculturists, from

villagers to townspeople, and from being inha

bitants of towns, depending for their supplies

on the adjacent country, to be the citizens of a

comtnercial metropolis, using the whole world

as one extensive market ;-at each of these stages

luau becomes more and more a dependent being,

consuming less and less of what he individually

prod uces, until at last almost every want, and every

gratification, is supplied by means of an exchange.

Our ancestors lived on their own estates, fed their

households from the produce of their own lands,

and clothed them \vith their own flax and wool,

manufactured within their own halls. Food and

clothing were the wages of their don1estic ser

vants; and their tenants, instead of paying rents
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In money, were bound to cultivate the lord's

demesne, to supply him certain quantities of corn

or live-stock, and to serve under his banner in

public or private war. The services of the

church were obtained by allowing the priest a

tenth of the annual produce, and the demands of

the state were limited to the maintaining ro~ds

and bridges, defence of castles, and attendance

in war, for forty days, with adequate provisions.

Under such circumstances, the barons and their

dependents - and these two classes comprised

the bulk of the community-might pass years

without having to make a sale or a purchase.

Exchanges they made, where one party gave

services or produce, and the other party food,

clothing, shelter, or land; but these were all made

by barter. The yeoman, who cultivated his own

land, and used the manufactures of his own

family, might, in fact, live without even an ex

change; nor could the serf, though he received

maintenance in return for labour, be said to make

an exchange, since he had no more power to en

force, or even to require, any stipulation, than any.

other domestic animal.
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The same circumstances nlust, however, have

occasioned what money there was in the country

to circulate very slowly; or, in other "vords, to

change hands very unfrequently. A man, who,

in such a state of society, received a sum, might

not find for a long time an advantageous oppor

tunity of spending it. And he would have many

reasons for not parting with it, even on what

might appear advantageous terms. Where pro

perty and person are so insecure, as they were

among our ancestors, everyone must feel anxious

to have some means of support, if he should be

forced to quit his hOlne, or to witness the destruc

tion of his Jess portable property. Again, the

demands for money, when they did come, were

great, and unforeseen. The knight was in con

stant danger of having to pay a ransom; the

tenant of having to assist in raising that ransom;

and the crown, from time to time, required a

subsidy or an escuage.

Under such circumstances it is probable that

each individual, or, to speak more correctly, each

" person managing his own concerns, might on

an average receive in money one-fiftieth part of
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the value of his annual incon1e. But it is like

wise probable that what he did so receive he

might retain at an average for four years. Such

a sum would not exceed a month's income; a

very moderate hoard, where themotiyes for

hoarding were so powerful. I am inclined to

think that the average proportion of their incomes,

which our ancestors hoarded during the first two

or three centuries after the Conquest, was much

larger. It is impossible otherwise to account for

the ilnportance attached to treasure trove, whieh

seems to have form.ed a material portion .of the

royal revenue, and now probably does not afford,

except from ancient deposits, ten pounds a year.

The whole money of the country would, under

such circumstances, change hands only once in

fOUf years. If we now add to these suppositions

that of a given number of families (meaning by

that word, either single persons managing their

own affairs, or small knots of persons managing

their affairs together, as a man and lhis wife and

their infant children,) and suppose the average

income of each, we shall have data from which

the whole amount of money in the country may
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be inferred. I will suppose, therefore, 500,000

families, having at an average an annual income

a-piece of 101. sterling: making the value of the

whole annual income of the cornmunity 5,000,0001.

sterling. Each independent person or head of a

family is supposed to receive one-fiftieth part of

his annual income in money, being 48., and

to keep it in his possession for four years;

]68. therefore would be the average sum pos

sessed by each family; and as there are 500,000

fatuilies, sixteen times 500,000, or 8,000,000 of

shillings, or 400,0001. sterling, would· be the

whole quantity of money possessed by the com

munity.

It is probable that in this supposition, which

is not without resemblance to the state of Eng

land under the Norman and Plantagenet lines, I

have stated the extremes both of absence of ex

change and of slow circulation of money that

could take place in a community entitled to be

called civilized. We will now suppose the

country to be at peace, and secure within and

without, and all the peculiar motives for hoarding

to be removed. Instead of a month's Income,
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each family might retain only a week's, or 48.

instead of 168. Instead of once in four years,

the whole money of the country would change

hands every year; and 100,0001.· would perform

all the offices of money as well as 400,0001. did

before. I shall, at a future period, endeavour

to show the means by which the stock of money

would be diminished to meet the altered state of

things; but that it would be diminished must, I

think, be at once acknowledged.

Having examined into the causes which deter

mine the quantity of money in any community, I

no,v proceed to inquire into those which deter

mine its value; assuming, what I suppose will

not be questioned, that the value of the precious

metals, as money, must depend ultimately on

their value as materials of jewellery and plate;

since, if they were not used as commodities, they

could not circulate as money.

I will suppose an insulated society of 10,000

families, having an abundance of land of such

fertility, and using manufactures so rude, that the

trifling capital employed by them maybe disre

garded; and so equal in fortune and rank, that the
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relations of landlord and tenant, and capitalist' and

workman, shall not exist. I ,vill suppose gold

alone to be their money, and that it is obtained

by washing alluvial deposits without anyexpen

sive machinery or skill, and always in the same

ratio to the labour employed.

The cost of producing gold would, under these

circumstances, always remain the same, and its

value in labour, or, in other words, the amount of

labour which a certain quantity of it could pur

chase, would al\vays correspond with its cost of

production, except for short intervals, when any

sudden increase or diminution in the demand for

it should occasion the existing supply to he for

a time relatively excessive or deficient. Under

such circunlstances the value of all other things

would be estimated by comparing their cost of

.production with that of gold. If the labour of a

family employed for a year could gather from

the washing places fifty ounces of gold, and by

equal exertion gather from the spontaneous pro

duce of the fields fifty quarters of rice, the rice

and the gold would be of equal value, and a

single quarter of rice would be worth an ounce of
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gold. If the same labour could produce in the

same time one hundred ounces of gold instead of

fifty, a quarter of rice would be worth two ounces

instead of one; or if the same labour could gather

one hundred quarters of rice instead of fifty, a

quarter of rice would be worth only half an

ounce instead of a whole ounce; but while a

year's labour could -produce just fifty ounces of

gold, the yearly income of each family, ho\vever

employed, supposing their, diligence, strength,

and skill equal, would be of the value of precisely

fifty ounces of gold.

The quantity of gold produced would depend

partly on the quantity wanted for plate, including

under that word all use of gold except as money,

and partly on the quantity wanted for money.

The quantity wanted for plate would of course

depend on the prevailing fashions of the country;

the quantity wanted for money would depend, as

we have seen, partly on the value in money of the

incomes of all the inhabitants, and partly on the

average proportion of the value of his income

which each person habitually kept in his pos

session in Inoney.
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If each family cultivated its own land, and

prepared its own manufactures, and thus provided

for its wants almost without the intervention of

exchange, each family would receive in money a

very small proportion of the value of its income,

and a very small amount of money would be

sufficient.

On the other hand, if we suppose each family

to be as depen-dent as an English citizen's on

exchange; to part with all its own produce, and

to live altogether on what it obtained in return,

and at the same time to effect almost all these

exchanges, either by means of barter nr of ac

counts regularly kept, and from time to time

settled by being balanced against one another, a

very small amount of money would again be

sufficient.

A much larger quantity would of course be

necessary, if we suppose the same prevalence of

exchange, but at the same time, the absence of

barter and of the balancing of accounts ; and

consequently suppose the actual use of money in

every exchange, and each person to receive· in

money the whole of his income.
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The quantity wanted in that case would de

pend partly on the cost of produeing gold, and

partly on the rapidity of its circulation. The

rapidity of circulation being given, it would

depend on the cost of production. It is obvious

that t\vice as much money ,vould be required

to effect every exchange, if a day's labour could

obtain frolTI the washing places 34 grains of gold,

as would be necessary if a day's labour could

obtain only 17. And the ~ost of production

being given, the quantity of money wanted would

depend on the rapidity of its circulation.

I have supposed 10,000 families of equal

Illcon1es. I will now suppose the cost of pro..

ducing gold to be such, that a family could

gather 118 grains, or what we call a guinea, per

week, or about 17 grains per day. Now if the

habits of the country \vere such, that each family

Iived from hand to mouth, and purchased every

day the day's consumption (an ilnpossible sup

position, but one which may be used in framing

'\"hat lTIay be called an intellectual diagram), it is

obvious that no family would at an average

possess more or less than 17 grains of gold.
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quantity wanted for the purposes of money. And

aU the money would change hands every day. Let

us now consider what would be the consequence

if their custom were to make their purchases

half-yearly instead of daily. At first sight, we

might think that the rapidity of circulation would

be retarded in the proportion of 1 to 182~; and,

consequently, that rather more than 182 times as

much money would be necessary. Such would

be the case if each family were on one and the

same day to make all their purchases for the

ensuIng half a year's consumption. But if we

suppose them to lay in their stocks of different

articles at different times, and at an average to

make their purchases and sales, and of course to

receive their incomes, on 36 different days during

each year, the quantity of money wanted, instead

of being 182 times, would not be much Inore than

ten times the former quantity. Each family would,

at an average, instead of 17, possess rather more

than 170 grains ofgold, the whole quantity wanted

would rather exceed 1,700,000 grains of gold, and

would change hands nearly ten times in a year.



But though any alteration in the rapidity of circu

lation would much affect the quantity wanted,

it would not, except during short periods, affect

the value of money while the cost of produc

tion remained unaltered. Whether 170,000, or

1,700,000 grains were wanted, still while a day's

labour could produce neither more nor less

than 17 grains of gold, 17 grains of gold would,

except during comparatively short intervals, be

the price of every commodity produced by the

labour of a day.

I say, except during con1paratively short inter

vals, because though the causes which limit the

supply of gold are supposed to be unalterable,

those which give it utility, Of, in other words,

which create the demand for it, might be in

creased or diminished;. and during the interval

between the diminution or increase of the de

mand, and the increase or diminution of the

supply in the market, the value might rise above,

or sink below, the cost of production.

The primary cause of the utility of gold is, as

I have already observed, its use as the material

of plate. The secondary cause is its use as
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money. And in the absence of any disturbing

cause, the labour employed in producing gold

would be just enough to supply the annual loss

and wear· of the existing stock of plate and

money. Suppose now a change of fashion to

occasion a sudden demand for an increased quan

tity of plate: the introduction, for instance of

the Roman Catholic forms of worship, and a belief

in the meritoriousness of adorning every altar

with golden candlesticks. That demand would be

supplied, partly by melting and converting into

candlesticks some of the existing plate, and some

of the existing money, and partly by employing

on plate all the current supply of gold, a part of

which would otherwise have been used as money.

The whole quantity of money being diminished,

the average quantity possessed by each family must

be diminished. A less portion would be offered

on every purchase, all prices (except that of plate)

would fall, and the monied incomes of all persons,

except the gatherers of gold, "\\~ould be diminished.

This of course would occasion much more labour

to be employed in gathering gold until the forn1er

amount of money were replaced.
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If, after this had taken place, the use of plate

should suddenly diminish; if, for instance, pro

testant forms of worship should supplant the

catholic, the consequences would of course be

precisely opposite. The candlesticks would be

melted down, and the sudden supply of gold

would sink its value. Part of that additional

supply would probably be used as plate, of which

each family could afford to use a little more; the

rest would be turned into money. The whole

quantity of money being increased, each family

would have rather more; rather more would be

offered on every exchange; all prices (except the

price of plate) would rise, andthe money incomes

of all persons, except the gatherers of gold, would

be increased. The gathering of gold would, of

course, cease until the gradual loss and wear of

plate and money, uncompensated by any annual

supply, should reduce the quantity of gold below

the amount necessary to supply the existing

demand for plate and money ..· On the occurrence

of that event, it would again become profitable to

gather gold, and the price of every thing would

again .depend on the proportion of the labour
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necessary to its production, compared with the

labour necessary to obtain a given quantity of gold.

Similar and equally temporary consequences

would follow from any causes which should

increase or diminish the demand for gold by

diminishing or increasing either the use of money

in exchange or the rapidity of its circulation.

I will suppose the daily amount of gold that

a family can obtain from the washing places to be

ten grains, and, consequently, the daily money

income of each of the ten thousand families to be

10 grains. Now if such were the habits of the

country, as that each family should habitually

keep in their possession, at an average, 20 days'

income, or 200 grains, the total amount of money

in the country would be 2,000,000 grains, and it

would change hands about eighteen times every

year. If a banker should establish himself, and

offer to take charge of that portion of each man's

income which was not necessary for immediate

use, it is possible that half the money of the

country might be deposited with him. Each

family might think it safer in his custody than in'

their own, and would feel the convenience of
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being able to make payments by drawing on him,

and avoiding the trouble·of carrying about sums

of money. Many exchanges in which money

was previously used would now be effected by a

mere transfer of credit. A seller would often

receive from a purchaser a check, and pay it to

the banker, and instead of receiving money for it,

merely occasion a certain sum to be taken from

the account of the purchaser and placed to that

of the seller. If, however, the banker were to

keep in his chests all the money deposited with

him, one-half of the money would become abso

lutely stagnant, and the rate of circulation of the

whole money in the country might be said to be

retarded by one-half; this would precisely ba

lance the effect of the diminution of exchanges

for money, and the same quantity of money would

be required as before.

We will adopt, however, the more probable

supposition, that the banker would keep in his

coffers only enough to answer the utmost pro

bable demands of his customers, and employ the

remainder either in making purchases himself,

or in loans to persons desirous of obtaining com-
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modities or labour, but without sufficient funds

of their own. If we suppose him to have re

ceived in deposits 1,000,000 grains, or half the

money of· the country, to retain in his coffer.~

500,000, and to issue again, in purchases or

loans, the remaining 500,000, the effect would be

the same as if the existing money of the country

were increased by one-fourth. In the first place,

there would remain in circulation the 1~000,000

grains undeposited; secondly, there "Tould be the

bankers' checks acting as money, and supplying-,

as instruments of exchange, the million grains de

posited; and lastly, there would be 500,000 grains

of deposits reissued. The consequence would

be, a rise in the price of every commodity except

plate, and in the wages of all labourers, except

the gatherers of gold. The use of plate would

probably be somewhat increased, and the gather

ing of gold would cease, until the loss and wear

of money and plate had reduced the stock of

plate to its former amount, and the stock of

money to three-fourths of its former amount.

If the banker should find the public ready to

take his ,vritten prolnise to pay as of eq ual value
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with actual payment, and should venture to issue,

in purchases and loans, the whole of the 500,000

grains, which ,ve have supposed him to reserve

to answer the demands of his customers, this

would have the effect of adding one-fourth more

to the currency of the country. Prices would

again rise, and would not gradually subside to

their former level until the unsupplied loss and

wear of the gold should have reduced the quan

tity of money to one half of what had been its

amount when the banker began his operations.

If, by this time, it should be discovered that

the banker had no reserve to meet the delnands

of his customers, and the drafts upon him, which

before had passed as cash, should become value

Jess, the same effects would be produced as would

have been produced before his establishment, if

half the money of the country had been de

stroyed-had been put, for instance, on board a

vessel, and lost at sea. All prices, except the

price of plate, and all incomes, except the in

comes of the gold gatherers, would fall one half.

Plate would be melted into money, and additional

labour employed in gathering gold, till the former

stock of plate and money were replaced.
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My principal object in this long discussion has

been to show that the value of money, so far as

it is decided by intrinsic causes, does not depend

perlnanently on the quantity of it possessed by a

given community, or on the rapidity of its circu

lation, or on the prevalence of exchanges, or on

the use of barter or credit, or, in short, on any

cause whatever, excepting the cost of its pro

duction. Other causes may operate for a time,

but their influence wears away as the existing

stock of the precious metals within the country

accommodates itself to the wants of the inha

bitants. ,As long as precisely 17 grains of gold

can be obtained by a day's labour, every thing

else produced by equal labour will, in the absence

of any natural or artificial monopoly, sell for 17

grains of gold; whether all the Inoney of the

country change hands every day, or once in four

days, or once in four years; whether each indi

vidual consume principally what he has himself

produced, or supply all his wants by exchange;

whether such exchanges are effected by barter or .

credit, or by the actual intervention of money;

whether there be 1,700,000 or 170,000 grains in

the country.
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In these respects, my insulated community of

10,000 families is a miniature of the whole world.

rrhe whole \vorld may be considered as one com

munity, using gold and silver as money, and

ascertaining the value of other commodities by

comparing their cost of production with the cost

of obtaining gold and silver. And though many

causes may alter the quantity of the precious

metals possessed by any single nation, nothing

will permanently alter their value, so far as that

value depends on intrinsic causes, unless it affect

their cost of production.

In my next Lecture I shall endeavour to show

how the cost of producing the precious metals

may be affected by any increase or diminution of

the demand for them.



LECTURE II.

VALUE OF THE PRECIOUS METALS CONTINUED.

IN the last Lecture I inquired how the value

of the precious metals would be fixed in the

simplest state of circumstances. I supposed the

existence of a people without foreign COlnmerce,

or valuable capital, using gold as their only

money, and bbtaining it always in the same pro

portion to the labour elllployed. Under such

circumstances it appeared that, in the absence of

accidental disturbance, or of any natural or arti

ficial monopoly, the relative values of gold, and

of any other commodity, would depend solely on

the amount of labour necessary to obtain given

quantities of each.

I now proceed to inquire how the value of the
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precious metals is determined,1 when the cost of

obtaining them is subject to variation. This is a

more interesting inquiry, as it is founded, not on

hypothesis, but on facts. There are silver mines of

every degree of. fertility, from those which afford

silver as abundantly as the isle of Anglesey does

copper, to those in which it would require almost

as much exertion as to obtain an equal weight

of diamonds. There are sands where a man by

a year's labour in washing and sifting can at an

average procure 7,000 grains of gold; there are

others, still worth working, from which he cannot

procure 700, and of course there must be some

where he would not get 7. It is an obvious

remark that the value of gold and silver, like that

of all other produce subjected to a qualified

monopoly, must depend, so far as its causes are

intrinsic, on the cost of producing it under the

least favourable circumstances; or, in other

words, on the cost of obtaining that portion

which is continued to be obtained at the greatest

expense.

But what are the causes which determine

what shall be the greatest expense that can be
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profitably encountered; or, in other words, what

shall be the poorest mine that can be profitably

worked?

Tlle immediate causes are clear. The question

whether a given mine shall be \'Vorked or aban

doned must al ways be solved by conlparing the

amount of silver which it produces with the

amount of silver which must be expended in

working it. If it do not produce more silver

than will pay the wages of those who are directly

and indirectly employed in working it, it cannot

be worked profitably; if it produce less, it

cannot be worked at all; if the cl ifference be just

equal to the current rate of profit in the count.ry,

it will just afford to be worked; if the difference

amount to more, it will afford a rent. But this

removes the difficulty only a little further, and

the reasoning seems to move in a circle. What

regulates the wages of labour? The cost of pro

ducing silver. On what does the cost of pro

ducing silver depend? On the amount of wages

paid to the labourer. 'Vhich of these is the

cause 1 which the effect?

The precious metals are subject to two circum-
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stances by which this puzzle is occasioned. In

the first place, the outlay and the return are the

same in kind. In this respect, the working of a

mine resembles the cultivation of a farln in a

society to whom ffiQoey and barter were un

known. In such a state of society the farmer's

expenses would be the same in kind as his

returns. He would employ a portion of the

annual produce in clothing and maintaining his

labourers, feeding his cattle, and sowing and

planting his fields, and consider the remainder

as his profit; just as the worker of a silver

mine employs a portion of the silver produced in

making his payments, and keeps the remainder

as his profit. But the second peculiarity belongs

to the precious metals as money. Nature has

fixed a limit below which the farmer's expendi

ture cannot be reduced. Not less than a certain

amount of subsistence is necessary to the exist

ence of his labourers and cattle: if his farm does

not produce that amount, it must be abandoned;

and even if it do produce that amount, but do

not produce a fair profit on the capital expended,

it is a losing concern. The utility of bread is
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not in proportion to its cost of production. Be..

cause a loaf of bread cost ten times as much

labour as it does now, it would not feed ten times

as many people. If w'e could obtain one, at one

tenth of its present cost, we should not want to

eat ten tilIles as many. But the utility of any

given amount of money is in exact proportion to

its cost of production. If that were to fall to

one-twentieth, just twenty times as much money

as 'before would be required for every purchas.e.

If it were twenty times as difficult to procure

a given quantity, that quantity would perform all

the functions of· money just as well as twenty

times the quantity did before. In the first case,

sovereigns wuuld be used as shillings, in the

second case shillings as sovereigns. It appears,

therefore, that it is the cost of produeing money

which determines the demand for it, rather than

the denland for it which decides to what extent

the production shall be carried.

But if it be not the demand for the precious

metals as money which decides what shall be the

least productive mine that can be profitably

worked, what is the cause which so decides?
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Ultimately and principally the demand for them

as commodities; as the materials of plate, gilding

and jewellery; and through the intervention, and

as a consequence of that demand, the demand for

them as money.

I am sorry to say that I cannot make this clear

without supposing given amounts of money and

plate, requiring given annual supplies, and mines

of different fertilities: in fact, without entering

into hypothetical calculations which it may be

difficult to follow. My apology is, first, that

those among my hearers who can manage to

follow them will, I think, find that they make the

subject clear; and, secondly, that I do not believe

that there are any other means of satisfactorily

explaining it.

I will suppose a country without foreign com

merce, using no precious metal excepting silver,

and obtaining it from mines of different degrees

of fertility. Without inquiring into the causes by

which such a state of things has been occasioned,

I will suppose that country to contain 24,000

ounces of plate, and 12,000 ounces of money;

,and that to keep up the plate requires an annual
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supply of 2,000 ounces, and to keep up the money,

an annual supply of 800 ounces. I will suppose

the average rate of profit to be one-tenth or about

eleven per cent. per annum, and that the wages

of all persons, directly or indirectly employed in

producing silver, whom I will call by the general

name of miners, must at an average he advanced

for a year before the silver produced by them can

be made use of.

I will suppose there to be five mines, one from

which 50 miners can annually obtain 1100 ounces;

a second, from which 50 miners can annually

obtain 900 ounces; a third, from which the same

number of miners can obtain 800 ounces; a

fourth, producing with the same labour 600

ounces, and a fifth, giving only 400 ounces.

Now as the annual supply necessary to keep

up the stock of plate and money is 2,800 ounces,

it is clear that the three best nlines only, which

together produce precisely the quantity wanted,

can be worked. It is also clear that the value of

silver must depend on the cost of producing it at

the third., or least fertile mine. At that mine, 50

miners can annually produce 800 ounces. As
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their ~'ages are advanced for a yeart and the

profit taken by the capitalist is one-tenth, 80 of

these 800 ounces go to the capitalist, and the

remaining 720 are retained by the miners. Each

of the 50 miners annually raises 16 ounces of

silvert out of which he receives 14';' for his wages,

and gives up I} to the capitalist. At the second

mine, each miner annually raises 18 ounces. But

as neither the labourer llQr the capitalist have any

claim to greater wages, or to a greater profit at

one mine than at another, the ll1iner still receives

14';' onnces, the capitalist 1 ~ ounces, and the

remaining 2 ounces must be taken by the pro

prietor of the mine as his rent. At the first, or

most fertile mine, each miner raises 22 ounces,

of which he retains, as before, 14';', gives It to

the capitalist, and the remaining 6 to the pro

prietor. The best mine yields a rent of 300

ounces, the second a rent of 100 ounces, the

third can just be profitably worked, and the

fourth and fi fth are useless. Under these circum

stances 14';' ounces of silver must be the average

annual wages of labour,and 16 ounces the pricp

of every commodity produced under circum-
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stances of equal competition by a year's labour;

the labourer's wages having been advanced .for

a year: and the pivots on which all the money

transactions of the country turn, are the existence

of persons able and willing to give for 16 ounces

of plate, the commodities produced by the labour

of one man for a year, his wages having been

advanced for a year, and the power of the miner

to raise, without payment of rent, 16 ounces of

silver by a year's labour; in short, the amount

of silver required, and the cost of producing that

portion of it which is produced at the greatest

expense.

I am sorry to say that the only mode by which

the truth of these propositions can be demon

strated, is by a new series of calculations exhibit

ing the influence on prices of any increase or

diminution in the demand for plate or money.

I will suppose the demand for silver, as a com

InQdity, to diminish, by the substitution of plain

for enlbroidered clothes: a substitution which

would not occasion any of the existing plate to

be converted into money, but would enable the

stock to be kept up by a much smaller annual
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supply. I will suppose the change such as that

300 ounces a year instead of 2,000 shall be suffi

cient to keep up the existipg stock.

We supposed at the outset an annual demand

of 800 ounces for money, making, with the 300

ounces now required for plate, 1,100 ounces; and

we supposed 1,100 ounces to be annually sup

plied from the best mine by the labour of 50

men. It may be thought that the best mine

would now be the only mine worth working:

and such would. be the case, if it were possible

that the quantity of silver required for money

could remain the same after the cost of producing

it had fallen more than one-third. If the best

mine alone were worth working, the proprietor

would receive no rent, and of the 22 ounces

annually raised from it by each miner, the

capitalist would receive on-e-tenth, or 2t ounces,

and each miner 19-} ounces. There would be a

general rise of the wages of labour from 14';:' ounces

to 19} ounces, and as the cost of production of

silver alone would be diminished, all prices would

have a tendency to rise in the saine proportion.

This, however, they could not do immediately,
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as the 12,000 ounces current as money would

be incapable of effecting all the exchanges in

which they are supposed to be necessary, if the

sum payable on each exchange were increased

one-third. It would, therefore, still be necessary

to work the second mine, from which we have

supposed each miner to obtain 18 ounces

of silver a year" If no rent were paid, he

\vould give one-tenth of this amount, or 1t
to the capitalist, and retain 16~ ounces for

himself. But as one-eighth more money would

be necessary to allow of a general rise of prices

of one-eighth, the full rise could not take place

till the stock of money had been increased by

one-eighth, or from 12,000 ounces to 13,500

ounces. In a little more than a year this would

be effected, as the annual produce of the two

best mines is 2,000 ounces, and the reduced

annual consumption only 1,100. In the mean

time, although the fall in the value of nloney, or,

in other words, the rise in the wages 0 f labour,

must have instantly thrown the third mine out of

work; the second would continue to afford a

rent, constantly diminishing, as wages gradually
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rose from 14':;' ounces a year, till the 13,500

ounces of money being obtained, they reached

16* ounces~ The second mine would then afford

only average wages and profit, and could pay no

rent; it still, however, must be worked, as the

best mine, producing only 1,100 ounces, would

not be sufficient to supply the annual waste of

plate, and of the increased quantity of money.

But the second mine could not be worked to its.

former extent; for if more were produced from

it than just enough to keep up, with the assist

ance of the best mine, the annual waste of plate

and money, the increase would sink the value

of money, the wages of the miner would rise,

and the second mine would no longer be worth

working. But while the existing demand for

plate and money continued the same, and the

second mine was worked to a proper extent, its

productiveness would regulate the value in silver

of labour, and of every other commodity or ser

vice. The average annual wages of labour would

be 16t ounces; the average price of every

commodity produced by one man's labour for a

year, his wages having been advanced for a
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year, would be 18 ounces; and the best mine,

in which a year's labour, so assisted, produces

22 ounces, would afford the difference as a rent

to its proprietor.

We will now reverse the supposition, and shew

the effects of an increased use of plate. It Inay

be well first to recal to your recollection that

I originally supposed a stock of plate, consisting

of 24,000 ounces, and 12,000 ounces of money;

requiring an annual supply, the first of 2,000

ounces, and the second of 800, and the existence

of five mines, capable of supplying, by the labour

of 50 luell each, the first 1,100 ounces, the

second 900 ounces, the t.hird 800 ounces, the

fourth 600 ounces, and the fifth 400 ounces. I

will now suppose such an increase in the demand

for plate as to require an annual supply of 2,800

ounces instead of 2,000 ounces, luaking, with the

800 required to keep up the stock of money,

3,600 ounces. Now as the four first mines pro

duce altogether on.ly 3,400 ounces, it might

appear that it would be necessary to work the

fifth mine. From that mine each labourer can

raise, by a year's labour, only 8 ounces, of which,
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at the current rate of profit, he would keep 7t
ounces for his wages, and give to the capitalist

the remaining four-fifths of an ounce as profit.

But it is clear, in the first place, that until wages

head fallen one-half, or from 14.;:. ounces to 7t
ounces.. the fifth mine could not be workeu; as

the persons employed on it would otherwise

receive more silver as \\Tages and profits than they

raised as ore; and it is also clear that "\\-'ages

could not fall one-half, while the stock of money

remained undiminished. It is also clear that that

stock would be diminished. The increased de

mand for silver, as a conlmodity, would instantly

cause a portion of the nloney to be converted into

plate; all prices, and among them the miners'

wages, would fall; he would no longer be able

to retain 14~ ounces out of the 16, which he is

supposed to raise from the third mIne. That

mine would immediately afford a rent to its pro

prietor; but it would not be profitable to work

the fourth mine until the wages of labour had

fallen one-fourth, or from 14';- ounces to 10i=

ounces; at any higher rate the capitalist must

give up his profit, or the ore sell for more than
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the silver it contained. But as the stock of

money was gradually reduced by the conversion

of a portion of it into plate, and by its annual

waste unsuppliedfronl the mines, it would at

last sink from 12,000 ounces to 9,000 ounces,

requiring the annual supply of 600 instead of 800

ounces. Prices would now be sufficiently reduced

to allow the fourth mine to be opened. I ts pro

duce, added to that of the three first mines, would

amount to 3,400 ounces, and would exactly

supply the annual waste of 2,800 ounces of plate,

and 600 of money. The cost of producing silver

from the fourth mine would now be the regulator

of prices; the average annual wages of labour

would be 10.;. ounces; and every commodity pro

duced, under circumstances of equal competition,

by the labour of one man fora year, his wages

having been advanced for a year, would sell for

12 ounces of silver.

It appears, therefore, that any increase or dimi

nution in the demand for plate occasions an in

crease or diminution of the demand for silver in

the same direction, and a diminution or increase

in the demand for money in an inverse direction.
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An increased demand for money must,in a

similar manner, Increase the demand for silver

and diminish the denland for plate, and vice versa.

To make this clear, I must recur to my hypo

thesis.

We supposed the existence of 24,000 ounces

of plate and 12,000 of money; the plate requiring

an annual supply of 2,000 ounces, and the money

of 800 ounces. We will suppose that the circu

lation of the country in question consisted, in

addition to the 12,000 of money, of government

paper of the nominal value of 18,000 ounces, and

equally esteemed: making altogether a currency

of 30,000 ounces. We will now suppose a po

litical revolution suddenly and completely to

deprive the paper of its value, and, consequently,

to rt:duce the currency of the country from 30,000

to 12,000 ounces. If it were possible that the

use of plate and of money could remain unaltered,

all the five mines might now be worked; and the

fifth mine, at which each miner raises 8 ounces, of

which 7t are his wages, and.j:. the capitalist's profit,

would regulate the price of every commodity and

serVIce But it is impossible that the usec>f pla.te
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could be unaffected, after the cost of obtaining

it had doubled. To what extent its use would

be diminished cannot be ascertained: we will

suppose it, however, to be diminished one-fourth.

In that case one-fourth of the existing plate, or

6,000 ounces, would imlnediately be converted

into money; making, with the previous 12,000

ounces, 18,000 ounces, This would be enough

to prevent the value of money fronl doubling,

an event which must precede the working of the

fifth mine. As the 18,000 ounces of silver would

have to perform the exchanges formerly effected

by 30,000 of silver and notes, they would rise in

value t\vo-fifths: this would allow the fourth

mine not only to be worked, but to afford a rent

to its proprietor, since the wages of labour would

have fallen two-fifths, and that mine is only ?ne

fourth less productive than the third. And this

state of things would continue until there should

exist 22,500 ounces of money, equal, after allow

ing for a rise in value of one-fourth, to the former

30,000 ounces. To keep up this stock of money,

would, at the assumed rate of wear, require an

annual supply of 1,500 ounces, and precisely the
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same annual supply would be required to keep

up the stock of plate; in all, 3,000 ounces. As

the three best mines supply only 2,800 ounce~,

the fourth must be worked; and its productive

ness would regulate the value in silver of all

commodities and services.

It is scarcely necessary to show that the re

introduction of notes, or of any substitute for

money, would diminish the value of plate anti

money, and throw the fourth, and perhaps the

third, mine out of work; that this very diminu

tion of the value of silver would increase the use

of plate, and, by raising prices, would make a

greater quantity of money necessary on those

occasions in which money was actually used,

until, after oscillations continuing for a shorter or

a longer period, the joint demand for plate and

money should again decide what should be the

least productive mine that could be profitably

worked.

lVIy next Lecture will be a continuation of the

present subject.



LECTURE III.

VALUE OF THE PRECIOUS METALS CONTINUED.

IN my last Lecture, I considered the influence

which any increase or diminution in the use of

plate or money would have on the cost of pro

ducing silver. I will now inquire into the results

which would follow from any increase or dimi

nution of the productiveness of the existing

mInes; and I must again recur to my hypothe

tical country, and its varying mines. We sup

posed as you may recollect, five mines. One

producing annually 1,100 ounces, at the rate

of 22 ounces to a miner; one, 900 ounces, at the

rate of 18 ounces to a miner; one, 800 ounces,

at the rate of 16 ounces to a miner; one, 600

ounces, at the rate of 12 ounces to a miner;

and one, 400 ounces, at the rate of 8 ounces

to a miner. We supposed the capitalist's profit
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to amount to one-tenth of the produce, and

we supposed the existence of 24,000 ounces of

plate and 12,000 ounces of money; the plate

requiring an annual supply of 2,000 ounces, and

the money of 800 ounces; and, as an inference

from these premises, it appeared that the first

three mines alone would be worked. I will now

suppose that the best mine, producing annually

1,100 ounces, is suddenly and irretrievably filled

with water. The increase of the obstacles to the

supply of plate would immediately increase its

value; that is, would make the comnlunity

willing to make greater sacrifices to obtain a

given quantity of it, while the absolute quantity

wanted would be diminished, as fewer persons

would be capable of affording to purchase it, and

those who could would purchase it to a smaller

amount. There are no means of deciding at

what point the demand for plate would ultimately

settle; but the immediate effect of the increase

on the value of silver would be, that a portion of

the 12,000 ounces of Dloney would be melted to

supply, with the 1,700 ounces still annually pro

duced from the second and third mines, the wear
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of plate. The silver wages of the miner would fall,

the rent of the second mine would rise, the third

mine would afford a rent, and the fourth would

probably be worth working. As the wear of both

plate and money would considerably exceed the

whole supply of silver, all prices except the price

of plate would continue gradually to fall until the

value of plate, compared with other things, had

reached the point at which the community refused

to make any greater sacrifice to keep up their

existing stock. If this point were such as to

occasion the fourth mine to be the worst in use,

the ultimate results would be exactly similar to

those which I have described as following an

increase of the consumption of plate from 2,000

ounces to 2,800 ounces, except that there would

be less plate.

Suppose the proposition reserved, and, instead

of the destruction of a mine, the discovery of one,

from which 50 miners can produce annually 3,000

ounces or 60 ounces per miner. In this case, as

in the last, it is impossible to say at what poil1Jt

the demand for plate would settle. All that can

be safely laid down is, that the community would
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no longer be willing to make the same sacrifices

to obtain a given quantity of plate; and that the

absolute quantity wanted would be increased, as

more people would be able to afford to ll.l)e a

given quantity. The value of silver having

diminished, the third mine must instantly go out

of work; but, as more silver would become ne

cessary as money, the second mine would still

continue to give a rent, which would gradually

diminish as the accumulation of plate and money

occasioned a gradual fall in the value of plate;

and rise in the silver wages of labour, until the

increased annual wear of the increased quantity

of plate and money having become equal to the

annual supply of silver, the market for silver

would again be in a settled state.

It appears frorn this analysis that the demands

for plate and money are antagonist demands,

and, in a great measure, neutralize one another:

that an increased consumption of plate, by

raising the value of silver, occasions less money

to be necessary; and though, by reducing the

silver wages of the miner, it enables a worse

mine to he worked, yet the supply which may be
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obtained by melting money, and the diminution

of the use of silver as money, keep inactive the

mine which lnust have been employed if the

former quantity of money had still been required:

tllat a diminished demand for plate, by sinking

the value of silver, makes more money necessary;

and though, by increasing the silver wages of the

miner, it throws the worst mine out of use, its

effect is checked by the conversion of plate

into money, and by the increase of the annual

waste of the increased quantity of money; and

that the effects of an increase or diminution in

the use of money are equally checked, the

one by the increased relative efficiency of the

money obtained at a greater cost, and the other

by the diminished relative efficiency of the money

which has cost less labour: and that, in all

cases, the proximate cause which determines

whether a given mine shall or shall not be

worked is the difference between the average

silver wages of labour, and the silver which

a given quantity of labour will extract from

it; if that amounts to the average profit of

capital for the time for which the wages must be
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advanced, the mIne is worked; if not, aban

doned.

It is a relnarkable fact, particularly with refe

rence to the opinion that the value of money

depends on its quantity, that while the fertility

of the mines is unaltered, every increase of the

total amount of silver is preceded by an increase

of its value, indeed, could not take place, unless

so preceded; and that every diminution of the

value of silver is followed by a diminution of the

whole quantity. A striking illustration of the

principle that, although value depends prin

cipally on limitation of supply, it is regulated not

by the actual amount of the supply, but by the

comparative force of the obstacles by which the

supply is limited. And that, jf those obstacles

are increased, as must be the case whenever an

increase of demand forces an increased cost of

production to be incurred, the whole quantity

produced, and the value of each portion of that

quantity, will increase together.

I t will be observed that, throughout this dis

cussion, I have considered the wages of the

miner as regulating the remuneration of every
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other labourer. You are of course aware that

the wages of labour vary, in every occupation

according to the lightness or severity of the toil

and risk to be encountered. The easiest, the

healthiest, and, in every way, the nlost agreeable

labour in which man can be en1ployed, seems

to be his primeval task of tilling the ground.

On the other hand, the occupation of a miner

is eminently severe, unhealthy, and dangerous.

The consequence is, that the wages of agricul

tural labour are always the lowest that are paid,

and those of mining among the highest. In

Mexico the wages of the miner are about double

those of the cultivator. But it is clear that the

wages of the miner must afford the scale by

which all other .wages are regulated. When

once experience has ascertained the comparative

advantages and disadvantages of different occu

pations, they will continue to bear, as to \vages,

the sam~ proportion to one another. A fall in

the cost of producing silver must raise the money

wages of the miner. If those of the agriculturist

did not rise in proportion, the miner's wages

would be more than in proportion to his sacrj...
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fices, and they would be redueed by the conse

queot competition. And, on the other hand,

mining would be abandoned, if, when the cost of

producing silver is increased, the wages in other

employments could be stationary.

I am happy to say that I have now done with

my hypothetical illustration, and can proceed to

a practical question; namely, to inquire what

are the causes which actually decide the eost at

which silver shall be produced. To simplify the

question, it will be best to exclude all mines

except those of Mexico, which, in fact, furnish

fi,:e-sixths of the whole supply, and not to take

into consideration the present state of that coun

try, but to treat it as if still in the saine state as

when left by Humboldt, twenty-five years ago.·

The question, thus simplified, will be to ascer

tain the causes which, when Humboldt left Mexico,

decided what should be the least productive mine

that could be profitably worked.

The immediate causes are clear. The question

whether a given mine shall be worked or aban

doned must always be solved by comparing the

• This Lecture was delivered in 1829.
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amount of silver which it produces with the amount

of silver which nlust be expended in \vorking it;

Of, to speak more in detail, by ascertaining-

First, 1'he average quantity of silver which it

periodically supplies.

Secondly, The average quantity of silver ex

pended in paying the wages of the workmen

directly employed about it.

Thirdly, The average quantity of silver ex

pended in paying those who indirectly assist in

working it; a payment which includes the ex

penses of government.

Fourthly, The average quantity of silver ex

pended in paying for the luercury, steel, and

other foreign commodities necessary for the work.

Fifthly, The average tin1e for \vhich these pay

ments must be made in advance.

Sixthly, The average profit which the capitalist

who makes all these advances. could obtain by

any other employment of his capital.

If the silver obtained is just sufficient to answer

all these paynlents, the nline will be worked; if

it be lnore, the mine will yield a rent; if less, it

will be abandoned.
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But such an answer gives no real information.

There are in Mexico mines of every intennediate

degree of fertility, between that of Sombrerete,

which in six months gave its proprietor a net

profit of 800,0001., and probably afforded silver

at a less expense than copper costs in Wales; and

those which, if worked, would require as much

labour as is necessary to obtain platina or gold.

The first thing to be ascertained is the aggre

-gate quantity of silver annually required.

If the Inarket for Mexican silver were confined

to Mexico, we have seen that the demand for

plate would ultimately determine the aggregate

quantity of silver annually required. But Hum

boldt (lib. vi. cap. 4,) calculates that only /3d of

the silver produced in Mexico is consumed in

that country: the whole annual amount he esti

mates (lib. iv. cap.1,) at 1,640,000 lbs. troy, equal

in value to about 5,000,0001. sterling. Of this,

about 71,3041bs., or about 217,0001. sterling, is

retained by the Mexicans for their own use; the

remaining 1,568,6961bs., or 4,783,0001. sterling,

they export. Taking the Valenciana mine as

standard, in which 3,100 labourers earned
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annually 3,400,000 livres (Humboldt, lib. iv. cap.

11,)we6nd the silver wages of the Mexican miner to

be, or rather to have been when Humboldt ,vrote,

about 44l. sterling, or about 178 ounces of silver

a-year. If \ve add about a third more for the

wages of the persons indirectly employed in

assisting the miners, as producers of tallow, pow

der, quicksilver, and the other tools of the miner,

we Olust add about 60 ounces more as the silver

which each miner must produce, making together

238 ounces. It is difficult to estimate the average

time for which the wages of these workmen must

be advanced,· or the average rate of profit in

Mexico, but I will suppose the average period of

advance to be two years, and the average rate of

profit to be one-seventh per annum. The wages

of one miner and one-third more having, there

fore, been advanced for two years, we must add

73 ounces more for profit, nlaking altogether 311

ounces.

If the~e data are correct, and, as they are

assumed merely for the purpose of illustration, it

does not signify whether they are correct or not,

it was necessary, in order to produce annually in
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Mexico 1,640,0001bs. troy of silver, to work

mines of different degrees of fertility, do\vn to

that at which each miner, his wages, and the

wages of those who assist him, having been

advanced for two years, produced annually 311

ounces; and all mines more productive yielded a

rent; all less productive were losing concerns

If more silver had been required, it could have

bee~ obtained; but a worse mine must have been

worked, and the silver wages of the miner ,vould

have sunk; if less had been required, a better

mine would have become the worst mine in ac

tivity, and the silver wages of the miner ,,'ould

have risen.

What was it, then, which decided that

1,640,000Ibs. should be the quantity annually

required? Not the want of plate in Mexico, for

they required annually for their own use only

71,304 lbs., a quantity so small that it may be left

out of calculation. The determining causes must

have been that such was the desire of the inha

bitants of the rest of the world for silver, and

such their powers of producing commodities

desired by the Mexicans, and such the desire of
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the Mexicans for the commodities produced by the

rest of the \vorld, and such. their power of prQ

ducing silver, that the rest of the world offered

annually to Mexico commodities sufficient to

induce the Mexicans to produce annually for

exportation 1,568,6961bs. troy of silver, and the

Mexicans offered annually to the rest of the

world 1,568,696 Ibs. troy of silver, in return for

the commodities which were annually produced

by it for the Mexican market.

And any alteration in one of these determining

causes, unless neutralized by a compensating alte

ration in another, would produce a corresponding

alteration in the value of silver. If the taste for

plate in the rest of the world, or to use a more

concise expression, in Europe and Asia (for Africa

and the rest of America influence the question so

slightly that they may be omitted) should diminish,

and the Mexicans should not be willing to sacri

fice more labour and capital for the purpose of

keeping up their consumption of foreign commo

dities; as fewer commodities would be offered to

Mexico in exchange for silver, less silver would be

exported; the accumulation of silver in Mexico
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would sink its value; the silver wages of the

miner would rise; the worst mines would be

thrown out of work; and the persons formerly

employed in working them would be employed

in making substitutes for the foreign commodities

now no longer imported, as being no longer to be

obtained at the same cost. And though less

silver would be produced, yet as the demand for

it would be red uced, and as the worst mine in

use, which may be called the regulating nline,

would be a more productive mine, the value of

silver would fall over the whole world, though its

fall would be checked by the increased use of it

as money, occasioned by its diminished efficiency.

And it is a remarkable circumstance, that all

wages and prices would be raised in Mexico by

the 'injury of the most important branch of her

commerce.

I will now suppose a diminution in the power

of Asia and Europe to produce commodities

desired by Mexico. Suppose the Mexicans to

discover a mode of fabricating at home, at a less

expense, half of the commodities which they

previously imported; and that Europe and Asia
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are not immediately willing to make additional

sacrifices to obtain silver. The Mexicans would,

in this case also, turn a part of their miners into

producers of other commodities, but with this

difference, that, instead of losing, they would

benefit by the change. They would become in

dependent of foreign supply, in the only mode

in which such an independence is· beneficial;

not through unwillingness or inability to purchase

abroad, but by being able to produce more easily

at home. As to silver, however, the results to

them would be precisely the same as in the last

example, the regulating mine would be a better

mine, and all prices in silver would rise. But in

Europe and Asia the effect would be very diffe

reDt.. As less silver would be imported, and as

the deficiency in the supply had not been pre

ceded by a diminution in the demand, its value

would rise; this would occasion, to a certain

extent, a reaction in Mexico, and some of the

mInes which had at first been abandoned would

be resumed; but the ultimate result would be that

prices would be higher in l\iexico, and lower in

the rest of the world, than before the first altera-
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tion took place. Mexico would produce less

and yet retain more silver than before; a service

of plate would be cheaper there and dearer in

Europe and Asia, and it would require more

silver in Mexico and less in Europe and Asia to

perform the exchanges previously performed by

a given quantity of money.

I t is to be observed, that, in both the cases

which I have put, the worst mines would be

thrown out of use. Yet, in the first example, the

value of money falls in Europe and Asia; and, in

the second, it rises. The cause of this difference

is that, in the first example, while the demand

for silver is diminished in Europe and Asia, the

force of the obstacle which limits its supply there,

that is, the sum of .labour and abstinence neces

sary to obtain a given quantity of it from Mexico,

is not varied. In the second case, while the

demand for it is not diminished, the force of the

obstacle to its supply in Europe and Asia is

increased. And that increase ultimately resolves

itself into an increased value of Mexican

labour.

I will now consider the circumstances which
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would occasIon a less productive mine to be

worked.

If the taste for plate should increase in Europe

and Asia, more commodities would be offered to

Mexico in exchange for silver. It would become

profitable in Mexico to direct a port.ion of their

labour and capital to the productioll of an in

creased quantity. As this must be obtained from

a worse mine, the silver wages of the miner, and

all other prices, would fall in Mexico, as, to obtain

the further quantity of silver, they must have

previously fallen in Europe and Asia. The

prices of commodities would probably fall more

in Mexico than in Europe and Asia, because the

whole amount of commodities in Mexico would be

increased, and in Europe and Asia diminished.

But the price of labour would probably fall more

in Europe and Asia than in Mexico; for the

demand in Europe and Asia for the produce of

Mexican labour having increased, the results of

a given quantity of Mexican labour would com

mand in exchange the results of a larger quantity

of European and Asiatic labour than before.

If instead of an increased taste in Europe and
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Asia for plate, we suppose an increased taste in

Mexico for European and Asiatic commodities,

the Mexicans would be forced to increase their

export of sitver. This they could only do by

working a less productive mine; prices and

wages would fall in Mexico, while t.he increase

in the quantity of silver imported would ~aise

them in Europe and Asia; and the ultimate

consequence would be, that the results of a given

quantity of European and Asiatic labour would

conlmand in exchange the results of more

Mexican labour than before.

The consequences in Europe and Asia of an

increase or diminution in the fertility of the

Mexican mines have been so much anticipated,

that they may appear 110t to require a minute

investigation, but they are too important to be

slightly passed over.

The whole number of miners in Mexico was

estimated by Humboldt at 30,000. It is probable

that he included only those directly employed

in extracting the ore. I will aSSUlne for the

purpose of illustration, that there was then an

equal number of persons whose whole labour was
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employed indirectly for the s~e purpose, making

together 60,000. We have seen that they then

annually produced 1,640,000 Ibs. troy of silver =

the produce of· the rest of the world is supposed

to be one-fifth more, or 328,000 lbs.; making

together an annual supply of 1,968,000Ibs., or

in round numbers, 2,000,000 Ibs. The whole

quantity of silver now in use in the world ap

pears, on an average of the different estilnates, to

be about 600,ObO,000 lbs. troy; and as the

quantity does not appear to increase, the pro

duction and consumption probably balance one

another, and the whole quantity is consumed and

reproduced in 300 years. I will suppose Hum

boldt's calculation to be correct, and that one-third

of the whole quantity, or about 200,000,000 lbs.

is used as plate, and two-thirds, or about

400,000,000Ibs. as money: but as the waste of

silver in plate is more rapid than in money, it is

probable that they divide the annual supply

between them, and that 1,000,000 lbs. troy is

annually required to keep up the existing quantity

of plate, and about the same quantity to keep up

the stock of Dloney.
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I will now suppose a set of mines to be dis

covered in Mexico, from which 10,000 men, their

wages having been advanced for a year, .annually

produce 2,000,000 lbs. of silver. If it were

possible that the desire for silver plate in the

whole world, Mexico included, should increase

so as to absorb the whole of this additional quan

tity of silver for the purposes of plate, very little

effect would be produced. The value of plate

in labour and in other commodities would be

unaltered; the annual supply of plate, and the

annual expense to the consumers of obtaining the

additional supply now annually obtained by them,

would each of them be rather more than trebled;

and as the expense of .procuring silver from the

new mines would bear a small· proportion to its

value, their proprietors would derive a very large

rent. It is clear, however, that this sudden in

crease of demand for plate would not take place,

for, as we have supposed the price not to fall,

there would be no motive for it.

The immediate effect of the additional supply

of silver would certainly be a fall in its value,

but: a very trifling one, as the additional quantity
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offered in the first year could be only T~oth part of

the existing mass of silver in the market. I do

not think that the fall in the value of plate, which

so slight an addition would occasion, would be

sufficient to increase the quantity consumed. The

whole additional quantity of silver would there

fore be eU1ployed as money, and would be an

addition of one-half per cent. to the existing

quantity. Such an addition would scarcely occa

sion a perceptible rise of prices for the first, or

even the second year. By the sixth year, how

ever, it would amount to three per cent. and

unquestionably, all prices and wages, and, among

others, the wages of the miners, would have a

tendency to rise. The rise would, however, be

checked by a slight increase in the consumption

of plate, which, probably, after the fourth or fifth

year, would attract about the saUle proportion of

the increased supply as it does of the present

supply, leaving 1,000,0001bs. or one-fourth per

cent. to be annually added to the stock of money.

Even at this rate, however, in twenty years there

would be an increase in the stock of money, and

a rise of prices and \vages of only five per cent.
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The \vorst mines would now cease to be worked.

To what extent this would check the depreciation

caused by the newly discovered mines would

depend on the quantity of silver which had been

annually produced by the mines abandoned. If

this had amounted to 200,0001bs. the opera

tion of the newly discovered mines would be

weakened by one-tenth. It would require twenty

two years more before there could be a further

addition of five per cent. to the existing stock of

money, and a further abandonment of the mines

now become the worst in use. In the mean time,

the· increase in the annual wear of the increased

quantity of plate and money would begin t<r

show itself, and would again diminish the effect

of the new mines; and the operation of the new

mines, in adding to the existing stock of money,

would thus be gradually diminished, until a point

was reached, at which the annual supply and

consumption of silver would be equal. The value

of silver would then be stationary, and the only

result of the discovery would be, that plate would

be more easily obtained, and all prices and wages

estimated in silver would be higher than before.
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Such must have been the steps by which,

when first the American mines were "vorked, the

greater part of the European mines became un

profitable, and by which the mines of Potosi

afterwards occasioned the earlier American mines

to be abandoned.

The effects of a diminished fertility of the

mines would be equally gr.adual. Suppose, when

the Mexican mines were annually producing

1,640,000 Ibs. of silver, a popular insurrection

had suddenly and irretrievably destroyed the

works of mines producing annually 1,000,000 lbs.

As the existing stock of plate and money would

in the subsequent year suffer its usual waste of

2,000,000 Ibs. and receive a supply of only

1,000,000 lbs. the existing stock would be di

minished by o~oth part. So slight a diminution

would not perceptibly diminish the consumption

of plate. The whole annual supply would there

fore be converted into plate, and the waste of

money, which we have computed at 1,000,000 Ibs.

or 4:{-oth part, would not be replaced. As soon as

the reduction in the quantity of money was suffi.

cient to raise its value, and sink the wages of the
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miner, a mIne less productive than the worst

previously in use might be worked. But, by this

time, the increased cost of plate would somewhat

check its consumption; instead of attracting all

the supply of silver, it would again divide it with

money. Still, while the waste continued greater

than the supply, worse and worse mines would

be gradually brought into use, until the gradual

increase of the supply, and diminution of the

waste, should bring them back to balance one

another. The value of silver would then again

be stationary, and the only ultimate result would

be, that prices in silver would be rather lower,

and that plate would cost more than before.

The slowness with which any alteration in the

productiveness of the mines shews itself is

strikingIy proved by the fact, that civil disturb

ances have rendered the Mexican mines almost

totally unproductive for the last fifteen years, so

much so indeed, that silver has been sent to

Mexico from Europe, and yet neither the general

value of silver, nor its specific value in gold, has

suffered any perceptible alteration.

J must add that, to simplify the question, I have
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omitted a circumstance which must considerably

retard the operation of any increase or diminution

in the demand for silver in increasing or dimi

nishing its supply; and that is, the quantity of

fixed capital, which in every mine forms a

considerable portion of the expense, and in the

poorest, or, in other words, the most· expensive

mines, is the principal expense. The piercing

and walling of three draught-pits in the Valen

ciana mine cost 240,0001.; and in 1803, the

date of Humboldt's account of that mine (lib. iv.

c. 11), another draught-pit had been for twelve

,years in progress, which was expected to cost

212,0001., and to be completed about the year

1S15. The haciendos de beneficio, or works for

reducing the ores, are also buildings of great

extent and expense; those belonging to the

Real del Monte mine are stated, in an account

of that mine appended to the third report of the

Real del Monte company, to have cost 527,000

dollars. In the same report, the adit to these

mines, or passage for draining them, is said to

have been thirteen years in progress, and to -have

cost 1,000,000 dollars; and we know that the
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different companies succeeding to mines, in which

an enormous amount of fixed capital has been.

already invested, have spent very large sums, and

as yet obtained scarcely any returns. Such

capitals resemble bodies 'vhich require a long

continued impulse to set them in motion, and

continue to move long after that impulse has been

withdrawn.

Though the cessation for fifteen years of all

supply from America must have increased the

demand for silver; and though the different

mining companies have possessed for some years

the principal mines,-mines which, under a

heavy taxation, and worked with inferior skill,

yielded immense rents, besides profits much

beyond the European standard; yet, with all

these stilnulants, scarcely any silver has yet

reached us from Mexico.* On the other hand,

when the Real del Monte company have ex..

pended 2,000,0001. and six years in completing

works which have already cost millions to the

RegIa family, they certainly will continue to

work them, although, as is very probable, the

• This was said in 1829.
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8il ver they extract, after paying the expense of

keeping up· their circulating capital, may not

afford them average profits on their whole capital.

They will, in fact) continue to work them as long

as they receive, or hope to receive, average profits

on their circulating capital, ,even though their

fixed capital should return them no profit what-

ever.

The general result of all these observations is,

that the durability of silver, and, consequently,

the small proportion which the annual supply

and waste bear to the whole quantity in use,

the readiness with which the demand for plate

and money counteract one another, the time

which must elapse before new mines can be made

productive, and the reluctance with which old

ones are abandoned, must occasion any cause

tending to increase or diminish the motives, or

the labour necessary to obtain a given quantity

of silver, to be of very gradual operation. Though

an increase or diminution in the Mexican demand

for European and Asiatic commodities, or an

increase or diminution in the fertility of the

M-exican mines, would increase or diminish the
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Inotives or the labour necessary to produce a

given quantity of silver, and ultimately increase

or diminish the annual supply; yet a long period,

as we have seen, must elapse, before the dimi

nution or increase of the quantity of money and

plate in Europe and Asia wOllldbe perceptible.

And though an increase or din1inution in the

European and Asiatic demand for plate or money

would ultimately increase or diminish the annual

supply from Mexico; yet, for a considerable time,

the increased demand for the one might be sup

plied at the expense of the other, ,vithout pro

ducing any perceptible effect, and after the effect

became perceptible in Mexico, a further period

must elapse before it could bring new n1ines into

work, or cause the abandonment of old ones.

I have hitherto confined my attention to silver,

and I have done so, because the degree in which

it exceeds gold in quantity occasions it to be far

more generally used, both as a luedium of ex

changoe and a standard of value. It is obvious

that the same reasoning is applicable to gold.

Its value, like that of silver, must depend on the

whole amount which is demanded, and 011 the
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sacrifices which are required to enable that amount

to be supplied. If the· taste for gold trinkets were

to increase; if, for instance, solid gold buttons \vere

indispensable parts of every gentleman's dress, or

if it were possible that the long-sought aurum

potabile could be discovered, and it should prove

to be the universal medicine which the chenlists

of the middle ages expected, it is probable that the

whole existing annual supply of gold ,vould not

be equal to the annual waste in jewellery, buttons,

and medicine. The immediate consequence of

the new demand would be, that a considerable

part of the gold now used for money would be

applied to other purposes. The value of gold

would rise, and the gold still in use as money,

though less in quantity, would bear the same

value as the whole amount of gold money bore

before. More labour would be applied to the

production of gold, and, as soon as the quantity

annually produced equalled the quantity annually

consumed, the value of gold would again become

stationary J but at a higher point, with respect to

silver and all other commodities, than it stands

at now.
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If, on .the other hand, the demand for gold

trinkets and plate were to diminish, if the whole

Christian world were to adopt a quakerlike sim

plicity of dress and furniture', a great deal of gold

would be withdra\vn from ornamental employ

ment, and would be used as money. The value

of gold would fall, and the whole amount of gold

employed as money, though more in quantity,

would bear the same value as the smaller quantity,

bore before. Less labour would be employed in

the production of gold, or rather its production

would be suspended, until the annual waste,

uncompensated by any annual supply, should have

so reduced its quantity, and increased its value,

as to allow its production to be recommenced.

The production and consumption would then

again balance one another, and the value of gold

would again be stationary, though at a lower

point, both with respect to silver and to all other

coo1modities, than it stands at now.

Similar results would of course follow, if, with

out any previous increase or diminution of demand,

there should be a diminution or increase of the

annual supply. It nlust be remembered, however,
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that in consequence of the greater care that is

taken of gold than of silver, and of its being less

susceptible of loss from attrition or decomposition,

the existing stock bears a greater proportion to

the periodical production. Its value, therefore,

is less affected· by irregularities of supply. On

the other hand, it is more affected by irregularities

of demand. IIi times of civil commotion it is

more hoarded by individuals: in war it is more

wanted by governments. Its value, therefore,

during long periods is more stationary, and,

during short periods, less stationary than that of

silver.

It has been supposed that an alteration in the

supply, either of gold or silver, would affect the

general value, not only of the metal in which the

alteration took place, but also of the other metal.

If they were mutually substitutes for each other,

like the silver of Europe and America, unquestion

ably it would be so. But with the exception of

watch-cases and lace, gold and silver, when used

as commodities, are scarcely ever applied to the

same purposes. We see few trinkets or picture

frames of silver, or spoons or forks of gold. Nor
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is it likely that there will ever be such an alte

ration in the respective supplies of the two metals,

as to ornament our side-boards with gold, or our

walls with silver. And until this takes place, the

abundance of gold, though it would cheapen

trinkets and gilding, would not supply the place,

or diu1inish the want of silver plate; and the

abundance of silver, though it might banish pewter,

would leave the demand for gold chains and

gilding unaffected. And we have seen that the

value of a metal, as money, depends on its value

as a commodity. If we suppose a nation llsing a

currency composed of both metals, for instance,

of 1,000 ounces of gold and 15,000 ounces of

silver, the value of gold being 15 times that of

silver, and an increased supply of gold to reduce

its value to only ten times that of silver, 1,500

ounces of gold would be only of the same value

as the 1,000 ounces were before; prices in gold

would rise 50 per cent.; prices in silver would

remain unaltered; and neither more nor less silver

money would be required than before. And it

is scarcely necessary to state, that if we suppose

a nation to use only one of the metals as money,
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its prices would be affected solely by an alter

ation in the value of that one metal.

The only case in which I can imagine an alter

ation in the general value of one metal to affect

the general value of the other, is in a country

using both metals equally as money, and pre

scribing an unvarying proportion for their mutual

exchange. Suppose the currency of that country

to consist, as before, of 1,000 ounces of gold and

15,000 ounces of silver, and suppose it to be

penal to exchange the metals in any different

proportion than one to fifteen, or to refuse pay

ment in either metal. In such a country, if an

additional supply of gold should sink the value

of gold over the whole world to only ten times

that of silver, all payments would, as far as

possible, be made in gold; silver would become

useless as coin, except for those small payments

to which gold is inapplicable; the bulk of the

silver coin would be melted down and exported

to those countries in which it was allowed to ex

change for gold ina fair proportion, and it would

be difficult even to retain sufficient for fractional

payments; more gold would become necessary,
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and, to a slight degree, the value of gold would

be raised rather higher, and that of silver sink

rather lower, over the whole world, than their

natural proportions. Such 'was, to a certain ex

tent, the policy of this country until the present

century. Both metals were a legal tender, and

their proportions were by law invariable; when~

ever, therefore, the natural proportion varied from

the legal one, one of the metals ,vent out of circu

lation. We have now made gold the only legal

tender for all sums above 40 shillings, and though

we have not, perhaps, assimilated the proportion

in which gold and silver money exchange to the

general proportion in the European world, we

find no difficulty in keeping a currency. composed

of both metals.

The last general remark which occurs to me

on the respective values of gold and silver is, that

as gold is principally obtained by unskilled

labour unassisted by capital, and silver requires

for its production more skill and abstinence than

almost any other commodity, the value of silver,

as compared with gold, may be expected con

stantly to sink in the progress of improvement.
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And such has actually been the case. In Europe,

gold is to silver as about 1 to 15; in Asia, about

1 to 10; in Japan it is said to be about 1 to 8 ;

at the commencement of the christian era it is

supposed to have been about 1 to 10; two

centuries ago it was about 1 to 14; and it is not

improbable that, at the beginning of the next

century, it may be 1 to 20.

I have now concluded the discussion of the

causes which decide \vhat shall be the cost of

production of the precious metals in the places

where they are originally obtained~ But a more

interesting, and a less intricate question still

remains: namely, the causes which decide at

what expense they shall be imported into those

countries in which they are not originally

obtained.*

*' The Three Lectures completing this course are printed,
being those on the Cost of obtaining Money.

THE END.
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LECTURE I.

CAUSES THAT HAVE RETARDED THE PROGRESS OF

POLITICAl", ECONOMY.

POLITICAL Economy, as 9, separate branch of study,
nlay be said to be about a century old. Many of the
facts which are its subject-matter, have indeed at
tracted human attention from the earliest times; many
opinions, right or wrong, have been formed respect
ing them, and many customs and laws, beneficial or
injurious, have been the consequence: but it was
not until nearly the middle of the last century, that
any attempt was made to reduce those opinions into
a s)'Pstem, or to ascertain the grounds on which they
were founded, or even how far they were reconcile
able with one another. To M. Quesnay belongs the
honour of having first endeavoured to explain of ,vha.t
wealth consists, by what means it is produced, in
creased, and diminished, and according to what laws
distributed; in other words, of having been the first
teacher of Political Economy. In the course of his
investigations, he found that in the pursuit of wealth
all governments had not Dlerely mistaken t.he straight
road, but had frequently pursued a path leading
directly away from it. He found that instead of
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endeavouring to attain a beneficial end by appropriate
measures, they had been aiming at a useless result
by means totally ineffectual. Until his time it had
been supposed that wealth consists of gold and silver,
and that the quantity of gold and silver in any given
country is to be increased by encouraging the ex
portation and discouraging the importation of all
other commodities, and by the perpetual interference
of governments in the modes in which the labour of
their subjects is exerted, and the objects to which it
is directed. Quesnay showed that gold and silver
make the smallest and least important portion of the
wealth of a country. And he showed that the abun
dance of gold and silver, and of every other com
modity, is to be- promoted, not by restrictions on
importation, nor by bounties on exportation, but by
the absolute freedom of external and internal trade;
by securing to every man the results of his industry
or frugality, without attempting to order him. what
to produce or how to enjoy.

His inquiries seem to have produced on his own
mind, and on the minds of his disciples, effects
resembling those which would be created by the
discovery of a map by a party who had been long
wandering in an imperfectly known country. His
map, indeed, was often inaccurate, but the points in
,vhich it was correct were the most important, and its
errors, such as they ,vere, were not detected by those
to whom he offered it. Few men have ever presented
to the human mind a more interesting subject of
inquiry, and fe,v have had a more devoted band. of
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disciples. La. Riviere, Mirabeau, Turgot, and the
other writers forming tHe school called the French
Economists, all implicitly adopted Quesnay's opi
nions, and ~ngtlg~d z~91ously in th~iJ.1 propRgRtion.

The inquiry which Quesnay originated ,vas pur..
sued, and with still greater success, by Adam Smith.
Smith was superior to Quesnay, and perhaps to every
writer since the times of Aristotle, in the extent and
accuracy of his knowledge. He was, on the whole, as
original a thinker as Quesnay, without being equally
subject to the common defect of original thinkers, a
tendency to push his favourite theories to extremes;
and in· the far greater freedom then allowed to in..
dustry in Great Britain than in France, and in the
greater publicity with us of the government receipt
and expenditure, he possessed far greater advantages
as an observer. With these high qualifications and
favourable opportunities, and assisted by a style un
equalled in its attractiveness, he has alrnost completely
superseded the labours of his predecessors. The few
who read their writings, read them not in the hope
of obtaining the instruction which they were intended
to afford, but as sources of historical information, or
as examples of the errors to which powerful minds
may be subject in the infancy of a study.

From the appearance of the " Wealth of Nations,"
Political Economy has excited a constantly increasing
interest. All the events, fortunate and unfortunate,
which have occurred in Europe during that extra
ordinary period, have tended both to increase its
actual irnportance, and to occasion that hnportance
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to be better estimated. The art to which it is prin...
cipally applicable is the great art of government, and
particularly that branch of government which consists
in the raising and employment of public money. Not
a tax can be imposed or applied without materially
affecting the fortunes of those by whom it is paid, of
those among whom it is expended, and of third
persons, many of whom, perhaps, are unaware of its
existence. To ascertain the character and the extent
of these effects, even as to any existing tax, without
the aid of the general principles' supplied by Political
Economy, is scarcely practicable: to foretell or
even to conjecture, with probability, the effects of
an untried tax, without such aid, is impossible. A
government ignorant .of the nature of wealth, or of
the laws which regulate its production and distribu...
tion, resembles a surgeon who has not studied ana..
tomy, or a judge ~nacquaintedwith law.

But, under the old system of Continental Europe,
many things concurred to dinlinish the attention
which the evil consequences of this ignorance ulight
have been expected to attract. Each rnonarchy was
considered the patrimony of its king, and its public
revenue a portion of his income. All that he could
get he spent or gave away; part of it ,vent in wars
for his honour, part was wasted in building and
pageantry, and part was distributed among his cour
tiers. Public debts ,vere few and small, and were
the debts, not of the nation, but of the crown. The
interest '\vas not an additional burden on the people,
but a deduction from the gratifications of the prince,
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and was reduced from time to time, either by de
preciating the currency, or by the simple expedient
of a refusal to pay. No right was recognised in the
public to inquire into the amount of the royal revenue,
the sources from which it was. derived, or the purposes
to which it was applied. These were the private
affairs of the sovereign, which it was not decent or
even safe to canvass.

All this was changed at once by the French
Revolution. It was proclaimed in France, and
adnlitted, or scarcely denied, on the rest of the
Continent, that governments are made for nations,
not nations for governments; and that the public
revenue is the revenue, not of the government, but
of the nation,-not a property, but a trust,- not
a rent or a tribute, but the purchase-money of the
labour necessary to prevent foreign and domestio
violence and fraud, paid. over to the government
merely as an adrninistrator, unlawfully employed if
applied to any other purpose, and unlawfully de
mal)ded if more than necessary for that purpose.

Every man felt himself interested that the propor
tion of his income which he had to pay over to the
state should be reduced, either by -diminishing' ex
penditure, or by varying the mode of assessment.

At the same time the wars in which Europe was
involved for a quarter of a century, and the scale on
which they were carried on, occasioned in almost every
country an enormous increase of that proportion of the,
whole income of the people which is administered by
the government. Almost every country created a
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national debt, and thus threw on its rulers the ad
ditional duty of collecting a revenue, to be applied,
not for current expenses, but to repay those who had
advanced the public expenditure of previous years.
And not only were the people induced to interest
themselves in public affairs, they were frequently
called upon to act. In Inany countries the whole form
of government was more than once demolished and
reconstructed. Almost every nation, at some period,
received, or was promised, representative institutions;
every,vhere the monarch, by appealing to the people,
recognised the existence and the force ofanational will.

In the British Islands self-government was no
novelty, but many circumstances concurred to in
crease and diffuse the interest taken in public affairs.
Among these circumstances the principal ones were
the extension of the public expenditure, the altera
tions in the currency, and the effects of the poor laws.
In no extensive empire recorded in history, has so
large a portion of the annual produce of the land,
labour, and capital of the people, been administered
by the state. Every man felt himself to be a public
debtor, and almost every man became, in some shape
or other, a public creditor. At the same time the
nominal value of money, the standard by which his
claims and liabilities were measured, was subject to
variations considerable in themselves, grosslyexagge
rated by one party, and absolutely denied by another,
of which few could point out the immediate causes,
and no one could foretell the probable extent.
}tIeanwhile, the effects of the poor laws over the
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southern and south-eastern districts of England,
became every day more apparent. It became obvious
to the nlost unreflecting, that they were gradually
~ltering the rights, both of property and of industry,
the relations between the poor and the rich, the
labourer and his employer, and the habits and feelings
of the agricultural, and in many places of the town
population.

All these causes, and many others which it would
be tedious and almost hnpossible to enumerate, have
given to the political sciences, during the last sixty
years, an interest which no study, except perhaps that
of theology during the early progress of the Reform
ation,ever acquired. And this at a period when the
extension of books and newspapers, and of the habits
and means of discussion and communication, has been
such as our most sanguine ancestors never anti..
cipated.

Of all the branches of political knowledge, the
Inost important, and the most applicable to the pur
poses of government, is that which considers the
nature and the origin of wealth. It is true that the
ultimate object of government, and indeed the ultimate
object of every individual, is happiness. But we
know that the means by which almost every man
endeavours to increase his happiness, or, to use the
COllInon phrase, to better his condition, is by increas
ing his wealth. And to assist, or rather to protect
him in doing this, is the great difficulty in govern
ment. All the fraud, and almost all the violence, for
the prevention of which government is submitted to,
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arise from the attempts of mankind to deprive one
another of the fruits of their respective industry and
frugality. To counteract these attempts, a public
revenue' must be raised and expended; and, as I have
already remarked, neither of these operations can be
,veIl executed or well judged of by persons ignorant
of Political Economy. It may be added, that the·
desire for unjust gain, which, alnong savages, pro
duces robbery and theft, assumes, among civilised
nations, the less palpable forms of monopoly, combina
tion, and privilege; abuses which, when of long stand
ing, it requires much knowledge of general principles
to detect or expose, and which it is still more difficult
to reuledy ,vithout occasioning much immediate
injury to individuals.

I think, therefore, that I may venture to say, that
no study ever attracted, during an equal period, so
much attention from so many rninds, as has been
bestowed, during the last sixty years, on Political Eco
nomy. I do not mean that this attention was ac
knowledged, or even that all those who have been
framing and repeating theories respecting the modes
in which wealth is created, increased, or diminshed,
have been aware that they were political econotnists.
Most of them as little suspected it as lYI. Jourdain
that he was speaking prose. But every country
gentlelnan who has demanded protection to agricul
ture, every manufacturer who has deprecated free
trade, every speculator who has called for paper cur
rency, everyone who has attacked, and almost every
one who has defended, the measures of the minister
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for the time being, has drawn his principal arguments
from Political Economy.

At the same time, the avowed writers on this sub
ject have been more numerous than those on any
other science or art. If we look at our principal
reviews, we shall find that a large portion of each
number is dedicated to it. M. Say has been translated
over and over, into every language in Europe. I have
seen three different translations of his great ,york
published in different parts of Spain. In the United
States of America there are newspapers exclusively
devoted to it, and it has professors in almost every
university in Europe, and in North America.

Has then, I will ask,- and it was as an introduction
to these questions that I have ventured on so long
a preface,·-has the progress of Political Economy
been in proportion to the ardour with which it has
been urged? If it has not been so, by what causes
has its progress been retarded? and are they causes
within our control?

To the first· question, the answer must be, No.
After so much and so long continued discussion, we
might have hoped that its limits would have been
accurately laid down, its terms defined,and its gene
ral principles admitted. It is unnecessary to prove
formally that this is not the case. Everyone is
aware that Political Economy is in a state of im
perfect development, - I will not say characteristic
of infancy, but certainly very far from maturity. We
seldolnhear its principles made the subject of conver...
sation, without perceiving that each interlocutor has
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his own theory as to the objects to which the in
quiries of a political econornist ought to be directed,
and the mode in which they ought to be pursued.
When we read the most eminent of the recent writers
on the subject, we find them chiefly engaged in con
troversy. Instead of being able to use the works of
his fellow labourers, every economist begins by de
molition, and erects an edifice, resting perhaps, in a
great measure, on the same foundations, but differing
from all that has preceded it in form and arrange
ment.

Supposing it to be conceded that this is a correct
representation of the actual situation of the study, I
proceed to the rnore important questions, by what
obstacles has its improvement been impeded, and are
there any, and what means, by which they may be
renl0ved?

One of the principal causes which has prevented
the progress of Political Economy from being adequate
to the attention ,vhich has been bestowed on it, is
inherent in its nature. I will not say unfortunately
so, since it is at the same time the principal cause of
the attention which it deserves, and, in fact, of the
attention which it has received. I nlean its direct
influence on the welfare of mankind; and the effect
on our reasonings of this disturbing cause, has, been
strikingly increased by the state of transition in
,vhich the institutions of almost all the civilised world
have been struggling for the last sixty years, and seem
destined to struggle for an indefinite period.

If our laws had been of the unchangeable character
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which has been ascribed to those of the Medes and
Persians, we might have investigated the .na~ure and
sources of wealth with the impartiality with which we
study the motions of the heavenly bodies. No onB
would have .felt himself interested in denying con
clusions which would have been unsusceptible of
practical application. That wealth consists, not of
money, but of the things which mone~r can purchase,
-that it is not lessened by ,resorting to the cheapest
market,-that it is not augmented by augmenting
the nominal value of the tokens by which it is mea..
sured,-that it increases with the increasing pro
ductiveness of labour,and diminishes if more labour
be required to produce a given result,-that the
profits of commerce consist not in what is given, but
in whatis received, are propositio~s which might have
been neglected as truisms, or alluded to as self-evident,
but could scarcely have been made the subjects of
eager controversy. Monopolies would never have
been defended, if monopolists had been secure.

It is to the difference in this respect in the state of
Europe, that I ascribe the difference in the degree of
clamour which was raised against Adam Smith in
England, and the earlier economists in France, and
that ,vhich has been directed against their successors
in both countries. The doctrines of Quesnay and
Smith ,vere as much opposed to existing abuses as
those of Malthus or of Ricardo; but there did not
appear to be the same chance of their application.
While restriction and prohibition was the rule, and
apparently the unalterable rule, political economists
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were forgiven for proclaiming the advantages of free
trade. 'The theory was even admitted as long as the
practice seemed at a distance. But these halcyon
times are over: it is becoming every day more ap
parent, that whatever is generally believed to be ex
pedient, will sooner or later be attempted; and that
institutions are to be attacked and defended, not by
force, but by argulnent, -not by mere clamour, or
dogged refusal, but by convincing the public of the
benefit or of the disadvantage of the proposed alter
ation.

Archbishop Whately has well remarked, that the
demonstrations of Euclid ,vouid not have commanded
universal assent, if they had been applicable to the pur
suits and fortunes of individuals; and of all branches
of hUlnan knowledge, Political Economy, from the com
plexity of its relations, and the vagueness of its no
menclature, offers the easiest scope to a prejudiced or
an uncandid reasoner. The great improvements that
are taking place in our commercial and financial
policy, ,vill tend to diminish this obstacle to political
science by removing the subjects of contest. And
we may hope that its force will be still further di
minished by the mere progress of the study, as -its
terms become better defined, a,nd more and more of
its principles are established and recognised. But it
would be vain to hope that it ever will be got rid of,
or that men will examine questions which come home
to their business and bosoms, with the unbiassed
spirit which urges the astronomer or the mathe
Inatician.
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Another cause which has rendered fruitless much of
the attention bestowed on Political Economy, has
been the frequent attempt to discuss insulated ques
tions connected with it, by those who have not pre
viously endeavoured to acquaint t~emselves with its
general outline. In some sciences this is, to a certain
extent, practicable. In those sciences ,vhich consist
in a great measure of independent facts, such as law,
or nat.ural history, a single branch may sometimes be
.studied successfullJT. But in Political Economy the
different propositions are so mutually dependent, that
it is impossible to reason safely concerning anyone
without constantly bearing in mind all the others.
And yet nothing is more common than to find persons
writing books and making speeches, and even pro
posing, with the utmost confidence, legislative mea
sures involving principles as to which the acutest and
most diligent inquirer has not been able to make up
his mind, not only without-having settled within them
selves the meaning of their principal terms, but even
without being themselves aware that they are using
words to ,vhich they attach no definite ideas.

The errors which I have mentioned have been
committed principally by those who, without being
professedly political economists, frequently indeed
expressly disclaiming that character, have treated the
subjects which Political Economy considers. But
many who have avowedly devoted themselves to its
pursuit, seem to have misdirected their efforts, for
want of a clear conception of the object of their in
vestigations, of the manner in which they ought to be
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conducted, or of the nature of the difficulties to be
surmounted. If the teacher of Political ECOnOIT1Y
have not decided whether he is engaged on a science
or on an art, ,vhether it is his duty to explain pheno
mena or to deliver precepts, whether his principal
business is to observe facts or to deduce inferences,
,vhether his premises are all physical truths or depend
partly on arbitrary assumption, - his work, though it
may contain partial views of the highest value, cannot
possibly forIn a clear or a consistent whole. Nor is
it sufficient that the professor should have made up
his mind as to what he has to teach. It is important,
though not equally important, that the student should
have a general notion as to what he has to learn, as to
the nature of the subjects which are to be laid before
hhn, of the conclusions to which he will be asked to
assent, and of the arguments by which they will be
supported. The view that is to be taken, tuay perhaps
not suit his habits of thought or of inquiry. It may
be too abstract or too concrete. If he be accustomed
to demonstration, he may be ill satisfied by proofs and
illustrations drawn from actual life, and mixed with
irrelevant accidents. If his pursuits have been prac
tical, he may be disgusted by reasonings founded on
hypotheses representing nothing that actually takes
place. Or his objections may be directed rather
against the subject itself than against the mode of its
treatme~t. He may think that too much importance,
or if not too much importance, too exclusive an at·
tention, is directed towards wealth. He may wish
that economists would consider man as a being with
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higher qualities, higher duties, and higher enjoyments
than those which are concerned jn the production,
distribution, and consumption of commodities and
services, and may regret to see hin); treated merely as

a cause or a recipient of rents, profits, and wages.
But if he be forewarned, he will not be disappointed,
and, knowing beforehand the sort of study in which
he is to be engaged, he will more easily perceive the
premises and weigh the arguments of its professor.
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LECTURE II.

POLITICAL ECONOMY A MENTAL STUDY.

IN the present and the following two Lectures, I
shall consider whether Political Economy is a phy
sical ora mental study; whether it may be more
conveniently treated as a science or as an art; and
whether its "'premises are to be taken solely from
observation and consciousness, or rest, in part, on
arbitrary assumptions. And I shall begin by stating,
at some length, the distinction between science and
art,-not with the hope of saying anything new, but
because I believe that that distinction, though it has
been clearly drawn, may not be familiar to all my
hearers.

Shortly, it may be said that, as a history is a
statement of past facts, so a science is a statement of
existing facts, and an art a statement of the means
by which future facts may be caused or influenced,
or, in other words, fut.ure events brought about.
The first two aim only at supplying materials for the
memory and the judgment; they do not presuppose
any purpose beyond the acquisition of knowledge.
The third is intended to influence the will. It pre
supposes that some object is to be attained, and
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points out the easiest, the safest, or the most effec
tual conduct for that purpose. It is for this reason
that the collection of related facts which constitute a
science is generally a less complex thing than the
collection of related precepts which constitute an art.
A single science may be complete in itself;-a man
may confine himself to chemistry, or to zoology, or
to botany. He may pursue anyone of those sciences
to the boundaries of existing knowledge, and know
nothing of the others. But an art must draw its
materials from rnany sciences. No man can teach
or practise well the art of agriculture unless he have
some knowledge of chemistry, botany, zoology,me..
chanics, and indeed of many other sciences.

In the progress of human knowledge art precedes
science. The first efforts of man are practical. He
has an object in view, and tries various means of
accoluplishing it. Some of these utterly fail, SOlne
succeed imperfectly, and others are effectual, but at
an unnecessary expense of time and trouble. As
his experience increases, he gradually lays down for
himself certain practical rules. If the business in
which he is engaged can be managed by a solitary
individual, these rules may be known only to him
self, and be lost at his death. It is thus that we
have lost many of the secrets of the ancient painters.
But if it be one that requires co-operation, they
become known to his assistants and to his pupils,
and gradually to all who are engaged in similar
pursuits. Many rrlinds are employed in improving
them and in adding to their nUlllber, until at length
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they swell into a system. It may be long, ho,vever,
before they exist in any but a traditional form. The
great architects of the middle a.ges left behind them
no "vritten precepts. They taught their pupils by
oral instruction, and the rest of the world and pOSa
terity by example. The desire, however, to commu
nicate and perpetuate information is one of the
strongest passions of inventive minds. As books
lllultiply and become the principal means by which
this cun be eftected, those who are conscious of su
perior knowledge becolne writers. They compose
treatises in "vhich the means which are supposed to
be productive of certain effects are arranged and
preserved; and the knowledge which previously
rested on individual experience or traditional routine
becomes an art.

With the exception, however, of poetry, architec
ture, and generally of the arts that are addressed to the
taste and the imagination, for which nations in an early
stage of civilisation seem to have a peculiar aptitude,
the arts of an unscientific age contain many rules inef
fectual for their intended purposes, and luany that are
positively opposed to them. rrhus the medicine of the
ITliddle ages ordered plants with yellow flowers to be
used in cases of jaundice, and those with red flowers
in fevers, and directed fomentations and ointments to
be applied not to the wound but to the sword. At
length a luan arrives with wider vievYs or less docile
habits of mind, who is not satisfied to obey what
often appear to him to be arbitrary rules, though he
is told that they are the results of experience. He
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endeavours to account for the effects which he sees
produced, that is to say, to refer them to some
general laws of matter or of mind. To do this is to
creaie a science. As soon as scientific ha.bits of
thought prevail, men are teazed by any appearance
for which they cannot account. Their first nlotive
is to question its reality. Evidence of mesmeric
clairvoyance has been produced enough to satisfy a
sceptical inquirer, if the phenomenon itself could be
accounted for. But we cannot refer it to any general
law, and therefore the greater part of those who think
about it, deny its existence; many suspend their opi
nion, and scarcely any are complete believers. If its
existence should ever be· thoroughly established, the
whole scientific world will be engaged in searching for
the general principles to which it is to be referred;
for no one will be satisfied with accepting it as an
insulated unexplained fact.

I have said that a single art generally draws its
prelnises from many different sciences. So a single
science generally affords premises to many different
arts. Ho'v numerous are the sciences which are
applicable to the art of war. Ho,v numerous are the
arts which depend in part on the principles of
chemistry. And it is obvious that every increase
of hurnan knowledge must increase the influence of
science on art. Under this influence many new rules
are laid down, and many, which were supposed to be
founded on experience, are abandoned as unnecessary
or injurious. The art becolues in some respects Inore
simple and in others luore complex: lnore cOlTIplex
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because its precepts become more diversified and
more detailed; more simple because, instead of being
thrown together with little apparent connection, they
are grouped under the general principles supplied by
science.

Sciences are divided into two great classes, differ
ing both as to the matters which they treat, and the
sources from which they draw their premises. These
are the physical and the mental, or, as they are some
times called, the moral sciences. The proper subjects
of the first are the properties of matter; those of the
second are the sensations, faculties, and habits of the
human mind. As we have no experience of mind
separated from mattep (perhaps indeed are incapable
of conceiving its existence), and as the mind can act
only through the body, even the more purely mental
sciences are forced to take notice of matter; and many
of them, such as the sciences which have been called
resthetic, those which account for the pleasure which
we derive from beauty and sublimity, seem at first
sight to treat of little except material objects. But
they consider those objects merely with reference to
their effects on the human mind. To classify and
account for those effects as a part of the philosophy
of mind is the purpose of the science, and it regards
in matter only the qualities which produce them.
On the other hand, a botanist in the description of
plants cannot omit the qualities which render them
agreeable or useful to man. Without doubt, to be
pleased by the sight and smell of a rose is as much
an attribute of the human mind as the form, colour,
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and other qualities which occasion that pleasure are
attributes of the rose. But it is to the rose only that
the botanist looks. He states that it is beautiful and
od.oriferous as a part of t~e description of the plant,
not of that of the being to whom it is beautiful and
odoriferous.

The same difference separates arts, though the line
is less clearly marked. For as every art must use
material instruments, it is to a certain extent physical;
and as every art ainls at producing pleasure or pre
venting pain, it must be, to a certain extent, mental.
Still, however, the difference exists. No one would
call rhetoric a physical art, though its teacher lllust
deliver precepts as to voice and gesture. No one
would call agriculture a mental art, though a treatise
on agriculture would be incomplete which did not
compare the advantages and disadvantages of task
work and day-work, - a comparison involving wide
and numerous .moral considerations.

Where the subject is matter tIle distinction between
an art and a science is in general easily perceptible.
No one confounds the science of projectiles with the
art of gunnery, or the art of surgery with the science
of anatomy. But it appears to be much less easy to
distinguish the arts and the sciences which have for
their subject the operations of the human mind.
Thus we often talk of the art of· logic, and of the
science of morality. But logic is not an art but a
science. It is not a collection of precepts how to
reason, but a statement of the principles on which all
reasoning depends. The logician does not advise, he
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lnerely instructs. He does not teach us to argue by
means of syllogisms, but asserts the fact that all
reasqning is syllogistic. His statements are all gene..
ral; they have no relation to time or to place. They
are unconnected with any science but his own. On
the other hand, morality is .not a science but an art.
The object of the moralist is not to inform us as to
the nature of the faculties and the sensations of man,
but to advise us how to use those faculties, and how
to subject ourselves to those sensations, for the pur~

pose of promoting our happiness. He must therefore
draw his materials from many different sciences, and
must vary his precepts according to the social condi
tion of those whom he addresses. The morality of
the Stoics was fitted to an aggregate of petty com...
Inunities constantly engaged in foreign and civil war,
in which defeat involved the worst of human evils,
the loss of life, of relations, of property, and of liberty.
No Greek could be sure that in a year's time his
country might not be conquered by a neighbouring
tribe, or his party overthrown by a revolution, and
all his family and friends murdered before his eyes,
or sold with hinl into slavery. Under such circum
stances, insensibility, the power of enduring the ap
proach and the presence of evil, and the insecurity,
and even the absence of good, appeared to be the
quality most conducive to happiness. The Stoic
rnoralist, therefore, was as anxious to bluntthe desires
and harden the perceptions of his pupils, as the
English moralist is to rouse their anlbition, and to
expand their sensibility. l'he logic of Aristotle and
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the logic of Whately ure the same, but how little do
we find in common when we compare the morality of
Zeno with that of Smith or of Paley.

It appears to me that the greater tendency to con·
found science and art, when the subject is mind,· than
when it is matter, arises from the more immediate
influence on human conduct possessed by the mental
sciences. The sciences ,vhich consider matter have
often little apparent connection with any of the arts
to ,vhich they are subservient. The application of
chemistry to agriculture has taken place almost within
our own recollection; its application to naviga.tion is
still more recent; to transport by land, more recent
still; to the transmission of intelligence, scarcely ten
years old. Such sciences may be, and indeed generally
are, most- earnestly studied by ll1en who have no
object beyond the discovery and diffusion of truth.
That object is enough to satisfy the most ardent
scientific ambition, and to urge the most unwearied
scientific labours. The astronomer does not consider
what will be the practical results of his inquiries, or
whether they will lead to any practical results what
ever. His object is knowledge. The uses to "rhich
that knowledge may be applied, the mode and the
degree in which it lnay affect men's conduct, he leaves
to others.

On the other hand, the mental sciences are directly
and obviously connected with the arts of ,vhich they
furnish the principles; and those arts almost every
educated rnan Inust practise. No man studies the
science of reasoning without resolving to. apply its
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principles whenever he has to exercise the art of con
troversy. No man inquires into the laws which
regulate the human intellect or the human passions,
,vithout framing out of them some practical rules for
the employment of his own faculties ~nd the regula
tion of his own affections.

The distinction between physical and mental is
important, not only with respect to the subjects
treated by the sci~nces and arts in each class, but also
with respect to the principal sources from which they
respectively draw their premises.

In all sciences ahd in all arts these sources are but
three - observation, consciousness, and hypothesis.
The physical sciences, being only secondarily con
versant with rnind, draw their premises almost ex
clusively froln observation or hypothesis, Those
which treat only of magnitude and number, or,
as they are usually called, the pure sciences, draw
them altogether from hypothesis. The mathema
tician -does not measure the radii of a circle in order
to ascertain that they are all equal: he infers their
equality from the definition with which he sets
out. Those which abstain from hypothesis depend
on observation. It is by observation that the as·
tronomer ascertains the motions of the planets, the
botanist classifies plants, and the chemist discovers
the affinities of different bodies. They disregard
almost entirely the phenomena of consciousness. The
physical arts are almost exclusively based on observa
tion. As their object is to produce positive effects,
they trust as little as possible to hypothesis; and the
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mental phenomena which they have to consider are
generally few and simple. The art of navigation, the
art of mining, or the art of fortification, might be
taught bya man who had never studied seriously the
operations of his own mind.

On the other hand, the mental sciences and the
luental arts draw their premises principally from
consciousness. The subjects with which they are
chiefly conversant are the workings of the human
mind. And the only mind whose workings a man
really knows is his own. When he wishes to ascer
tain the thoughts and the feelings of others, his first
impulse al,vays is, to endeavour to suppose himself in
what he believes to be their situation, and to consider
how he himself would then think and feel. His next
impulse is to infer that similar moral and intellectual
processes are taking .place in them. If he be a
cautious observer, he endeavours to correct this in
ference by examining their countenances, their words,
and their actions. But these are uncertain symptoms,
often occasioned by· a state of mind different from
that which they appear to indicate; and often em
ployed for the purpose of concealment or of deception.

""Vhen a man endeavours to discover what is passing
in the mind of another, by reflecting on what has
passed or is passing in his own, the certainty of
the result depends of course on the degree in which
the two minds coincide. The educated man, there
fore, estimates ill the feelings and the faculties of the
uneducated, the adult those of the child, the sane
tho&e of the insane, the civilised man those of the
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savage. And this accounts for the constant mis
management of the lo,vcr orders, and of children,
madmen, and savages, by their intellectual and moral
superiors. The student of mental science is in the
situation of an anatoluist, allowed to dissect only a
single su'Qject, and forced to conjecture the internal
confornlation of other men by assuming that it re
sembles that of the subject which be bas dissected,
and correcting that assumption only by observing
the forms of their bones and the outward play of their
muscles. The mental peculiarities of other men are
likely to mislead him in particular instances. His
own mental peculiarities are likely to mislead him on
all occasions.

Another important difference, between mental and
physical studies, is the degree and the manner in
which they respectively can be aided by experiment.
When we are dealing with matter, we frequently are
able to combine its particles at will, and to ascer
tain the results of the combination. If we find that,
all other things rernaining the same, the presence or
absence of a given elernent is followed by the presence
or absence of a given result, we ascribe to that ele
ment and to that result the relation of cause and
effect, or at least of condition and result.

But we can scarcely be said to be able to make ex
periments on the minds of others. It is necessary to
an experiment, that the observer should know accu
rately the state of the thing observed before the ex
periment, and its state immediately after it. But
,vhen the minds of other men are the subject, we can
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know but little of either the one state or of the other.
We are forced, therefore, to rely not on experiment,
but on experience, that is to say, not. on combinations
of known elements effected for the purpose of testing
the result of each different combination, but on our
observation of actual occurrences, the results of the
combination of numerous elements, only a few of
which are within our own knowledge. And the con..;
sequence is, that we frequently connect facts which
are really independent of one another, and not unfre
quently mistake obstacles for causes.

The measure now$ before parliament for intro
ducing into Ireland a compulsory provision for the
destitute, is defended by an appeal to experience. We
are told that the English poor have such a provision,
and are the most industrious and the best maintained
population in Europe. The Irish poor have no such
provision, and are the idlest and the poorest people
that is called civilised. If the presence of a poor law
in the one and its absence in the other were the only
difference in the history of the two countries, this
would really be an instance of experience. If a
country with a previous history precisely resembling
that of England, possessing precisely the same phy~

sical and moral advantages, and differing solely in
the absence of a poor law, were found to be idle and
miserable, we might justly infer that the prosperity
of England is owing to' its poor law; for there would
be no other cause to which it could be referred. And

• This Lecture was delivered in March) 1847.
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the misery of the other country could be referred to
no cause except its want of a poor law. But when
we find that the English and the Irish nations differ
in race, in religion, and. in habits, - that the one is
chiefly a town and the other almost exclusively a
country population', -that the one consists principally
of labourers for hire, the other of small tenants, -that
the one lives on wages, the other on its own crop,
-that the vice of the one is irnprovidence, that of the
other indolence,-that in one country the religion of
the people has been persecuted, in the other endowed,
-that in the one the clergy of the people are the allies
of the government, in the other its enernies,-that in
the one public sympathy is with the supporter of
order and peace, in the:other with the disturber, -that
the code which prevails in the one is that which is
sanctioned by parliament and administered by courts
of justice, in the other is one fralned by conspirators,
promulgated by threatening notices, and enforced by
outrage and assassination,-that it is more dangerous
to obey the law in the one than to violate it in the
other, - whenwe find that these differences have lasted
for centuries, and that, almost from our earliest know
ledge of them, the circumstances in which the two
countries have been placed have been not only dis..
similar but opposed, it is obvious that the wretched
ness of Ireland in the absence of a poor law does not
prove that the presence of such an institution has
been beneficial to England. .AII that is proved is
that a country can prosper with a poor law and be
miserable without one. To that extent the expe-
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rience of England and Ireland .is decisive. It is a
complete answer to anyone who should maintain
either that a country in which the population are
forced to rely for subsistence on their own resources
will necessarily be laborious, or that one in which
the law protects everyone, whatever be his conduct,
from want, will necessarily be indolent. But it is no
answer to anyone who should maintain that such are
the tendencies of the two opposite institutions, but
that such tendencies may be neutralised by counter..
acting causes. And yet there are thousands of
educated men who call such reasoning as this arguing
from experience, and are now anxious to make the
tremendous experiment of an Irish poor la,v on the
English model in reliance on what they call the ex
perience of England~

When we direct our attention to the workings of
our own minds, that is to say, when we search for
premises by means of consciousness instead of by
means of observation, our powers of trying experi
ments are much greater. To a considerable degree
we command our own faculties,and thQugh there are
few, perhaps none, which we can use separately, we
can at will exercise one more vigorously than the
others. We can call, for instance, into peculiar acti
vity, the judgment, the memory, or the imagination,
and note the differences in our mental condition as
the one faculty or the other is more active. And
this is an experiment. Over our mental sensations
we have less power. We cannot at will feel angry, or
envious, or frightened. But we can sometimes, though
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rarely, put ourselves really into situations by which
certain emotions will be excited. And when, as is
usually the case, this is irnpossible or objectionable, we
can fancy ourselves in such situations. The first
is an actual experiment. We can approach the brink'
of an unprotected precipice and look down. We can
interpose between our bodies and that brink a low
parapet, and look over it. And if we find that our
emotions in the two cases differ,-that thoughcthere is
no real danger "in either case, though in both our
judgment equally tells us that we are safe, yet that
the apparent danger in the one produces fear, while
we feel secure in the other, - we infer that the imagi
nation can excite fear for which the judgment affirms
that there is no adequate cause. The second is the
resemblance of an experiment, and when tried by
a person with the vivid imagination of Shakspeare or
Homer may almost serve for one. But with ordinary
minds it is a most fallacious expedieint. Few men
when they picture themselves in an imaginary situa
tion take into account all the incidents necessary to
that situation. And those which they neglect may
be among the most important.

Having explained the distinction between a science
and an art, and the chief differences between the arts
and sciences which consider as their principal subject
the laws of matter, and those whose principal subject
is mind, I now come to one of the practical questions
in which this long preface will I hope be found useful,
namely, whether Political Economy be a nlental or a
physical study.
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Unquestionably the political economist has much
to do with matter. The phenomena' attending the
production of material wealth occupy a great part of
his attention·; and these depend Dlainly on the laws
of matter. The efficacy of machinery, the diminish.
ing productiveness, under certain circumstances, of
suocessive applications of capital to land, and the
fecundity and longevity of the human species, are all
important premises in Political Economy, and all are
laws of matter. But the political economist dwells
on them only with reference to the mental phenomena
which they serve to explain; he considers them as
among the motives to the. accumulation of capital,
as among the sources of rent, as among the regula
tors of profit, and as a,mong the causes which pro
mote or retard the pres~ure of population on sub
sistence. If the main subject of his studies were the
physical phenomena attending the production of
wealth, a system of Political Economy must contain
a: treatise on nlechanics, on navigation, on agricul
ture, on chemistry-in fact, on the subjects of almost
all the physical sciences and arts, for there are few
Qf those arts or sciences which are not subservient to
wealth. All these details, however, the political
economist avoids, or uses a few of them sparingly
for the purpose of illustration. He does not attempt
to state the mechanical and chemical laws which
enable the steam engine to perform its miracles
he passes them by as laws of matter; but he explains,
as fully as his knowledge will allow, the Illotives ,vhich
induce the mechanist to erect the steam engine, and
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the labourer to work it. And these are laws of mind.
He leaves to the geologist to explain the laws of matter
which occasion the formation of coal, to the chemist
to distinguish its component elements, to the engineer
to state the means by which it is extracted, and to the
teachers of many hundred different arts to point out
the uses to which it may be applied. What he reserves
to himself is to explain the laws of mind under which
the owner of the soil allows his pastures to be laid
waste, and the minerals which they cover to be ab
stracted; under which the capitalist employs, in sink.
ing shafts and piercing galleries, funds which might be
devoted to his own immediate enjoyment; under which
the miner encounters the toils and the dangers of his
hazardous and laborious occupation; and the laws, also
laws of mind, which decide in what proportions the
produce, or the value of the produce, is divided between
the three classes by whose concurrence it has been
obtained. When he uses as his premises, as he often
must do, facts supplied by physical science, he does
not attempt to account for them o

; he is satisfied with
stating their existence. If he has to prove it, he
looks for his proofs, so far as he can, ·in the human
mind. Thus the economist need not explain why it is
that labour cannot be applied to a given extent of
land to an indefinite amount with a proportionate
return. He has done enough when he has proved
that such is the fact; and he proves this by showing,
on the principles of human nature, that, if it were
otherwise, no land except that which is most fertile,
and best situated, would be cultivated. All the tech·
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nical terms, therefore, ofPolitical Economy, represent
either pu,rely mental ideas, such as dernand, utility,
value, and abstinence, or objects which, though some of
them may be material, are considered by the political
economist so far only as they are the results or the
causes of certain affections of the human mind, such
as wealth, capital, rent, wages, and profits.

In the next Lecture I shall consider the first of the
two remaining questions, - namely, whether Political
Economy may be better treated as a science or as an
art.
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LECTURE III.

REASONS FOR TREATING POLITICAL ECONOMY AS

A SCIENCE.

IN the following Lecture I shall consider whether
Political Economy may be better treated as a science
or as an art.

If Political Economy is to be treated as a science,
it may be defined as "the science which states the
laws regulating the production and distribution of
wealth, so far as they depend on the action of the
human mind."

If it be treated as an art, it may be defined as " the
art which points out the institutions and habits most
conducive to the production and accumulation of
wealth." Or if the teacher venture to take a wider
view, as "the art which points out the institutions
and habits most conducive to that production, accu
mulation, and distribution of wealth, which is most
favourable to the happiness of mankind."

According to the law which I have already men·
tioned, as regulating the progress of knowledge,
Political Economy, when, in the 17th century, it first
attracted notice as a subject of separate study, was
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treated as an art. At that time human happiness
was considered as dependent chiefly on wealth, and
wealth, as I have previously remarked, was supposed
to consist ofgold Qnd silvel't. The object which the poli.
tical economist proposed to himself and to his reader,
was the accumulation within his own country of the
utmost possible amount of the precious metals. The
questions which now agitate society, as to the distribu
tion of wealth, were unregarded. All that was aimed
at, was its acquisition and retention in a metallic
form. As respects the countries possessing native
deposits of the precious metals, the means of effecting
this were supposed to be obvious and easy. They
had only to promote the extraction of silver from
mines, and that. of goldfroIIl auriferous sands, and to
prohibit the exportation of either. This was the
policy of Spain and Portugal. The countries not
possessing a native supply, could obtain it only by
what.was called a favourable balance of trade, that is.
to say, by exporting to a value exceeding that of
their imports, and receiving the difference in money.
And the money so acquired, they were taught to re
tain, by prohibiting its exportation. The prevailing
opinion shows itself in the preamble of the 5 Rich. II.
stat. 1. cap. 2., one among the many statutes and
proclamations. by which this prohibition was for cen-
turies enforced. ' For the great mischief which this
realm suffereth, and long hath done, for that gold and
silver are carried out of the realm, so that, in effect,
there is none thereof left, which thing, if it should
longer be suffered, would shortly be the destruction
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of the same realm, which God prohibit;" and the
statute proceeds to forbid such exportation on pain
01 forfeiture. The merchants, however, who were
:necessarily the first to test .the effects of this prohibi
tion, found it inconvenient. Some trades, particularly
those with the East,could be carried on only by the
constant exportation of gold or silver, and in all
others it was occasionally useful. They did not
venture to attack the theory that the prosperity of a
country depends on its accumulation of money. Few
of them, probably, doubted its truth. But they main
tained that the means by which the legislature en
deavoured to promote this excellent result, in fact de
feated it. " Allow us," they said, "to send out silver
to Asia,and we will bring back silks and calicos, not for
our own consumption, which ofcourse would be a loss,
but to sellon the Continent for more silver than they
cost, and we shall add annually to the nationaltrea
sure." This was assented to, and after more than four
centuries of prohibition, the export of bullion was al
lowed by the 15 Car. II. cap. 17. "Forasmuch," says
the act, "as several considerable foreign trades cannot
be conveniently driven without the species of money
and bullion, and that it is found, by experience, that
the species of money and bullion are carried in greatest
abundance, as to a common market, to such places
as give free liberty of exporting the same, and the
better to keep in and increase the cur·rent coins of this
kincgdom, be it enacted, that it shall be lawful to ex
port all sorts of foreign coin and bullion, first enter
ing the same at the custom-house."
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The art of Political Economy now became more
complex. Its object, indeed, was a very simple one,
merely to increase the current coin of the country;
but this was to be effected, not by restraining every
trade which carried out bullion, but only those which
carried out more than they brought in. But how
were such trades to be detected? A test was sup
posed to be applied, by ascertaining whether their
imports were intended for home consumption, or for
l'e-exportation. .In the former case, the trade, whether
profitable or not to the merchant, was obviously mis
chievous to the country.

In the second case the trade, if profitable to the
merchant, znustalso benefit the country, as it would
receive more money than it sent out. "It is not,"
says Sir James Stewart $, "by the importation of
foreign commodities, and by the exportation of gold
and silver, that a nation becomes poor; it is by
consuming those commodities when imported. The
moment the consumption begins, the balance turns.
Nations which trade to India by sending out gold
and silver for a return of superfluities of a most
consumable nature, the consumption of which they
prohibit at hOIne, do not spend their own specie,
but that of their neighbours, who purchase the re
turns of it for their own consumption. Consequently
a nation may become immensely rich by the constant
exportation of specie and importation of consumable
commodities. But she would do well to beware not

• An Inquiry into the Principles of Political Economy, book ii.
eh. xxix. pp. 418, 419., and 422.
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to resemble the milliner who took it into her head to
wear the fine laces which she used to make up for'
her customers. While a favourable balance is pre
served upon foreign trade, a nation grows richer
daily; and when one nation grows richer, others
must be growing poorer."

Sir James Stewart's work was published in 1767,
and as he says that it was the work of eighteen
years, it must have been written between that year
and the year 1749. Though he calls Political Eco
nomy a science, he treats it as an art, and has the
merit of having first given to it linlits clearly se
parating it from the other moral and political arts.
"Its object is," he says, "to secure a certain fund of
subsistence for all the inhabitants, to obviate every
circumstance which may render it precarious, to
provide every thing necessary for supplying the
wants of the society, and to employ the inhabitants
in such a manner as naturally to create reciprocal
relations and dependencies between them, so as to
make their several interests lead them to supply one
another with their reciprocal wants." $ This agrees
,vith my second proposal, namely, to define Political
Economy as "the art which points out the institu
tions and habits most conducive to the production
and accumulation of wealth." As incidental to the
art, he was forced to examine the science, and a
considerable portion of his work consists of inquiries
into the laws which regulate the production and

.. Book I. Introduction.
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distribution of wealth. The extracts which I have
read, show that he did not escape the prevalent errors
of his times. And these errors were so grave, as to
render the practical portion of his treatise not merely
useless for its intended purposes, but positively in
jurious. A legislator following his precepts, would
waste the wealth of. the richest country, and destroy
the diligence of the most industrious. But the
scientific part of the work, particularly the chapters
on population, and on the influence of taxation on
wages, contains truths of great importance, which
were unknown to his contemporaries, and cannot be
said to be generally recognised even now.

Among the contemporaries of Stewart were the
French Economists, or, as they have lately been called,
the Physiocrats, forming the school· founded by
Quesnay. With the exception, however, of Turgot,
they wrote on the whole art of government. Their
works, indeed, contain treatises on Political Economy
according to my third proposed definition, that'is to
say, " on the institutions and habits most conducive
to that production, accumulation, and distribution of
wealth, which is most favourable to the happiness of
mankind;" but they contain much more. Quesnay
and his followers lived in a country subject to political
institutions, of which many were mischievous, nlore
were imperfect, and all were unsettled. That the exist
ing system of government was bad, everyone acknow
ledged. The economists believed that they had
discovered why it was bad. They believed that they
had discovered that agriculture is the only source of
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wealth, and rent the only legitimate source of· public
revenue. And they proposed, therefore, to substitute
for the innumerable taxes on importation, on ex
portation, on transit, on production, on sale, on con
sumption, and on the person of man, which then
formed the fiscal systeln of France, a single tax on the
rent of land. So far their precepts were founded on
the science of Political Economy. But when they
proposed the separation of legislative and judicial
functions, and required the whole legislative power to
center in an absolute hereditary monarch, they drew
their premises from other branches of mental science.
I have said that Turgot ,vas an exception; and it is
remarkable, that the only man among the disciples
of Quesnay who was actually practisi:ng Political
Economy as an art, is the only one ,vho treated its
principles as a science. His" Reflexions sur la For
n1ation, et la Distribution des Richesses," published
in 1771, is a purely scientific treatise. It contains
not a word of precept; and might have been written
by an ascetic, who believed wealth to be an evil.

We now come to Adam Smith, the founder of
modern Political Economy, whether it be treated as a
science or as an art. He considered it as an art.
" Political Economy," he says, in the introduction to
the fourth book,. " proposes two distinct objects: first,
to provide a plentiful revenue or subsistence for the
people, Of, more properly, to enable theln to provide
such a revenue or subsistence for themselves; and,
secondly, to supply the state or COlnmon ,veal with a
revenue sufficient for the public service. It proposes
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to enrich both the people and the sovereign." The
principal purpose of his work was to show the
erroneousness of the means by which political econo
mists had proposed to attain these two great objects.
And in the then state of knowledge, this could be done
only by proving that many of them mistook the
nature of wealth, and all of them the laws according
to which· it is produced and distributed. The
scientific portion of his work is merely an introduation
to that which is practical.

Of the :five books into which the work is divided,
it occupies only the first and second. The third is an
historical sketch of the progress of national opulence.
The fourth, the longest in the whole work, considers
the direct interferences by which governments have
attempted to lead or force their subjects to become
rich; and decides, "that every system which endea
vours, either by extraordinary encouragements, to
draw towards a particular species of industry a greater
share of the capitalof the society than would naturally
go to it, or, by extraordinary restraints, to force
from a particular species of industry some share of
the capital which would otherwise be employed in it,
is in reality subversive of the great purpose which it
means to promote. It retards, instead of accelerating,
the. progress of the society towards real wealth and
greatness; and diminishes, instead of increasing, the
real value of the annual produce of its land and
labour."

"All systems," he adds, "either of preference or
of restraint, therefore, being thus completely taken
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away, the obvious and simple system of natural liberty
establishes itself of its own accord. According to that
system, the sovereign has only three duties to attend
to: first, the duty of protecting the society from the
violence and invasion of other independent societies;
secondly, the duty of protecting, as far as possible,
every member of the society from the injustice or
oppression of every other member of it, or the duty
of establishing an exact administration of justice; and,
thirdly, the duty of erecting and maintaining certain
public works and certain public institutions, which it
can never be for the interest of any individual, or
small number of individuals, to. erect and maintain."

The fifth book, which points out the means by
which the duties of the sov3reign may best be per·'
forIned, and the necessary public revenue provided,
is, in fact, a treatise on the art of government. It
treats of the subsidiary arts of war, of jurisprudence,
and of education. It considers the advantages and
disadvantages of religious endowments, and even the
details of the opposed systems of patronage and, po
pular election, and of equality and inequality of bene
fices. It considers at great length the modes and
effects of taxation and of public loans, and concludes
by an elaborate plan for diminishing the taxation
of Great Britain, by requiring all the British de
pendencies, of which Ireland and North America then
formed part, to contribute directly to the imperial
treasury.

I have often doubted whether we ought not to wish
that Adam Smith had published his fifth book as a se-
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parate treatise with an appropriate title. I t is by far
t~e most amusingand the easiestportionofthe "Wealth
of Nations," and must have attracted many readers
whom the abstractions of the first and second books,
if they had formed a separate work, would have re
pelled. On the other hand, the including by so great
an authority, in one treatise, and under one name, many
subjects belonging to different arts, has certainly con
tributed to the indistinct views as to the nature and
subjects of Political Economy, which appear still to
prevail.

The English writers who have succeeded Adam
Smith, have generally set out by defining Political Eco
nomy as a science, and proceeded to treat it as an art.

Thus Mr. M'Culloch states, as the proper subjects
of Political Economy, "the laws which regulate the
production, accumulation" distribution, and consump
tion of the articles or products possessing exchange
a,ble value." Political Economy, then, is a science.
But he goes on to say, that "the object of Political
Economy is to point out the means by which the in
dustry of man may be rendered most productive of
wealth, the circumstances most favourable to its ac
cumulation, and the mode in which it may be most
advantageously consumed." So defined, Political
Economy is an art,-a branch, in fact the principal
branch, of the art of government.

Mr. James Mill says that he has in view merely to
ascertain the laws of production, distribution, and con
sumption. His treatise, therefore, ought to be merely
scientific. But when he says that Political Economy
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ought to be to the state what domestic economy
is to the fa,mily, and that its object is to ascertain the
means of multiplying· the objects of desire, and to
frame a system of rules for applying them with the
greatest advantage to that end, he turns it into an
art.

Mr. Ricardo is, however, an exception. His great
work is little less scientific than that of Turgot. His
abstinence from· precept, and even from illustrations
drawn from real life, is the more remarkable, as the
subject of his treatise is distribution, the most practi
cal branch of Political Economy, and taxation, the
most practical branch of distribution.

The modern econonlists of France, Germany, Spain,
Italy, and America, so far as I anl acquainted with
their works, all treat Political Economy as an art.

Many of them complain of what they call the ab
stractions of the English school, and others accuse it
of narrow vie,vs, and of an exclusive attention to
wealth ; criticisms ,vhich· must arise from an opinion
that Political Economy is a branch of the art of
government,-and that its business is to influence the
conduct of a statesman, rather than to extend the
knowledge of a philosopher.

It appears, from this hasty sketch, that the term
Political Economy has not yet acquired a definite
meaning, and that, whichever of the three definitions
I adopt, I shall be free from the accusation of having
unduly extended or narrowed the field of inquiry
which the statute founding this professorship has laid
open to me.
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There is much in favour of the third definition, that
which defines Political Economy as the art which
teaches what production,. distribution, accumulation,
and consumption of wealth is most conducive to the
happiness of mankind, and what are the habits and
institutions most favourable to that production, dis
tribution, accumulation, and consumption.

It raises the political economist to a commanding
eminence. The most extensive, though perhaps not
the most important, portion of human nature, lies
within his horizon.

The possession. of wealth is the great object of
human desire, its production is the ~reat purpose
of human exertion. The modes and the degree in
which it is distributed, accumulated, and consumed,
occasion the principal differences between nations.
The philosopher who could teach such an art, would
stand at the head of the benefactors of mankind.

But the subject is too vast for a single treatise, or
indeed for a single mind. This will be evident if we
consider the extent of one of its subordinate branches,
the limits to be assigned to posthumous power. On
the death of a proprietor, ought his property to revert
to the state, as it does in Turkey, or to go to his
children, as it does in France, or to be subject to his
disposition by deed or by will? If it be subjected to
his disposition, ought he to have merely the power of
appointing his immediate successors, or of entailing it
for one generation, or for two, or for ever? Is it
advisable that he should have the power, not only of
appointing a successor to his property, but of directing
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how that successor shall employ it? And ought such
a power to be unlimited, or to be confined to certain
purposes, or within a certain period? Ought the laws
of succession and of testamentary power to be the same
as respects land and movables, or to differ totally, or
in any, or what, particulars? Ought these questions
to be resolved differently in an old country and in a
colony, in a monarchy, in an aristocracy, and in a
republic? If Political Economy be a branch of the
art of government, these inquiries form a branch,
though a very small one, of Political Economy.

But there is scarcely any one ofthem which it would
not require f\ long treatise to answer satisfactorily.
How many, for instance, are the considerations which
must be attended to in a discussion as to the propriety
of enabling individuals to found permanent institutions
for the purposes of religion, of education, and of
charity, and as to the period for which they ought to
be allowed to govern them from the grave?

It is almost impossible to overrate the importance
of the art of government. With the exception, per
haps, of rnorality, it is the most useful of the mental
arts; but, with no exception whatever, it is the
most extensive. Too much attention cannot be
given to it j but that attention should be subdivided.
Too many minds cannot be employed on it, but each
should select a single province; and the narrower
the province, of course the more completely is it
likely to be mastered.

My second definition, that which defines Political
Economy as the art which teaches what are the
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institutions Hnd habits most favourable to the pro..
duction and accumulation of wealth, is not liable to
similar objections., It opens a field of inquiry, posi
tively indeed wide, but cornpal·atively narrow~ The

object proposed by the political economist is no
longer .hunlan happiness, but the attainment of one
of the means of human happiness, wealth.

To recur to nlY former illustrations, he must, as in
the former case, inquire whether, according to the
principles of Political Economy, individuals ought to
be enabled to direct ho,v the property which they have
acquired in life shall be employed after their deaths,
in providing religious teaching, and to what extent,
and for what periods, their posthumous legislation
ought to be enforced; but he must stop far short of
the point to which his inquiries, if he had adopted the
former definition, would have extended. He must
confine himself to the effect of such institutions on
the production and accumulation of wealth. He has
now no business to inquire whether endowments imply
articles of faith, and articles of faith produce indif..
ference or hypocrisy; whether the servility of a hier
archy be compensated by its loyalty, or the turbulence
of sectarianism by its independence of thought. He
has no longer to compare the moral and religious
influence of an endowed, with that of an unendowed
clergy. He does not inquire whether the morality
of the one is likely to be ascetic, and that of the other
latitudinarian; whether the one will have more in
fluenceover the bulk of the people, and the other
over the educated classes; w-hether the one is likely
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to produce numerous contending sects, animated by
zeal, but inflamed by intolerance, and the other an
unreflecting apathetic comformity. These are mat
ters beyond his jurisdiction. But he assumes, oil
the general principles of hU111an nature, that every
civilised society requires teachers of religion, and that
these teachers Inust be paid for their services. He
sho'vs, on the principles of Political Economy, that in
every such society there are revenues derived from
land or from capital, ,vhich are consumed by a class
not forced to take an active part in producing them,
and enjoying, therefore, a leisure which they are
tempted to ,vaste in indolence or in frivolous occupa
tion. He shows that to dedicate a portion of these
revenues to the payment of the teachers of religion,
is merely to substitute for a certain number of .lay
landlords,or lay fundholders, bound to the performw

ance of no public duty, ecclesiastical fundholders, 01'

ecclesiastical landlords, rendering, in return for their
incornes, services which, under what is called the
voluntary system, must be purchased by those who
require then1. He shows that such a dedication nlust
diminish the number of idle persons, and therefore
increase the productive activity of the comrnunity
and diminish the subjects of necessary expenditure,
and therefore increase its disposable income; and
he infers that the '\:vealth of a society luay be
augn1ented by allowing such endowments to be
created. He lnay go on to show that such en
c1o,vrnents may cease to be favourable to wealth, if
the founder's legislative po,ver be unlirnited, since
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the doctrines of which he has ordered the dissemina
tion may have been originally unpopular, or Illay
become so as knowledge advances. The political
economist, therefore, may recomrnend that all such

institutions be subjected to the control of the legisla
ture, in order to prevent endowments from being
wasted by providing teachers for whom there 3,1'e no
congregations, and that they be also subjected to
periodical revision, in order to accommodate the·
supply of instruction to the demand.

He may proceed to consider the different forms of
endowrnents, by tithes, by land, by rent-charges,
and by the investment of rnoney. He may show
how the first is an obstacle to all improvement,
and the second to improvement by the landlord;
how the third diminishes with the progress of wealth,
and the fourth may perish \vith the fund on which it
is secured. And he may propose remedies for these
different inconveniences. If he go further than
this, he wanders froin the art of wealth into the art
of governlnent.

I have introduced this rather long illustration, not
only as an exarnple of the different modes in which
the art of Political Economy must be treated, accord
ing to the definition with which the teacher sets out,
but also as a specimen of the extent and variety of
the details into which he IIluat enter, even if he
adopt the less extensive definition.

But this is not all. I have already remarked that
all the practical arts draw their principles from
sciences. If, ho,vever, the teacher of an art ,vere to
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attempt to teach also the different sciences on which it
is founded, his treatise ,vould want unity of subject,
and be inconveniently long. He generally, therefore,
assumes his scientific principles as established, and
refers to them as ,veIl known. The teacher of the
art of tnedicine merely alludes to the facts which
form the sciences of anatolny and chemistry; the
teacher of rhetoric assumes that his pupil is ac-.
quainted with the science of logic and with that of
grammar. Many of the sciences and of the arts
which are subservient to the art of Political Economy,
may be thus treated. The political economist, for
instance, assumes that protection from domestie or
foreign violence or fraud, is essential to any consider
able production or accumulation of wealth, and he
considers the means by ,vhich the expense of pro·
viding this protection may be best supported; but he
does not inquire what are the necessary legal and nlili
tary institut.ions. He leaves these to be pointed out
by the arts of war and of penal and civil jurispru
dence, and by the sciences on which those arts depend.

There is one science, however, to which this treat
ment cannot as yet be applied, and it is the science
m.ost intimately connected with the art of Political
Economy, that is to say, the science which states
the laws regulating the production, accumulation,
and distribution of wealth, or, in other words, the
science (as distinguished from the art) of Political
Economy itself. The time I trust ,vill corne, pel'haps
within the lives of some of us, when the outline
of this science will be clearly made out and gene-
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rally recognised, when its nomenclature will be fixed,
and its principles forIn a part of elementary instruc
tion. A teacher of the art of Political Economy will
then be able to refer to the principles of the science as
familiar and admitted truths. 1 scarcely need repeat
how far this is from being the case at present~ With
out doubt, many of the laws of the science have been
discovered,and a few of them are generallyacknow..
ledged; and some of its terms havebeen defined, andthe
definitions accepted. Still, however, there remains, as
1 remarked in the first Lecture, much to explore and
much to explain. Weare still far from the bounds
of what is to be known, and further still froln any
general agreement as to what is known. Every
w:r.iter, therefore, on the art of Political Economy, is
forced to prefix, or to interweave among his precepts,
his own views of the science, and thus to add to the
practical portion of his· work a scientific portion of
perhaps equal length. It appears to me, that the five
years during which this professorship is tenable, is
too· short a period for so vast an undertaking. I
propose, therefore, to take as my subject, not the art,
but the much narrower province, the science; and to
explain, in the following Lectures, the general laws
which regulate the production, accumulation, and dis
tribution of wealth, leaving· it to writers with. more
leisure to point out what . are the institutions Inost
favourable to its production and accumulation, and
to speculators of still wider views to sa.y what pro
duction, accurnulation, distribution, and· consumption
are;Inost favourable to human happiness.
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But though I follow substantially the example of
Turgot and Ricardo, I do not propose to follow it
implicitly. Though I profess to teach only the
theory of wealth, I do not refuse the right to consider
its practical application. There is, indeed, something
imposing and almost seductive in a work of pure
science, especially if it be a science connected with
human affairs. We adluire the impartiality of the
philosopher who discusses matters that agitate nations
without mixing in the strife, or noticing the use that
may be made of the truths which he sc.atters. And
we admit, with comparative readiness, conclusions
which do not appear to have been influenced by
passion, the great .disturber of observation and of
reasoning. This was one of the great causes of the
popularity of Ricardo. He was the first English
,vriter who produced Political Economy in a purely
scientific forin. He is usually a logical reasoner, so
that his conclusions can seldom be denied if his pre
mises are conceded, and his premises Inust usually be
conceded, for they are usually hypothetical. Men
were delighted to find what appeared to be firm
footing, in a new and apparently unstable science,
and readily gave their assent to theories which did
not obviously lead to practice. But though it be
desirable that from time to time a writer should
arise able and willing to treat the science in this
severe and abstract manner, his treatise will be more
serviceable to masters than to students. To those
who are already familiar with the subject, to those
who have already perceived how deeply mankind
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are interested in obtaining correct vie\vs as to the
laws which regulate the production and distribution
of wealth, a naked statement of those laws, though
it should not possess the elegance of Turgot, or ,the
originality of Ricardo, must still be useful, and even
agreeable. A mere student would find it repulsive.
He ought to be attracted to Political EcononlY by
seeing from time to time its practical application.
He should be taught that he is studying a science
composed of principles ,vhich no statesman, no legis
lator, no magistrate, no member even of a board of
guardians can safely disregard. And this will be
best effected by putting before him examples of the
good which has been done by adhering to those prin..
ciples, and of the evil which has punished their neglect.
These exalnples, therefore, I shall think TIlyself at
liberty to give. I shall think myself justified, for
instance, in showing how the natural distribution of
wealth may be affected by the institution of poor..
laws. And I shall not confine myself to their effects
upon wealth. I shall consider how· far a well-framed
poor-law may promote the moral as well as the
material welfare of the labouring classes, and an ill..
administered poor-law may produce moral, intellectual,
and physical degradation. But these discussions
must be considered as episodes. They form no part
of the science which I profess. I shall enter into
them, not as a political economist, but as a statesman
or a moralist; and I shall expect from those who
do llle the honour of listening to them, not the full
conviction ,vhich follo,vs scientific reasoning, but the
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qualified assent which is given to the precepts of an
art.

In the next Lecture I shall consider whether the
science of Political Econolny Inay be more con
veniently based on positive or on hypothetical prin
ciples.
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LECTURE IV.

THAT POLITICAL ECONOMY IS A POSITIVE, NOT AN

HYPOTHETIOAL SOIENOE.-DEFINITION OF WEALTH.

IN the present Lecture I shall consider whether the
science of Political Economy may be Inore conveni
entlybased on positive or on hypothetical principles,
and shall afterwards explain, more fully than I have
as yet done, the sense in which I use the word wealth.
Mr. John Mill, who has contributed much to Politi.
cal Economy, as he has, indeed, to every science
which he has touched, maintains that it is based on
hypothesis. As it is impossible to change Mr. Mill's
language for the better, I shall extract the material
parts of the passage in which·he states and supports
this opinion.

"Political Economy,"* he says, "is concerned with
luan solely as a being who desires to possess wealth,
and who is capable of judging of the comparative
efficacy of means for obtaining that end. It predicts
only such of the phenomena of the social state as take
place in consequence of the pursuit of wealth. It

• Essays on some Unsettled Questions of Political Economy,
pp. 137, 138, 139, 140. 144, 145.
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makes entire abstraction of every other human passion
or motive, except those which may be regarded as
perpetually antagonising principles to the desire of
wealth; namely, aversion to labour, and desire of the
present enjoyment of costly indulgences. These it
takes, to a certain extent, into its--calculations, because
these do not merely, like other desires, occasionally
conflict with the pursuit of wealth, but accompany it
always as a drag or impediment, and are therefore in
separably mixed up in the consideration of it. Politior
cal Economy considers mankind as occupied solely in
acquiring and consuming wealth, and aims at showing
what is the course of action into ,vhich mankind,
living in a state of society, would be impelled, if that
motive, except in the degree in which it is checked
by the two perpetual counter-motives above adverted
to, were absolutely ruler of all their actions. Under
the influence of this desire, it shows mankind a,ccu
mulating wealth, and employing wealth in the pro
duction of other wealth; sanctioning by mutual
agreement the institution of property; establishing
laws to prevent individuals from encroaching upon
the property of others by force or fraud; adopting
various contrivances for increasing the productive
ness of their labour; settling the division of the
produce by agreement, under the influence of com
petition (competition itself being governed by certain
laws, which laws are therefore the ultiInate regulators
of the division of the produce), and employing certain
expedients, as money, credit., &c., to facilitate the
distribution. All these operations, though many of
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them are really the result of a plurality of motives,
are considered by Political Economy as flowing solely
from the desire of wealth. The science then proceeds
to investiga.t~ th~ Inws whichgov~I'n these severnl
operations, under the supposition that man is a being
who is determined, by the necessity of his nature, to
prefer a greater proportion of wealth to a smaller in
all cases, without any other exception ,than that con-

. stitutedby the two counter-motives already specified.
Not that any political economist was ever so absurd
as to suppose that mankind are really thus constituted,
but because" this is the mode in which science must
necessarily proceed. When an effect depends upon a
concurrence of causes, those causes rnust, be studied
one at a thne, and their laws separately investigated,
if we wish, through the causes, to obtain the power
of either, predicting or controlling the effect; since
the law of the effect is compounded of the laws of all
the causes which determine it. The law of the cen
tripetal and that of the tangential force must have
been known, before the motions of the earth and
planets could be explained, or inany of them predicted.
The same is the case with the conduct of man in
society. In order to judge how he will act under
the variety of desires and aversions which are con
currently operating upon him, ,ve must know how
he would act under the exclusive influence of each
one in particular. ,There is, perhaps, no action of a
man's life in which he is neither under the immediate
nor under the remote influence of any impulse but
the mere desire of wealth. With respect to those
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parts of hUlnan conduct of which wealth is not even
the principal object, to these Political l~conolny does
not pretend that its conclusions are applicable. l~ut

there are also certain departments of hlunall nflitirs,
in which the acquisition of wealth is the luaill and
acknowledged end. It is only of these that Political
Economy takes notice. The manner in ,vhich it
necessarily proceeds is that of treating the nlain and
acknowledged end as if it \vere the sole end; ,vhich,
of all hypotheses equally simple, is the nearest to the
truth. The political econonlist inquires, what are
the actions which would be produced by this desire,
if, within the departments in question, it were un..
impeded by any other?

"It reasons, and, as ,ve contend, must necessarily
reason, from assumptions, not from facts. It is built
upon hypotheses strictly analogous to those which,
under the name of definitions, are the foundation of
the other abstract sciences. Geometry presupposes
an arbitrary definition of a line, 'that which has
length but not breadth.' Just in the same manner
does Political Economy presuppose an arbitrary ·de
finition of man, as a being who invariably does that
by \vhich he may obtain the greatest amount of
necessaries, conveniences, and luxuries, with the
sluallest qu1ntity of labour and physical self-denial
with which they can be obtained in the existing state
of knowledge. It is true that this definition of man
is not formally prefixed to any work on Political
Economy, as the definition of a line is prefixed to
,Euclid's Elements; and ·in proportion as, by being
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so prefixed, it would be less in danger of being for
gotten, we nlay see ground for regret that it is not
done. It is proper that what is assumed in every

particular case, should once for all be brought before
the mind in its full extent, by being somewhere
formally stated as a general lnaxim. No,v, no one
who is conversant with systematic treatises on Poli..
tical Economy will question, that whenever a political
economist has shown that, by acting in a particular
manner, a labourer nlay obviously obtain higher
,vages, a capitalist larger profits, or a landlord higher
rent, he concludes', as a matter of course, that they
will certainly act in that manner. Political Econolny,
therefore, reasons frotn assumed premises-from pre
mises "vhich Inight be totally without foundation in
fact, and which are not pretended to be universally in
accordance with it. The conclusions of Political
Economy, consequently, like those of geometry, are
only true, as the common phrase is, in the abstract;
that is, they are only true under certain suppositions,
in which none but general causes-causes comnlon to
the ,vhole class of cases under consideration-are
taken into account."

I have extracted this long passage because it is a
clear statement of an original vie'v of the science of
Political .Economy, -. a vie'v so plausible, indeed so
philosophical, that I feel bound either to adopt it, or
to state fully lny reasons for rejecting it. lam not
aware of any writer, except, perhaps, lVlr. Merivale,
who has expressed a formal concurrence in Mr. Mill's
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doctrine; but Mr. Ricardo has practically assented
to it.

His treatment of the science, indeed, is still more
abstract than that proposed by Mr. Mill. He adds
to Mr. Mill's hypothesis other assumptions equally
arbitrary; and he draws all his illustrations, not
from real life, but from hypothetical cases. Out of
these materials he has framed a theory, as to the dis
tribution of wealth, possessing almost mathematical
preCIsIon.

But neither the reasoning of Mr. Mill, nor the
example of Mr. Ricardo, induce me to treat Political
Economy as an hypothetical science. I do not think it
necessary, and, if unnecessary, I do not think it
desirable.

It appears to me, that if we substitute for Mr. Mill's
hypothesis, that wealth and costly enjoyrnent are the
only objects of human desire, the statelnent that they
are universal and constant objects of desire, that they
are desired by all men and at all times, we shall have
laid an equally firm foundation for our subsequent
reasonings, and have put a truth in the place of an
arbitrary assumption. We shall not, it is true, from
the fact that by acting in a particular manner a
labourer may obtain higher wages, a capitalist larger
profits, or a landlord higher rent, be able to infer the
further fact that they will certainly act in that manner,
but we shall be able to infer that they will do so in
the absence of disturbing causes. And if we are able,
as \vill frequently be the case, to state the cases in
,vhich these causes Inay be expected to exist, and t.he
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force with which they are likely to operate, we shall
have removed all objection to the positive as opposed
to the hypothetical treatment of the science.

1 have said that the hypothetical treatment of the
science, if unnecessary,. is undesirable. It appears to
me to be open to three great objections. In the first
place it is obviously unattractive. No one listens to
an exposition of what might be the state of things
under given but unreal conditions, with the interest
with which he hears a statement of what is actually
taking place.

In the second place, a writer who starts from
arbitrarily assunled prelnises, is in danger of forget
ting, from time to time, their unsubstantial· founda
tion, and of arguing as if they were true. This has
been the source of much error in Ricardo. He assumed
the land of every country to be of different degrees
of fertility, and rent to be the value of the difference
between the fertility of the best and of the worst
land in cultivation. The remainder of the produce he
divided into profit and wages. H.e assumed that
wages naturally amount to neither more nor less than
the amount of commodities which nature or habit has
rendered necessary to maintain the labourer and his
family in health and strength. He assumed that, in
the progress of population and wealth, worse and
worse soils are constantly resorted to, and that
agricultural labour, therefore, bec~)1nes less and less
proportionately productive; and he inferred that
the share of the produce of land taken by··the land
lord and by the labourer must constantly increase,
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and the share taken by the capitalist constantly
diminish.

This was a logical inference, and would conse
quently have been true in fact, if the assumed pre
mises had been true. The fact is, however, that
almost everyone of them is false. It is not true
that rent depends on the difference in fertility of the
different portions of land in cultivation. It might
exist if the whole territory of a country were of
uniform quality. It is not true that the labourer
always receives precisely the necessaries, or even
what custom leads him to consider the necessaries, of
life. In civilised countries he almost always receives
much more; in ba,rbarous countries he frOln time to
time obtains less. It is not true that as wealth and
population advance, agricultural labour becomes less
and less proportionately productive. The corn now
raised with the greatest labour in England is raised
with less labour than that which was raised with the
least labour three hundred years ago, or than that
which is no,v raised with the least labour in Poland.
It is not. true that the share of the produce taken by
the capitalist is least in the richest countries. Those
are the countries in which it generally is the greatest.
~Ir. Ricardo was certainly justified in assuming his
premises, provided that he was always a,vare, and
always kept in rnind, that they were merely assumed.
This, ho,vever, he seems sometimes not to know, and
sometimes he forgets. Thus he states, as an actual
fact, that in an irnproving country, the difficulty of
obtaining raw produce constantly increases. He
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states as a real fact, that a tax on ,vages falls not
on the labourer but on the capitalist.

He affirms that tithes occasion a proportionate
increase in the price of corn, and a proportionate
increase of wages, and therefore are a tax on the
capitalist, not on the landlord. Positions both of
which depend on an assumed fixed amount of wages.

A third objection to reasoning on hypothesis is its
liability to error, either from illogical inference, or
from the omission of some element necessarily inci
dent to the supposed case. .When a writer takes his
prelnises from observation and consciousness, and
infers from them what he supposes to be real facts, if
he have committed any grave error, it generally leads
him to some startling conclusion. He is thus warned
of the probable existence of an unfounded premise, or
of an illogical inference, and if he be wise, tries back
until he has detected his mistake. But the stra,nge
ness of the results of an hypothesis, gives no warning.
We expect them to differ from what we observe, and
lose, therefore, this incidental means of testing the
correctness of our reasoning.

An illustration of this may be found in the emi-
nently ingenious and eminently erroneous work of
Colonel Torrens, called" The Budget." Colonel,Tor
rens supposes the commercial world to consist of only
two countries, equal in wealth and civilisation, wllich
he calls England and Cuba. He supposes that England
has peculiar advantages for the production of wool
lens, and Cuba for that of sugar, and that the cloth
of the one, and the sugar of the other, are freely
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exchanged in proportion to the labour which each has
cost. He then supposes Cuba to impose a duty on
English cloth, which would of course, to a certain ex
tent, prevent its importation; and he states that the
consequence would be, that England would have to
send money to Cuba for sugar, until the exportation
of money had impoverished England, and its- importa..
tion had enriched Cuba.

Now if Colonel Torrens, instead of hypothetical, had
taken real cases, if he had inquired, for instance, into
the results·of the prohibitive system of France, and
had COIne to the conclusion that that system increases
her wealth, the strangeness of such a result would
have led him to suspect an error in his facts or in his
reasoning. But the strangeness of the result of an
imaginary case did not rouse his suspicion. The fact
is, that his hypothetical argument is erroneous; and
the error consists in his not having taken into account
an elernent essentially incident to his supposed case,
namely, the influence of comn1ercial restrictions on the
efficiency of labour. If he had taken this element into
account, he would have found that Cuba, by her pro ..
hibitive system, would diminish the productive power
of her labour, and consequently would find it her
interest to import from England commodities which
she previously produced at home; so that the ulthnate
result would probably be, rather a.n export of gold
from Cuba than from England.

Colonel Torrens's book always renlinds me of the
suit of clothes which the Laputa tailor cut on hypo
thetical data. Unfortunately, however, for the credit
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of the Laputa artist, Gulliver tried them on, and the
error which had slipped into the calculation showed
itself in every form of misfit. Happily for Colonel
Torr(}TIQ; and happily for ourselves, we have not tried
on his theory.

But though the objections against founding the
science on hypothesis seem to me decisive, I do not
give up hypothetical illustrations. Such illustrations
not only make abstract reasonings more easily intel..
ligible, they often expose their errors. Conclusions
which appeared to be correct, when the vague terms
of capital and labour, profit and wages, were used,
are often found to be erroneous, when an hypothetical
example embodies these abstractions, and endeavours
to show the moral and physical processes by which
the supposed result would be obtained. The absence
of such illustrations is one of the great defects of
AdaIll Smith. Perhaps this very defect contributed
to the popularity of his work. Such illustrations,
however useful, always give an appearance ofstiffness
and pedantry. The careless reader or hearer neglects
them, and the real student is annoyed at having to
learn the dra1natis personce of an imaginary case.
But if Smith had used them, he would probably have
avoided some errors, and have preserved his succes
sors frOIU many more. His example in this and in
SOIne other respects, introduced a loose, popular Inode
of treating Political Economy, which has mainly re
tarded its progress.

It may be remarked, that I have as yet used the
\vord \vealth, without defining it. I have done so,
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because I employ it in its popular sense, and because
the ideas usually attached to that word appear to me
to be sufficiently precise, to prevent any danger of my
hearers misunderstanding it. Having now, however,
completed the introduction to the science of Political
Economy, having marked out its province, and stated
the mode in which I intend to treat it, I think it ad
visable formally to define the term ,vhich expresses
its subject matter. And this for two reasons. First,
because, in a scientific work, every technical term
ought to be defined; and, secondly, because that term
has been employed by many of those who have pre
ceded me, in senses differing from that which I adopt.

In ordinary use, and I think it is the lllost con
venient use, wealth comprehends all those things, and
those things only, which, directly or indirectly, are
made the subjects of purchase and sale, of letting and
hiring. For this purpose, they must, in the first
place, possess utility, or, in other ,vords, be capable of
affording pleasure or preventing pain, since no one
,vonld purchase or hire anything absolutely useless.
In the second place, they must be limited in supply,
since no one would buy anything of which he might
acquire as much as he pleased by merely taking pos
session of it. The ,vater in the open sea is practically
unlimited in supply; anyone ,vho chooses to go for
it, may have as nluch of it as he pleases. The portion
of it ,vhich has been brought to London to supply
salt water baths is limited, and cannot be obtained,
therefore, without payment. III the third place,
nothing is ,vealth that is not capable of appropriation.
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Fine weather is useful, and is limited in supply, but
it is not wealth, since it cannot be appropri~ted. Some
things are capable of appropriation only under pecu
liar circumstances. In an extengiv~,thinly inh9,bit~d

plain, light and air are incapable of appropriation,
every inhabitant may enjoy them equally; but in a
town, one house intercepts theln from anoth~r. A
town house, surrounded by an open space, has more
of them than one in a street. The possessor of such a
house, and of the ground which surrounds it, has prac
tically appropriated its peculiar advantages of light
and air; t.hey add to its Vialue, and form, therefore,
part of his wealth. He even may sell them with
out parting with his house, by selling the privilege
of erecting buildings which will intercept theIne
Fourthly, as is implied by the definition, nothing
can be wealth which is not directly or indirectly
transferable. High birth is agreeable and rare, it
nlay add to the happiness of its possessor, but, as it
is absolutely incapable of transfer, it is not part of
his wealth. Most of our personal qualities are only
indirectly transferable; they are transferable, not
in themselves, but embodied in the commodities
which their possessor can produce, or in the services
which he can render. The skill of a painter is trans
ferable in the form of a cODlmodity, his pictures;
the skill of a surgeon in that of a service, the dex..
terity with ,vhich he performs an operation. Such
qualities perish by the death of the possessor, or may
be impaired or destroyed by disease, or rend~red

valueless by changes in the customs of the country,
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which put an end to the delnand for their products.
Even to the same person, and under the saIne circum
stances in all other respects, they may become wealth,
or cease to be wealth, merely in consequence of a
ehange in the social position of their possessor. When
Miss Linley became lVirs. Sheridan, her powers of
action and song ceased to be ,vealth; they remained
the delight of private societies, but were no longer
objects of sale. If Sheridan had condescended to
accept an income on such terms, his wife's accom
plishlnents would have enriched him. Subject, how
ever, to these contingencies, personal qualities are
wealth, and wealth of the most valuable kind. The
amount of the revenue derived from their exercise in
England, far exceeds the rental of all its land.

'"fhe words ,vealth and value differ as substance and
attribute. All those things, and those things only,
which constitute wealth, are valuable. As the mean
ing of the term value has been the subject of long and
eager controversy, I shall, at a future period, consider
at some length the different significations which have
been given to it. It is enough to say at present that
I use it in its popular acceptation, as signifying in
anything the quality which fits it to be given and
received in·exchange, or, in other ,vords, to be let or
sold, hired or purchased.

It follo,vs, from this definition of wealth, that in a
community enjoying perfect abundance, there would
be no vvealth. If every object of desire could be pro..
cured by a vvish, nothing ,vould have value, and
nothing ,vould be exchanged. It follows, also, that it
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is possible to conceive at least a-temporary ditninution
of the wealth of a comrnunity occasioned by an in
crease of their ITleanS of enjoyment. This ,vould be
the immediate consequence of any cause which should
occasion the supply of any useful article to change
from limited to unlirnited. Thus, if the climate of
England could suddenly be changed to that of Bogota,
and the warmth which we extract imperfectly and
expensively from fuel were supplied by the sun, fuel
would cease to be useful, except as one of the pro
ductive instruments elnployed by art. We should
want no more grates or chimney-pieces in our sitting
rooms. What had previously been a considerable
amount of property in the fixtures of houses, in stock
in trade, and materials, would become valueless. Coals
would sink in price; the most expensive mines would

.be abandoned; those which were retained would
afford smaller rents. The proprietors and tradesmen
specially affected by the change ,,'ould lose not only
in wealth, but in the means of enjoyment. The
owner ofa mine whose rent fell froIn 20,000[. a year
to 10,000[., would not be cOlllpensated by being saved
the expense of fuel in every room except his kitchen.
On the other hand, persons without fire-places or coal
cellars of their own, would lose nothing, and the rest
of the world would lose only in the value of their
grates, chimney-pieces, and stocks of coal; and all
would gain in enjoyment by being able to devote to
other purposes the llloney which they previously
paid for artificial warmth. Still for a time there
,vould be less wealth. That time, indeed, would be
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short; the capital and the labour previously devoted
to warming our apartments, ,vould be diverted to the
production of new commodities. The cheapness of
coal would increase t.he supply of manufactured
articles, and there ,vould then be as much wealth
as there was before the change; probably more, and
certainly much more enjoyment. It is probable that
salt forms a smaller part of the wealth of England
than of Hindostan, though every Englishman has
twenty times as luuch of it as every Hindoo. The
Englishman is allowed to use freely the abundant
supply offered by nature. In Hindostan there is a
natural scarcity, aggravated tenfold by the Govern
ment.

We rl1ay conceive a case in which unlimited abun
dance would destroy not only the value, but the
utility of a whole class of commodities; ,vouid
prevent thern not merely from being objects of ex
change, but even frolli being objects of desire. This
would be the case as to all the commodities whose
only utility is to be a means of displaying wealth.
If emeralds were suddenly to become as abundant
as pebbles, they could be no longer used as orna
ments; and if no other use could be made of them,
and I am not aware of any, they would be value
less. All their possessors, at the thne of the change,
,vonId find themselves poorer, and neither they nor
anyone else ,vould be compensated by any in
creased means of enjoyrnent. It would be a mere
destruction of wealth.

It may be as ,veIl to remark, that things may be
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wealth to individuals without forming part of the
wealth of the community to which those individuals
belong. This is the case with respect to almost all the
wealth created by an artificial limitation of supply.
'The monopolies with which Elizabeth rewarded
her favourites were wealth to them, but diminished
the wealth of the rest of the cornmunity. The same
may be said of a patent right, or of the secrecy of a
manufacturing process. The process itself, which
is protected by the patent or by the secrecy, is part of
the wealth of the community, since it enables them
to have more or better commodities; but the mono
poly granted by the patent, or g·uarded by the
secrecy, is wealth only to its owner. As soon as the
patent terminates, or the secret is divulged, the
wealth of the community is increased by the in
creased abundance of the commodities to the produc...
tion of which everyone may now apply the process.

Again, the national debt is wealth to the pro
prietors of stock, but as the sum received .in divi
dends is paid in taxes, it cannot form a part of the
wealth of the natIon. If, indeed, those two sums
precisely coincided, if there. were no expenses of
collection, and if taxes did not interfere with the
production of wealth, the national debt would not
diminish the national wealth, though it could not aug
ment it. It would be a mere matter of distribution.
But the expense of collecting the national revenue,
and the interference of taxation with production, are
so much pure 10SB; and by the amount of these
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two sources of expense and loss, we should be richer
if the national debt were repudiated.

The wealth which consists merely of a right or
credit on the part of A. ,vith a corresponding duty or
debt on the part of B., is not considered by the politi.·
cal econonlist. He deals with the thing~'which are
the subjects of the right or of the credit, not with the
cliams or the liabilities which lnay affect them. In fact,
the credit amounts merely to this, that B. has in his
hands a part of the property of A.

I have said that my definition of wealth differs from
that which has been adopted by many of my prede
cessors. Some political economists extend the term
to all the objects of human desire; others restrict it
to what they have called material, products; and others
to the things which cannot be acquired or produced
without labour. l"he objections to the first definition
are obvious. If wealth be the subject of Political
Economy, and wealth include all that man desires,
Political Economy, whether a science or an art, is the
science or the art which treats of human happiness
a subject, as I have already remarked, too extensive to
be included in a single treatise. The second, that

, which confines wealth to material objects, is more
plausible. It includes all visible wealth, it includes
all wealth which is capable of direct and complete
sale. The things which it excludes are mere objects
of the intellect. They may be shared, but cannot be
completely tra,nsferred, since the proprietor, thOlJgh he
may impart them, cannot divest himself of them;
they may produce permanent e:ffects1 but perish them-
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selves with the individual mind of which they are
qualities. But as they obey" in other respects, the
same laws as material wealth, are obtained by the
same means, and owe their value to the same causes,
I think their exclusion a fatal objection to a definition
of wealth. The definition which confines wealth to
the things which cannot be acquired or produced with
out labour, differs little from mine, which confines it
to things limited in supply. Whatever must be
obtained by labour is necessarily limited in supply,
the supply of labour itself being limited; and, on the
other hand, there are, in fact, scarcely any, if there be
any, commodities limited in supply and capable of
transfer, which can be obtained without some labour.
So that wealth is always found subject to both these
incidents. Nor does value appear to depend on either
incident exclusively. A quarter of corn from the
best, and one from the worst .land, of equal goodness,
sell in the same market at the same price, though one
may have cost three times as much labour as the
other. The pictures of Hans Hemling are far more
linlited in supply than those of Raffaelle, and yet they
sell for much less.

We can separate, however, the two qualities in our
ulinds. We can suppose a COIDtTIodity useful and
transferable to be limited in supply, but that supply
to be gratuitously afforded by nature. About
1,980,000Ibs. weight of silver is supposed to be now
annually supplied. Now, ifprecisely the same quantity
of pure silver as is now produced daily in each re
fining house, were every day to be supernaturally
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deposited on a table in the refining house, and all
other sources of supply were to cease, silver would
continue to be limited in supply just as it is now,
but would no longer be procured by labour. Is there
any reason for supposing that its value would alter?
If its value would remain the same, it follows that it
depends on limitation of supply, and that limitation
of supply, not the necessity of labour, is the differentia
which constitutes wealth. An uncut copy of an early
printed book is worth, perhaps, ten times as much as
a copy which has been fitted to be read by cutting
open its leaves. Because it has cost more labour?
No: it has cost rather less. Because it is more
readable? No: it is useless for the purpose of read
ing. Simply because such copies are more limited in
supply.

THE END.

LONDON:

Sro'JYrJSWOOOES and SHAW,

New-street-Sqnare.
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